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ABSTRACT 

This study of the dance experiences of related men and boys pursues overlapping and 

related research goals. It is an investigation about reflective teaching practice in the process of 

developing an emergent curriculum for this multi-generational group of men and boys. It is an 

investigation about the communicative moments between participants through which members 

expressed their pedagogical regard for each other, their needs, desires and their dance learning. 

And it is an investigation about this group of men and boys as an example of aesthetic 

community, a community engaged in expressing and mediating individual style and dispositions 

through a group process and resulting in deeply shared aesthetic meanings and group style. 

Fourteen participants in six family groups danced together on seven Saturdays in a small 

community north of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Participants ranged in age from five-years old to 

more than forty-five years old. Dance curriculum was designed in reference to the teacher’s 

knowledge and experience of creative movement for primary aged children, and in reference to 

the teacher’s dance performance and choreographic experiences and experiences of parenting.  

Based on detailed transcriptions of two-camera video documentation of the seven 

sessions, a narrative analysis thickly describes significant movements of participants, before, 

during and after the sessions, as well as interactions and participants’ utterances. Post-session 

captioned drawings are discussed in detail following each session. Major findings are then 

presented as related to three research goals: reflective practice for emergent curriculum design, 

intersubjectivity as it occurred in this example of inter-generational dance education and an 

examination of this group of learners as an example of aesthetic community. Findings are 

discussed in relation to relevant literature and recommendations posed for further research.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Discourses in aesthetic philosophy suggest that human beings may be biologically 

predisposed, through selective advantage, toward aesthetic experience (Dissanayake, 2000; Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, 1988; Sparshott, 1982), including dance (Bond, 1994a, 1994b, 2001, 2008; Hanna, 

1979). Embracing the perceived potentials of dance as a broadly human endeavor, dance 

educators have envisioned the possibility of universal participation in dance. Pioneer 20th century 

American dance educator Margaret H’Doubler strongly asserted the value of dancing for all 

people, stating: 

If every child in every school from his entrance until his graduation from high 
school or college were given the opportunity to experience dance as a creative art, 
and if his dancing kept pace with his developing physical, mental, and spiritual 
needs, the enrichment of his adult life might reach beyond any results we can now 
contemplate. (H’Doubler, 1940, xii) 

H’Doubler proposes that the extraordinary results of universal, kindergarten through 

university dance education are dependent upon two conditions; the first is access to dance as a 

creative art, and the second, though wonderfully ambiguous, points to the heart of this research. 

Her second condition deals with a particular quality of dance learning. The teacher is not 

discussed in this proposition. Instead H’Doubler focuses on the dancing of the learner, and on the 

relationship between the learner’s dancing and “his” emerging developmental needs, which she 

says are physical, mental and spiritual.  
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Since H’Doubler’s statement, seventy years ago, we have gained a finer grained 

description of developmental needs. However, it is possible to read in this simple statement 

about the potential alignment between dance behavior and developmental need, an obvious 

connection to early 20th century progressive education (Dewey, 1934), and a foreshadowing of 

multiple threads of discourses about student centered education. Certainly Csikszentmihalyi’s 

(1990) description of the autotelic dimension of learning, a responsive cycle between the 

learner’s expanding repertoire of behaviors and emergent needs, resonates here.  

As she focuses on the learner, H’Doubler’s statement implies her audience of teachers; 

she is writing to us. If I could inelegantly put words in her mouth for a moment, she might be 

telling and asking dance educators, “Colleagues, here’s an image of potential that our whole 

field can grow into. As we work to fulfill this potential we will need to secure access to dance 

education for all students. As we do this work how will we come to shared understanding about 

what it means to keep pace with our students’ needs?” Connecting the conditions of her 

proposition I would suggest that work on the responsive quality of dance education could impact 

the many issues of access to dance education in positive and unexpected ways. 

Teaching from a student centered point of view is demanding, often requiring teachers to 

change from a directive to a facilitative role. The teacher-centered nature of much dance 

education is well documented (Gray, 1989; Green, 1999; Stinson, 1998, 2004). In a recent study, 

a dance teacher describes her effort in changing to a student-centered point of view, “I try not to 

let myself be always the leader . . . try to give them a sense of independence. You [the student] 

can figure out how to move it” (Bond and Richard, 2005, p115).  

This effort to focus on the student and the resulting internal tension for teachers is not 

unique to dance education. A teacher colleague of mine changing her literary arts classroom to a 

student-centered point of view admitted her sense of dislocation in the process, “I have to rethink 

what I do with myself when I’m teaching.” This dissertation examines problems of rethinking 

teaching in response to a commitment to student-centered teaching and learning.  
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State of the Art 

The limited access of students to dance education concerns me greatly, and is part of the 

motivation for this dissertation. H’Doubler’s (now dated) use of the male pronoun in her 

statement above remains ironic in a society where the number of women graduating from dance 

programs in higher education is approximately ten times that of men (United States Department 

of Education, 2007). This gendered pattern of participation is in addition to marginal access to 

dance education generally. Access to dance education opportunities in public, pre-kindergarten 

through twelfth grade contexts is difficult to establish reliably. However, findings based on 

limited sampling of elementary and secondary school principals and teachers are available 

through the United States Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 

Fast Response Survey System for the 1999-2000 school year (2002).  

In this report elementary school findings are based on survey responses from 640 

elementary principals and 1261 elementary school arts specialists and classroom teachers. High 

school findings were based on survey responses from 686 high school principals or from their 

designated respondents. Key findings for elementary schools show that 94% offered music, and 

87% offered visual arts instruction. Dance was offered in 20% and theater in 19% of elementary 

schools. Music was taught by specialists in 72% of those offering music, and visual arts was 

taught by specialists in 55% of those offering visual arts. Dance was taught by specialists in 24% 

of schools that offered it, and theater was taught by specialists in 16% of schools that offered it. 

Dance was incorporated into physical education classes in 48% of all schools, and into music 

education classes in 48% of elementary schools. Dance was integrated into other areas of the 

curriculum in 28% of elementary schools. 

Key findings for high schools indicate that 90% of high schools offered music 

instruction, 93% of high schools offered visual arts instruction, and 48% of high schools offered 

theater instruction.  In stark contrast, 14% of high schools offered dance. Music was taught by 

specialists in 91% of high schools that offered it and visual arts was taught by specialists in 94% 
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of schools that offered it; 77% of high schools offering dance reported one or more full-time 

dance specialists and 84% of those offering theater reported one or more full-time drama/theater 

specialists. 

It is also indicative of the underrepresentation of dance in schools that in the 2007-2008 

school year only four licensed dance teachers had active programs in the Minneapolis, Minnesota 

district of 36,337 students (Minnesota Department of Education, 2007). We can assume that the 

number of students receiving a coherent and comprehensive dance education as described in the 

Minnesota Academic Standards in the Arts (Minnesota Department of Education, 2008), or the 

National Standards in Arts Education (Consortium of National Arts Education Organizations, 

1994), is low. 

An examination of research literature adds to what is known about access to dance 

education, and about its quality. Published and unpublished research in dance therapy and dance 

education has been pursued largely among groups of females or in mixed gender groups. The 

experiences of men and boys dancing have been examined less frequently, although the literature 

is growing (Bond, 1994a; Bond, Frichtel and Park, 2007; Gard, 2003, 2008; Risner, 2002a, 

2002b, 2004, 2005, 2007a, 2007b). Given the power of gender in shaping personal identity 

(Arnot, 2006; Dillabough, 2006; West and Zimmerman, 1991), and in light of research in other 

educational arenas, such as literacy education, focusing on gender based patterns of educational 

participation and achievement, much remains to be learned from similar studies in dance 

education contexts. 

The limited place of dance in children’s educational experiences, and particularly in the 

lives of men and boys, presents a firm social reality. By revealing features of men’s and boys’ 

lived experience of dance learning, and of reflective teaching practice in response to their 

emerging needs, I seek to challenge the solidity of this social reality. My experiences dancing 

and being a father drew me to ask questions about male experiences of dance education and the 

influence of parenting on dance pedagogy in the context of intergenerational dance among men. 
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These questions motivated my qualitative study of the dance education experiences of a group of 

fathers and their five to eight-year-old sons.  

Parenting, Pedagogy and Dance in Family Contexts 

Becoming a parent profoundly altered my perception and practice of dance education. 

Though I don’t wish to generalize about the influence of parenting on teachers’ pedagogical 

attitudes, what became available to me through this experience was a more profoundly interested 

regard for the well-being and growth of another person. My wife, Erin, and I had performed and 

choreographed together in New York, N.Y., and Minneapolis, Minnesota. A number of 

significant changes in our orientations toward dance accompanied Erin’s pregnancy and the birth 

of our first child. In the nine months of her pregnancy, our dance company performances 

featured Erin’s gradually expanding belly, and she developed and performed a solo dance 

featuring her adjustments to her changing center of gravity and movement capacities. Though at 

first centered on Erin’s dancing and pregnancy, these changes portended further shifts about the 

place and potential of dancing in our lives. 

Our first child’s birth was a difficult seventy-two hour process that called on reserves of 

strength and persistence to achieve the natural birth we both preferred over surgical alternatives. 

Though Erin has long since recovered and currently teaches modern dance technique at the 

University of Minnesota, the birth caused her pubic symphysis to split and she could only walk 

backwards, painfully dragging her feet on the floor. Trips to the whirlpool and sitz baths that 

would normally have taken a few minutes became lengthy excursions. During one such 

excursion the day after delivery, I was alone for the first time in our hospital room holding a 

sleeping baby, Wyatt. I was suddenly taken with an enormous sense of relief, surely arising from 

the end of the three-day ordeal, but also from something else. What I felt was recognition of my 

parenting relationship with this baby and my desire for it. Tears streaming down my face, and 
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holding our new baby, I told Erin as she slowly backed into our room, “This is what I’ve been 

waiting for.” 

In the three years between Wyatt and our second child, Simone, our dance activity 

continued to change, paralleling our lives as parents. My sense of dance as a performing art 

gradually accommodated a new awareness of it as a medium for interpersonal exchange, 

development and growth in educational contexts with children. I began working with a group of 

dancers involved in a long-term, dance education, professional development program for public 

school teachers. Deviating from my prior orientation toward adult training in concert modern 

dance, this work assumed that all children could do and benefit from serious work in dance. 

Rather than selecting those performers who could competently receive and reproduce movement 

content from a choreographer, this approach valued the movement interests and developing 

capacities of each dancer/learner.  

One result of this shift in my thinking was my invitation to members of our dance 

company to make and perform a dance with young boys in the neighborhood where we 

rehearsed. Applying a dance making process that centered on the interests of these boys, this 

group of children and dance company members developed a collaborative dance about bicycles. 

Their dance marked the furthest development of what I now see as pedagogical thinking in the 

context of our modern concert dance activities. Soon after the concert season that included the 

performance of the bicycle piece we dissolved our company, yet the experience of being a parent 

continued to influence my thinking about dance, teaching, and learning. 

Many parents know how powerfully children transform the adults’ sense of 
themselves, their priorities in life, and their preoccupations with the concerns of 
the world. Many teachers, too, experience the transforming effects young people 
have on their professional and personal lives. This powerful influence of children 
that transforms personal existence and that radiates throughout the life of the adult 
is what kindles . . . pedagogy. (van Manen, 1991, pp. 11-12) 

Part of the influence of children on my life was a desire to understand parenting better 

and be in the company of other parents and their children, often through parent education 
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programs. These programs enriched our family life by providing parenting strategies and 

networks of adult and child friendships. Over time it became apparent to me that gendered 

patterns of participation in parent education mirrored those in dance. I was often the lone male 

participant in classes. Much has been written about a fathering crisis in the United States and 

United Kingdom (Ancona, 1998; Barras, 2000; Blankenhorn, 1995; Crowley, 2006; Garbarino, 

1999; Gurian, 1996; Johnson, 1999), and my dissertation, though not addressing the content or 

methodological assumptions of a social critique, has implications for this situation. 

I also noticed what appeared to me to be gendered patterns of parent and child conflict. 

Child discipline and adult power and authority were frequent topics, explicit or implicit, in the 

parent education programs I attended. The discussions and incidents of conflict in these classes 

often focused on the sometimes-aggressive temperaments and intense movement appetites of 

young children. Often these children were sons. Having a background in Laban Movement 

Analysis (Laban, 1988), I began to question if the source of conflict might be from the differing 

movement interests and affinities of these parents and their children.  

The concern of parents to curb what appear to be aggressive impulses in their children is 

easy to understand. Catalyzed by recent outbreaks of school violence among boys, there has 

recently been significant publication about boys, violence and aggression (Garbarino, 1995; 

1999; Kipnis, 1999; Konijn & Bijvank, 2007; Pollack, 1999; Reed, 1999; Schaeffer, Ialongo, 

Hubbard, Petras, Masyn, Poduska & Kellam, 2006; Watson, 2007). However, beginning to see 

the kinesthetic component of parent and child conflicts as possible clashes of movement interests 

and styles, my wife and I began to attempt to engage our children’s movement preferences, as an 

alternative to suppressing them. We began to look for safe and constructive venues for our 

children to express their interests, particularly the challenging ones: propulsive, strong and 

sudden movement dynamics and actions. A rule of thumb that seemed useful in our parenting 

efforts was that if a door was closed to a child’s movement interest in one context, that another 

be opened in a safer, more appropriate context at another time. In retrospect, these instances of 
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managing kinesthetic interests involved intergenerational, intersubjective exchanges with 

similarities to those made by educators working to develop child-centered, emergent dance 

curriculum. 

As a dance educator I found it ironic that the passionate interests boys had in the 

movement materials of dance seldom led these boys into dance activity, even though the 

kinesthetic and aesthetic potentials of dance seem uniquely suited to both the physical interests 

of this group and to the often-perceived need to ameliorate their aggressive energies (Bond, 

1994a). Dance often fails to connect to the experiences of boys, in contrast with the broad appeal 

of athletics, though it would seem to share a potential with athletics to ameliorate and/or channel 

aggression.  

I now understand my interpretations of the parent and child conflicts I noticed, and my 

response to the parent and child conflicts in my family life, as an educational application of 

Laban Movement Analysis that resonated strongly with currents in dance therapy, and of my 

emerging sense of pedagogical responsibility.  

“. . . pedagogy is the art of tactfully mediating the possible influences of the world so that the 

child is constantly encouraged to assume more self-responsibility for personal learning and 

growth. To teach is to influence the influences” (van Manen, 1991, p. 80). Reflecting on my 

dance experience, I was able to be thoughtful about the experiences of my own children, and the 

children I encountered in public schools as a professional development facilitator in dance 

education. I began to ask, what do these children need?  What would be good for this particular 

child? 

Experiences of parent education with young children made me aware of the kinesthetic 

negotiations in families through which parents can strongly direct the actions and movement 

dynamics of their children, and ultimately, the quality of their relationships. My experience also 

underscored the possibility of deepening my own and possibly other parents’ responsiveness to 

child needs and capacities through dance. I became increasingly fascinated with families as sites 
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for dance education. My experiences of boys’ intense movement interests and the pervasiveness 

of gendered patterns of participation in dance education helped shape my desire to study the 

dance experiences of fathers and sons. 

The call to self-examination and revision of parental error can be particularly strong in 

new parents. Dance therapist James Murphy (1998) describes the high motivation and desire of 

participants in his family workshops to avoid “the perceived mistakes of their parents” (p. 40). 

Self-examination in the development of this dissertation research focused both on experiences of 

having children and on my dance education experiences. My emerging thinking about dance 

pedagogy allowed me to critique my performing arts education in new ways. 

Critique of a Dance Education: A Story of Guilty Privilege 

Though my study pursues what is meaningful about the dance experiences of a small 

group of individuals, rather than broad cultural or sociological understandings, my experiences 

of being a man dancing, and learning to dance in social contexts, have helped shape it. As noted 

earlier, men and women in the United States have different patterns of participation in dance 

education (United States Department of Education, 2007). I believe features of my dance 

education contrasted sharply with those of my women colleagues in university dance education 

and that there may be correspondences between my experiences and those of other men.  

At several universities, from 1974 to 1982, I learned about and through dance, guided by 

capable women who directed and taught in modern dance programs where men were a minority 

of the faculty and of the student body. I found even though men were in the minority, there was a 

substantial image of what men could achieve in the arena of modern dance performance. In my 

perception ideas about masculinity, virility, maturity, sexuality, movement capacity and dance 

ability were often conflated. Iconic male performers such as the noted choreographer José 

Limón, Raymond Kurshal (a performer from the Twyla Tharp Company), and Clay Tagliaferro 

(formerly of José Limón’s company), were presented on videotape as exemplars of masculine 
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dancing in the context of technique, composition and repertory classes. Performance coaching 

sessions sometimes focused on understanding and producing the movement qualities and 

phrasings they exhibited.  

From a Laban Movement Analysis (Laban, 1988) point of view, these qualities were often 

aligned with assertive, rather than indulging, efforts: strong weight qualities, direct use of space 

and the sudden timing of movement phrases with highly contrasting changes from free to bound 

flow. Though women, too, were encouraged to embody a range of potential movement dynamics 

in training and performance, the emphasis of their studies seemed more comprehensive. Gender 

images and expectations informed a social curriculum of dance performance as well. As a 

student rehearsal director I coached male dancers to mask any movement patterns that might be 

indicative of “femininity.” Partnering training and performance was often done in heterosexual 

pairings. In my experience there were no sexualized male pairings presented in university 

concerts.  

In contrast to the male confidence and daring I was attempting to emulate, the dance 

skills and experiences I brought to my university studies were rudimentary and often differed 

significantly from those of my women colleagues. I surmise that had gender representation in the 

dance department been more balanced, or if I had been engaged in a male-dominated athletic 

pursuit, I would have been deselected from the program early on. Instead, I benefited from an 

individualized program that I now interpret as being “constructivist” and “learner centered.”  

Constructivist learning situations are designed with an understanding that learners 

construct new meanings by building on prior knowledge and experience. They assist learners by 

progressively scaffolding learning in reference to prior knowledge (Zemelman, Hyde and 

Daniels, 2005). My increasing involvement with independent study projects and individualized 

coaching in lieu of standard modern dance studio technique classes was a constructivist 

development in my dance education. The independent projects involved extensive work in 

movement fundamentals approaches (Alexander, 2001; Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980; Feldenkrais, 
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1972; Sweigard, 1974) explored in conjunction with faculty guided, videotaped, self-

documentation with detailed analysis and critique.  

In contrast, van Dyke (1992) describes the intensely pressurized dance education of the 

conservatory model adopted by many BFA programs. Though competition for scarce performing 

and presenting opportunities was part of the female dance education curriculum, my experience 

was different. Rather than competing for roles, I believe I was often assigned roles because of the 

potential they held for my development. The much larger number of my women colleagues 

competed for the proportionally smaller number of available of roles with less likelihood their 

assignment would be considered with the same developmental attention. I received detailed 

coaching and individualized guidance in learning how to learn to dance, an approach that 

contrasted with the teacher-centered instruction that appeared to be predominant in my university 

dance technique classes. Gray (1989) discusses teacher-centered pedagogy as a broad 

phenomenon in studio dance education.  

My response to constructivist dance education was to thrive on the personalized attention 

and learning approaches I was able to pursue as a privileged minority and to make rapid 

development as a dancer and dance maker. I persisted and received performance opportunities, 

graduate fellowships and positions of responsibility and leadership in the graduate school. 

Concerned about the human costs of current patterns of gender representation in dance 

education, Stinson, Blumenfield-Jones, and Van Dyke report the “disproportionate representation 

of men in positions of leadership and power in dance” (Stinson, Blumenfield-Jones, & Van 

Dyke, 1990, p. 20). My experience fit that pattern.  

During my recent return to graduate school for doctoral study, once again I was in the 

minority, this time complicated by age as well as gender.My awareness of difference in how men 

and women often experience dance education was more transparent to me in this close 

community. During my two years of doctoral coursework, one of my women colleagues accused 

a faculty member of favoring me. The legacy of dance education in higher education, as I 
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experienced it and as sometimes critiqued  (Green, 1999; C. Smith, 1998; Stinson, Blumenfield-

Jones, & Van Dyke, 1990; van Dyke, 1992) perhaps shaped her response. I propose, however, 

that the question should not be whether or why I have been granted exceptional opportunities, 

but rather why university dance education often resists pedagogical innovations such as the 

constructivist, student-centered opportunities I experienced. 

My long held interests in student-centered, constructivist learning, did not deeply inform 

my professional life in dance education prior to entering into a research apprenticeship with Dr. 

Karen Bond in the fall of 2000. Though I had a disposition toward noticing the experiences of 

children in public education and through my family life, my perceptions were shaped by prior 

commitments that I had yet to attempt to articulate. The professional coaching I had engaged in 

through my Minnesota work-life consisted of advising and directing teachers based often on the 

literature of dance education, and the narratives of expertise offered by master teaching artists. 

Through my research apprenticeship I had the dislocating opportunity to observe, ask questions 

and listen, instead of advise. 

I practiced field observation and phenomenological interviewing and attempted to make 

sense of a collection of student-depicted, post dance-class captioned drawings. My notations of 

field experiences were initial written repositories of my theoretical biases, for example, towards 

outcomes reflecting developmental stage theories. Though I didn’t share these notes with 

anyone, the practice of recording them allowed me to identify and bracket, or set aside, my 

existing assumptions during the interview process. As my struggle to make sense of the 

captioned drawings illustrated, I had little interpretive room for the meanings that the children 

communicated. I would over-read, or under-read them, either discounting them, or making them 

more significant than they were. Poring over them to find a hidden key, I would sort and 

categorize the drawings, looking for a system to reveal meanings that were in actuality available 

in the activities and relationships in front of me in the classroom. 
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This research experience allowed me to see professional growth in process. My 

apprenticeship role involved interviewing the teacher briefly after each session, so I was able to 

witness her negotiations between her dance interests and those of the children. As her personal 

story of dance education was revealed over the course of interviews, the meanings and 

connections that were important to her stood out, for example her interest in the idea of creativity 

in dance, both for her current dance students and to reclaim this missing element in her own 

private studio dance education. She began to see her teaching purpose as providing creative 

opportunities for her students.  

Our study showed the teacher’s consistent movement toward acknowledging student 

meanings in the class, yet the logic of co-created curriculum was often surprisingly personal and 

teacher-centered, even so, and maybe influenced by that personal inquiry, student interests were 

often accommodated. In particular, a set of drawings from one of the concluding sessions of my 

apprenticeship was remarkable for the quality of connection, what one child called “. . . a game 

called link” (Bond & Richard, 2005, p. 103). These were my first readings of the intersubjective 

development of meanings among students, and students and teacher in dance education. As a 

teacher in professional development contexts, it was powerful to see the substantial teacher and 

student learning that resulted from interpreting evidence of meaning making in pursuit of a co-

created curriculum. 

My research apprenticeship helped me understand how to read evidence of 

intersubjective exchanges, and the appearance of student and teacher meaning-making in the 

pursuit of a co-created, emergent curriculum. By reading this evidence I began to respond to the 

issues of quality dance education H’Doubler described: the substantial benefit for the dance 

learner “. . . if his dancing kept pace with his developing physical, mental, and spiritual needs” 

(H’Doubler, 1940, p. xii). Students became spokespeople for their own physical, mental and 

spiritual needs through dance education. However, unanticipated in her statement were the 

reciprocal benefits of this process of inquiry and interpretation for the dance educator.  
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My interests in providing broader access to dance education, understanding the meanings 

of dance learning for less explored educational populations, and pursuing constructivist, learner-

centered dance education pedagogies with benefits for students and teachers, have been 

substantially influenced by my interest in, and growing ability to read, evidence of student and 

teacher meaning making through communicative, intersubjective exchanges in dance education 

classrooms. The goals and methods of my study reflect interests and modes of inquiry. The 

following discussion describes my research goals and the broad structure of this dissertation. 

Research Goals, Delimitations, Methods and Dissertation Schematic 

There is a fascinating tension between the notion of a human biological predisposition 

toward aesthetic dance experience and our current social patterns of participation in dance 

education. This situation is compounded in the arena of public education by the historical 

absence of dance in the academic experience. Lortie (1975) found that teachers often teach as 

they were taught, and pointed to the normalizing influence of thirteen years of public education 

on American’s conceptions of what disciplines and teaching behaviors are appropriate in 

schools, an influencing process he called an “apprenticeship of observation.” My response to this 

tension is to engage with the pedagogical dimensions of this situation through action research to 

illuminate the meanings and depth of dance education, and the quality of intersubjectivity 

evident in exchanges between members of an inter-generational group of related males. Specific 

aims of the study include: 

1. Apply reflective pedagogy as a teacher and parent to co-develop an emergent 

dance curriculum in response to the needs and interests of a small group of fathers and sons 

2. Describe intergenerational pedagogical intersubjectivity among group members 

3. Examine Bond’s (1994b, 2008) developmental social construct termed “aesthetic 

community” for its applicability in this case of dance education 
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Having introduced the study in relation to bioaesthetics and the sweep of large-scale 

cultural patterns in education, I delimit its scope and distinguish my methods from social science 

methods that lead to generalizable findings. Ethnography asks about the meanings social/cultural 

groups have among themselves and others in specific contexts (Van Maanen, 1988). My concern 

with gendered patterns of participation in dance, and the meanings and experiences of men and 

boys as social groups, may invite ethnographic considerations, however I do not employ 

sociological methods to analyze or make generalizable theory in relation to these groups. Instead, 

my findings are constructed as interactional thick descriptions that richly account for the sensory 

qualities of situations studied, the quality of relationships among participants and progress of 

interactions leading to learning (Denzin, 2001).  

Focusing on questions of meaning and the quality of pedagogical interactions, this 

research is pursued with reference to Denzin (1998) through a multi-method, qualitative 

methodology. I create descriptive interpretations with reference to van Manen (1997). I pursue 

pragmatic flexibility through reflective practice in an emergent curriculum design with reference 

to experiential inquiry (Bond, 1991, 1994a, 1994b, 2001; Bond & Etwaroo, 2005; Bond & 

Richard, 2005; Bond, Frichtel & Park, 2007). With roots in action research (Schön, 1991; Carr & 

Kemmis, 1986) and narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 1991, 1995), autobiographical 

elements in the study include teacher self-reflection, parenting in action, and in reflection and 

critical reflection on educational experiences salient to the study.  

Exhaustive analysis of multiple sets of data, including transcriptions of two-camera video 

documentation, post-session captioned drawings, teacher notations, and transcriptions of 

culminating participant interviews provides the basis of multiple descriptive interpretations. 

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 present an in-depth narrative description of the entire “dance of fathers 

and sons.” This textual thick description, in combination with transcriptions of the culminating 

interviews, informs descriptive interpretation in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, as related to research goals. 
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The study concludes with discussion of relevant literature with reflections on findings and 

recommendations for further dance education research. 

Context of This Study 

The context of the inquiry was a seven-week, creative movement based dance class for a 

group of six fathers and their eight sons. All participants were residents of a small suburban 

Pennsylvania community. With assistance from my son, Wyatt, who was also a participant in the 

classes, I developed a pool of fifteen families to invite to participate in this study. In the selection 

process, I talked with Wyatt about why he advised the inclusion of some families rather than 

others. He offered that, “some boys, when you talk about dancing, just think about girls 

dancing.” His choices reflected his seven-year-old awareness of gendered patterns of dance 

meanings and his sense of what could be at stake for a boy to defy those patterns. He also 

suggested some of his friends wouldn’t be able to manage themselves as well as others. “You 

know how active Emmett is. I don’t think he would do too well in a dance class.” Whether or not 

I agreed with my son’s criteria for selecting families, I was intrigued with what he had to say 

about the importance of gender and personal management that would emerge in multiple ways 

through the classes from both fathers and sons. From this group, five families agreed to 

participate. 

The dance classes took place in the community where I lived and from which I recruited 

the participating families. Participants attended a number of seven, one-hour, Saturday morning 

classes (Table 2). These classes were recorded on videotape by one fixed camera and one 

manually directed camera. Video recordings were then transcribed in detail resulting in a full 

narrative analysis. Class participants, both child and adult, completed summary captioned 

drawings at the conclusion of each session. These drawings described their responses and 

impressions of dancing (Bond & Richard, 2005; Wu, 2005; Bond, 2001; Bond & Stinson, 

2000/01, 2007; Bond & Deans, 1997). They also produced several other visual depictions from 
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their dance learning. At the conclusion of the series of seven sessions, culminating interviews 

were conducted with each participant and these were also transcribed. 

Dance Class Content 

Class content was informed by multiple threads of prior education, dance, and dance 

education experiences. First was my experience as an independent learner in dance, a realm 

seldom explored by men in my experience. I was equipped for this exploration by the literature 

of child-centered education (MacDonald, 1988; Neill, 1977). A broad foundation for dance 

learning at the University level included the dance materials of Rudolf Laban in the form of 

Effort and Shape Theory and Space Harmony, and juxtaposed student-centered, reflective, 

bodywork pedagogies with traditional studio dance technique instruction. Dance performance 

and choreographic experiences provided me with fluency in the field and a sense of the social 

possibilities of dance in groups. Finally, as a teacher educator for dance education, I responded to 

the needs and dance aspirations of public school educators with the benefit of teaching artist 

peers who synthesized leading creative movement and dance education exponents (Dimondstein, 

1974, 1971; Joyce, 1993; Gilbert, 1992; Mettler, 1983; Stinson, 1988; Purcell, 1994; McGreevy-

Nichols & Sheff, 1995; Benzwie, 1987; and others) and the child-centered priorities of Goals 

2000 (MENC, 1994), the first generation of standards-based arts education. 

Pre-session planning included these broad goals for intergenerational dance education: 

Goal 1: Dads and sons will build relationship and share dancing by: 

• Dancing and responding to each other as individuals and in groups  

• Dancing through activities such as: mirroring, following, flocking, and shadowing 

each other’s movements 

• Exploring multi-sensory experiences such as shaping each other tactilely, or through 

sound and breath 

• Exploring relationship by supporting and bearing each other’s weight 
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• Dancing in circles, lines and masses, and creating dances to share through class (not 

public) performances 

Goal 2: Dads and sons will explore percussion and drumming in unison and in 

conversations with other small groups and individuals  

Goal 3: Dads and sons will dance about their interests and life narratives, including: 

• Family histories 

• Themes of recreation and occupations 

• Fantasies 

New to constructing curriculum in response to participant interests and evidence of 

learning (Bond & Richard, 2005), and committed to recognizing participant meanings and using 

them as primary sources of dance education content, I designed a flexible, ritual-like framework 

similar to Bond’s (1991, 1994b, 2008) “right dance” (after Sparshott, 1988) to organize many of 

the temporal and spatial aspects of the classes. Bond (1991, 2008) draws on Bohm and Peat 

(1987), who distinguish between “an ‘outside order of development’ involving ‘evolution in a 

sequence of successions’ and a ‘more inward order out of which the manifest form of things can 

emerge creatively’ (p. 409). The “right dance” (in current parlance Bond views “right dance” as 

a metaphor for “best practice”) provides the iterative outside order of development through 

which individual aesthetic preferences merge creatively to form an aesthetic community (1994b, 

p.22). The transformative potential of iteration is also emphasized in ritual theory. Bond (2008) 

refers to Grimes (1996), who notes that “rituals generally deal with recurrent situations and 

repeated observations are needed to understand them” (Bond, 2008, p. 412). Aesthetic 

community has similarities to Victor Turner’s (1995) construct of “communitas,” a 

transformative social phenomenon that evolves through ritual process. 

Bond’s illumination of “right dance,” “ritual process,” and “aesthetic community” 

emerged initially from an in-depth study of dance with nonverbal children with dual sensory 
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impairments (Bond, 1991, 1994b, 2008). The ritual structure and elements of “Right Dance” 

emanating from this germinal study are summarized in Table 1.  

My study examines the application and relevance of Bond’s (2008) theory of aesthetic 

community with an unstudied population, providing qualitative replication of previous research. 

With the goal of examining aesthetic community for a group of highly social, verbally acute, 

literate and pre-literate children, and their fathers, and shaped by my application of pedagogical 

reflective practice in pursuit of an emergent, co-created curriculum design, I selectively applied, 

elaborated on and pruned from Bond’s (2008) elements of “Right Dance.” The present study 

reveals robust features of aesthetic community that developed as participants applied their 

considerable social/linguistic skills to advocate for and achieve their individual and collective 

aesthetic needs. Justification for the notion of qualitative replication is presented in Chapter 2. 

Structure of the Dissertation 

Based on my experiences of dance education, parenting and teacher education. I framed 

the research question in terms of reflective practice, emergent curriculum design, pedagogical 

intersubjectivity and aesthetic community. Chapter two will briefly describe these research 

concerns in more depth and present descriptive and interpretive research methods based on a 

human science epistemology. Chapters Three through Five will present a rigorous descriptive 

analysis of the entire sequence of dance classes based on transcriptions of documentation 

videotapes. Findings in the form of descriptive interpretations are presented in Chapters Six 

through Eight. Reflective practice in the process of emergent curriculum design is discussed in 

Chapter Six. Evidence of intergenerational, pedagogical intersubjectivity is presented in Chapter 

Seven. Aesthetic community is applied as an analytic lens to examine the meanings of dance 

education expressed by individuals and collectively in this group of dance learners in Chapter 

Eight. Findings are discussed and synthesized in dialog with relevant literature in Chapter Nine, 

followed by conclusions and recommendations for dance education research in Chapter Ten.
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TABLE 1: “Right Dance”  
Elements of a Six Part Format for Dancei 

 
Right Dance Structure Elements of Dance for Deaf-blind Children (1991) 
GREETING  •Entering special space 

•Rhythmic name chant  
•Circle form 
•Passing special object – visual focus on common source 
•Peer and group relationship  
 

MULTISENSORY 
WARMUP  

•Circle form 
•Body awareness - parts, whole, interconnections 
•Rhythmic tactile activities – e.g. hand clapping 
•Range of dynamics and phrasing 
•Tension release 
•Breath awareness 
•Sitting dances:  rocking, tilting, shaking, bouncing, shape qualities 
•Hand dances, facial expressions 
•Partner relationship 

WHOLE  BODY 
IN  SPACE 

•Whole body movements in personal and shared space  
•Dimensions and planes 
•Locomotion, elevation 
•Range in space – distance, direction, shape, pathway, level, relationship 
•Range of dynamics – flow, weight, space, time  
 

CHILD 
LEADERSHIP 

•Unmediated by adults  
•Children pursue dance/movement interests 
•Adult physical reflection (mirroring) of actions, postures and vocalizations develop 
into echoing, exaggerating, contrasting, and being audience to child performances 
 

WEIGHT 
THEME 

•Focus on body weight (sensing, centering, shifting) and accelerating in crawling, 
rolling, balancing, falling, swinging, turning, and push-pull (counter-tension) 
activities 
•Giving and taking of weight in pairs and groups 
•Weight games: hammock swing, “whoosh” dance 

FAREWELL 
 

•End in circle  
•Shared rhythms and stepping 
•Whole group condensing and proximity 

RITUAL  
PROCESS 

•Formal design                           •Ritual object:  mirror 
•Multisensory experiences         •Rhythm and gesture                 
•Special movements                   •Whole body engagement         
•Chanting and singing                •Affirmation, humor                 
•Hard work                                 •Movement synchrony              
•Collective style of movement   •Repetition, contagion,  
•Social innovations – child leadership, adult liberation, “outsider” as facilitator 
 

                                                 

i Adaptation of Bond (2008), which is a refinement of Bond (1991, 1994b) 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The qualitative knowledge about intersubjectivity and reflective pedagogy in dance 

education represented in this study highlights “experience and action” (Todres, 2007, p. 31). The 

process of inquiry is methodologically distinct from natural science methods, and is built on an 

epistemology that treats the Cartesian subject and object divide in ways that open inquiry to 

human science investigation (Hodges, 1952). The research goals I will describe emerge from my 

unique life experiences. Congruent with van Manen’s observation that selection of a research 

method “ought to maintain a certain harmony with the deep interest that makes one an educator 

(a parent or teacher) in the first place” (1997, p. 2), I have selected a research approach that best 

aligns with the questions of educational meaning I propose. In the following articulation I plan to 

revisit my research goals concerning better understandings of reflective pedagogy for co-creating 

curriculum, intersubjectivity and aesthetic community. Connections between research goals and 

the selected epistemological tradition will be elaborated with the intention that the chosen 

research methods will be shown as well crafted and aligned for their intended purposes. 

Reflective Pedagogy for Co-Creating Curriculum, Intersubjectivity,  
 and Aesthetic Community 

As stated in the Chapter 1, the purpose of this dissertation research is to illuminate the 

meanings of dance education among members of an inter-generational group of related males: 
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1. Apply reflective pedagogy as a teacher and parent to co-create an emergent dance 

curriculum leading to aesthetic community in response to the needs and interests of 

group members 

2. Describe intergenerational pedagogical intersubjectivity among group members 

3. Examine Bond’s (1994b, 2008) developmental social construct termed “aesthetic 

community” for its applicability in this case of dance education 

Reflective Pedagogy for Co-Creating Curriculum 

As articulated above this purpose contains overlapping and complimentary elements: 

reflective practice and pedagogy in the service of child and adult co-created curriculum. The 

following discussion distinguishes each, describing linkages among them.  

Plato’s quotation of Socrates in the Apology (Kamtekar, 2005), “the unexamined life isn’t 

worth living,” reveals some of the historical reach of reflective practice. This dissertation 

references discourses about reflective pedagogy originating with John Dewey’s (1933, 1938) 

systematic process for making sense of experience, and for solving problems that defy solution 

through routine. Dewey describes an orderly process of reflection beginning with disequilibrium: 

a response of confusion and doubt to a particular situation, then contingent interpretation of the 

elements or meanings of the situation, followed by exploration and analysis of the problematic 

situation leading to one or more tentative hypotheses and finally selection of a course of action.  

Schön (1987, 1991) elaborates on Dewey’s conception of reflection for problem solving 

with particular application among teachers working to create and validate local, practical 

knowledge about teaching. Intending to increase the capacity of teachers to act with better 

understanding, he differentiates among reflection-in-action, the process of observing in the 

moment to inform immediate action, and reflection-on-action, the process of thoughtfully 

recalling past experience and thoughtfully reflecting on future courses of action. 
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van Manen (1991, 1994, 1997) discusses the concept of reflective practice in the context 

of phenomenological pedagogy. “Pedagogy is the activity of teaching, parenting, educating, or 

generally living with children, that requires constant practical acting in concrete situations and 

relations” (1997, p. 2). Further, “. . . reflection is implied in the very meaning of pedagogy which 

. . . signifies that teaching is done in an intentional manner that constantly distinguishes what is 

good or most appropriate from what is bad, or inappropriate for this child . . .” (1994, p. 3).  

In his commitment to pedagogy, van Manen (1994) takes issue with the theory-into-

practice formulaic that resides on the surface of Dewey’s and Schön’s conceptions of reflective 

practice. He cites Dewey’s writing that knowledge of reflective methods alone is not sufficient. 

Dewey points to the need for “certain qualities or traits of character such as open-mindedness or 

sincerity, wholehearted or absorbed interest, responsibility” (1964, pp. 224-228). van Manen 

finds these qualities congruent with the pathic and intersubjective embodiment of pedagogical 

relationship, which he calls tact (van Manen, 1991, 1994, 1997). This intersection of logical and 

systematic educational problematizing, as described by Schön and Dewey, and the embodied 

qualities of character Dewey points to and that van Manen elaborates on, describe the qualities of 

evidence to which this study aspires. Also presented as findings are the temporal qualities of 

reflection:  instances of reflecting back to past events, forward to anticipated courses of action, to 

the present as circumstances emerge, and, though not explicitly discussed, yet surely implicated 

by the intersubjective nature of pedagogical reflection, into my own lived experience. 

The commitments of reflective pedagogy lead productively to a co-constructivist 

orientation to curriculum materials. van Manen suggests, “tact is . . . a kind of scholarship . . . 

such as a sense of the aesthetic or of the historical, that the human scientist uses to do his or her 

hermeneutic work” (1994, p. 13). Co-constructivist curriculum inquiry is complexly interpretive, 

seeking pedagogical relationships with students in classrooms and “the hermeneutic didactical 

relation between teacher and curriculum content or knowledge” (1994, p. 13).  
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Shulman (1986) offers a framework for knowledge of teaching and curriculum, 

describing three distinct kinds of professional knowledge about teaching: content knowledge, 

pedagogical content knowledge and knowledge of curriculum. Content knowledge is the amount 

and organization of knowledge unique to a discipline. Pedagogical content knowledge refers to 

the most useful ways of representing the knowledge and skills of a discipline to make them 

comprehensible to the learner. Curriculum knowledge includes the materials and resources 

available for a particular grade, or course, as well as the lateral curriculum, such as the social 

curriculum of a school and community, and the vertical curriculum of prior learning and future 

knowledge and skills that will be available for learning. Of particular interest, pedagogical 

content knowledge, and curriculum knowledge build on the interactive quality of teaching, 

inviting teachers to understand the interests, dispositions and styles of the learner to enable hirm, 

or her, to make best use of an area of study. The interactive nature of teaching knowledge 

Schulman describes points to intersubjectivity, the next focus of this research. 

Findings of this study, and its research methods, are intended to represent knowledge of 

how to engage students with learning both with and through the materials and processes of 

dance, and will describe qualities of pedagogical interaction that lead to its discovery. Also with 

implications for reflective practice, teacher preparation and educational research, co-creation of 

curriculum involving pedagogical hermeneutics is a well-developed thread in dance education 

research (Bond, 1994b, 2001; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond & Richard 2005, and others). 

Intersubjectivity 

As an endeavor to solve problems of scientific investigations about and with sentient 

others, often in social situations, and in contrast with objective investigations of the natural 

world, Edmund Husserl (Dillon, 1997) developed the idea of intersubjectivity through his 

struggles with the limitations of the Cartesian view, cogito ergo sum, that being can only be 

confirmed by one’s individual thinking. Husserl first conceived intersubjectivity as an intra-
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psychic effort of imagination to construct pairing, a relationship with the other through an alter-

ego of the self (Dillon, 1997). Merleau-Ponty’s genetic phenomenology of intersubjectivity 

(1964), built upon Husserl’s efforts, recast intersubjectivity as a growing collection of 

identifications and distinctions between the self and the world including other people, patterned 

on the child’s growing awareness of his or her own center of being as related to, yet distinct from 

others and objects in the environment.  

In this view, children begin in a state of syncretic sociability, pre-reflectively connected 

and responsive to the experiences of others, and establish distinctions between self and other 

progressively through a transfer of bodily schema (Dillon, 1997). Embodied sensory perception 

is the foundation for this exchange, informing awareness of self and others in the process. Even 

as persons develop increasingly complex distinctions and relations with the world, the potentials 

of syncretic sociability remain in the background  (Bråton, 1998b), and provide a resource for 

pre-reflective mutuality. As Merleau-Ponty (1964) states, “the perceived world is the always 

presupposed foundation of all rationality, all value and existence” (p. 12-13).  

Building upon the phenomenological intersubjectivity of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, and 

as elaborated by Buber (1958), Heidegger (1962), Sartre (1956) and others, intersubjectivity has 

become central to investigations of interpersonal engagements. Fields actively investigating 

intersubjectivity include psychopathology, child psychology, sociology, neuroethology, 

primatology, bioaesthetics, and dance education. This research activity has distinguished three 

centers of interest. Inquiry about the direct emotional attunement between two subjects deals 

with primary intersubjectivity (Malloch, Sharp, Campbell & Trevarthen, 1997; Trevarthen, 

1974a, 1974b, 1980, 1984; Trevarthen, Kokkinaki & Fiamenghi, 1999). Inquiry about the 

meaning structures that come into play as two subjects regard an object external to each deals 

with secondary intersubjectivity (Hobson, 1993; Tomasello, Kruger & Ratner, 1993; Trevarthen 

& Hubley, 1978). The final center of interest, tertiary intersubjectivity, or theories of mind, 

focuses on social-cognitive abilities to imagine or simulate others’ minds and emotions, as in 
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detecting, or enacting deceit, or, as likely in these educational relationships, drawing inferences 

about others’ thinking and awareness by virtue of imaginative processes and relying on speech or 

other representational mediation (Astington, Harris & Olson, 1988; Bråton, 1974, 1998a, 1998b; 

Humphrey, 1984; Whiten, 1991). 

This dissertation produces findings that point to the layering of primary and secondary 

intersubjectivity as a background for the varieties of personal interactions active in these dance 

classes. In the foreground of findings is an account of the reflective, and symbolically conceptual 

and recursive intersubjective understandings developed among participants, including me, other 

adults and the children. Children and adults exhibit a continuum of harmonious and conflicted 

attunement with each other, and emotively share their common regard for significant features of 

the environment, including others and objects. This attunement serves as a pathic backdrop for 

pedagogical exploration as conditions and learner needs change over the series of classes. 

Inferential effort is clearly deployed as adults, including teacher and parents, and children 

struggle and play to realize the potential of dance for themselves and for their colleagues in the 

class. I create in-depth narrative descriptions of the fulfillment of these efforts to share and test 

my inferences and evidence as part of an emergent curriculum inquiry.  

Aesthetic Focus of the Study 

In the following I discuss broadly unifying aesthetic discourses in an effort to provide the 

study of this unusual population and circumstance the greatest interpretive latitude. I refer to 

bioaesthetics, aesthetic philosophy, Laban movement and developmental theory, and Bond’s 

(1991, 2008) theory of aesthetic community to frame the aesthetic focus of this study. 

Bioaesthetics argues that aesthetic experience provides significant selective advantage from an 

evolutionary point of view, and identifies cross-cultural evidence for broadly human aesthetic 

experience including intersubjective recognition and the search for mutuality, human pleasure in 

doing things well, our proclivity for elaboration, and for endowing things and events with special 
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meaning (Dissanayake, 1988, 1995, 2000). The communicative dynamic of these cross-cultural 

aesthetic elements and their existence as cultural expressions implies significant pedagogical 

action in support of aesthetic selective advantage.  

From the point of view of aesthetic philosophy Sparshott (1995) describes and 

categorizes dance(s) by way of qualities of expressiveness, the felt quality of life that the dance 

appears to embody. Among his expressive categories he lists “Being in the World” (p. 94), of 

which he says, “since dance rather obviously involves the corporeality of our being, it will be our 

ways of corporeally being in the world that dance most deeply signifies” (p. 95). As an aesthetic 

philosophical basis for dance education, Sparshott’s treatment of dance expressiveness considers 

the materials of dance broadly, and appears open to the arts processes currently in general 

educational practice: creation, performance and response. His particular philosophy of dance 

learning (1995, pp. 350-371) appears to reflect his grounding as a music educator in its focus on 

preparation to perform particular dances, rather than on the broad materials and artistic processes 

of dance. 

Anchored in expressiveness and corporeality, dance then may be viewed as aesthetic 

activity based on corporeal engagement, embedded with the kinds of aesthetic meanings made 

possible by our embodied existence. Dissanayake (2000) applies cross-cultural and cross-species 

lenses to study aesthetic behaviors and meanings which she identifies inside the broad sphere of 

making special. Bond (2008) too applies a specialness criteria. She defines dance as, “. . . 

intentional nonverbal behaviour that expresses, through the dynamic patterns of special 

movements in space, a heightened felt sense of self and/or environment” (p. 404). 

Helping to flesh out this aesthetic and educational realm are descriptions of the materials 

of dance, the human potential for movement and transformative dance processes developed by 

Rudolf Laban (1988), and those who have elaborated on his work (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980; 

Birdwhistle, 1979; Bond, 1991; Dell, 1970; Dell, Crow & Bartenieff, 1972; Kestenberg Amighi, 

Loman, Lewis & Sossin, 1999). Exploring its capacity to transact meaning, Laban (1988) 
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suggests the power of movement to reveal many things about a mover, including his or her state 

of mind and personal and cultural movement affinities. Both informed by and showing evidence 

for Laban’s movement theory, my dissertation activities seek to produce and illuminate group 

aesthetic activity characterized by “rhythm, wholeness and unity, the person fully present in a 

situation” (Cuffaro, 1995, p. 60).  

The study is also informed by, and seeks to further elaborate, Bond’s (1991, 1994b, 2008) 

theory of aesthetic community, which originated in both quantitative and qualitative analysis of 

children’s engagement in a dance program. Congruent with Laban’s movement theories, Bond 

theorizes style in reference to Lyons (1987) “as an expressive phenomenon encompassing the 

characteristic bodily forms and modes through which human intents are conveyed. Thus style 

may be inferred from observed action . . .” (Bond, 1994b, p. 21). Similarly, the current study is 

based on field work that viewed “children as autonomous performers, . . . and now as members 

of a small culture” (p. 21).  

Observing the emergence of individual dance styles among six nonverbal children with 

dual impairments of vision and hearing (four boys and two girls), and the elaboration of these 

styles through supportive group movement activities in the company of adults, Bond describes 

the emergence of aesthetic community among adult and child participants in a recursive process 

that begins with individual perception and stylistic dance expression and leads to shared group 

expression. Aesthetic community arises when participants are able to experience what Bond calls 

the “right dance” after Sparshott (1988), that is, the dance that appeals to each individual’s 

personal aesthetic style (Bond, 1994b, p. 22). As Sparshott recalled from his own experience of 

English country dancing, the “right dance” can be transformative.  

Bond (1994b, 2008) provides observational details characteristic of this communal 

phenomenon: heightened affect, whole-body involvement, cumulative learning, conscious self-

presentation, social camaraderie, and emergence of a collective style of movement, among 

others. Thick descriptions of the situations, relationships and interactions among 
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intergenerational male dance education participants allow me to assess the application of Bond’s 

theory of aesthetic community with an unstudied population, providing qualitative replication of 

previous research. This study seeks to add social/linguistic evidence to the largely non-verbal 

features of aesthetic community described by Bond (1991, 1994b, 2008). 

Connecting Elements 

These research goals and their framing discourses focus on the lived experience of people 

as they interact with each other. The subjects of these discourses have most frequently been, and 

in particular each subject of this study is regarded as a “active . . . multi-talented, resourceful, 

and a competent expert about issues related to his . . . own life” (Anttila, 2007, p. 865), involved 

in actions leading to potential growth and development. The general outline of possible growth 

and development is shaped by active histories of inquiry (dance, education, psychology, 

philosophy, etc.) yet the group and individual meanings of growth and development are open and 

available through interpretation. Subject interactions are shaped by qualities of intention, 

commitment and meaning that are not directly accessible, but require interpretation of mediating 

representation, language, image or other performance.  

Epistemology 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the methods of this study are based on a human 

science that differs from natural science epistemology. What follows is a brief explanation of the 

assumptions of human science epistemology following Dilthey’s (1987) distinguishing 

statements about natural and human science investigations. In contrast to the explanatory 

intention of the natural sciences, the purpose of human sciences is “understanding the lived 

structures of meaning” (van Manen, 1991, p. 4). This study provides insight into the lived 

structures of pedagogy, reflective practice and aesthetic community. 
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Investigation dealing with human subjectivity, intentionality, and meaning are excluded 

from natural science investigation. Interpretive interactionism, one way of framing human 

science, “is founded on the study, expression, and interpretation of subjective human 

experience,” and finds the search for causative explanations to be “detrimental to the study and 

understanding of directly lived experience” (Denzin, 2001, p. 44). Rather than constructing 

generalizable theory, or a body of facts, human science aims to, “get inside the forms of life and 

the socially normative regularities in which the person’s activity has taken shape. This requires… 

empathic and imaginative identification with the subject” (Gillett, 1995, p. 112).  

Gendlin (1997) describes the effort to get inside another’s worldview as requiring the 

participation of ‘the lived body’ as an authenticating and validating procedure that is responsive 

to the bodily evocative dimensions that make words personally relevant. This study is also 

ideographic, and assumes that “every interactional text is unique and is shaped by the individuals 

who create it” (Denzin, 2001, p. 40). Yet, it is also open to the possibility of the “illusion of 

individual subjectivity” and the discovery that phenomena thought to be individual 

manifestations are actually joint products of conversational interactions (Spinelli, 2005, p. 130). 

Having determined that knowledge will be constructed from what can be known of lived 

experience, how will these experiences be represented so sense can be made of them?  What 

products and co-constructions will represent the contents of this lived experience, and how can 

we make sense of these representations?   

To begin with, human science investigation will come at a slant to lived experience 

because “experiential accounts or lived-experience descriptions—whether caught in oral or in 

written discourse—are never identical to the lived experience itself” (van Manen, 1997, p. 54). 

There will always be an interpretive distance between description and experience;  indeed, “. . . it 

has been argued that all description is ultimately interpretation” (p. 25). Even so, the strength of 

the interpretive effort of human science inquiry relies on its commitment to description; as 

Spinelli (2005) puts it, “describe don’t explain” (p. 20).  
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Speaking of the interpretive purpose of “thick” description, Denzin (2001) writes, “a 

major goal of the interpretive writer is to create a text that permits a willing reader to share 

vicariously in the experiences that have been captured” (p. 99). He describes possible features of 

an effectively descriptive text. Such texts can be biographical, “recreating the sights, sounds, and 

feelings of persons and places” (p. 108). Situational texts “locate a person” (p. 109) in an 

environment with recognizable features and objects. Relational thick description brings the 

quality of relationship to life, while interactional thick description focuses on particular instances 

of interactions between people. Each of these features can forward the possibility of the reader’s 

vicarious lived experience. Descriptive texts can also include interpretations that are descriptions 

of a subject’s meaning making in the experience as it is lived (Giorgi, 1992). 

The interpretation of lived experience texts seeks to point to an aspect of lived experience 

that conceals itself, and to point out possible meanings by mediating between the thing itself and 

the transparent process of interpretation (Gadamer, 1986). This effort at transparency requires 

several things. Spinelli (2005) describes the rule of epoché:  “to set aside our initial biases and 

prejudices of things, . . . to bracket all such temporarily and as far as is possible so that we can 

focus on the primary and immediate data of our experience” (p. 20). This activity requires 

knowing our biases and prejudices: “deconstruction and analyzing critically prior conceptions of 

the phenomenon” (Denzin, 2001, p. 70), and then choosing to suspend our reliance on that prior 

knowledge: “bracketing the phenomenon, or reducing it to its essential elements and cutting it 

loose from the natural world so that its essential structures and features may be uncovered” 

(p. 70). 

The result of this ideal effort, in light of its impossibility in actuality, is to construct the 

lived experience back together “in terms of essential parts . . . and structures” (Denzin, 2001, 

p. 70) and then to place the lived experience back into the context of the social world resulting in 

the possibility that a reader can engage vicariously with an authentic account of lived experience. 

These questions help assess the quality of interpretive materials. Do the materials illuminate the 
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phenomenon as lived experience, do they engulf all that is known about the phenomenon, do 

they cohere and produce understanding, and are they unfinished? (p. 80). These criteria are 

presented in contrast to the criteria for successful natural science investigation. 

Natural science tests of validity and reliability, centering on independent replicability of 

experimental results, do not apply to human science. Instead, a human science inquiry is judged 

in terms of its “trustworthiness, credibility, dependability and confirmability” (Spinelli, 2005, 

p. 130). Human science approaches rely upon the verifiability of the researcher’s conclusions, 

asking “whether another researcher can assume the perspective of the present investigator, 

review the original protocol data, and see that the proposed insights meaningfully illuminate the 

situations under study” (Churchill & Wertz, 2001, p. 259). According to Merleau-Ponty, “The 

thing imposes itself not as true for every intellect, but as real for every subject who is standing 

where I am” (1964, p. 17). 

Given the textual nature of human science inquiry, Merleau-Ponty’s description of 

subjectivity above makes everyone a potential reader and author. Given this privileged point of 

view how can we avoid the danger of absolute relativism? van Manen (1997) further clarifies, 

“to reduce the whole world to text and to treat all experience textually is to be forgetful of the 

metaphoric origin of one’s methodology” (p. 39). Spinelli (2005) suggests that: 

Rather than lead us to extreme forms of relativism, such [human science] inquiry . 
. . as phenomenology has long argued . . . opens us to the implications of an inter-
relational reality that exists within the context of discernible structures and 
boundaries and guidelines from which it is possible to arrive at positions of 
judgment regarding the relative adequacy of one stance in contrast to another. 
(p. 130-131). 

Having stated these epistemological considerations for doing human science inquiry the 

question of what methods to use remains. “Qualitative research, as a set of interpretive practices, 

privileges no single methodology over any other” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 5). As described 

in Chapter 1, this study employs multiple methods, empirical materials, perspectives and 

observers “as a strategy that adds rigor, breadth, and depth” to this investigation (p. 4). Invoking  
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Denzin and Lincoln’s image of “bricoleur” (p. 4), my selection of methods is aimed at producing 

a “bricolage, a complex, dense, reflexive, collage-like creation that represents the researcher’s 

images, understandings, and interpretations of the world . . .” (p. 4). 

Human Science Epistemology and Educational Research 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994) suggest, “science is power, for all research findings have 

political implications” (p. 4). In the current climate of US national educational policy and 

research, largely shaped by the No Child Left Behind Act (2001), these implications have a 

higher profile. Although this discussion of epistemology has referred to human science 

educational researchers (van Manen, 1997; Schön, 1987, 1991; Clandinin & Connelly, 1991, 

1995; Bond, 1991, 1994a, 1994b, 2001, 2008, and others) two additional points will help locate 

this effort in relation to broader educational research discourses. The first is the response of 

David Berliner (2002) to the language of “evidence-based practices” and “scientific research” as 

presented in the 2001 Act, and in support of the National Research Council’s (NRC) corrective 

report (NRC, 2001). Voicing deep regard for the persons involved in our pursuit of educational 

knowledge, Berliner describes the constellation of challenges facing educational researchers, 

acknowledges the admirable progress of the field and makes this statement in support of multiple 

epistemologies: 

Our science forces us to deal with particular problems, where local knowledge is 
needed. Therefore, ethnographic research is crucial, as are case studies, survey 
research, time series, design experiments, action research and other means to 
collect reliable evidence for engaging in unfettered argument about education 
issues. (Berliner, 2002, p. 20) 

The second point in this regard, made by Bond and Richard (2005), is to acknowledge an 

accelerating pattern of awareness of the centrality of the meanings and lived experiences of 

teachers in educational reform. 

Though it would seem essential for educational policy makers to understand 
teachers’ meaning making in pedagogical situations, van den Berg (2002) asserts 
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that “little or nothing is typically said about the existential meanings of teachers,” 
which are often “at odds with the rational linear management of processes of 
school development” (p. 612). He stresses the importance of a cultural-individual 
perspective on teacher professional development, one grounded in how teachers 
attribute meaning to their lives and work. (Bond & Richard, 2005, p. 117) 

Methodology 

As stated in the last chapter, this research focuses on questions of the meanings and 

qualities of pedagogical interactions and is pursued through a mixed method, qualitative study 

with reference to Denzin (1998, 2001). Interpretations of multiple sources of descriptive data are 

created with reference to Giorgi (1992), van Manen (1997) and Spinelli (2005). Pragmatic 

flexibility through reflective practice in an emergent curriculum design is pursued with reference 

to experiential inquiry (Bond, 1991, 1994a, 1994b, 2001; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond & 

Etwaroo, 2005; Bond & Richard, 2005). The small scale and practice orientation of this study, 

resulting in local knowledge of particular situations and relations, is clearly aligned with action 

research (Schön, 1991; Carr & Kemmis, 1986). Autobiographical elements including teacher 

self-reflection, parenting and teaching in action and in reflection, and critical reflection on prior 

educational experiences salient to the study are aligned with narrative inquiry (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1991, 1995) in educational research. 

Influenced by Carr and Kemmis (1986), Australian action research pioneers, Bond 

conceptualizes experiential arts curriculum inquiry as progressive cycles of planning, action and 

reflection in the service of educational change (Bond & Richard, 2005). Developments in 

narrative inquiry, autobiography, and other modes of self-study in teacher education and 

curriculum research (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Conle, 1999, 2003; Loughran & Russell, 

2002) also informed Bond and Richard (2005) and my dissertation research.  

My action research study engages multiple autobiographical threads (Murray & 

Lawrence, 2000); I refer to my experiences of dance education in order to critique current 

conceptions of dance education, patterns of participation in dance, and my experience of 
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teaching. I structured my study as a teaching problem and considered its implications for 

instruction, curriculum design, assessment and pedagogy. My experiences of parenting have 

increased my interest in pedagogical responsiveness, enlarging the possibilities of 

intersubjectivity for me as a parent and teacher. Most importantly, my research apprenticeship, 

described in Chapter 1, informed my teaching and research interests about meaning making in 

dance classrooms, and underscored the importance of interpreting the evidence of meaning 

making in the process of co-creating emergent dance curriculum. These experiences propel my 

inquiry about dance in family contexts, and about pedagogical responsiveness in relation to both 

teaching and parenting.  

As described in Chapter 1, the context for this study was a series of seven dance classes 

for an intergenerational group of fourteen related males including six fathers and their eight sons. 

Appendix E presents the letter of invitation shared with all session candidates. Research data 

were collected from each session in the form of documentation videotapes, post-session 

captioned drawings and drawings from three other opportunities for participants to provide 

reflective pictorial responses to session activities, my planning and post-session notes, and 

culminating interviews with participants soon after completion of the entire series of classes. I 

applied for and received permission from the Temple University Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) to pursue this study with human subjects. Appendix A is a copy of the Temple University 

IRB Certification of Approval for a Project Involving Human Subjects. Appendix B is the 

participant Consent Form. Appendix C is completed by each is the form presented to all 

participants to obtain their permission to videotape. Appendix D is the form presented to all 

participants to obtain their permission to audiotape. Below is a discussion of each source of 

evidence. 
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Detailed Discussion of Each Source of Data 

Videotape Transcriptions 

Each dance class was videotaped with a fixed camera focused widely to include activity 

comprehensively, and by a manually directed camera located at the opposite end of the 

classroom. I hired a videographer and trained her to use changes in camera angle and focus  

(from tight to wide) to follow what she determined to be the central activity at any given 

moment. I also suggested that she be aware of participants who seemed to be strongly oriented 

away from the central activity and use camera movement to record both primary group activities 

as well as exceptions to this activity. I viewed the videotapes soon after each class and used my 

observations, along with information from participants’ captioned drawings, to plan content for 

the next class. Immediate responses to these tapes often appeared in my curriculum planning 

notes. 

At the conclusion of the series of classes, I began to produce detailed transcriptions of the 

videotaped sessions. I compiled both fixed camera and manually directed camera points of view 

to produce a single composite transcription of each session, organized sequentially by time code, 

and segmented when group activity shifted. For example, segments include pre- and post-class 

activity, my introductions to and descriptions of experiences, and the discrete learning 

experiences. Each segment of activity included descriptions of movements, relationships and 

participants’ comments, attributing particular statements to specific speakers whenever possible.  

Descriptions of group activity and the activity of individuals were made with reference to 

Laban Movement Analysis (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980; Dell, 1970; Dell & Bartenieff, 1972; 

Laban, 1988), and Kestenberg Movement Profiles (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999). It has been 

suggested that dancing can reveal the preverbal expression of aesthetic preferences (Bond, 

1994b; Fraleigh, 1987). Applying movement analysis points of view in pursuit of participants’ 

experiences of dancing allowed me to create linguistic representations of the “kinetic texts” (van 
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Manen, 1997, p. 74) I observed on videotape. In addition to the descriptive content of these 

session transcriptions, I recorded my initial responses, including questions, recognition of 

emerging patterns, and concerns, allowing me to capture my early thinking and weigh its value 

for analysis. Recording my initial thinking allowed me to document theoretical presuppositions I 

was aware of in my responses to the data.  

Post-Session Captioned Drawings 

Prompted by my end-of-class requests to either “make a drawing from your memory of 

dancing today,” or to “draw something that you remember about today’s class,” adult and child 

participants produced ninety-five pencil and crayon drawings with child written and adult 

transcribed/written captions. These drawings served a number of purposes in the research. Done 

immediately after each class, participant drawings provided fresh insights into what was being 

learned and what was engaging participants; and, in combination with videotape documentation, 

allowed me to plan and adjust learning activities from week to week (Bond, 2001; Bond & 

Deans, 1997; Bond & Richard, 2005; Bond & Stinson, 2000/01; Bond & Stinson, 2007; Wu, 

2005). 

Children’s drawings have been widely researched and used in research methodologies in 

a variety of discourses. My research extends the use of drawings to illuminate the lived 

experience of adult subjects. A substantial body of literature applies child drawings to confirm 

theories of developmentally patterned representational skills (Alland, 1983; Arnheim, 1971; 

Kellogg, 1970; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987). Though developmental content may emerge in the 

drawings I collected, such content is not the focus of this study, nor is it the reason I am 

collecting visual depictions. Instead I chose drawings to record the experiences of this group of 

emergently literate five to eight-year-old boys and their literate fathers because they are 

developmentally appropriate for child participants. The drawings were also opportunities for 

participants to create open-ended responses to their dance experiences, and were intended to be 
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intrinsically interesting for both child and adult participants (Gamradt & Staples, 1994). My 

purpose for soliciting the graphic depictions is to “gain access to the child’s [and adult’s] 

personal statements of meaning” (Carini, 1982, p. 6). The use of child created depictions to 

illuminate questions of meaning, such as Carini’s, have been applied in dance education research 

(Bond, 2001; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond & Richard, 2005; Purcell-Cone, 2002; Macara & 

Nieminen, 2003; Wu, 2005).  

For analysis purposes, drawings were organized by session, and by activity within the 

session when appropriate, cataloged by its creator, and its captioned statement, if any, was 

transcribed. In my first descriptive analysis, a brief statement accompanied each drawing. 

Drawings appear in my findings as images that illuminate and elaborate on participants’ 

meanings and that significantly influence and inform the “co-creative curriculum” (Bond & 

Deans, 1997) for men and boys. These images of what participants have found meaningful have 

enriched my understandings of other evidence of participants’ experiences, including their 

statements and videotaped dancing.  

Extended Culminating Interviews with Participants 

I conducted family interviews with the fourteen participants at the conclusion of the 

series of classes, and designed these interviews with reference to van Manen (1997), seeking 

descriptions of participants’ lived experience of dancing. I pursued participants’ sensations, 

feelings, and emotions in relation to dance class events they reported as standing out in their 

memories. I probed for variety of experiences of dancing in this group by asking questions about 

their dancing, alone and with others, about dancing with family members and with non-family 

participants. My intention was to draw out descriptive statements that revealed participants’ 

dance experiences and to invite phenomenological evidences of pedagogy informed by 

participants’ family relationships, the day-to-day life of adults and children.  
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Prior to interviewing participants, I listed questions that I determined to be essential to 

understanding the lived experiences of dancing in this group of men and boys. In pursuit of my 

central concern about the meaning of dancing for these participants, I kept these questions in 

mind during interviews: 

What is your experience of dancing? 

What is the experience of dancing with your son(s)? 

What is the experience of dancing with your dad? 

What is the experience of dancing among other men and boys? 

What is the experience of being a parent while dancing? 

With guidance from my advisor I asked these initial questions to obtain descriptions of 

the range of participants’ lived experience of dancing: 

What were some highlights of the sessions?   

Describe what happened, how you felt and what made it memorable. 

What were some lowlights of the sessions?   

Describe what happened, how you felt and what made it memorable. 

With this preparation I conducted tape-recorded interviews with each adult and child 

participant, and when possible, with other family members, including adult partners and other 

children. Transcription of these interviews resulted in approximately sixty-five pages of 

participant commentary.  

Analysis Leading to Descriptive Interpretations 

I produced a descriptive, narrative analysis using the transcribed video recording of each 

session. This narrative analysis included information about participant attendance, my pre-

planning and post-session reflections, detailed sequential descriptions of the sessions including 

participant utterances, and my responses to selected session episodes. Post-session captioned 

drawings were presented and discussed at the end of each session description, and pictures 
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resulting from the three other drawing opportunities were included at the points when they were 

produced.  

Next, I produced a line-by-line analysis of the entire sequence of sessions by closely 

reading the narrative analysis. Writing to produce line-by-line units, I attempted to bracket my 

prior understandings of the described phenomena. Each unit of meaning in the line-by-line 

analysis included a brief description, an interpretation of the unit, questions about the unit, and 

reconstruction of my lived experience of relationship, my body, space and time during the 

episode. By using the line-by-line analysis and the narrative analysis together, I developed 

thematic categories. This analysis resulted in over 1000 anecdotal units of descriptive meaning, 

which I organized into broad categories: participant interactions, movement interests and 

patterns, teacher concerns, emotions and feelings, examples of language used by participants in 

sessions, and patterns in participants drawings.  

Once analyzed thematically, evidence related to key findings became clear and accessible 

for discussion. Key incidents and relationships were revealed as well as the range of interactive 

dynamics among the participants and with me. As key findings supported by the thematic 

analysis developed, I returned to the narrative analysis and to the line-by-line analysis for 

additional detail and specificity. For example I searched for and discovered more episodes of 

touching and lifting that I had not listed in my first categorical reading. I also searched for 

patterns in the use of particular language, e.g., references to dance and dancing, and expressions 

of humor. 

I treated the culminating interview transcripts in a similar fashion, helped by the 

organizing categories provided by my interview questions. I analyzed the transcripts for the 

kinds of language used by participants to describe their experiences, and for how their 

experiences changed over time. I also analyzed this material for reports and descriptions of 

particularly memorable dance experiences, and used it to dialog with, and add perspective to, 

other evidences and points of view toward these experiences. 
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As a result of these systematic processes, the descriptive interpretations presented as 

findings strive for what Denzin (2001) calls thick interpretation, having the quality of descriptive 

realism, incorporating real-life dialogue, intimate voice, multiple perspectives, interior 

monologues, and scene-by scene narration that places the interpretation in a context full of multi-

voiced interactions among its participants. One value of including multiple sources of evidence 

in the research is the deeper, more nuanced, reading of situations and relations. In other words, 

what I can transcribe about an interaction from the kinesthetic and audio portions of a videotape 

can be layered with content available from reflective, post-session captioned depictions. For 

example, Carl’s classroom interactions with Todd are augmented by his drawings of the two in 

class, and by his statements and actions during his culminating interview, which looked 

backward to dancing with his father and included kinesthetic recreations of prior incidents in the 

moment of interviewing.  

Speaking about the qualities of interpreters of personal experience, Denzin (2001) 

quoting Dolby-Stahl (1985, p. 53) and Fish (1980, p. 48-49), describes “an ‘informed reader’” as 

“knowing the language that is used in the story, . . . knows the biography of the storyteller, . . . 

and is able to take the teller’s perspective in the story” (Denzin, 2001, p. 67). In this research 

each of the multiple sources of evidence expanded my ability to interpretively read the incidents 

and relationships of the participants’ lived experience with descriptive depth. 

The dialogic quality of multiple layers of data can be described with the metaphor of 

triangulation, however a distinction must be drawn between the application of triangulation in 

quantitative research and in qualitative research (Fine, Weiss, Weseen & Wong, 2003). Instead 

of the confirmatory purposes of applying multiple measures in the same scale, or different scales 

to the same construct, as pursued in quantitative research, triangulation in qualitative research 

seeks to reveal “dispute, dissonance, support, dialogue, contention, and/or contradiction” 

(p. 188). As discussed above in relation to validity and reliability in qualitative research, 

triangulation in qualitative research does not seek to build an edifice of confirmation, but rather 
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serves as a strategy to “secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question” 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 2), cited in (Fine, Weiss, Weseen & Wong, 2003, p. 188). 

This analytic process strongly informed the replication of qualitative features of Bond’s 

(1991, 1994b) study that combined “formal design and group measurement . . . “ with “. . . 

extended interpretation of individual and group experience in Dance” (1994b, p. 15).  

Qualitative Replication 

Continued research with people of all ages and abilities will further highlight a 
human potential for the committed multi-sensory engagement, self-transformation 
and heightened social relationship that emerged in a small community of dance. 
(Bond, 1994b, p. 24) 

This study attempts to further highlight human potential for learning in another small 

community of dance. In choosing this multi-generational population of related males for a study 

of dance education I propose that a close examination of the quality of student centered, dance 

teaching and learning has potential to loosen the obdurateness of current dance education 

patterns.  

With the intention of replicating qualitative research, this study substantially discusses 

the qualitative methods, context and findings of Bond’s (1991, 1994b) experimental and 

qualitative study of six nonverbal children, ages-six to nine, with dual impairments of vision and 

hearing. Using an experimental design to “anchor a qualitative inquiry” (1994b, p. 15), Bond 

found “personal style was an important mediator for child engagement in dance” (p. 15). 

Applying a cross-over design of matched experimental groups, Bond foresaw that “since a 

program is presented twice, this design allows for replication of results, a recognized need in 

dance evaluation studies” (p. 16). Rather than experimental replication, however, this qualitative 

study replicates Bond’s interpretive framework for making sense of participants’ social and task 

engagement in dance by adapting Bond’s (1994b, 2008) descriptions of features of group ritual 

process in support of “the right dance” for these children and their adult partners (Chapter 1, 
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Table 1). Also applied are Bond’s observational criteria for aesthetic community: heightened 

affect, whole-body involvement, cumulative learning, conscious self-presentation, social 

camaraderie, and emergence of a collective style of movement, among others. These are strongly 

in evidence through the narrative analysis and culminating interviews and are discussed in the 

findings. 

Replication 

“In the physical sciences replication is considered a natural and essential part of the 

business of doing science” (Hendrick, 1991, p. 42). As discussed above, replication in the natural 

sciences is integral to claims of the validity and reliability of causal relationship findings. 

However, the role of replication is more problematic in the social sciences. Explaining the dearth 

of published replication studies in the social sciences, researchers (King, 1995; Neuliep & 

Crandall, 1991; Schneider, 2004) describe the high priority of original contributions to scientific 

knowledge, and the low esteem in which replications are held. Is experimental replication in the 

social sciences even possible? Rosenthal (1991) argues that the same experiment can not be 

repeated by a different worker, or even by the same worker. “To avoid the not very helpful 

conclusion that there can be no replication in the behavioral sciences, we can speak of relative 

replication” (p. 2). Providing a descriptive framework of possible experimental replications, 

Hendrick (1991) describes three approaches to replication: conceptual, partial and exact. 

Conceptual replications pursue the same kinds of knowledge, but alter significant aspects of the 

research. Partial replications omit parts of the original experiment, and select other parts, while 

exact replications seek to precisely recreate the original features in their entirety. 

If experimental replication in the social sciences is so problematic what can be said for 

replications of qualitative and interpretive studies in which “interviewees may die or disappear, 

and direct observations of real-world events by witnesses or participants cannot be repeated?” 

(King, Keohane & Verba, 1994, p. 26). Working to improve the environment for replication in 
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educational research, Schneider (2004) suggests the community knitting function of replication 

studies and asks, “How does one create scientific norms that can unite a community of diverse 

paradigms and methods? The first step is finding common ground on which conversations can 

evolve” (p. 1472). She further elaborates: 

Because the possibility of replication is the key to knowledge accumulation in the 
sciences and social sciences, it presents us with an important unifying concept and 
starting point for constructive dialogue. . . Even those with the most constructivist 
beliefs about science would agree that attempting replication is important. 
Replication necessitates the development of common languages and measures, 
data sharing, data analysis, . . . It is the sharing of information about studies, 
including the actual data on which findings are based, that allows other 
researchers to verify, extend, and generalize findings. Data sharing is essential to 
replication and creates a vehicle through which investigators can build upon 
designs, create and revise measures, and study different populations for purposes 
of developing new theories. (p. 1472) 

With the goal of examining the applicability of Bond’s (1994b) theories of aesthetic community, 

and of right dance as an evocative format for dance education, with an unstudied population, this 

study attempts to add confirmation and elaboration to this body of theory.  

Significant aspects of Bond’s (1994b) original study have been omitted as a focus of 

replication, and substantial changes have been introduced to the qualitative inquiry that remains 

the focus of replication. Similarities between Bond’s research and the present study include a 

substantial representation of male subjects in both small group studies. Four of Bond’s six 

subjects were boys. Also similar was the examination by both studies of the dance education 

experiences of a previously understudied population, in this case an intergenerational group of 

related males. Adult care givers accompanied Bond’s child subjects in a one-to-one ratio, a 

proportion nearly duplicated in the present study. In the two studies both children and adults 

were dance learners with facilitation by dance specialists/researchers. In Bond’s study dance as a 

social, or a cultural construct was uniquely absent among her non-verbal population. The boys 

and men in this study were verbal, and either pre-literate, or literate cultural participants, yet the 

initial meanings of dance tended to be neutral or negative. With one exception, dance was not an 
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experience sought after among this group of boys, neither was it a current interest of any of the 

adult participants.  

Though not the focus of replication, Bond’s experimental findings relied on observation 

of documentation videotapes, placed in random order and independently coded according to 

sixteen criteria for social and task engagement. To provide an “elaborated perspective of dance” 

(1994b, p. 16), other sources of evidence included transcriptions of audio-recordings of sessions 

(including the practitioner/researcher’s reflections-in-action using a hand-held micro-recorder), a 

field journal, recorded interviews with staff, and school reports. In the present study, a wealth of 

verbal evidence and pictorial representations of meanings through captioned, post-session 

drawings augment comprehensiveness, or “triangulation” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) of 

qualitative data sources. 

Chapter Summary 

 After describing the purpose of this study to lead to knowledge for action I set out my 

overarching research purpose and three sub-goals. I frame this chapter as an attempt to clearly 

articulate an alignment of my research goals, selected epistemology and methods. With reference 

to the literature, I discuss the domains of my sub-goals: reflective practice, phenomenological 

pedagogy, intersubjectivity, emergent curriculum and aesthetic community. I conclude this 

discussion by examining similarities among elements of each discourse:  focus on meaning that 

privileges the subjective, negotiation of meaning through interaction, and the need for 

interpretation to approach understandings indirectly. These are used to provide a unifying 

rationale for my combination of research goals. 

On the basis of the research goals and rationale I discuss a human science epistemology 

for this study, and make a statement in support of research on meanings among educational 

participants including children. I discuss the descriptive and interpretive methods employed in 

the study, along with detailed discussion of each data source and the analytic approach I applied 
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to develop findings. The chapter concludes with a description of replication in qualitative 

research providing a foundation and rationale for my replication of selected elements of Bond’s 

(1991) germinal study. 



 

   

CHAPTER 3 

A JOURNEY OF FATHERS AND SONS – OVERVIEW AND BEGINNING 

On seven consecutive Saturday mornings from 10:30 to 11:30am, a small group of white, 

middle class, middle-aged fathers and their young sons made their way up a flight of stairs to a 

church pre-school activity room in a northern suburb of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA. In this 

setting 14 fathers and sons from six families participated in a weekly dance class, a total of six 

fathers, including myself, and our eight sons. I invited families in my small community to 

participate in the classes at no cost. My invitation talked about the classes as opportunities for 

dads and sons to dance together, and as a way for me to develop a boy-friendly dance curriculum 

and examine fathers’ and sons’ experiences of dancing. With the exception of Orin and Stanley, 

who were from a neighboring community, the participants recognized each other and in some 

cases socialized regularly. 

Two of the six fathers participated with their two sons. In both cases the older brother 

was eight years old. Todd’s youngest, Carl, was five and Paul’s youngest, Isaac, was six during 

the classes. Other than five-year old Carl, the boys were six, seven and eight years old. Three of 

the four oldest boys were from my son Wyatt’s school. The dads ranged in age from 38 to 45 

years. Table 2 provides a list of participants with ages and by family grouping, and the reader 

may want to refer to it as needed during early sessions of the narrative in order to familiarize 

themselves with participants. 
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Attendance at the seven weekly sessions varied. First and last classes were fully attended 

by all 14 of us. The sixth session had the lowest attendance with seven participants. Three 

families attended five sessions, one family attended six sessions and one family, Orin and his son 

Stanley, attended only three sessions. Though I could have requested them to discontinue the 

classes, I decided it was more important to respond flexibly to participants’ lives and schedules. 

Table 3 provides a display of attendance patterns. 

TABLE 2:  Fathers and Sons Dance Group in Family Groups 

 

Name/birthdate  Age during the Classes Occupation 
 
Byron: March 13, 1957 45 years old   Dance Educator 
Wyatt: June 9, 1994  7 years old 
 
Paul: January 5, 1958  44 years old   Dutch Language Teacher 
Isaac:  March 20, 1996 6 years old 
Christian: October 17, 1993  8 years old 
 
David: April 11, 1959  42 > 43   Graphic Designer 
Ben: July 12, 1994  7 years old 
 
Steve: October 1, 1960 41 years old   Drug Company Rep 
Anchor: November 18, 1995 6 years old 
 
Todd: September 20, 1963 38 years old   Public Transit Administrator 
Ian: October 29, 1993  8 years old 
Carl: January 25, 1997 5 years old 
 
Orin: March 20, 1960  42 years old   Customer Service 
Stanley: August 15, 1995 6 years old 
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TABLE 3:  Attendance Chart for Fathers and Sons Dance Class 
 Session 1 

 
Session 2 

 
Session 3 

 
Session 4 

 
Session 5 

 
Session 6 

 
Session 7 

 
Total 

Wyatt • • • •  • • 6 
Byron • • • • • • • 7 

         
Anchor  • •  • • • • 6 
Steve  • •  • • • • 6 

         
Isaac  •  • •  • • 5 
Christian  •  • •  • • 5 
Paul  •  • •  • • 5 

         
Ben  • •  • •  • 5 
David  • •  • •  • 5 

         
Ian  • • •  •  • 5 
Carl • • •  •  • 5 
Todd  • • •  •  • 5 

         
Stanley  • •     • 3 
Orin  • •     • 3 

         
Total 
attendance 
per session 

14 11 8 9 11 7 14  

 

In the following “adventure narrative” (presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5), the seven 

sessions are described in detail from videotape analysis and personal recall, providing an in-

depth account of a group of fathers and sons’ engagement in an emergent creative process. The 

story includes my reflections on teaching experiences in four directions: back in time to examine 

problems and evidence of learning, forward to anticipate actions in response to needs and 

potentials, in the moment to adjust my teaching and respond to emerging situations and 

exchanges, and within myself to examine my responses to the situations and relationships I 

encounter in these sessions. Additionally, each session description is illustrated with participants’ 

reflective drawings and captions representing their immediate responses to each discrete session. 

For the most part drawings were created at the end of sessions; in addition, I invited participants 
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to make additional drawings in three sessions. In the 2nd session participants responded to 

drawings by family members, in the 6th session participants drew animals that represented one or 

more family members, and in the 7th session participants drew crayon depictions of the 

environments where they placed their family journey dances.  

The narrative is presented in three discrete phases that reflect the development of group 

interests across sessions. Titles for the three phases and for individual sessions come from my 

thematic analysis of qualitative data (video and/or drawings). Phase titles represent major 

movement themes that connect a sequence of sessions, and titles of individual sessions point to 

essential features of each session selected from participant statements or drawing captions. The 

first phase, Towering Adventures (Chapter 3), includes sessions 1-3, in which the fathers 

negotiate intense child interest in stacking and moving through play equipment while pursuing a 

curriculum of drumming and sharing dance in family and whole group contexts. The second 

phase, Fathering While Teaching and Dancing (Chapter 4), encompasses sessions 4 and 5, in 

which a smaller subset of the group of participants explores father and son relationships through 

dance, story, and drawing. With an emphasis on animals, environments, and journeys, the third 

phase (sessions 6 & 7) is titled Shaping the World (Chapter 5). 

 Content tables are presented at the beginning of each phase description; these provide 

brief content descriptions of each session in the phase, allowing readers to track the narrative 

sequence and to note similarities and differences between sessions. Seeking to provide a 

dependable ritual framework for these sessions, and as described in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8, the 

following describes key content segments of each session. 

With one exception, each session began with a transition period in which men and boys 

moved large motor equipment used in the early childhood education program where we held our 
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sessions. These included a wooden jungle gym, plastic play houses and a set of three interlocking 

and stackable plastic boxes. After this transition participants collected at the center of the space.  

During the 1st session of the series I noticed participating fathers’ willingness to engage 

directly with boys’ exuberant physicality. Specifically, I noticed adults responding to child 

interests in lifting and being lifted, in rapid dynamics and frequent shifts to the ground. Adults 

were also quick to assist me in maneuvering pieces of play equipment. I welcomed these 

responses, which evidenced a level of pedagogical interest and concern for the experiences of 

our children.  

Appreciating the need to spend time each session helping adults to ameliorate existing or 

potential pain, and to build fitness to keep up with our young collaborators, I decided to build in 

a sequence of stretching activities, loosely based on Hatha yoga and elaborated with whole body 

movements in horizontal, sagittal and vertical planes. This became a regular component of the 

warm up starting in the 2nd session. 

Stretching activities were followed by a greeting square dance, which allowed 

participants to interact and to explore elements of dance. Often involving call and response 

exchanges between individuals and the group, children and adults shared their names and 

invented kinesthetic responses involving body segments and shape configurations of their choice. 

In addition, participants danced together as groups of children and adults in these opening 

dances. Activities then built toward the main thematic content for each day, often culminating in 

an extended period of free dancing in which we pursued our own dance interests within the 

theme. At the end of each session all participants were invited to make reflective drawings about 

their experiences of dancing that day. 
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PHASE ONE: TOWERING ADVENTURES 

Session 1:  “We Danced” 

My son Wyatt and I arrive just after 10 a.m. to unload drums, cameras, and drawing 

supplies and unlock the church doors. Ginny, the high school student who will operate the 

manual camera, arrives after us and is soon set up. As families arrive, Wyatt engages the boys in 

the array of toys that line a series of low-lying shelves. While Wyatt explores the cars, trucks, 

and blocks with early arrivers I apply tape to the floor in a ten foot square to describe a central 

meeting place that I name home, inside of which we often construct our dance experiences. This 

tape-demarcated region of the floor stayed the same over the course of sessions. 

As families arrive children migrate to play equipment surrounding the room. Anchor, a 

lanky, six year old with blond hair, is one of the first to arrive and plays with a piece of 

equipment on which a child can sit and spin. Paul’s and David’s families appear. Paul’s two 

sons, Christian, age eight, and Isaac, age six, are tall, slim and close in height. David’s son Ben is 

a lanky boy with dark hair and about the same height as my son Wyatt; Ben and Wyatt are both 

seven years old. Todd’s family arrives next; his son Ian, at eight years, is the tallest boy in the 

group, with dark hair and eyes, while five-year old Carl is short and sturdy with blond hair. Ian, 

Carl and Ben play on large wooden and plastic climbing equipment; then, joined by dark-eyed, 

brown haired Wyatt, they play tag.  
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TABLE 4:  Session Content Chart for Towering Adventures 
 Session 1 

“We danced” 
 

Session 2 
“It was follow the 

leader” 

Session 3 
“Let’s bring everything 

to it” 
Pre-session 
Activity 

Tag 
Play on equipment 
Spinning 

Extensive dancing on 
tower 

Just in time arrivals lead 
to opening stretch 

Opening 
Activity 

Circle dance then line 
dance 

Yoga warm up with 
rhyme 

Yoga warm up with 
rhyme 

1st Group 
Activity 

Body part/ name 
dance 

Square dance with 
persistent running  

Boy lifting and passing 

2nd Group 
Activity  

Body part connections 
dance 

Name and action dance 
with running and sliding 

Square dance 

3rd Group 
Activity  

 

Travel and pursuit 
dance – big group hug 
with laughter 

Follow the leader with 
ribbons 

Intra-family mirroring 
with coaching 

4th Group 
Activity  

 

Exploring a paper bag 
of objects 

Wyatt and I accompany 
dads and sons pursuit 
dance – Ian and Wyatt 
switch places 

Whole group mirroring  

5th Group 
Activity 

 

Drumming Exploring a paper bag of 
objects – boys trade & 
negotiate Duplo blocks 

Drumming 

6th Group 
Activity 

 

 Chasing & following 
slowly to recorded 
elephant sounds 

Tower building 

Free Dance 
 

Whole group dances 
while I accompany on 
drums 

Boys lead whole group – 
Carl falls 

Traveling between blocks 
assembled in course 
across floor – ends with 
stalking and roaring 

Drawings 
and subject 
matter 
themes 

Drumming, play 
equipment, and line 
dance 

Experiment in inter-
subjectivity 

 

Drumming and tower 
climbing predominate 

Post-
Session 

 

 
 

 More tower building and 
climbing 
 

 

After spinning near one of the video cameras vigorously, Anchor stands and manages to 

balance himself enough to walk to the camera. Addressing the camera with a big smile he says, 

“I’m feeling so dizzy. I feel so dizzy.” He continues to perform for the camera, bobbing his head 
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a little off vertical followed by swinging, sideways arm movements. Movement ripples down his 

body to include movements of his hips with wide steps and then rapid steps in place. As he 

completes his performance, he rises into an off-balance and suspended shape that he leads with 

his head. Falling out of this shape, he steps quickly to right himself and returns to the spinner.  

With the group collected I see how attracted the boys are to the toys and equipment in the 

room, and I feel overwhelmed by the prospect of returning these materials to their shelves before 

we start the session. I try to prevent the boys from using the climbing equipment, thinking it will 

be too easy for them to be distracted and that it will diminish their aesthetic experience. I also 

feel the equipment offers limited movement opportunities for adult members of this inter-

generational group. Although I ask the boys to stay away from the equipment, Carl and Ian visit 

the equipment during the session and group play after the session gravitates toward it. I hadn’t 

anticipated the child interest in the equipment or the necessity of moving it to clear a dance 

space, but our first activity involves the whole group putting away toys and pushing climbing 

equipment and mats to clear the space. This is the first of many unanticipated pedagogical 

challenges. 

Boys and men reconvene at our Home area and some remove their shoes and socks. "You 

are welcome to take your shoes and socks off, or leave them on, whichever you like.” I was 

attracted to the well-worn, soft feeling texture of the floor when I was selecting a space for the 

class and I suggest to the group, "taking shoes and socks off is very interesting on this floor.” 

Wyatt runs to the side of the room to remove his shoes. "Ok, I'll try it," says Ben, who has 

brought ballet slippers, but decides to go barefoot instead. During this conversation about shoes 

Christian sits scowling behind Paul, his father, then circles his dad and crouches behind him 

again. 
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I put on music for our opening dance (Clark, 1996). With the floor cleared we begin in a 

circle; dads and sons hold hands in family groups and move briefly toward the center of the 

circle and away. We then move in clockwise and counterclockwise directions before, still 

holding hands, we leave the circle. I invite my son Wyatt to assist me as I lead the group in a line 

dance around the room.  

As the line dance proceeds, boys and dads walk, some bouncing at their knees. Brothers 

Isaac and Christian stamp and jump and often push and pull on dad Paul as our dance moves 

along the tape-line that describes home. Christian stamps along the line with two feet, alternately 

pulling and then pushed by Paul. As the line moves out further into the room the brothers travel 

by jumping. Soon only Christian persists in jumping. David and Ben bring up the end of the line 

with resilient bouncing steps. Orin and Stanley are just in front of David. Stanley leads his father 

with wide, springy steps.  

Six-year old Anchor at first seems to drift between dad Steve and me, though toward the 

end he also adopts a jumping pattern to travel along the line. Brothers Ian and Carl walk along 

with dad Todd, sometimes on the beat and sometimes off. The group becomes much more 

animated as I direct the line into tightly spiraling circles with dancers in close proximity to each 

other. 

Next, focusing on body parts and relationships, boys and dads share their names and 

move selected body parts, experiencing the response of the entire group repeating their name and 

movement. "I know mine, I know mine," boys’ voices call out in response to my question, "does 

everybody have a favorite body part?” As the chorus dies down Wyatt yells out, "I said, ‘my 

guts.’” "I know," I respond. The room erupts with body part names. I take Wyatt aside to coach 

him to listen to the other boys and dads as well as to share his ideas. As I reflect on this incident 
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later, I recall that my "I know" comment to Wyatt had an edge of sarcasm. I want to increase my 

dancing with my son and avoid this kind of exchange that I experience as a power struggle.  

I model the activity by holding out my thumbs in front of me and saying, “Byron's 

thumbs.” Wyatt is next. "Wyatt's guts," he says, and the boys laugh. Ben, David's son, is next; he 

pauses to consider, but eventually offers, "Ben's chin," as he touches his chin. Anchor's brains, 

Scott's big toe, and Paul's nose are shared. Christian says, "my butt.” "Do something with your 

butt," I respond. He shakes his butt vigorously. One-upping his big brother, Isaac follows with 

"penis.” "Oh man, okay," I say, a bit chagrined. "Isaac's penis," we say shyly, though I refrain 

from suggesting he set his penis in motion. As a parent and teacher I condone the use of 

anatomically correct language, including breasts and vaginas/vulvas as well as penises and testes, 

but in the moment I worry about how my standard will work for this group of dads, particularly 

on the first day. The remaining sharing of body parts includes Orin's hands, Carl's head, Todd’s 

ears, Ian's hair and David's elbows; we briefly sequence together the last four of this sequence to 

make an extended name dance. 

I shift focus from whole group to family group. "Dads and sons put your heads together, 

gently,” I direct. I have to stop talking to touch Wyatt's head. He then gently holds my head. 

"And change to feet, gently,” I direct. The activity sinks to the floor as movers pair up. "Keep 

moving until you're touching at least two other people's feet,” I say. I add, "Hips together,” and 

"shoulders together.” "Now standing, hips together,” I direct. "Can you lift me up?” a boy asks. I 

direct the group to connect disparate body parts, such as "dad's head to boy's shoulder,” and then 

"dad's hips to boy's nose,” and "dad’s neck to boy's ankles.” With these last two shifts of contact 

points the boys start vocalizing with "ooohs.” Ben sings as David's neck touches his ankles and 

Isaac and Christian giggle with their dad Paul as they touch. David lifts Ben onto the top of his 
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head and spins across the floor, Ben suspended high above the floor tummy to head. Wyatt hoots 

with excitement as all the boys are lifted. Paul and Todd, each with two sons participating, work 

to eventually get both boys into the air.  

“Talk with your son and decide on one body part that you want to follow across the 

space,” I direct. “Dads are going to stay home and boys are going to go out and explore their 

body part when I put the music on,” I explain. At the music cue, a Bach allegro (1995a), the boys 

take off. Anchor follows his finger. Carl, Ian, Ben, Wyatt, Stanley and Isaac hop on one foot. 

Christian jumps with both feet. Boys travel toward one end of the room and freeze when the 

music stops while adults watch, then return to their dads, sliding on the floor. Steve goes down to 

the floor to scoop up Anchor as he slides home.  

“Now . . . dads think of a body part for you.” Dads, led by their selected body parts, 

travel across the floor. Steve hops with arms reaching overhead. David hops in a zigzag pathway 

through the room. Orin also hops, with extended right leg and foot. Todd runs rapidly through 

the room, arms extended overhead, while Paul, bent at the waist with hands on knees scuttles 

through the room in short bursts. When they hear the music stop the dads freeze. Within the 

bounds of our center Home space the boys erupt in laughter and imitate the fathers’ movements 

raucously. 

Boys repeat the exploration with a different leading body part. As the music starts Ian 

runs through the room holding his head. Anchor and Stanley run quickly from the group. 

Responses to the music cue to freeze in a shape are mixed, with some stopping and others still in 

motion. With a reminder several make an effort to hold their final shape. Christian bounces 

rhythmically in his shape, eyes on the group of dads. I sense that the boys are poised to run back 

to their dads. To the boys I say, “When you hear the music slide into home and talk to dad.” To 
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the dads I suggest, “You might want to talk to your son about your movements.” One boy yells, 

"home run” and others yell and call out as they approach their dads. Wyatt and Ben march in 

place after they return to home. 

Moving on, I invite, “All the boys get together and touch your hands together so that 

everyone is touching someone else.” The boys link up as I direct a reprise of the group 

connecting activity from earlier in the class. Christian launches himself toward Ian. Anchor looks 

eagerly toward Carl who holds out his hands. “Over here you guys,” call out Wyatt and Ben, 

who have opened out their connected shape to accommodate Carl and Anchor. Next dads 

connect to the boys’ knees crouching low and using their elbows. Then, dads release from the 

boys and connect elbows with each other while the boys connect to us with their hips. Releasing 

the dads, the boys collect and connect with the tops of their heads. Dads surround this compact 

group of youngsters and our connecting interlude comes to an end as dads give boys a group hug 

that dissolves into laughter. 

The next episode of the session is meant to invite father and child interactions. While 

evoking some of these interactions, including mine with Wyatt, it also inspires interactions 

between children. Hoping to provide a thoughtful, tactile, sensory experience to contrast with the 

preceding full-bodied, individual and group movement invention, I begin, “Would you have a 

seat with your dad?” I distribute brown paper bags of small household items and toys, one to 

each family group. Wyatt plays briefly with Christian: "Oh, he kicked me,” Wyatt complains. 

"Wyatt would you make sure each family has one of these?” I request, and Wyatt helps me 

distribute the bags. I forgot to prepare a bag for Wyatt and me, so I try, somewhat 

unsuccessfully, to include Wyatt as an assistant. I was imagining that Wyatt would return to me 

after distributing the bags, but instead he wanders. As he passes me, I tell him, "You're going to 
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help me.” He exclaims, "Oh, there's a nice drum.” I continue to talk to the group as he goes and 

picks up a drum I left on a table. "What we want to do is reach inside with fingers only, to see if 

you can recognize what's there . . .” As I say this Wyatt beats the drum several times. I walk over 

to Wyatt and bring him back into the activity by asking him to be with me. As families examine 

contents of the bags I draw Wyatt into my lap.  

Families spend a few moments discussing their findings, then report to the whole group. 

Ian lists, “a chess piece, acorn and a shell,” then David and his son Ben add, “and a sponge.” As 

the contents are named we discuss their similarities and differences, and describe their textures. 

“What are the things in the bag that are most different from each other?” I ask. “The sponge and 

the shell,” offers David after conference with son Ben. “How does the sponge feel?” I ask. Ian 

offers, “soft, wrinkly like dry, moveable.” Stanley describes the shell as “smooth and bumpy,” 

Ian adds, “hard and unmovable.” Wyatt, who without a bag of objects has been sitting in my lap 

during these exchanges challenges, “except for if the animal’s still in it.”  

“We frequently don’t use things other than our fingers to touch with. So, right now take 

these pieces and put them in unexpected places on your body, like behind our neck…between 

your toes.” After a few moments I add, “You may want to do it to your dad. You can put it 

behind your dad’s neck, or on his wrists, or ankles.” I ask David if we can share objects from 

their bag and Wyatt finds a chess piece to use. I watch Wyatt inserting his chess piece into his 

ear and call him over to experiment with me. He places the piece in my ear and calls out, "look at 

my dad's ear, look at my dad's ear.” Contributing his second reference to the derriere this session, 

Christian suggests, “Put it on your dad’s butt.” Wyatt slips behind me and puts a chess piece in 

my pants. “Ben, I put it in my Dad’s underwear,” gloats Wyatt. Ben, placing objects on David 
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and observing Wyatt, exclaims, “Yuck!” then slides toward Wyatt. David pulls Ben back onto 

his lap.  

Transitioning to a new activity involving rhythm, drumming and dancing, we collaborate 

on collecting the bags. Wyatt gravitates to the table with instruments where he picks up a 

drumstick and mimes striking a large drum. Ben joins him. I direct the group to stand and shake 

out their bodies from sitting. As I do this Wyatt lobbies me to hold and play the large drum. I 

decline the request and he responds with a full-bodied shrug. Boys wiggle, running in place, 

shaking feet and legs with arms flying to the sides. Ian’s younger brother Carl joins Wyatt, Ben 

and Isaac in calling out as the whole group shakes out. Anchor shakes in front of Steve, facing 

him. Wyatt’s shakes and intense vocalizing becomes full-bodied jumping that leads to falling and 

rolling on the floor, a crescendo of sound and motion. Christian takes to the floor almost 

immediately, and stays in close proximity to his dad Paul. Ben’s shaking turns into locomotion 

through the space accompanied by vocalizing. Ian and Carl also shake out with moderate energy 

in close proximity to their dad Todd. 

I lead the group through a series of activities designed to build participants’ ability to 

identify, repeat and create rhythmic patterns using their bodies and sets of plastic drums. Playing 

on a collection of plastic trashcans and tubs I ask, “When I play you a rhythm show it to me in 

your feet. So you’re going to echo it back to me.” I play a four beat measure and the group 

echoes me with stamps and claps. I play several more measures, varying the rhythms. I play 

seven strong beats accenting the last beat, and the group plays them back. I ask them to vary their 

clapping with tapping on their heads and elbows as I play more variations. 
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We set up four plastic drums in the center of the room. Boys and dads distribute 

themselves around three drums, while I play on one of them. After we complete this setup I pass 

out drumsticks and tell them, “We’re still going to play with echoing, so get your drumsticks 

ready.” I play four beats on the drum and the group echoes loudly. “We’re going to have a 

common heartbeat…it’s going to start out quietly,” I whisper. As the drumming gets louder the 

group is less successful maintaining a common heartbeat. “We’re really good up until it starts to 

get really strong and then we couldn’t hear (each other) to bring it back down. Let’s try one more 

time.” Once more the group builds to a crescendo of drumming, but less intense than the first 

one. It reaches a peak and then begins to subside in unison.  

Eager to reconnect drumming with dancing I ask, “Are you guys ready to dance while we 

play the drum?” Ben answers, “Sure.” I assign a group of dancers and a group of drummers. 

Similar to our playing of brief ostinato phrases, I play a phrase and the drummers echo my 

pattern while the dancers dance. We play six or seven sets of call and response between the drum 

players. In response, dancing boys and dads move to one side of the drums with a variety of 

actions including stamping, walking and skipping. As the dancing starts Stanley reaches for Ben 

with both hands, but Ben declines the invitation. Undaunted, Stanley takes several sliding steps 

backward and begins a pattern of twisting, low jumps. David travels on the beat while son Ben 

follows him, bent over in a Chaplinesque walk. Steve stays in place holding hands with his son 

Anchor, also moving rhythmically with his upper body. Dancers and drummers increase the 

volume and dynamic of their ending phrase.  
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We change groups. Wyatt asks to play the drum. I decline but offer a compromise by 

allowing him to hold the drum with me. This time I play a two beat ostinato. Ben starts playing 

on a large drum with three other boys, then shifts to play on the drum Wyatt and I are holding 

and playing. Ben plays alongside us, skipping in place as he drums. We settle into a skipping 

rhythm and the dancers, Orin, Todd, Carl and Ian, circle us skipping, running and sliding 

sideways. Carl gallops around the group of drummers with rolls to the floor and energetic arm 

circles before taking off at a run to follow his skipping older brother. Steve and Anchor are still 

dancing; they orbit the drummers closely, holding hands. Todd leaves the room with Carl just as 

our drumming ends.  

“Everybody gets to free dance and I’ll play and that will be our final event.” Several dads 

hold onto their sons as they dance. Steve and Anchor continue their connection as they skip and 

slide together across the floor. Ben and Wyatt team up, arms connected ballroom style, giggling 

then separating to travel. David catches Ben and dances with him in his arms. Orin and Stanley 

dance in close proximity, accenting rapid, quick beats with small steps as they circle each other 

watchfully. Paul dances by himself, responding to changing rhythms with an easy dynamic, and 

by watching, and then connecting with his younger son Isaac. Holding hands they circle each 

other and then separate again. Older son Christian stands by the drums holding his ears. Paul lifts 

Isaac upside down, and they end their dance in a lift. Carl and Todd reenter the room just as our 

dance concludes. Todd looks at Carl and shrugs as if to say, “We missed it.” The group applauds 

each other and we slide Home to conclude the session. 

“What were some of the things we did today?” I ask the seated group. Stanley responds 

breathlessly, “We danced.” Ian adds, “We played music.” “What were some of the body parts we 

moved?” I ask. Boys offer, “Heads, hands.” Ben adds, “my dad moved with his nose,” and 
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Stanley says, “I moved my head.” I request the group to “think of the dancing that you liked to 

do today and make a picture for me. Here’s some paper for you and pencils…Dads would you do 

this also?” The group settles into drawing. 

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

After class I spend the next few hours examining the fifteen participant drawings 

produced in this session. Brothers Christian and Isaac make two drawings each. Four of the five 

dads, and my son Wyatt, depict an element of the drumming activity. Wyatt’s drawing (Figure 1) 

shows a synthesis of content in his detailed representation of the trashcan drum and sticks, 

captioned, “Remember that game, that time when we followed a body part?  Well, that’s what 

I’m doing.” In his drawing Wyatt’s head appears to lead his looping travels. Stanley’s father, 

Orin’s drawing (Figure 2), captioned shows three figures, two larger and one smaller labeled 

“Stanley.” 

   
Figure 1 – Wyatt, author’s son 
"Remember that game, that time when we 
followed a body part?  Well, that's what I'm 
doing." 

Figure 2 – Orin, father of Stanley 
"Boom, Boom" 
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Ian’s and Carl’s dad, Todd, draws (Figure 3) three figures surrounding one large drum. 

Ben’s father, David’s draws (Figure 4) a single trashcan drum surrounded by flying drumsticks. 

           
Figure 3 – Todd, father of Ian and Carl 
"Drumming -- call and echo and Carl." 

Figure 4 – David, father of Ben 
“Dancing Drum Sticks” 

 
Christian and Isaac’s father, Paul (Figure 5), remembers “moving to the rhythm.”  

 
 

 

Other activities highlighted in drawings include “dancing,” body parts, and play 

equipment. Ian’s drawing (Figure 6) shows our beginning line dance full of smiling faces (more 

faces than we have in our group). Carl and Anchor, five and six-years old respectively, present 

Figure 5 – Paul, father of Christian 
and Isaac     “Move to the rhythm” 
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more global dance responses. Carl’s picture (Figure 7) shows a centrally located smiling face 

surrounded by a larger circle/egg shape. His caption, dictated to his dad, reads, “Carl smiling 

while dancing and running around.” Anchor draws a full-bodied, smiling figure, complete with 

elaborate shirt-cuffs and shoelaces tied into bows (Figure 8). He captioned the picture, 

“Weehee!” His father Steve’s drawing (Figure 9) echoes both composition and caption in a 

central figure exclaiming, “WOOSH.” Anchor’s spinning, captured on tape before class began, 

reveals a persistent interest in rotation, which is shared with Carl. 

Paul’s son Isaac’s drawing (Figure 10) of a trapezoidal shape is rich in text related to the 

theme of naming body parts, also foreshadowing an emergent group concern with animals. He 

writes, “It’s just an animal with no arms, hands, eyes, nose or mouth.” Reworked after erasure, 

Stanley’s drawing (Figure 11) also accentuates body parts, depicting a figure with oversized 

arms and hands composed of darkly drawn lines, a stylistic element consistent with his drawings 

from the other two sessions he attends. Ben’s uncaptioned drawing (Figure 12) represents  his 

fascination with the pre-school gym equipment in the space. His small outspread and smiling 

figure is balanced on the page adjacent to pieces of equipment, including a ladder and pencil thin 

pathway leading to a gently sloping slide shape. 
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Figure 6 – Ian, son of Todd 
“The Dancing” 

Figure 7 – Carl, son of Todd 
“Carl smiling while dancing and running 
around” 

 

                 
Figure 8 – Anchor, son of Steve 
“Weehee!” 

Figure 9 – Steve, father of Anchor 
“Woosh” 
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Figure 10 – Isaac, son of Paul 
“It’s just an animal with no arms, hands, 
eyes, nose or mouth” 

Figure 11 – Stanley, son of Orin 
Uncaptioned 

 

 
Figure 12 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

 
Finally, Christian’s drawing, similar to his overall quality of participation, shows a 

divergent response, if not disinterest, in the task. He captions his drawing (Figure 13), “It’s just 

abstract,” in reference to an elaborate web of lines and shapes.  
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Figure 13 – Christian, son of Paul, brother of Isaac 
“It’s just abstract” 

Reflections on the First Session 

My notes from a pre-program visit to the space warn, “too much equipment, possible 

distractions.” However, after figuring out how to return toys to shelves and clear the space, I feel 

more relaxed about all the “stuff” in the room. Later in the week as I view the tape of the session 

I note, “My frequent spoken instructions propelled an activity-oriented first session...I missed 

[demonstrated child interests in] stamping, jumping and hopping.” Here I am noticing my 

frequent use of verbal direction to deliver and explain a rapid sequence of movement activities. I 

partially justify this teaching mode as my response to a new situation and population, and 

balance this critique with evidence that I was able to detect evidence of participants’ learning, 

interests and range of responses. For example, I see that “I picked up participant ideas about 

being lifted and lifting,” most notably in the body part connecting sequence between groups of 

all the boys and all the dads.  
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I am aware that inclusion of my own son, Wyatt, in this research presents some unique 

challenges and opportunities. In the planning phase of the series Wyatt requested that drumming 

be part of the sessions and I see from his drawing that the drumming activity made an impression 

on him. From the drawings, I could see that the drums had impact on others, too, particularly 

three of the dads. Wyatt’s attraction to the drums when other participants were feeling objects in 

paper bags and his desire to share leadership with me showed that drumming was both a point of 

agreement and a point of contention between us about his independence and compliance.  

I reflect on my purpose for the class, as conveyed to participants in the letter of 

invitation:  

It’s about dads and sons having a satisfying and pleasurable experience of moving 
together. It’s about supporting that experience through opportunities to listen to 
and watch each other. It’s also about expanding aesthetic possibilities, movement 
range, and ideas about form, content and meaning. (Letter of invitation, 2002) 
 
I decide to focus on dance interactions in the second session, refining the chasing and 

following dance to include more careful and considered movement choices and responses 

between adults and children. Extending my interest in promoting family interactions, I also 

decide to incorporate a second drawing activity in session two. Review of the drawings provided 

fascinating insights about participants’ experiences. I’m curious about what they might make of 

each other’s depictions and plan that they will create a series of two or more drawings, the first 

an individual response to dancing that day, to be shared in family groups, and a second in 

response to the family member’s drawing.  

Anchor’s spinning dance, Stanley’s twisting and turning, and the shared vocabulary of 

stamping and locomotor movements were notable for being boy generated and often persistent; I 

decide to focus on some of these observed actions in Session 2. My plan asks participants to use 
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first session vocabulary of stamping and jumping in the opening dance, as well as to create 

dancing with actions, to name actions, and to share them with others. I also consider ways to 

vary the dynamics of actions using extremes of time - slowing down and speeding up.  

Notes from Session 1 record “points of conflict with Wyatt, and my inability to supply 

him with sufficient attention to keep him focused on my class agenda. Often his agenda . . . 

worked for himself and the class; at several points . . . it did not. These points were frustrating 

for me.” Our interactive style, characterized by independence, sometimes to the point of 

belligerence, and accommodation, continues to describe our interactions in future meetings of the 

classes.  

I now reflect that as a father, it’s fairly easy for me to identify Wyatt’s belligerence and 

non-compliance, more so than my own!  I remind myself that I’ve set up a tension between us by 

involving Wyatt as a collaborator in the class: asking him to recommend possible participating 

families, taking his suggestions to include drumming, requesting that he assist me in the classes. 

During the class I ask him to share me with other participants, and sometimes neglect that he is 

one of the students, for example, when I forgot to prepare a bag of objects for him, or, during the 

fleeing and following activity, when I pair him up with another family to allow me to direct 

rather than participate. If I were Wyatt, I think I would perceive some belligerence in the way he 

was being treated.  

Responding to my interactions with Wyatt in Session 1, I look for more opportunities for 

him to assist me in mirroring and leading and following, and design ways to engage the entire 

group in lifting each other, an often-observed participant interest during the session.  
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Session 2:  “It was follow the leader” 

A sustained pre-session period of play between Wyatt and Stanley confirms the boys’ 

interests in the kinesthetic and architectural possibilities of the room’s play equipment. Through 

several attempts the two boys discover they can run, jump and finally climb onto the roofs of two 

plastic playhouses. They continue their exploration on another plastic structure in the room, 

scaling it as high as they can. Wyatt clambers down and pushes a large, plastic block. Stanley 

climbs through it. They find another block and begin to collaboratively lift and place the blocks 

with some difficulty.  

Though I had asked the boys to stay off the equipment and not to stack the blocks during 

the first session, their intense engagement captures my interest as well as that of Stanley's dad, 

Orin. Orin and I assist the boys by stacking a third block. Wyatt suggests stacking the three 

blocks inside one of the other play structures to achieve an even higher climbing opportunity. 

Orin dissuades Wyatt and the two boys discuss what will happen when the others arrive. They 

set a rule for climbing one at a time and talk about playing tag and then jumping off the top of 

the stack. As the boys play on the tower, Orin and I tend the tower. Steve and Anchor arrive and 

Anchor jumps from the tower as Steve catches him, spinning him overhead and into the middle 

of the room. Anchor climbs the tower again. 

Ian arrives and asks the boys, “Do you need help?” Collecting cushions and lugging them 

to the top of the structure, they find a compromise between adult interests in child safety and 

child desires to increase the height of the structure. The boys climb to the top and call out, "look 

at me.” "One person at a time at the top," Wyatt reminds the group. “Beautiful,” says Ian of the 

tower. Steve replaces Orin at the tower while Todd and David linger by an open window talking. 

As we near starting time, dad Todd plays on a wooden seesaw, briefly balancing. Ben’s dad 
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David sneaks up on Todd’s son Carl, who is playing among the jungle gym pieces, and then 

sneaks up on the boys in the tower, surprising them. “About two minutes and then we’re going to 

have a demolition crew,” I announce. “Get the cushions so we can jump down on them,” 

responds Wyatt. Steve commends Anchor's climb and jump: "Hey Anchor, you did it.” Dads 

dissemble the structure and all join in clearing our dance space. Gathering the group together I 

say, "Good job guys; slide home." 

"Good morning," I greet the group and we all watch as Todd throws his younger son Carl 

into the air twice. Carl squeals with delight. One family is missing today: Paul and his sons Isaac 

and Christian. I address the group seated in a circle in our home space and say, "I'm going to start 

off with something we can do together, but it's mostly for the dads…" I begin, but then pause as 

Wyatt interrupts. Chanting "sumo," Wyatt takes off his shoes and climbs loudly onto my back. I 

tell him to stop, then draw him over my back and cradle him. 

Concerned with balancing adult needs and interests, particularly the physical well-being 

of these middle-aged men, with those of children, I lead the group through an adaptation of the 

yoga sun salutation. "Let's stand up together in a circle," I request, then explain, "this is a loose 

variation on Hatha yoga.” I twist gently, side to side, as I start talking and the dads and boys pick 

up on my action. I accompany the sequence with a rhyming mnemonic hoping the boys might 

remember it for class and home:  "Go up and back and reach for (or sometimes tickle . . .) a star.” 

We reach up and behind our heads, arching our backs, then grasp the space and pull it down in 

front of our tummies. “I got one,” says Wyatt. Carl echoes him, and there is a flurry of boy 

responses. Excited, Carl jumps and runs to look up at Todd telling him, “I got a star.” Wyatt 

echoes Carl’s excitement, loudly addressing the group, “my hands are burning.” I touch him, 

coaching him to be quiet, and go on with the rhyme: “pull it down then shake it out far.” I extend 
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the movement with twisting actions to add to the warm-up potential for the adults and 

accommodate child interest in spinning and turning.  

The rhyme continues, "Take a step back and bowl for a strike, roll onto your back and 

ride your bike." We slide forward onto our tummies to the floor, hands almost meeting together 

in the center. Rolling to our backs we lift and circle our legs. As we cycle one boy calls out, “I 

know this one.” The rhyme comes to an end, "Roll to your tummy and arch to the sun, bring your 

feet under, roll up and you're done.” We roll back onto our tummies and arch our backs. The 

boys respond to the imagery. Ian talks about looking at the sun and Wyatt echoes energetically, 

“I see the sun,” reaching up to point; then we walk hands and feet together and with weight on 

our feet, unroll our backs until we are standing.  

Repeating the sequence, Wyatt embellishes his reach for the star again exclaiming, “Oh, I 

burned my hands.” Carl jumps excitedly in a circle next to his father, and accompanies Todd on 

his descent to the floor, then standing and retreating a few steps, repeats the slide. Boys’ voices 

accompany our cycling legs, as they let the vibration in their bodies shake their voices. As we 

arch to the sun Ian echoes, “and arch to the sun.” Dads move through this repetition quietly, 

looking up occasionally to check their actions as they roll up to standing at the end. "Very good," 

I say to the group, Wyatt adding, "and now we get to play.” I echo him, "and now we get to 

play." 

I talk with the group. "We started out with circle dance last time. . . we bounced, we 

walked in together, we bounced, and we walked back out. What we're going to do today is have a 

square dance. Has anyone been to a square dance?  What does a caller do?” Todd answers, "he 

tells you what to do.” I put on the traditional American song, The Butcher’s Boy (Kazee, 1997) 

and, walking in rhythm, the group converges on the center and backs away, repeating this 
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sequence three times. "This is the first call. Shake everybody's hand," I announce. All shake 

hands as they circulate randomly through the home space. David gives me a high five as he 

passes and I see the boys are very interested in giving high fives to each other and to the adults, 

winding up to give the adults increasingly powerful, slapping, fives. Concerned about the 

growing force, particularly whether the increasing dynamic of child to adult contacts will spread 

to interactions between the boys, I direct the group back to the circle. "Circle up," I call, and the 

boys return to stand next to their dads.  

Twice we walk with bouncing steps into the circle and back out. I notice Ben and Stanley 

jump instead of bouncing, and that Anchor is jumping rapidly next to Steve. I call, "shake hands 

with your elbows.” Boys and dads head across the Home space greeting each other with their 

elbows. In contrast to the hard-hitting high fives, boys and dads carefully direct their elbows to 

touch each other and I let these exchanges continue longer than the high fives. "Circle up," I call 

again and the boys and dads return to the circle; then "let’s try feet.” Boys and dads balance, lift 

and touch their feet with someone, then travel on. Some try touching both feet. "Dads stretch out 

like trees," I call and model the action. Dads stand with feet spread and arms out to the side. 

Boys do this, too. "Boys go through the legs and around the trees," I add, and the boys navigate 

through and around all the dads, jumping and sliding across the circle. With some playful 

concern Steve urges, "Keep it low boys; keep it low.”  

"Boys touch your dads," I call out, and Steve echoes, "touch your dads, touch your dads.” 

"Hold hands and we'll go to the center. Is there something that we've missed?” I ask the group. 

David answers, "yeah, heads.” "Heads?" I ask the group, and the group agrees. The group 

intermingles, nudging each other's heads. Several dads say "ouch.” David continues touching 

heads with the boys after the other dads have finished, adding a head shake and smile. I attempt 
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to draw the activity to conclusion: "Boys, go as far away as you can go and come back to your 

dads in eight counts. I count to eight and the boys take off and then return toward the circle only 

to pass us and continue on to the other side of the room. The other dads and I stand watching as 

the boys gallop, jump, and hop across the room with shouts and screams. I look with chagrin at 

the group of dads. For a moment we exchange looks with each other, surprised by this 

development. Todd calls out, "Come on back Carl.” I offer the group an observation and a 

direction, "I see some boys jumping. Come back and slide home."  

Earlier I described my response to the way participants had been very active in the first 

session, noting my surprise at the variety of their movements. To elaborate on the dance 

elements of body and relationship from the first session, I ask participants to reflect on their 

movement experiences now, twenty minutes into this session. I inquire, “Does everyone have a 

favorite movement that you just did?  Do you like to hop, turn, crawl through legs?” Ian offers 

immediately, “I like to crawl through legs.” “I do too,” I respond. Stanley offers, “I like being on 

the tower.” “I liked your climbing,” I offer. Ben agrees with Ian, “I liked going through the dads’ 

legs.” As we discuss these actions Carl, at first quietly and then with more voice involvement, 

crawls through his dad’s legs and runs across the floor and back, finally sliding to his dad. 

Hoping to observe the participants’ reflections on their favorite actions, and extending the 

name and body part dance from the first session, I have each person say their name with an 

accompanying favorite action. We watch and then repeat the action saying the person’s name as 

we dance. “I really like jumping, so I’m going to say Byron, and you guys echo me. Ready?” I 

begin this activity with a jump into the air and the group responds by saying my name and 

repeating my action.  
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Stanley is next. “What do you want to do?” I ask. Stanley looks up to his dad and says, “I 

don’t know.” I ask, “Did you like jumping or turning?  Do something you like.” He decides on 

an action: balancing on one leg and curving his upper body forward, he says “Stan.” Orin, 

Stanley’s dad, turns in place. Ben’s father David is next. “Can we go outside the square?” he 

asks, “I want to go outside the box.” “Oh, oh,” I tease. David takes off across the floor and slides 

on his back into the stage at the far end of the room. “Keep your eyes on him, watch where he 

goes,” I coach the group. Standing he says, “…and back,” and repeats the action as he slides 

back.  

As David returns to place, Wyatt slides across the Home square saying, “oh, yeah.” 

Sensing the group’s hunger to launch into David’s sliding pattern I ask, “Is everybody ready?” 

Several boys answer “yeah,” then the group follows David’s running and sliding pattern to the 

stage and back to our Home place. Back Home I respond, “That was too much fun. I think we 

need to do it again.” Individuals answer, “me too, yeah.” Wyatt calls out, “Here I go; here I go.” 

Again, David starts out saying his name, “David,” and we echo him.  

As we slide to Home I stand and ask, “Who’s next?  Ben, what do you want to do?” He 

takes off to the end of the room and slides. I ask, “and then what?” He gets up and slides back 

very close to the group. Sensing he hasn’t completed his movement idea I ask again, “and then 

what?” David echoes me, “and then what?” Again, Ben slides to the end of the room. “And then 

what?” I ask. Running and smiling he responds, “and keep on doing it.” As they repeat Ben’s 

action, the boys break into streaks of yelling as they run and slide. This time there are scattered 

complaints of, “ouch.” Wyatt continues sliding after the others have stopped.  

Next Anchor jumps in place and says his name. “Anchor,” we echo. Steve, his dad, 

describes his action, “shaking elbows,” and leans over Anchor touching his elbows. I call quietly 
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to Wyatt, “come over here.” Ian says his name and drops to the floor to do pushups. Steve asks 

him, “How many of those do we have to do, Ian?” The boys chime in, “a thousand, a hundred.” 

Ian answers, “Two.” We respond to Ian’s action and name. Wyatt runs off and slides back to the 

group calling loudly and sliding to my feet. I remind him this is time to listen.  

I call on Carl who runs down the length of the room and slides, then returns to his dad, 

sliding into place. His father, Todd, reminds Carl to say his name and he screams, “Carl,” then 

repeats his running and sliding motif. As Carl completes his actions Wyatt calls loudly to 

Stanley, “I’m a baby.” We watch Carl return and we echo him, traversing the floor and ending in 

slides. Wyatt is the last slider. Addressing myself directly to Wyatt I suggest, “Let’s see what 

Todd is up to.” He takes a wide stance and announces “Todd.” As we echo his shape, the dads 

whisper, “Todd is a tree.”  

I’m interested in providing more opportunities for boys and dads to practice following 

and leading each other, directing, “I think we can let everybody be a leader. Let’s divide into two 

groups . . . . And this is what happens . . . leaders you can do any action, you can do jumping that 

we did today . . . you can do sliding.” Dividing our group in two, individual boys and dads take 

turns leading and following each other through the room in lines and small clusters. Carl, Todd’s 

younger son, and Orin, Stanley’s father, are the first leaders and begin on the music cue (Winter, 

1998a). As they lead, they hold a ribboned baton that designates the leader. Steve, Anchor’s 

father, and Todd call out supportively, “Go Carl.” Orin and Carl start out circling and waving 

their batons. Orin leads his group in elbow connecting. Wyatt takes the elbow connecting idea 

into elbow jabbing, but his actions are disrupted as Orin’s traveling pattern moves the boys away 

from each other. Orin concludes his leading with the tree shape, Todd’s contribution to the 
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previous name game activity. Carl waves his ribbon in circles and travels in circular paths 

through the room.  

I stop the music (Winter, 1998a) and new leaders, Orin’s son Stanley, and Todd’s oldest 

son Ian, come forward. Ian, in his sneakers, emphasizes the stamping quality of his jumps. 

Stanley, barefooted, springs, jumping and leaping, body forward. Their jumps gradually shrink; 

Ian’s turn into small hops and Stanley leads his group in concluding somersaults. I turn off the 

music, the signal to change group leaders; David’s son Ben and Steve’s son Anchor step 

forward. Taking their batons they circle through the room waving the streamers, their groups 

lined up behind them. The next two leaders are my son Wyatt and Todd, father of Carl and Ian. 

Todd reaches high overhead with his streamer as he travels through the room. Wyatt zips his 

ribbon along the floor in zigzagging, fast activity. Both Wyatt and Todd lead their groups in 

turning. Wyatt embellishes his turns with jumps and leg gestures.  

Anchor’s father Steve, and Ben’s father David are the final group leaders. David starts 

out skipping, while Steve jumps over his low, circling ribbon as he travels. Both lead their 

groups in turning and traveling. Steve concludes by weaving his ribbon around his group. David 

adds yells and screams that his group echoes and concludes with a run and slide. Steve calls out, 

“Slide home, slide home,” and as the groups return, Wyatt and Stanley tussle on the floor for the 

ribbon David had been dancing with. 

“Would you help me wrap this up?  You need to come back and help me out here,” I say 

to Wyatt as I pick up the contested streamer. Boys lounge on the floor, some against their dads, 

as we talk. David exclaims, “Whooo.” I offer, “That was dynamite. I saw turning, falling down 

on the floor and getting up. I saw through the legs, fancy stuff. What did you do?” Ian and 

Stanley raise their hands. Stanley says with a giggle, “I did a somersault.” I confirm, “You did. I 
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saw that.” David adds, “Yeah, that was great. We all did it.” Stanley continues, “…and I went on 

the monkey bars.” I respond, “You went on the monkey bars…just a reminder that we’re going 

to stay off of them.” David responds, “but it was a novel idea.”  

Addressing Ian I ask, “What was something you did?” “I slid,” says Ian. Carl echoes his 

brother: “I slid.” “That seems to be the theme of the day,” I respond. Ian continues, “…sliding, 

sliding, sliding.” Wyatt scoots past me toward Ian and Carl. Carl calls out, “slide, slide, slide, 

slide, slide, slide.” “Wyatt, come on over here, I want you to be next to me,” I command. Then I 

explain, “The next thing we’re going to do is dads and boys together.” The activity I have in 

mind extends the traveling and freezing dance from last week. “I’m going to play for the boys 

and Wyatt is going to play for the dads.” I show my cowbells, saying, “I’m going to play these.” 

I play them and notice fingers going into ears. “I’ll play softer . . . that will be your cue, guys, to 

go and dance. And then your dads’ cue will be the drums. Dads are dancing to the drums. You’re 

dancing to the bells. When the bells stop, you stop in a shape that you want to be caught in. This 

is a chasing and catching dance.” 

I play the bells and the boys run for the far side of the room. With Wyatt’s drumming the 

dads take off running to find the boys; instead of retaining their ending shapes the boys run to 

escape the approaching dads. Both dads and boys run and scream as the dance becomes like a 

game of tag. Eventually dads catch their sons. “Boys are you ready to take off again?  You want 

to freeze so your dad has a hard time finding you. Be as still as you can be. Ready?” Boys take 

off and when they stop I cue Wyatt, seated next to me, to play the drums. Wyatt plays with 

concentration the same pattern I had played on the bells. Each dad encircles his son, the boys 

frozen in still shapes. Moments later I observe, “The dads found them.” Wyatt stands and calls 

out, “Yaay, yaay, we won.” 
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I hold my finger to my lips signaling Wyatt to be quiet. “Can we reverse this?” I ask. 

“Can we have the dads go first?” David agrees. I continue, “…and have the boys come and catch 

you dads?” The boys respond in a chorus, “Yeah.” Wyatt asks if he can chase. “Would you like 

to go chase?” I ask. “I’ll do the drum!” Ian volunteers to be Wyatt’s replacement. “So you’ll be 

Ian,” I say to Wyatt, implying his connection in the dance to Todd, Ian’s dad. Dads go first, says 

David. “Freeze when you hear the drum stop and then boys will dance to this,” I say, playing the 

bells.  

Ian begins playing a slightly modified ostinato phrase, emphasizing a pause at the end. 

Dads run and leap into corners of the space. Ian, attentive to the dads’ movements, stops playing 

as the men freeze. Boys then chase and find the dads quickly and pile-ups occur. “Let your dads 

go, and one more time,” I announce. Ian begins playing the drums. As the group slides back to 

Home I ask, “Did everyone get caught?” Voices toll, “yes.” Wyatt insists, “I never got caught, I 

never got caught.”  

“On the count of three everyone show me one of the shapes that you waited to be caught 

in: one, two three,” I instruct. “I don’t have to, I’ll just run around,” declares Wyatt. As Wyatt 

orbits the group Ben, his dad David, and Stanley take standing shapes. The others take shapes 

low to the ground:  Steve on his back, Todd and Orin squatting, Anchor, Ian and Carl sitting. 

“Show me a second shape that you got caught in,” I add, “…one, two three, go.” Wyatt continues 

traveling and the group quickly shifts into their new shapes.  

I encourage, “Look around. See the shapes…some are up and some are down. When I 

touch your shoulder you can run through the shapes…over the dads, under the dads, go. Through 

the legs and around the trees and through the caves,” I continue. The first group I touch includes 

only boys and Wyatt joins these travelers. My cue to freeze finds Wyatt squeezing beneath Ian’s 

legs. Ben and Anchor squeeze beneath Steve’s legs. The group takes a final, new shape. Orin 

balances on one leg. Standing, dads have created open spaces between their legs to accommodate 

child travel. I instruct,  “If you traveled last time hold your shape. If you haven’t traveled yet, go 
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ahead and travel.” After a few moments I give the cue to stop. Without coaching, many of the 

shapes are connected. “Look around and see how everyone is connected…Wyatt freeze.” Then 

to the group I direct, “Sit with your dads.” 

The whole group is very still and intent on their shapes and balances in these freezes. I 

take this quiet moment to reprise the tactile sensation activity from the first session. Wyatt claps 

his hands. “Would you please make sure every family has one of these?” I ask Wyatt. “Okay,” he 

responds. “Hey dad, each dad and son have one,” reports Wyatt. “You need to reach 

inside...what do you feel in there?” I ask. The dads and sons talk about their bags. After a minute 

I ask, “Does anybody want to tell me what they’ve found?” Carl stands up brightly announcing, 

“oh, a wooden elephant.” I confirm, “a wooden elephant. What else did you find?” Stanley’s dad 

answers, “We found a fuzzy finger.” Another boy calls out, “…something like a seashell.” With 

great excitement Carl describes, “oh, oh, oh, a Duplo.” “I know, I know,” calls out Wyatt. 

“Shhhh, come sit down,” I tell Wyatt. Steve asks Anchor, “What did you find?” They look into 

their bag together and Steve reports, “we found a ponytail and some blocks.”  

“Empty your bags; was it what you thought was there?” I ask. Wyatt again claims 

privileged knowledge, “I know what was there.” Ian describes, “It was filled with Legos.” “It’s 

filled with Legos guys,” Carl shouts excitedly to Ian and Wyatt. “Were there any other surprises 

in there?” I ask. “Several boys call out, “Put all the Duplos together, all the Duplos together.” Ian 

ignores my question and suggests, “Put them all together.” The boys start negotiating with each 

other for their Duplos. Wyatt asks, “Hey Ben, can we put your Duplos together?” Ben says, 

“No.” Wyatt interrogates, “Why not put them together?” Ian gives Wyatt his Legos. “Thanks,” 

says Wyatt. “It’s a tower,” he asserts as he holds up his collection of connected blocks. Stanley 

comes over to claim Wyatt’s Legos and all the boys play with the finger puppets and blocks from 

their bags. 

“Has anyone ever heard an elephant calling?” I ask. With an intention to broaden the 

boys’ range of movement qualities I end this session with slow motion following and leading. 
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Elephant vocalizations (Winter, 1998b) recorded and replayed at frequencies just audible to 

human hearing provide a rumbling undercurrent of sound for our hyper-slow movements in pairs 

and as an entire group. As the boys lead each other they sometimes retain the slow, sustained 

dynamic of the elephant calls.  

“We’re still playing with chasing and following,” I start. A boy calls out “yaay.” “But 

this time it’s chasing and following so slowly that you can’t tell who is chasing and who’s 

following. It’s all hyper...slow,” I explain. As the chasing begins the whole group has a slow and 

sustained dynamic of following. Most are arranged like follow the leader, with a chaser and 

someone being chased, but Stanley and Orin, and Wyatt and I are face to face. Ben, chased by 

his father David, travels across the floor with tiny, though rapid steps, looking back over his 

shoulder at David approaching. David, following, takes long, slow and sustained steps in Ben’s 

direction.  

Ian persists with his exploration of the hyper slow, barely moving in pursuit of Carl and 

his father Todd, who move off at a somewhat faster, though still slow, tempo. Stanley and Orin 

explore precarious balances face-to-face. Anchor punctuates slow steps with stamping weight 

transfers. Wyatt and I change our face-to-face stalking as Wyatt, looking over his shoulder, turns 

away, allowing me to slowly chase him.  

In the same family groupings we change the leader and follower role. Ian continues with 

his hyper-slow movement. Todd and Carl, now holding hands, pass Ian, Todd reaching out to, 

but not touching him. They separate again, but Ian slowly rotates to keep his dad and brother in 

view, then changes his tempo to match their quicker pace. Now Todd and Carl pair up, hand in 

hand, to pursue Ian. Shoulder-to-shoulder, David and Ben appear to concentrate on matching 

their slow motion stepping. David pivots to continue their travels by mirroring face-to-face, 

matching each step. David moving backwards pursued by Ben until they connect hand-to-hand. 

Stanley and Orin parallel Anchor and Steve as they move slowly across the floor in parallel lines, 
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both dads pursuing their sons. Wyatt and I return to our face-to-face orientation. We crouch and 

circle each other.  

“I saw some of you moving across the floor, some of you in place. Would someone like 

to lead everyone?” I ask. All the boys indicate they want to lead and we form a large circle. Ben 

starts out leading the group in slow, small, circling steps. Anchor leads next, very slowly raising 

his shoulders, then coughs, a surprising accent we all copy. Ian initiates a slow action 

reminiscent of martial arts punctuated with sudden arm movements; brother Carl then winds up 

and launches himself into a dramatic jumping turn. As he lands his feet slip out from under him 

and he sprawls on his front, hitting his head against the floor and howling. We pause to attend to 

Carl. Todd takes Carl outside to comfort him. As Todd carries Carl out of the room Ian watches 

over his shoulder. Stanley leads last, widening his arms out to the side and reaching overhead 

before taking fast, spinning steps. He holds his head in dizziness and ends with a balance on one 

foot that leads into a quick somersault. We have spent more than seven minutes exploring very 

slow movement, and now I notice Ian’s worried distraction and the change in group 

concentration. As an ending to this session, I suggest we indulge in one last run and slide across 

the floor before sitting down to draw. 

Ian asks, “Are we done?” I answer, “Almost done. I’d like you to make a drawing if you 

would.” I ask Ben to help me distribute paper and explain that I want participants to make a 

series of drawings of their dancing.  

We’re going to do a little bit different kind of drawing because we did chasing and 

following today... Do your first drawing for yourself. And then we’re going to trade it [with your 

dad or son], and then you’ll make a second drawing from looking at your dad’s or son’s drawing. 

So, to do the second drawing, I’m going to take Wyatt’s drawing and really look at it for a 

minute. Then see what it reminds me of - something about dancing today or about the room. Try 

to see what the drawing is about... And then when I work on my second drawing I’m going to 
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give him my first. You can talk about your drawings together, and put captions on them. (Session 

2 Transcript, 2002) 

As a result each participant produces a series of two or three drawings. These are 

presented next by family group, followed by my reflective commentary on this exercise.  

An Experiment in Intersubjectivity 

Stanley and Orin  

  
Figure 14 – Stanley, son of Orin 
“I put my hands on my head, Stan in tower” 

Figure 15 – Orin, father of Stanley 
“Slide” 

 

          
Figure 16 – Stanley, son of Orin 
“This is three-d shape” 

Figure 17 – Orin, father of Stanley 
“Somersault” 
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Figure 18 – Orin, father of Stanley 
“Interpretation of Stan’s 3-d” “Cube tower” 

Stanley’s first drawing (Figure 14) is a self-portrait captioned, “I put my hands on my 

head, Stan in tower.” A voraciously grinning and dimpled face is encircled by tubular arms, 

fingers barely meeting overhead, the whole face attached to a diminutive body. His dad Orin’s 

first drawing (Figure  15) is a side view of a smiling figure sliding along the floor on his back, 

complete with motion lines, and captioned, “slide.” In response to Stanley’s 1st drawing Orin 

drawing (Figure 17) shows a somersaulting figure smiling in mid-roll and captioned, 

“somersault.” With hands depicted overhead and centered on session content, these paired 

drawings begin to reflect each other.  

Stanley’s second drawing (Figure 16) is a representation of one of the perforated stacking 

blocks in three dimensions and is captioned, “this is three-d shape.” Orin’s third drawing (Figure 

18) clearly indicates his intention to interpret Stanley’s second drawing. Complete with two 

captions, “interpretation of Stan’s 3-d,” and “cube tower,” Orin shows a neatly arranged, three-

dimensional representation of the stacking cube tower.  
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Anchor and Steve  

      
Figure 19 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 20 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 

 

      
Figure 21 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 22 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 
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Figure 23 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 

 
Marked as drawing one (Figure 19), Anchor depicts a standing solo figure, complete with 

clothes and fastidiously tied shoelaces, as in his drawing from session one. He then makes 

another drawing (Figure 21) marked number one that includes an energetically sketched central 

area with both heavily and lightly drawn lines and a series of three images in the lower right 

hand corner, including two vehicles with pairs of wheels in possible reference to pre-school 

scooters in the room. His father Steve’s drawing (Figure 20) shows a mountain landscape with 

several trees and buildings and superimposed with a wave-shaped line. A second drawing by 

Steve (Figure 22) is a close rendition of Anchor’s second drawing. A third and unnumbered 

drawing by Steve (Figure 23) shows a circus scene with a clown and two small figures in the 

foreground, a tent, a crowded ferris wheel, and a sun image in the background.  
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Wyatt and Byron 

   
Figure 24 – Wyatt, son of Byron 
“Chasing dads and sons” 

Figure 25 – Byron, father of Wyatt 
“Chasing something hard to find” 

 

          
Figure 26 – Wyatt, son of Byron 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 27 – Byron, father of Wyatt 
Uncaptioned 

 
Wyatt’s first drawing (Figure 24) is captioned, “chasing dads and sons.” Two arms reach 

into the picture from above to play cowbells, while musical notes and a lone drumstick hover 

over a large, centrally located drum. Wyatt’s drawing sets the scene of his drumming 

accompaniment for dads and sons in pursuit. Captioned “chasing something hard to find,” my 

first drawing (Figure 25) shows an abbreviated, stacking block tower with curving pathways 
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weaving through it. My identification of the persisting boy interest in tower building and tower 

travel through the round openings as a metaphor for finding responsive pedagogy for this group 

of dads and boys.  

Wyatt’s second, and uncaptioned, drawing (Figure 26) looks very much like my first 

drawing, with tower and pathway lines. My second drawing (Figure 27) keys in on my 

recollection of Wyatt’s intense and satisfying interest in drumming, showing the essential 

elements of drum and musical notes in Wyatt’s first drawing.  

Carl, Ian and Todd 

      
Figure 28 – Carl, brother of Ian, son of Todd 
“Reminds me of moving slowly” 

Figure 29 – Carl, brother of Ian, son of Todd 
“Carl is chasing Ian” 
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Figure 30 – Ian, brother of Carl, son of 
Todd  “We were running and sliding” 

Figure 31 – Ian, brother of Carl, son of Todd 
“It was follow the leader” 

 

            
Figure 32 – Ian, brother of Carl, son of Todd 
“The tower” 

Figure 33 – Todd, father of Carl and Ian 
“I am a tree” 

 
Carl’s first drawing (Figure 28) shows a reduction of the tower blocks to a single vertical 

line reaching high into the ceiling vault timbers. The only drawing to depict the ceiling, Carl 

shows a lone figure standing amid circular lighting fixtures and thick ceiling beams on a thin 

horizontal line/platform while below a second figure smiles and gestures expansively. Carl 

integrates the tower experience with the slow motion activity, captioning his tower drawing, 

“Reminds me of moving slowly.” His second drawing (Figure 29) depicts two small figures at 

the bottom of the page and adjacent to his reprise of the single line tower image and playhouse. 
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The drawing is completed with a spiral shape in the upper left corner of the page. He captions the 

drawing, “Carl is chasing Ian.”  

Ian’s first drawing (Figure 30) is captioned, “we were running and sliding,” and a boxed 

in label reads, “sliding.” Two sliding figures are surrounded with motion lines and hovering over 

two adjacent rectangles. Ian’s second drawing (Figure 31) depicts a line that includes eight 

musical notes and four standing figures in front of two houses. One of his houses shows a 

collection of circles in the doorway, possibly referring to accumulation of boys in the plastic 

houses during the chase dance. Ian captions his drawing, “It was follow the leader.” Ian also 

produces a third and unnumbered drawing (Figure 32) captioned, “The tower,” and depicting a 

four-level tower and adjoining structure with doorway and fenestration. Todd produces a single 

drawing (Figure 33) captioned, “I am a tree,” and includes a large figure in a wide stance with a 

smaller figure at its feet. 

Though Ian’s and Carl’s drawing are full of social content and Carl makes specific 

reference to his brother, these depictions show individual experience and are less revealing of 

intersubjective exchanges. 
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Ben and David  

                  
Figure 34 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 35 – David, father of Ben 
“Spinning” 

 

                
Figure 36 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 37 – David, father of Ben 
Uncaptioned 
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Figure 38 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 39 – David, father of Ben 
“David and Ben as trees” 

 
Ben’s first drawing (Figure 34) shows two figures, one larger standing figure with an 

arrow leading away across the page to a wall structure and a smaller figure lying down by the 

wall, likely referring to the episode of running and sliding with larger adults and smaller 

children. His dad David’s first drawing (Figure 35) is a full-page spiral shape superimposed over 

a number one and captioned “spinning.” Ben’s second drawing (Figure 36) includes two 

diminutive smiling figures, one a little larger than the other, standing side-by-side on the bottom 

of the page. He persistently draws multiple figures in relationship, either in action toward each 

other in the space, or side by side. 

David’s uncaptioned drawing (Figure 37) takes an overhead perspective toward a moving 

figure confined in a square and surrounded by a fence of squares containing Xs, three small 

squares on each side of the figure. David had described his running and sliding innovation as 

being “outside the box,” with possible metaphorical and literal meanings in the sense of moving 

outside of our starting square (box) taped on the floor, and exceeding the realm of actions 

already presented. Ben’s third drawing (Figure 38) depicts two figures at the summit of a tower 

and one figure ascending a ladder. In his 3rd drawing, David depicts a stylized, stick-like image 
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of a larger figure superimposed over a smaller figure and captioned, “David and Ben as trees” 

(Figure 39). With his last drawing David acknowledges Ben’s persistent representation of 

multiple figures as well as session content in which dads took the shape of trees and caves. 

Of the six boys attending this session, only Anchor does not represent some aspect of 

climbing the tower in his drawings. Of those who do, only Wyatt, who responds to my drawing 

in his second picture, seems to include tower imagery in response to an adult’s drawing (my 

own). Drawing topics also include running and sliding, representations of self and other, 

references to session activities as well as to furniture and objects in our classroom. Self-portraits 

are drawn by Stanley, Anchor, Frank and Orin, and representations of two or more figures appear 

by Ian, Ben, Carl, Steve and David. Depictions of actions and session activities include Stanley’s 

signature somersault, Ben’s and Ian’s images of running and sliding, Ian’s drawing describing 

following the leader, and Wyatt’s drum centered depiction captioned “chasing dads & sons.” 

Both David and Todd draw tree imagery, and Anchor and Ian include room details in their 

drawings.  

Reflections on the Second Session 

As an innovation to learn about the potential of post-session drawings to initiate 

interactions and to build mutual understandings of dance experiences in the family groupings, 

these sequences of depictions provided a source of information and questions. This exchange of 

drawings revealed some evidence of intersubjectivity within families groups. The strongest 

evidence, with intentional replication of drawing elements and efforts at interpretation, occurs in 

the drawings by Orin’s, Steve’s and my family.  
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Orin’s responsive drawing captioned, “Interpretation of Stan’s 3-D, cube tower,” most 

specifically articulated the interpretive intention I had for the drawing exchanges. The clear shift 

in Orin’s drawings from sliding to somersaulting, closely identified as one of Stanley’s interests, 

to recognition of Stanley’s 3-d tower illustrates a clearly articulated progress of exchange. My 

exchange of drawings with Wyatt shows a near equal movement toward each other’s dance class 

interests. Wyatt picks up on elements of the tower in my drawing while I depict elements of his 

theme of musical notes and drumming. Steve’s meticulous rendition of Anchor’s second drawing 

also shows a pattern of influence from child to adult. 

Series of drawings lacking explicit exchanges of imagery, also provided possible 

indications of intersubjectivity. David’s drawings, which progress from solo depictions to a 

metaphorical representation of himself and Ben together as a tree, seem to indicate an 

intersubjective shift of awareness toward Ben’s relational sense of their shared dancing. Finally, 

though showing less influence among members of the family grouping, the sequence including 

Carl, Ian and Todd illuminates a set of distinct dance interests: Ian’s interest in running and 

sliding episode and participating in follow the leader; Carl’s fascination with slow motion; the 

tower and his brother; and Todd’s tree-like relationship to his two sons.  

These are gratifying results and help me consider other possibilities. How might the 

meanings conveyed in these drawings be amplified and brought into our conversations and 

dancing?  What comparisons might family members make of these sets of drawings?  Is there a 

missing intermediary step that would help clarify mutual perceptions, possibly using metaphor?   

Post-session written notes record my continuing questions about the what “the dads want 

and need from this experience... My yoga warm up...provides for their (some of their) physical 

needs. What else... can I provide for them as adults?” David’s display of intense and energetic 
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running and sliding was an unanticipated expression of adult movement interests. I identify a 

highlight of shared dance interests in the chasing and following dance, noting: 

Our chasing dance seemed engaging for both dads and boys. When the boys 
ended in the house [plastic playhouse] I was concerned. I thought the intensity of 
being chased might be more than they [the boys] could manage. I think extending 
the idea of capture and escape into a slow embrace dance might work now, 
building off participant experience of slowness. (Post-session Second Session 
Notes, 2002) 

In retrospect I can point to several incidents during this dance that seemed uniquely 

fulfilling for myself and/or for participants. The chasing partner dance allowed Wyatt to satisfy 

his interest in playing the drum and also to dance with Todd, as Ian had done. This sequence 

stands out for me as a parent who is also teaching the class. I felt able to include Wyatt in an 

action of leadership that he was interested in fulfilling. When he decided to move on to chasing 

Todd, Ian replaced Wyatt in the accompanist role, modeling flexible dancing between families.  

The extended, slow motion following and leading between fathers and sons was also 

rewarding for me; I appreciated particularly the persistence of Wyatt’s interest and our ability to 

negotiate leadership changes. Video documentation reveals wide participant engagement with 

movement invention and interpersonal focus between family members during this segment. This 

quality of dance interactions is what I had hoped for in the first session, but found largely absent.  

Finally, my notes describe boys’ intense interest in climbing the tower, constructing a 

landing pit and organizing group conduct on the tower, which allowed each one an opportunity 

to climb. Movement interests in the tower process included climbing, looking and being looked 

at (surveying the room from tower top and self-presentation), jumping, flying and landing. As I 

reflect on both videotape and drawings after this session, the preponderance of child interest and 

engagement in the tower convince me to dispose of my initial concerns about equipment 

distracting the boys from dancing. Instead, I now see the equipment as generators of dance ideas 

and materials and decide to explore the structure and its dance implications in the regular content 

of the class. 
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Session 3:  “Let’s bring everything to it” 

Christian asks, “Where’s the rest?” I respond, “This is us today. Stanley and Orin are 

playing baseball, and Anchor and Steve are doing something, and Ben has something up with 

David. So, this is us.” Spring Little League baseball season has begun, and I learned last week 

that Stanley and Orin will miss all classes until the last one. Eight of us attend the third session: 

Wyatt and I, along with Todd, Ian and Carl, and Paul, Christian and Isaac, the two families with 

two sons in the class. Todd and his sons and Wyatt had been at session two, while Paul and his 

sons had been absent. 

“First of all let’s stretch,” I say to the group; then to Wyatt, who is in my lap, “stand up 

next to me.” The group stands facing the center of the circle. Ian circles his arms. Wyatt and Carl 

spark each other’s comments and giggles. Christian hangs behind Isaac and Paul. 

The day is hot and windows are open, but the space is warm and humid. “Are you 

sweating a lot,” I ask the group rhetorically. “Just use that sweaty, hot, gluey feeling to reach up 

and back and grab a star,” I start the rhyming yoga variation. The sun salutation stretching, 

introduced as a whole class warm up with particular emphasis on dad’s physical needs in session 

two, shows wide variation, particularly among the boys who mix and match the sequence of 

movements with their own inventions. Todd and I recreate the sequence from last session going 

slowly for Paul and his boys. Ian elaborates horizontal twisting into two full turns, while Carl, 

Wyatt, Isaac and Christian mix baseball actions and a constant hum of vocalizing to accompany 

the actions. Sliding to the floor and reaching to the center for rolling over the bicycle I say, 

“Hands together,” and pause to connect with Isaac and Christian.  

As the warm-up proceeds, Isaac takes the opportunity to climb onto his prone father for 

the cobra stretch. Christian announces, “I’m a seal” as he extends his cobra stretch by walking 
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forward on his hands, barking. This moment of arching backs shows synchrony across the entire 

group. Immediately after the cobra sequence Ian and Wyatt pop up to standing, and Wyatt travels 

to Ian to hug him. As adults slowly uncurl their backs to standing the boys have already popped 

up and migrate together in the circle. I direct, “One at a time . . . let’s see if we can do an over 

and across to the other side with each boy…  We’re going to do a boy pass.” The dads, standing 

together in our opening dance circle, practice picking up individual boys, and transfer them in an 

arc from side to side. I cue up a CD of music to accompany our lifting (Madden, 1996). 

Carl squeals with delight as Todd lifts him. Wyatt flaps his hands as tiny wings. Christian 

screams energetically as he leaves the ground. Inviting the dads to stand closer we start to pass 

the boys, one at a time, between us. Wyatt circuits from me to Todd, who pushes his excited son 

Carl aside so he can take Wyatt from my hands midair. At first we keep the boys suspended for 

the entire circuit; then I make a modification so the boys touch the floor between dads. Wyatt is 

followed by an open mouthed and vocalizing Christian, a smiling and watchful Ian, and finally 

Isaac and Carl.  

The boys circulate between the three dads at our chest height, landing on the floor 

between dads, then taking off again. Landing after an entire circuit, boys wait for their next turn 

and watch their airborne peers. Ian jumps while vocalizing “boingie,” almost matching the height 

of the lifted boys. Christian rolls on the floor beneath the boys, following them closely with his 

eyes.  

Carl, also following each lifted boy intently, places himself in the center of our circle. 

Seeing his father set down Ian, his brother, he looks up expectantly, but Todd’s arm brushes him 

away again. Finally, he wanders to Paul who lifts him into the sequence. Just before Carl lands, 

Wyatt jumps into the circle next to Paul and says loudly, “my turn.” Landing by my side, Carl 
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turns smiling, looking over his shoulder, and taps me on the shoulder, and says, “my turn.” Ian, 

who had been jumping as he watched his lifted friends, now begins to coordinate pushing off the 

floor, with each lift producing tremendous, arcing jumps. Christian picks up Isaac saying, “I got 

one, I got one.” The dads, outnumbered five to three, are temporarily exhausted. 

“Can all the boys pick up a dad?” I ask. Christian and Isaac each take a thigh of the 

standing Paul happily straining to hoist him vertically; then all the boys run to me as I lie on my 

back on the floor. Paul and Todd sit to watch boys gather around any lifting potential my body 

offers. Pulling mightily, the boys barely manage to pry me from the floor. Christian describes 

their effort, “that’s everyone, that’s everyone.” Todd asks, “Did they get you off the floor?” 

“They got really close,” I reply. They retire to their dads, Ian and Carl attempting to lift Todd, 

while Isaac and Christian try to lift Paul again.  

I offer, “Next we can play with two dads lifting one boy. What do you think is possible?” 

Ian says, “How about you and my dad throw me up to the ceiling?” “We can only give everyone 

a chance if everyone concentrates and sees what the movement is so they can describe it,” I 

counsel the group. Todd and I lift Ian and the other boys squeal and vibrate excitedly. Paul and I 

easily lift Wyatt high over our heads, his belly to the ceiling, elbows bent and hands fluttering, 

again like small wings. Smiling, Todd watches Wyatt’s path overhead.  

As Wyatt descends to the floor the boys gather around Paul and me, their hands reaching 

to shape Wyatt’s inverted descent. Ian bends down to gaze into the upside down Wyatt’s eyes, 

then watches Wyatt’s head as I roll him onto my shoulder and pass him high into Todd’s arms. 

Todd completes the circuit, pressing Wyatt overhead toward the ceiling. Below us boys play in 

the open spaces between and under Todd, Wyatt and me. “Who’s next?” I ask, and Isaac 

responds, “Me.” As we repeat the process lifting Isaac, Wyatt, Christian and Ian gape at the 
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height of Isaac’s lift. Paul and I experiment with turning him in a descending spiral. Then along 

with Carl all the boys race to the end of the room. “Slide to your dads,” I announce.  

Wyatt runs and launches himself into my arms. Carl runs to Todd, hoping to slide home 

at his father’s feet, but finding himself in shorts, burns his knee in the slide. Christian pleads to 

be lifted, yet Paul and I find ourselves just barely able to lift him off the floor. We rotate him in a 

low sweeping turn as brother Isaac chases. Recovered from his knee scrape, the diminutive Carl 

floats easily to his father’s shoulders. We lift him to my shoulder for a turn and he descends as 

the group hums with activity.  

As Carl descends, Wyatt turns and pretends to play guitar, talking excitedly. Christian 

also talks and turns and falls, while Ian travels between the dads. “Show me some of the flying 

actions you did,” I direct. In response, Todd turns, slowly holding an imaginary child overhead, 

while Christian pummels his dad briefly, then runs through the room. Carl paws the air, dog 

paddling through space, then turns, and Ian somersaults. Wyatt runs and jumps, flapping his tiny 

wings and calling out, “I did the tweet, tweet, tweet, tweet.” Todd collects Carl, reminding him 

that “now is not the time for running and sliding.” Christian slaps Paul’s bottom, then Wyatt 

slaps Christian and backs away defensively as the group continues demonstrating movements 

they remember. Paul responds to Christian’s slap looking uncomfortable and moving evasively 

behind Christian. 

“We’re going to do our square dance,” I say starting a CD of bluegrass music (The 

Williamson Brothers, 1997). Boys and dads collect at our Home space for a circle dance showing 

great variety of individual style. Moving rhythmically to bluegrass music, Christian hops on one 

foot, reaching behind himself to hold the other foot, then alternating feet in backward sliding 

weight transfers that look like clog dancing buck steps. Wyatt pretends to hold and play a guitar 
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or banjo as he slips his hips and shoulders side to side in what looks to me like a variation on 

salsa, eyes shifting from side to side as he walks in and out with the group.  

Isaac, feet spread out, jumps to the beat with two feet while playing air guitar. Carl 

swings his arms and lifts his knees high in a strong stamping march. Ian’s exploration includes 

body waves backward and forward, and quick, small, sliding jumps backward. Todd swings his 

shoulders and arms in a moderate version of Carl’s full body march.  

“Take a shape, dads are trees. Boys, go through the tunnels and around the trees,” I call. 

Dads take still shapes for boys to explore; they crawl on the floor probing the negative space 

around the dads’ shapes. Elements of Christian’s shoulders and sliding, buck step actions, 

Wyatt’s “salsa” and Isaac’s air guitar keep appearing as boys explore their dads’ firmly held 

shapes. Then boys take shapes. Carl lies on his back. Isaac takes a shape with three supports, two 

feet and one hand. Christian, Wyatt and Ian take various standing shapes. Dads sink to the floor 

to explore the boys’ shapes in detail, sometimes circling and sometimes crawling beneath and 

through spaces the boys make. By the end of the dance the boys explore a new shoulder twisting 

action accompanied with low forward kicks as all return to the edge of the circle clapping with a 

strong sense of shared pulse.  

I scoop Christian into my lap asking, “Were there any actions missing that you wanted to 

do?” “This one,” he volunteers, as he scoots toward his dad and then stands to show his action, 

an elaboration of the shoulder slinging, air guitar playing. We follow him, transposing the action 

into a seated variation. Air guitars and mimed maracas in hand we vibrate our shoulders as a 

group for a moment. Christian offers another standing variation, but I decide to introduce our 

next activity, a development of the chasing and following and shadowing we did last week into 

seated mirroring between fathers and sons. 
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Ian and I model mirroring of morning activities, including brushing teeth. I then return to 

Wyatt, mirroring him and then leading him. Accommodating mirroring between himself and his 

two sons, Todd draws Carl up onto his lap and both mirror Ian. Todd gently guides Carl’s 

gestures in response to Ian’s leadership. Todd eventually lets go of Carl, who erupts in a flurry of 

fast waves to which Ian responds by smiling. Not able to keep up with all Carl’s movements, Ian 

selects some to mirror back. Soon Ian leads with a sense of slowness. Todd watches Carl, at 

times coaching him when Carl moves too quickly. Mostly Todd just hovers watchfully. The boys 

attend to each other, smiling, and adapt flexibly to energy changes. Carl often initiates changes, 

but once in a while Ian does, too.  

Paul sits to the side and moderates while Christian and Isaac push at each other. Noticing 

the brothers, I switch partners; Wyatt goes to mirror with Paul and I invite Christian to lead me 

in mirroring as Isaac watches the two of us. Christian leads us in a disjointed version of 

shadowing, his abrupt postural shifts followed by pauses as I catch up with him. “Slow down so I 

can follow you,” I say to him. He moderates his pattern with more sustained actions. “Now I’ll 

lead,” I say. At first he responds to my sustained arm gestures with abrupt pauses, followed with 

a flurry of movement to catch up with me; then we begin to move in closer synchrony. Without a 

spoken decision between us to exchange leadership, Christian leads, this time with a mix of 

abrupt and sustained movements. Finally, I lead with a series of leg gestures that concludes our 

dance. 

“Is there anyone who hasn’t done mirroring yet?” I ask. Isaac has been watching on the 

side and now Christian and Isaac pair up. They turn and face each other sitting. Christian begins 

with serious intention, looking straight at Isaac and guiding him well. They progress from staring 

at each other to hand gestures and facial expressions that lead them closer and closer to each 
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other. Finally they touch in a slow, close exchange involving faces, hands, and feet. Wyatt 

returns from mirroring with Paul and gives me a big hug. As we begin mirroring Wyatt leads us 

to shift to sitting on our knees. Starting with reaching, symmetrical arm gestures, he introduces 

detailed, sustained wrist rotations and hand gestures before resolving our mirror dance. I could 

see that Christian and Isaac, having moderated their initial combative stance in mirroring, were 

edging toward over-stimulation and distraction, and I shift to a whole group activity.  

“Wyatt is going to lead the whole group,” I announce. He starts with a slow symmetrical 

circling of both arms punctuated with a quick, low kick followed by a sudden jump that lands 

him seated on the floor. “You want to be slow enough so we can follow you,” I coach. Wyatt 

responds with swift rolling from side to side and a backward somersault.  

“Would anyone else like to be leader?” I ask. Ian calls out, “Oh, I would, I would.” 

Standing on one leg Ian does a hip-level kick toward the group. He stands still in place while 

Wyatt, Christian, and Isaac continue repeating and elaborating the kick in relation to each other. 

Suddenly Ian falls backward to the ground, catching us by surprise. We pause for a long, for me 

suspenseful time on our backs before realizing Ian is moving his hands. His elaborate hand 

actions require us to lift our heads to follow him. Ian giggles and at one point his dad calls out, 

“This is boring.” Christian follows with, “I’m about to fall asleep.” Laughter ripples through the 

group, adults and children. Ian concludes by using his feet to push himself along the ground on 

his back. 

“Alright, good job, everybody run to your dads. I want to give everybody a chance to do 

some following and leading,” I explain. Shifting to a reprise of the chasing dance from session 2, 

I announce, “these are the signals,” and play the drum. When I stop playing I explain, “When the 

sounds stop the boys freeze.” I also explain the bells that cue the dads and following sons. Our 
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eight-year-olds, Christian and Ian, lead first, while Isaac and Carl remain with their dads. Then 

we change so Carl and Isaac lead. Each repetition of chasing and following creates excitement 

among the boys who squeal as their dads begin their pursuit. Some do not freeze when the sound 

stops and I coach them to stop before I cue the dads. We wind down and gather to begin the next 

activity. 

I say to the group, “Last Saturday, before we started dancing we assembled towers and 

we climbed the tower. We can make a dance about using the cubes…we need your help to do 

that.” As I bring out drums and drum sticks boys pick them up and begin beating on the drums 

creating a cacophony of sound. I invite them to make as much noise as they can for eight counts 

while Paul and Todd look on smiling from the side of the room. I signal for silence with my 

drum. Playing my drum and speaking rhythmically I direct, “Everybody stand by your drum. 

You need to give us a heartbeat because the dads need a heartbeat to assemble the tower.” The 

boys follow my rhythm and their drumming settles into a shared pulse that stays even and then 

slowly accelerates and grows in volume to a crescendo. I play my drum to settle the players once 

more and coach them.  

You guys remember a lot, like accelerating the beat and calming it down. Remember 

this?  How we echoed?  Now listen…or we can’t build the tower. So the way it goes is, I’ll play 

one voice, I’ll play for a bit and then you guys echo me. Ready? (Session 3 Transcript, 2002) 

I play a call on my drum and the boys respond, repeating my pattern. “Let’s try a really 

slow and even heart beat,” I suggest. The boys begin to accelerate almost immediately; then they 

stop the acceleration. I explain, “Boys, I’m going to let you set your own heartbeat. You can 

change it, but it has to be even so we can lift the cubes and set them up for you.” Noticing Isaac 
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holding a rain stick I say, “Isaac you can play with that, that’s great. Notice that Isaac’s rain stick 

can go with the rhythm, too.”  

As the boys play a steady heartbeat rhythm the dads lift and stack the three blocks. A 

drum crescendo signals that the tower is ready for climbing. I give two ribbon streamers to the 

boys as I tell them, “Two people can be inside the tower at once,” and ask, “Anyone who is not 

climbing right now, would you give us some music?” Dads stand at three sides of the tower, 

stabilizing the structure. What follows is a thirteen-minute dance exploration during which 

participants alternate between climbing the stacked blocks and playing rhythm instruments. 

While brothers Isaac and Christian ascend the tower, brothers Carl and Ian play the drums. Isaac, 

the first to the top, briefly waves his flag before heading back down. Christian is next. “Would 

everyone who is not climbing give us some music?” I say, reminding the boys who are on the 

ground. Smiling, Wyatt, Carl and Ian run to pick up drumsticks and find a drum to play.  

Carl gravitates to one of the smaller drums and keeps up a steady beat, often 

accompanying his playing with rhythmic jumping. His brother Ian starts with the taller drum 

before moving briefly to the smaller drum with Carl. As he drums Ian rhythmically hops and 

slides, moving between drums. He makes accent beats complimenting Carl’s steady two-handed 

rhythm. Close by, Wyatt plays bells in a continuous rhythm. Soon, brothers Christian and Isaac 

descend from the tower and Ian and Carl ascend. 

Ian, quickly attaining the top of the tower, calls out as he twirls his ribbon streamer. For a 

moment he perches on all fours atop the highest cube. “Christian and Isaac, would you play for 

us?” I ask. Wyatt joins in as the two recent climbers, brothers Christian and Isaac, take up 

drumsticks. Isaac travels among the collected drums, playing many of them. Christian plays 

small bells and then finds a rain stick as long as he is high. Taking instruments with them, 
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Christian and Isaac wander to the edge of the room, Christian playing the rain stick, and for a 

moment Wyatt is alone, playing many of the drums as he circulates among them playing 

energetically, almost frantically. Soon he is joined by Ian who has returned from climbing while 

his brother Carl remains in the tower. 

Wyatt leaves to climb the tower and Ian remains, shifting to new drums and then stepping 

onto a drum with one foot. Isaac joins Ian’s drumming, sometimes jumping with his beats. Isaac 

and Ian both dance energetically as they drum. With one foot planted firmly on a drum, Ian leaps 

up onto one of the taller drums, reaching over as he does this to play the shorter drums. Already 

in a crouch, he vaults over two smaller drums to land on the floor. Almost immediately Isaac 

launches himself to the top of a drum and jumps to the other side, playing adjacent drums along 

with way. Ian continues to drum, sometimes turning between strikes, vaulting briefly atop a 

drum, and playing in many directions from his body as he circles the drums. Isaac continues to 

be his partner in drumming as it shifts to include a call and response pattern. 

During the collaboration between Ian and Isaac, Christian circles the drums shifting his 

rain stick slowly from side to side; these boys are soon joined by Carl who has descended from 

the tower as Wyatt ascends. Carl runs around the tower holding his streamer high overhead, and 

Isaac moves to join Christian. Alone with the drums, Ian plays a rhythmic crescendo as he looks 

at the tower and the other boys. He begins a rhythmic chant as he drums and Wyatt ascends the 

tower. Again, a call and response pattern emerges as Wyatt, at the top of the tower waves his 

ribbon streamer in a circle and responds loudly to Ian’s chanting with his own chant. Carl rejoins 

his brother at the drums as Ian continues turning and hopping, and then twists to beat on a drum 

just behind him.  
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Everyone has had an opportunity to climb the tower and I decide to deconstruct it and use 

the blocks to inspire movement across the floor. I ask the dads to place the blocks in a triangular 

arrangement on the floor. “This is the last dance of the day,” I say as I make a circuit of the three 

blocks. As the climbing activity comes to an end Ian and Carl play a steady beat for the three 

dads as we unstack the tower. Simultaneously Isaac and Wyatt play with their ribbon streamers 

and Christian continues to hold and gently rock the rain stick.  

At the first block I explain, “You can go around one…in any way - backward, sideways.” 

At the second block I crawl through and say, “and through.” Christian chants, “over and under 

and through.” To accompany the activity I play the rain stick and Christian keeps a beat on the 

drum. Carl, the first to make the circuit, runs with his streamer around the first block. His father 

and I coach him through the second and third. “Good job. Give it (the streamer) to the next 

person,” directs Todd. Brothers Christian and Isaac play drums for the next dancer, Carl’s 

brother Ian. He makes a quick circuit of the blocks, pausing as he stands atop the third. Christian 

watches Ian, experimenting with a streamer as he waits. Then, as Christian makes the circuit Carl 

shadows him closely, following him, or running on a parallel path alongside the blocks.  

Ready to make his circuit, Wyatt flicks and circles his streamer and climbs the first block, 

waving his streamer in a figure eight as he stands atop the block. Wyatt leaps from the first 

block, crawls through the second block and scales the last block as Isaac begins his circuit. 

Having completed his circuit Christian returns to the drums and experiments with playing the 

different sizes of drums as he and dad Paul play for Isaac. Isaac begins his circuit like Wyatt, 

standing on the first block, and then repeats the action standing on each of the three blocks. As 

Isaac completes the final circuit, Ian and Carl stand in Todd’s embrace, watching the dance. 
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“Shall we do it one more time?” I ask. The boys travel through the course of blocks in 

pairs, or in overlapping groupings. As Ian and Carl make their circuit brothers Christian and 

Isaac wrestle at the side of the room until interrupted by Paul who walks over to herd the 

wrestling boys back to the drums. As Ian and Carl return I call out, “Christian and Isaac.” 

Christian stays with Paul at the drums as Isaac begins his second circuit. This time Isaac crawls 

through the first block carefully. Wyatt skips around the block as Isaac crawls through it, waving 

his streamer in energetic figures of eight before traveling on to the second block. Carl joins 

Wyatt at the second block, just as Isaac leaves the first block. Wyatt continues on to climb the 

third block as Carl stands and waves his streamer, watching Isaac. As Isaac climbs the last block 

Ian experiments with different ways of playing the drums.  

Drawing the activity to a close I say, “Everyone go as far from the drums as you can: one, 

two, three…and very slowly and quietly, come back into the middle.” The boys travel far from 

the drum with energy and return cautiously. Christian stalks back to the center and jumps on the 

drums roaring. Ian moves his body forward in long, slow walks to approach the drums in the 

center of the room. Wyatt, Carl and the dads hang off to the side until I invite, “and slide back to 

Home.” They all run and slide. Wyatt runs to the center and leaps on top of a drum, roaring.  

“Everybody take a wide shape,” I lead. “Then make your wide shape shrink, and take it 

down to the floor.” I continue, “Roll onto your backs and go and touch your dads. . . . Make a 

drawing about something you remember doing, something you remember from today.”  

As boys and dads create their captioned drawings, Christian sits gazing at the video 

camera. Ian asks, “What if you have two figures?” I suggest, “If you have two figures you can 

turn your paper over and draw it on the back.” Paul picks up instruments from the floor as 

Christian and Isaac draw side by side. Ian, finished with his drawing, climbs a nearby block. Paul 
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picks up Isaac’s completed drawing from the floor and looks over at Christian’s drawing activity. 

Looking at his dad, Christian picks up his paper, then places it back on the floor and leans over 

it, covering it from view. Christian continues working on the drawing while Isaac runs to pick up 

drumsticks and briefly continues drumming. Isaac leaves the drums only to return as Ian 

gravitates to them. Carl and Wyatt draw sitting close to Todd. Christian works on his drawing 

and then watches Ian drum. Paul asks Christian, “Are you done?” Christian holds his drawing 

overhead, then throws it to the floor. Paul picks it up. Christian stands and follows Paul across 

the room, then wanders to one of the blocks. Ian plays, sitting on one drum and reaching to play 

others.  

I ask Wyatt and Ian what was on their minds as they were climbing the tower. At the 

same time, Christian, tugging one of the blocks, calls out, “Is someone going to help me?” Ian 

responds to my question, “seeing how high I could go . . . like a monkey.” Soon afterward 

Christian, Ian, Isaac and Wyatt lift and stack one of the blocks. Christian, Ian and Isaac run to lift 

the third block while Wyatt climbs into and then ascends the two already stacked blocks. Paul 

walks over to help the three lift the third block while Wyatt guides it into place from inside the 

second block; then, all the boys drag another large piece of play equipment to the stack of 

blocks. “Let’s bring everything to it,” Wyatt shouts. Carl concurs, “Yeah.” The boys talk and 

work together to make a complex arrangement of equipment next to the tower. Climbing 

dwindles as families slowly leave. 

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

Today more than half the group (four boys, one dad) draw depictions of the tower, 

complete with streamer waving figures at the top. Other images include a dad in yoga pose, 
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drums, and two responses that are seemingly unrelated to the session. For example, Carl’s 

drawing (Figure 40) depicts two smiling figures, each holding short sticks and captioned, “Aliens 

throwing sticks in the pond.” During an interview with Todd and his family I discover that this 

seemingly unrelated drawing shows Carl and Todd at a pond across the street from the classes in 

an after-class activity they enjoyed. Dad Todd’s uncaptioned tower drawing (Figure 41) is a 

response to Carl’s comments to him. Todd does a second drawing about his own experience 

(Figure 42). Captioned “Catch a star,” it shows a standing figure, arms reaching overhead and 

backward toward a star shape hovering above. 

         
Figure 40 – Carl, son of Todd 
“Alien throwing sticks in the pond” 

Figure 41 – Todd from Carl’s comments 
Uncaptioned 

 

    
Figure 42 – Todd, father of Ian and Carl 

“Catch a star” 
Figure 43 – Ian, son of Todd, brother of Carl 

“Drums” 
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Ian divides his page in two (Figure 43). On one side a modified stick figure, arms 

outstretched, holds drumsticks in front of four rectangles captioned, “Drums.” The other side 

holds a three-block tower with a lone figure at the summit unfurling a streamer. 

Wyatt’s drawing (Figure 44) shows two figures in a three-block tower; one figure is in 

the lowest block and the other is perched at the summit of the tower waving a streamer. Wyatt 

includes detail, drawing dovetailing crenellations where blocks meet.  

 

 
Figure 44 – Wyatt, son of Byron 
Uncaptioned 

 
Paul’s uncaptioned drawing (Figure 45) shows a three-block tower with an open-mouthed 

figure in profile installed in the top block waving a streamer, a theme repeated in son Isaac’s 

drawing (Figure 46) from front view. Tending again to abstraction, Christian fills his page with 

parallel lines broken only by a square in the upper right hand corner that is filled with pencil 

dashes (Figure 47). 
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Figure 45 – Paul, father of Christian and 
Isaac – Uncaptioned 

Figure 46 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian -- Uncaptioned 

 

 
Figure 47 – Christian, son of Paul, brother of Isaac 
Uncaptioned 

Reflections on the Third Session 

Drawings point to tower building and climbing as significant group themes. Children 

continued to stack blocks after the end of the session, indicating further the compelling attraction 

of these materials. I’m left wondering how to augment the value of this activity for both children 
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and adults. I continue to question the value of the tower dance for the adult participants. The 

tower dance requires adults to manage the safety of the tower instead of dancing with the boys. 

I’m left asking if there are ways to involve the adults in dancing with the boys and to continue 

enhancing and transforming the experience for the children, making it more interactive with 

adults and allowing all participants to reflect on their family relationships.
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CHAPTER 4 

SEGUE/INTERLUDE 

 After the first three sessions, I needed to consolidate my understanding of participants’ 

interests and needs. The following summary provides brief descriptions of dance class interests 

and responses of each of the 13 participants through the third session. Descriptions are organized 

in family groupings, with those families and participants who attended the fewest times listed 

first, followed by those who participated the most. Since four families participated two times 

during the three class sessions, these are listed in alphabetical order by the father’s first name. 

Profiles are presented in this order:  

 

David and son Ben    Attended Sessions 1 and 2 

Orin and son Stanley    Attended Sessions 1 and 2 

Paul and sons Christian and Isaac  Attended Sessions 1 and 3 

Steve and son Anchor    Attended Sessions 1 and 2 

Todd and sons Carl and Ian   Attended Sessions 1, 2 and 3 

Byron and Wyatt    Attended Sessions 1, 2 and 3 
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David and Ben 

David 

David started the sessions as a 42-year old, and celebrated a birthday between the first 

and second sessions. He is a resilient and athletic mover, who obviously enjoys traveling across 

the floor, running, skipping, sliding and hopping. He often adds zigzagging pathways to his 

actions. He seems to enjoy lifting and spinning across the floor with his son, Ben. During 

sessions he monitors his son Ben, as many of the dads do with their sons. During the first session 

David pulled Ben back to him when he saw Ben sliding on the floor toward Wyatt after the 

tactile exploration of objects in paper bags. He danced with Ben in his arms during the final 

dance with drumming. The caption of his drawing for the first session read, “dancing drum 

sticks.”  

Reflecting the easy social exchange before classes, David talked with Todd and played on 

the equipment prior to the start of the second session. He sneaked up on Carl and other boys 

from behind, playfully surprising them. Offering movement ideas with ease, he suggested 

participants touch heads during our greeting dance activity. He appeared to enjoy his interactions 

with the boys often persisting after other dads had stopped. David introduced pounding running 

and sliding, initiating a popular group phenomenon during the 2nd session. His full sense of 

movement and interpersonal energy are notable in this group of middle-aged men. He has an 

easy and familiar style with the boy participants including his son Ben, who is often included in 

his stylized, full-page depictions. 

During follow the leader David skipped freely and expansively through the room. In a 

discussion and movement report on the follow the leader activity, David commented 
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supportively on Stanley’s somersault, “yeah, that was great. We all did it.” During this episode 

David pursued Ben with long slow motion strides. He adapted to Ben by walking backwards as 

Ben approached from the front. As a visual artist and college design instructor, David’s drawings 

show graphic skill. After the second session he drew a spiral captioned “spinning,” and a stylized 

portrait of two, superimposed figures captioned, “David and Ben as trees.” His final drawing 

shows a figure viewed from overhead. 

Ben 

Ben is one of two long and dark-haired, seven-year-olds, the other being my son Wyatt. 

Ben arrived at the first session wearing ballet slippers, taking them off when I invited him to feel 

the floor with his feet. He has been taking ballet classes at a local studio. Pleased to be lifted by 

his father David at the beginning and end of the first session, he smiled broadly. He and Wyatt 

danced together and included the two youngest boys, Anchor and Carl, during a dance about 

making connections with each other. At the conclusion of the tactile exploration of objects in 

paper bags, Ben and Wyatt experimented with putting their objects in David’s underwear, and in 

mine. At this point David pulled Ben back onto his lap. Wyatt and Ben played drums together, 

and Ben danced with his father during the final free dance. At the end of the session Ben danced 

with Wyatt, face to face in ballroom style.  

During the opening of the second session Ben said he “likes going through dad’s legs.” 

When his father, David, introduced rapids running and sliding Ben concurred, repeating the 

pattern for his own name dance and commenting on the running and sliding action, to “just keep 

going.” In contrast to high intensity running and sliding, he and his father strode slowly together 

in a concluding slow motion unison dance. One of his drawings depicts two figures, a smaller 
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and a larger, another drawing depicts the tower with two figures on top. Ben missed the third 

session. 

One of the shyer boys in the group, Ben refused Stanley’s invitation to dance, but 

colluded with Wyatt to put the small objects from the bags for tactile exploration down his 

father’s pants. Wearing ballet shoes to the first class he seemed to quickly acclimatize to 

emphasis on movement exploration and interaction in the first two sessions. He enjoyed being 

lifted by the adults, including his father. 

Orin and Stanley 

Orin 

Orin, compact and resilient, danced actively, hopping and skipping across the floor, often 

balancing on one leg and reaching with his other leg. Through the first session he danced in close 

proximity to Stanley. During the second session, Orin helped me to stack and hold the three large 

blocks during pre-session play. His actions helped the boys to realize their wishes to assemble 

and climb the block tower, and he dissuaded Wyatt from stacking additional pieces of 

equipment. After his enthusiastic participation in the episode of running and sliding, his 

signature movement in the warm up was turning. Orin led his follow the leader group in elbow 

touching, and brought his group to a concluding rest in broad, stretched-out shapes. He balanced 

on one leg to create spaces for the boys to explore and travel through. Orin and Stanley danced 

face to face during the family chase dances. They explored ultra-slow movements with 

challenging balances that they explored by mirroring with each other. His drawings are 

captioned, “slide,” and “somersault,” and he drew his own response to Stanley’s tower drawing. 
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Like David, Orin is adventurous in exploring of movement. A new adult to this group of 

fathers and sons, with a reserved tone, he nonetheless strongly influences and supports the group 

exploration of tower dances in the first two sessions. 

Stanley 

Open and flexible as he interacted with this new group of boys and adults, Stanley led his 

father during the opening line dance with large resilient steps. During the call and response dance 

with drummers, Stanley reached out to dance with Ben, who refused his invitation. Stanley 

persisted however, dancing alone with twisting low jumps. At the conclusion of the first session 

he offered to the group, “we danced.”  

During the 2nd session, Stanley joined with Wyatt to begin playing with the stacking 

blocks. They lifted the first two blocks together and were eventually aided with placing the third 

block by me, and Orin, Stanley’s dad. During the opening dance he augmented rhythmic walking 

into jumping. Early in the session Stanley said, “I like being on the tower.” Pausing to decide 

what movement to share for the signature dance, Stanley chose a balancing shape. He led his 

follow the leader group in springy jumps and leaps, body forward, then into a concluding 

somersault. After the small group follow-the-leader activity, he and Wyatt scrambled for one of 

the ribbon streamers. Later Stanley said he led his group through a “somersault,” and “I went on 

the monkey bars.” He danced face to face with Orin his dad, sometimes exploring precarious 

balances. At the end he shared a movement that ended in rapid turning. His drawings, one a self-

portrait, the other a depiction of the climbing tower, were captioned “I put my hands on my 

head,” and “this is three-d.” 
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Though negotiating new relationships with all the boy participants, Stanley persisted in 

exploring balances and somersaulting actions with, or without accomplices. He indicated 

pleasure in the tower dance sequence and danced with father in an easy and flexible way. 

Paul and Christian and Isaac 

Paul 

In the first-session line dance, Paul endured being pushed and pulled by Christian. He 

laughed easily later when his boys giggled about their connection dance. Christian and Isaac 

tended to stay in close proximity to Paul, often at the same time. Paul danced alone during the 

drumming, then connected with Isaac during the drumming free dance. His drawing was 

captioned, “dance to the rhythm.” 

Absent for the second session, Paul and his two boys rejoined the group for session three. 

During the first round of lifts by lone adults, he lifted Christian and Isaac, and then lifted Carl 

into the boy passing sequence. During the two-dad lifting Paul worked with me to lift his son 

Christian, a lift we had difficulty with because of our exhaustion and Christian’s passive weight. 

We were able to lift him scant feet above the floor. Later, when Christian slapped Paul on his 

bottom, Paul reacted by moving away quickly. Paul mirrored with his sons, then briefly with 

Wyatt as I mirrored with Christian. As Isaac and Christian returned to mirroring he watched his 

boys.  

As Todd and I steadied the block tower, Paul played drums to accompany the boys as 

they ascended the blocks. He interrupted Christian and Isaac as they briefly wrestled at the side 
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of the room during the block course dancing. Paul’s drawing showed the three-block tower with 

a figure waving a streamer. 

One of two dads who bring two sons to the sessions, Paul’s dance experience is strongly 

influenced by his two sons. A cautious, but willing mover, Paul finds himself a frequent refuge 

for his older son, Christian, who alternately hides behind, pushes and pulls, and pummels his 

father. Paul has a less contentious dance relationship with his younger son Isaac. 

Christian 

Sandy blond-haired Christian is a gangly boy, like fellow eight-year-old Ian. Early in the 

first session Christian remains close to his father, Paul, scowling and hiding behind him. In the 

line dance he pushes and pulls on his dad as Paul attempts to lead his two sons, holding hands. 

As the dance progresses, Christian jumps and stamps. 

Christian seems to enjoy opportunities for free choice. During the body part name game, 

he gleefully offers “my butt” and shakes his posterior, enjoying the hearty responses. Later in the 

dance of connections, Christian giggles along with his father Paul, and he and Wyatt conspire 

about placing Wyatt’s ear on my butt. Ready to follow the dads in an activity, Christian bounces 

in place, eyes watchful. When given the opportunity to partner with boys, Christian seeks Ian. In 

the free dance at the end of drumming, Christian dances alone. He holds his hands over his ears 

in response to the drumming crescendo. 

Christian misses the second session. At the beginning of the third session, he asks, 

“Where’s the rest?” referring to the families missing. As we begin, Christian once again hides 

behind his father and brother. During the yoga warm-up, he joins with Wyatt, Carl, and Isaac to 

explore baseball moves, rejoining the yoga sequence at particular moments. At one point they 

reach into the center of the circle and touch hands with the entire group. “I am a seal,” Christian 

announces during the yoga movement of the cobra. During the lifting episode, Christian screams 
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on leaving the ground and continues to voice excitement at being lifted. As other boys are lifted, 

Christian rolls on the floor beneath them, watching closely. He and Isaac excitedly try to lift their 

father, Paul. Christian pleads to be lifted by two dads; two of us try, but Christian goes passive 

and we can barely lift him. As others show movements they recall from being lifted, Christian 

pummels his father and then slaps him; Paul moves to avoid being hit again.  

During the square dance Christian watches others develop movements from the second 

session. Christian mirrors with his family group. As the two brothers begin mirroring, they push 

each other. I invite Christian to mirror with me. He leads me through many quick shifts, and then 

pauses to let me catch up. He slows down when I ask him to. Then I lead, and he changes 

gradually from the quick pattern to continuously mirror my actions. Christian resumes the lead, 

this time with a mixture of abrupt and continuous actions. Christian and Isaac mirror each other 

again, gazing at each other, then adding hand gestures and facial expressions, getting steadily 

closer to each other. Finally they touch in a slow, close exchange involving faces, hands and feet, 

but without the pushing. 

Once boys and dads assemble the tower, Christian ascends immediately. Next he plays 

drums, and then a rain stick. After the tower is dissembled into a circuit of three blocks placed 

across the floor, Christian chants the actions I describe, “over and under and through.” When he 

isn’t circuiting, Christian plays drums. During the circuiting, Christian and Isaac wrestle at the 

side of the room until dad Paul interrupts them, bringing Christian back to play drums together. 

At the end of the tower dance and circuit, Christian stalks back to the drum and stands on top, 

roaring. After drawing briefly, Christian wanders to the tower where Ian is drumming. As boys 

and dads reassemble the tower for a post-session dance, Christian helps.  

The oldest boy in the group, Christian struggled with equally intense interests and 

dislikes often with repercussions for his father and brother. As his lifting experience illustrated, 

he seemed to crave the attention and social stimulation of that episode while maintaining a fierce 

sense of independence. 
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Isaac 

One of two six-year-olds, Isaac, is a lanky boy, just shorter than his eight-year-old 

brother, Christian. He actively jumped and stamped in the line dance in which he was connected 

to his father Paul. Later, during the body part name activity, he augmented his brother Christian’s 

contribution of “my butt,” with his own contribution of “my penis.” In a similar tone, Isaac 

joined his father Paul, and brother Christian, to giggle about their interaction in the connection 

dance. During the follow the leader dance, he hopped with his group as did Ben, Wyatt and 

Stanley. During the last free dance he danced with Paul and enjoyed being lifted and inverted. 

His drawing from the 1st day diverged from our activities and discussions and referred to 

animals. 

Isaac missed the second session and joined us again for the third session. During the 

opening yoga warm up Isaac augmented the stretching activities with baseball actions as he 

talked with Carl, Wyatt and Christian. Reconnecting with the whole group at one point, he 

reached into the center of our circle, along with his brother Christian. Soon after, as his father 

Paul arched up for the cobra stretch, Isaac climbed onto his back.  

During the boy lifting episode, Isaac, and his brother Christian, briefly played together 

away from the group as Paul, Todd and I moved closer to make passing the boys among us 

easier. Isaac allowed Christian to pick him up as they reenacted the lifting of the boys by pairs of 

dads. Isaac and Christian also tried to lift their standing father, Paul. Isaac was eager to be lifted. 

“Me,” he volunteered to demonstrate, and the boys watched as Paul and I lifted him high 

overhead. Later, Isaac hovered around Christian as he was lifted by Paul and me.  

During the square dance, Isaac played air guitar, a theme shared by the boys throughout 

the dance. When the boys took shapes for fathers to explore, Isaac assumed a low shape on two 
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feet and a hand, for Paul to investigate. Isaac began wrestling with Christian during mirroring 

and then mirrored with Paul as I worked with Christian. Then, reunited with Christian, he 

responded differently to Christian’s mirroring, a mixture of very close proximity actions led by 

Christian. 

During the tower dance Isaac started by playing the rain stick, and soon left to ascend the 

tower with Christian. They were the first to ascend. After climbing, Isaac tried drumming, 

experimenting as he traveled among the different sizes of drums. Christian and he briefly 

wandered to the side of the room together before Isaac returned to play drums with Ian. Isaac and 

Ian danced and played the drums together, adopting a call and response alternation. When Ian 

climbed the tower, Isaac and Christian played drums together. When the tower was disassembled 

to make a course on the floor, Isaac danced through the course, standing on each block. He and 

Christian wrestled together at the side of the room as the group toured the blocks, and he 

returned to the course to crawl through the first block and then climb the last one.  

He sat on the floor side-by-side with Christian to draw, and then left his drawing to 

resume drumming, eventually playing on the drums again with Ian. Isaac’s drawing showed a 

figure atop a three-block tower, waving a streamer. 

Christian’s younger brother Isaac could often be found sharing his sphere of interest and 

influence in the group with his brother, offering the provocative “my penis” in response to 

Christian’s “my butt,” during the name and body part dance, their sharing their interest in air 

guitar movements motifs and intense interest in lifting family members. Isaac’s social flexibility 

allowed him to alternately accompany his father and move out into the group.  
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Steve and Anchor 

Steve 

Starting in the first session, Steve appeared to enjoy scooping up Anchor, his son, and 

moved easily to the floor through the session. Often, and particularly during the final free dance 

with drumming, he danced in close proximity to Anchor, holding hands as they circled the drum, 

and as they traveled across the floor. 

During the second session, Steve caught Anchor in his arms as Anchor jumped from the 

tower before the session. He spun Anchor overhead and helped support the tower structure for 

the climbing boys. Steve encouraged Anchor’s climbing, telling him once on the floor again, 

“you did it.” Concerned about possible injury to himself, as the boys crawled beneath the 

standing dads, Steve jokingly encouraged them to “keep it low boys.” Steve shook his elbows as 

a signature movement and led his follow the leader group in low jumps and turns. He wrapped 

his ribbon streamer around his group to conclude the follow the leader dance. Steve and Anchor 

danced together in parallel lines during the chase dance.  

Steve is most frequently found close to his son Anchor, and also encourages Anchor’s 

independence during the tower climbing episodes. Steve demonstrates an easy willingness to 

interact with all the participants.  

Anchor 

Anchor is the third youngest boy in the group. A long, tow-headed boy with a dreamy 

disposition, Anchor attended the first two sessions and missed the third. In the first session, 

Anchor’s interest in spinning is apparent early in the session when he spun on and played 
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persistently with a toy for sitting and spinning. Anchor seemed to enjoy the resulting sensation of 

dizziness. Flying also figured prominently among Anchor’s movement interests, and he showed 

a preference for jumping, locomotor movements and stamping actions. During the line dance in 

the opening session he jumped with two feet. As the second session began, Anchor jumped 

rapidly next to Steve during the square dance. Anchor also jumped in place during the name and 

action dances. During a slow motion exploration in the third session, he punctuated his actions 

with stamps. 

In a pattern similar to those between Carl and his father Todd, and Isaac and his father 

Paul, Anchor too enjoyed the close proximity and attention of his father Steve, while 

occasionally venturing away from his father. Beginning the first session, Steve lifted Anchor 

often and Anchor stayed close to Steve through the class. During the closing dance of the first 

session Steve and Anchor dance hand in hand. During the second session, Steve spun Anchor 

overhead in pre-session play, delighting Anchor. As the tower play commenced Anchor 

ascended to the top and jumped into a pile of pillows. Steve voiced his pleasure with Anchor’s 

independent accomplishment, “Hey Anchor, you did it.” Later in the second session, Steve 

identified his elbows in a dance about names and actions, and touched Anchor’s elbow’s with 

his. A leader in the follow-the-leader activity, Anchor leads his group using a baton. Toward the 

end of the session Anchor climbed vigorously through Steve’s legs.  

In the final action-mirroring dance, Anchor lifted his shoulders and coughed; the group 

followed these actions laughing together. Anchor was the only boy who didn’t refer to the tower 

in his drawing; instead he drew a smiling figure and a scene, including what look like wheeled 

vehicles, perhaps the tricycles and scooters of the pre-school parked at one end of the room. 
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Anchor jumps and stamps during group activities in close proximity to his father Steve. 

He also pursues an intense interest in spinning, and talks about flying in relation to the second 

session boy lifting and passing episode.  

Todd and Carl and Ian 

Todd 

Todd danced actively in the first session, even as he remained in close proximity to five-

year-old Carl. During end-of-session free dancing, he ran and skipped through the room and 

often used his upper body to reach. His post-session drawing is captioned “call and response with 

Carl.”  

Before the second session began, Todd talked with David and toured the play equipment, 

pausing briefly to balance on a see-saw. He threw Carl, who squealed with delight, into the air as 

we collected to start the session. Watchful of Carl through the session, he called him back to the 

circle as Carl’s demonstration of running and sliding took him away from the group, and coached 

Carl to say his name as he traveled. Todd used a streamer to lead his group across the floor 

reaching high overhead, then he explored turning with his group. He persisted in watchful 

dancing with Carl during the family exchange, and eventually he held Carl’s hands as his older 

son, Ian, explored slow motion movements. When Carl fell during the concluding dance sharing, 

Todd comforted him, taking him from the room. Todd’s drawing was captioned, “I am a tree.”  

During the third session, Todd helped to demonstrate the warm-up for Paul who had 

missed the second session. As the dads gathered and began passing the boys to each other, Todd 

lifted an excited and squealing Carl. Todd pushed Carl out of the way to pick up other boys 

including Wyatt and Ian. Resting with Paul after the first round of lifting, Todd watched the boys 

try to lift me and asked laughingly, “did they get you off the floor?” Todd helped me lift Ian 
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during the two-dad lifts and watched intently as other lifted boys circled above the floor. He 

demonstrated his memory of lifting Carl and slowly circled holding an imaginary boy high 

overhead. Todd admonished Carl, “now is not the time for running and sliding,” after Carl ran 

away from the group. 

During the mirroring, Todd drew Carl into his lap across from Ian who led the family 

group. Todd gently shaped Carl’s gestures in response to Ian’s slow motion leadership, then he 

released Carl and watched his flurry of movement and Ian’s amused response. As he watched the 

two boys, Todd offered some physical guidance and coaching, but mostly just watched. As the 

tower dance began. After the tower dance, Todd and I distributed the blocks around the floor to 

make a course for a traveling dance. Todd coached Carl through the course of blocks, “go 

through,” he said to Carl as he traversed the second block. “Good job,” concluded Todd to Carl. 

“Give the streamer to another person,” he directed as Carl completed his circuit of the course. As 

Ian completed the course, both he and Carl stood together in Todd’s embrace.  

Todd helped Carl draw a picture of the tower blocks showing a climber atop the stack 

waving a streamer. Todd’s drawing, captioned “catch a star,” showed a standing figure, arms 

reaching overhead and backward toward a star shape. 

Todd showed a meticulous curiosity in the yoga stretching activities. Though he seldom 

moved with abandon he balanced his concern for the success of his two boys, particularly 

supporting Carl, with his own clear movement explorations. The episode of mirroring between 

Todd and his two sons revealed remarkable sensitivity and mutual adjustment between father and 

older and younger sons. 

Carl 

Short and sturdy, Carl, the youngest participant in the sessions, often remained close to 

his father Todd (38) and brother Ian (8), staying in physical contact with or following his two 

family members. He began the first session connected with Todd during the line dance and in 
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close proximity to family members as he participated in session activities. Early in the second 

session Carl shared excitedly with his father nearby, “I got a star,” an action included in the verse 

accompanying the yoga warm-up. Later that session, Carl crawled with enthusiasm through 

Todd’s legs and slid to him during an opening dance in which boys and dads provided each other 

with body shapes to explore. When Ian made a statement about the flurry of sliding initiated by 

Ben’s father David, Carl echoed his brother’s words with emphasis, “slide, slide, slide.” Late in 

the second session, Carl, hand-in-hand with his father Todd, pursued Carl’s brother Ian. Carl’s 

post-session drawing is captioned, “Carl is chasing Ian.” 

At the start of the third session, Carl squealed with delight as Todd lifted him. As the 

session activities provided opportunities for boys to be lifted, Carl sought out his dad. However, 

Todd was occupied with lifting other boys. Carl’s requests to be lifted were twice rebuffed by 

Todd, but undeterred, Carl placed himself in the center of the group and watched for an opening 

with any lifting adult. Seeing that Paul, the father of Christian and Isaac, was available, he 

walked over to him and was lifted. Landing next to me he tapped my shoulder, telling me, “my 

turn.”  

Also during the third session, Carl, Ian and Todd mirrored with each other. At first Carl 

sat on Todd’s lap facing Ian, who led the first mirroring exchange. Todd held Carl’s arms, gently 

guiding Carl’s movements to follow Ian’s. When Todd let go, Carl erupted in a flurry of fast 

waving gestures. In response to Carl’s leadership, smiling Ian mirrored back only a selected few 

of Carl’s actions. When Carl mirrored Ian again, Carl was able to follow some of Ian’s 

movements, while erupting in short flurries of his own movements.  

Carl gravitated to Ian during the drumming and tower dance, playing together on the 

drums, then climbing the tower with Ian. After his ascent Carl made a lone circuit of the tower, 
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ribbon streamer in hand. When the tower blocks were arranged across the floor to make a course 

of objects, Carl followed his brother’s circuit.  

At times vibrating with excitement Carl clearly found pleasure in his dancing with Todd 

and Ian. When rebuffed by Todd during the third session lifting Carl persisted, finding Paul and 

myself willing partners. This willingness was apparent in other situations. In the first session, 

Carl joined and held hands with Anchor, before being invited by Wyatt and Ben to join their 

connected shape. During the second session Carl led a group of boys and dads that didn’t include 

his father.  

His interest in turning, twisting and spinning was apparent from the first session in which 

he rolled on the floor and circled his arms energetically. In the second session Carl’s interest in 

turning culminated at the end of the session when he prepared to lead the group in a turning 

action by winding up and spinning. He lost his footing during the spin and ended in a dramatic 

fall to the floor, hitting his head. Then in the third session Carl remembered the slow motion 

turning he experienced being lifted and showed the group how he was lifted slowly turning and 

his dog paddling through the air.  

The youngest participant in these sessions, Carl is the epitome of bright eyed and bushy 

tailed. The most muscular of the boys, Carl seizes on his movement interests with abandon, 

turning, sliding and climbing with zest. He showed a vivid fascination with moving in slow 

motion and negotiated with other adults to satisfy his intense interest in being lifted. 

Ian 

Along with Christian, Ian (8) was one of the oldest boys in the group. Early in the first 

session, Ian touched himself as he considered which body part to follow while traveling across 
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the room. A verbal and socially adept learner, Ian often answered questions from me, and 

seemed to enjoy talking with his peers, as well as his family members. Reflecting on the first day 

he mentioned making music with particular interest and his captioned drawing was titled “the 

dancing.” 

Ian entered the second session asking the boys, who were in the process of constructing 

the tower, “do you need help?” Admiring the finished tower, Ian’s appraisal was “beautiful.” 

Through the yoga warm-up Ian verbalized the actions, “and arch to the sun.” When I asked 

participants which warm-up movements they were attracted to, Ian responded immediately, “I 

like to crawl through legs.” He emphasized stamping as he led his group in follow the leader, 

followed by turning and hopping actions. Thinking back on the lively warm-up that included the 

running and sliding initiated by David, Ian identified the sliding as particularly memorable.  

During the father-and-son chasing dance, Ian offered to do the drumming, allowing 

Wyatt to dance with his dad and brother, Todd and Carl. When asked about the contents of the 

bags of objects for tactile exploration, Ian immediately offered, “it was filled with Legos,” then 

suggested, “put them all together,” and when asked, offered Wyatt the Legos from his bag. 

Toward the end of the session Ian explored hyper-slow movement along and with his family, and 

showed a slow movement in his end-of-class reflection about movement experiences. Ian drew 

three reflective pictures captioned, “We were running and sliding,” “It was follow the leader,” 

and “the tower.” 

At the start of the third session, Ian developed the twisting actions of the yoga warm-up 

into full turns. He popped up to standing during the cobra stretch to be embraced by Wyatt. 

During the boy lifting sequence, Ian leapt alongside the lifted boys, singing out, “boingie.” Lifted 

by the dads, Ian pushed off to produce dramatic, high leaps. When I asked the boys to lift me to 
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give the other dads a temporary rest, Ian joined his brother Carl in an attempt to lift Todd. When 

I introduced the idea of two dads lifting one boy, Ian proposed to me, “How about you and my 

dad throw me up to the ceiling?” As Wyatt and Isaac were being lifted by two dads, Ian closely 

examined them, gazing into Wyatt’s eyes and at the height of Isaac’s lift. As lifting came to an 

end, Ian traveled between the dads, turning across the floor and reenacted the rotations he 

experienced while being lifted by somersaulting. 

After the square dance, Ian mirrored with me briefly, modeling the process for the group. 

Sitting opposite from Carl, Ian smiled at Carl’s quick flurry of actions. Ian chose some of these 

actions to mirror, ignoring other actions. He led the mirroring with a sense of slow, sustained 

time. Then, Ian led the whole group in mirroring. He kicked, stood still, then fell suddenly. Lying 

still he moved his hands subtly, then he pushed himself along the ground with his feet, 

responding good-naturedly when his father complained of his mirroring, “this is boring.” 

During the tower dance Ian and Carl started out accompanying the others on the drums. 

After climbing the tower Ian raced back to drums, actively sampling each drum, hopping and 

sliding between them. Playing together with Carl, Ian beat accents as Carl drummed his steady 

beat. Ian alternately climbed the tower and drummed along with Isaac and Wyatt, sometimes 

leaping and trading drumbeats in call and response style. He played a long crescendo then 

chanted as Wyatt climbed the tower. Ian and his brother played a steady beat as the dads 

dismantled the tower. At the end of the session, Ian played while Isaac made his circuit around 

the course of blocks. 

Drawing after the session, Ian asked, “What if you have two figures?” He then drew a 

line dividing his page for the two figures, one a solo figure holding drum sticks, the other 
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depicting the tower. When asked what was on his mind during the tower dance, Ian commented 

it was about, “seeing how high I could go.” 

Ian showed remarkable adeptness with the adult and child relationships within the group. 

He combined his social and kinesthetic skills to obtain thrilling high leaps during the boy passing 

episodes, coordinating with each adult to maximize his height. Alone and in pairs with the other 

boys, Ian also pursued a dramatically dynamic exploration of playing with and on the drums. 

Byron and Wyatt 

Byron 

Excited by this new and in my experience unusual community of dance learners, my 

activity in the first three sessions was often focused on understanding and directing the flow of 

dance experiences. Woven through my inquiry and activity of management I was aware of my 

son Wyatt’s excitement and his sometimes challenging choices for participation. The 

combination of attentive and independent adults and energetic and often independent child 

learners in the group was profoundly interesting. I noticed myself watching the children as an 

interested and sometimes anxious teacher, and as an adult in the company of other adults who 

shared seldom-articulated expectations for the behavior of their own, and others’ children and 

themselves.  

I found myself coaching Wyatt, for example, as the group shared in the opening activities 

I admonished Wyatt to pay attention to others’ word choices. Later in the session I coached 

Wyatt to stop drumming and return to the group, then I compromised by letting him hold the 

drum as I played. In the transition between two activities I pulled him over my shoulder and 

cradled him, intimate and affectionate, but an intervention none-the-less. 
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Many other instances of coaching and compromise followed during the three sessions. 

During the second session in response to Wyatt’s jabbing interpretation of the elbow-greeting 

dance, I altered the activity to make it less invasive. When I noticed Wyatt arguing with Stanley 

over a streamer, I removed the object. I coached Wyatt to return to the group to hear others’ 

memories of the activity. I played bells for the boys and dads version of follow the leader while 

Wyatt played the drum and figured out a way for Wyatt to participate in the following with 

another family.  

I found myself responding to relationships among the group members. I was surprised 

and concerned by Christian’s discomfort and interactions with Paul, and felt responsible for 

mediating their experience for the benefit of each. The ease and availability of Ian and the 

insouciant energy of his brother Carl were compelling, and I found myself noticing Anchor and 

Ben by way of post-session review of videotaped materials and drawings in ways that I was not 

skillful enough yet to pursue in the real time flow of events during sessions. Also surprising and 

at odds with my initial assumptions about aesthetic learning in the class was the obvious and 

intense passion of the boys for tower dance activities. My response to the diversity of 

dispositions and interests in these first three sessions was to create a sustained momentum of 

activity and direction.  

In summary the energy and anxiety of my teaching and parenting inquiry produced its 

own rhythm, one that sometimes supported the group experience, yet at other times contended 

with group learning. Key relationships with my son and with Christian and his family, provided a 

kind of emotional bumper feeler, one set of personally significant data upon which to base 

pedagogical decisions that I could check with the graphic and recorded video materials I 

collected and reviewed. 
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Wyatt 

During the first session my son Wyatt (7), dark haired and wiry, played with the blocks 

and small cars that lined the room. Joined by arriving boys he played tag with Ian, Carl, and Ben. 

Soon after the session began he started the body part dance provocatively with “my guts.” He 

continued to enthuse about his word choice until I, dad Byron, intervened. During the family 

connection dance he gently held my head and we touched heads together. When the dads lifted 

the boys, Wyatt enjoyed being lifted and expressed his pleasure vocally as each boy was lifted. 

As a group leader, he hopped on one foot in the follow the leader dance. Afterward, he linked 

with Ben during the connection dance, and they invited Carl and Anchor to join their shape.  

Wyatt pursued an independent path alternating between cooperation with me as a young 

teaching assistant and as a lead provocateur. During the paper bag exploration he helped me 

distribute the bags of objects to explore, though at one point he left the group to drum. He 

challenged Ian’s discussion about the snail shells being unmovable, insisting, “except for if the 

animal is still in it.” Wyatt and Christian conspired about where to place the objects on my body, 

in my ear and my underwear. In the transition to drumming he and Christian excitedly fell on the 

floor during the drumming warm-up. He helped set up the drums with Ian, Ben, and Carl, and 

requested permission to play the lead drum several times. At the end of the session he danced 

with Ben briefly in face-to-face ballroom style. His drawing depicted himself on the pathway he 

took during the follow the body part activity and showed drums and drum sticks.  

At the start of the second session Wyatt and Stanley played together, pushing and lifting 

large plastic blocks. Stanley’s father Orin and I assisted the boys to make a three-block stack an 

action that strongly influenced the course of the remaining sessions. Alternating between 

provocation and leadership Wyatt changed the elbow-greeting dance to include elbow jabbing as 

he greeted the other boys, then he led his follow the leader group moving his streamer in low, 

zigzagging pathways across the room, adding turning with jumps and kicks. Wearing his 

interests on his sleeve, Wyatt responded to Carl’s memory of sliding as a memorable movement 
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experience by running and sliding. Toward the end of the second session Wyatt and I explored 

slow movements in a dance about chasing and we ended by slowly circling each other. At the 

end of the session Wyatt’s captioned drawing says, “chasing, dads and sons.”  

Wyatt talked and giggled with Carl, Isaac, Christian and Ian as I started the third session 

yoga warm-up. During the sequence of boy lifting, Wyatt flapped his hands like tiny wings as I 

lifted him and passed him to other dads. The other boys and dads watched his path overhead, and 

then his descent. Boys’ hands reached out to shape his upside-down descent. Wyatt then watched 

Isaac’s overhead travel between dads. Wyatt ran and launched himself into my arms before 

showing the group his flight among the dads by running, jumping and flapping his arms. He and 

Christian reprised their air guitar playing during our square dance. 

Wyatt led me from sitting to kneeling using his arms and hands with detail as we 

mirrored each other, then he led the whole group with slow symmetrical circling of both arms 

punctuated with a quick low kick and sudden jump landing on the floor. When I coached him to 

move more slowly, Wyatt responded with swift side to side rolling and a somersault. Wyatt 

played bells and drums with the other boys then climbed to the top of the tower, and waved his 

ribbon streamer. At the end of the class, Wyatt ran to the center of the room and leapt on top of a 

drum, roaring. As Paul helped the boys to reassemble the tower after the end of the session, 

Wyatt shouted, “Let’s bring everything to it.” Wyatt’s drawing shows two figures in a three-

block tower, one figure on the lowest block and the other perched at the summit of the tower and 

waving a streamer. He depicts the detailed crenellations at the joints between the blocks. 

Wyatt is a social and kinesthetic learner who seems enormously stimulated by this group 

of people and often by the activities. Adventurous and unpredictable in his responses to 

movement explorations he builds energy and sustains cooperation for the sequence of tower 

dances that I eventually invite into the dance sessions themselves.  
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Interlude Summary 

These profiles represent my growing sense of individual variation in this group. They 

highlight the developmental differences between the youngest and the oldest children, and reveal 

patterns of highly social interactions with peers, as well as of family centered interactions. Boys 

show wide range in regard to their spatial/developmental dispositions (Laban, 1988), the 

youngest tending toward simple spinning, jumping, running about and stamping, and the oldest 

engaging  in space with more sophistication: twisting, and combining planes with more control. 

Though the profiles inform my growing perceptions of these students, the incidents of Sessions 4 

and 5 that follow sharpen my pedagogical concern and better inform my responses. Table 5 

provides an overview of content for Phase 2, themed “Fathering while Teaching and Dancing.” 
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PHASE TWO: FATHERING WHILE TEACHING AND DANCING 

Session 4: “We’ll be flying” 

Today’s participants include David and his son Ben, Paul and his two sons, Christian and 

Isaac, Steve with son Anchor, and Wyatt. Wyatt and I arrive with Ginny, our project 

videographer. I set up for class and Wyatt plays with a ball brought from home. Hearing voices 

of approaching boys he hides. Isaac, Christian and Ben enter the room. Christian says, “Wyatt’s 

hiding.” “Where do you think he’s hiding?” I ask. Christian responds, “I know. There,” pointing 

to the play equipment. Wyatt leaps out and yells to Christian as Paul and David enter the room. 

With some effort Christian slides a small teeter-totter over to the equipment and steps on top. 

Abandoning this, he walks to nearby stacking blocks and tugs on one of the blocks, trying to lift 

it. “Help me,” he calls to Isaac who runs to him. “Oh, can we do what we did last time?” asks 

Isaac. As Ben skips to join them Christian answers, “Yeah, we’re going to do what we did last 

time. We’re going to lift these and put them in a tower, and climb them and make a fort.” Isaac 

continues, “and we’re going to connect all of these onto it,” pointing to the surrounding 

equipment.  

Wyatt kicks a small gym ball over the heads of the conversing boys. “Ouuu, sweet kick,” 

he says. “It really flew over our heads,” says Isaac. “Will you stop saying sweet,” says Ben. 

Christian begins to slide more equipment toward the tower blocks. “Do you want to move some 

things?” I ask him. Wyatt and Ben discuss the ball Wyatt has kicked while Christian and Isaac 

continue moving equipment. Wyatt suggests ways to make points shooting his ball over the tops 

of equipment pieces. “We need help,” pleads Christian. “We’re not going to stack those right 

now. It’s almost time to move this equipment,” I say to Christian as he struggles to lift one of the 

blocks. Isaac dribbles the ball by us as we talk and hurls it at a portal in the side of a jungle gym. 

Wyatt joins Isaac’s basketball play while Christian continues to push the stacking blocks across 
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the floor, settling on lining them up on the floor instead of stacking them. He then slides another 

jungle gym next to them, announcing,  “I made a fort; I made a really neat fort.” 

TABLE 5:  Session Content Chart for Fathering While Teaching and Dancing 
 Session 4 

“We’ll be flying” 
Session 5 
“Everyone fasten your seatbelts” 

Pre-session 
Activity 

Ball play and extensive tower 
construction 

Tower play – we clear space 

Opening Activity 
 

Yoga warm up with rhyme – 
friskiness 

Yoga warm up augmented with 
twisting and turning – advancing 
and retreating 

1st Group Activity 
 

Boy passing with rooting Square dance with sliding and 
rolling – dads then boys make 
shapes to explore – cross-family 

2nd Group Activity  
 

Mirroring in family groupings Group connected shape with 
movement-largely cross-family 

3rd Group Activity  
 

Group mirroring – spinning tops 
– shaving motif 

Intra-family sculpting leading to  

4th Group Activity  
 

Intra-family shadowing ending 
in performances by family 

Cross-family shape tag 

5th Group Activity 
 

Sculpting in intra-family groups Shape Museum 

6th Group Activity 
 

Whole group connected shape 
leading to traveling exploration 
with scarves 

Puzzle Dance 

7th Group Activity 
 

Human tower building with 
Anchor ascending to top 

 

Free Dance 
 

Traveling between blocks Dads dance – I lift Ian – intra-
family 
Ending in bedspread dance 
Intra-family traveling  

 Discussion of memories and 
kinesthetic images of our fathers  

Slowly roll back to center 
(anticipates 6th Session opening?) 
Carl jumps over rolling dad. 
Todd’s family adds to dads stories 

Drawings 
 

Drawings have little relationship 
to session today 

Drawings gravitate to the 
bedspread dance 

Post-Session 
 

 Drumming and tower dancing in 
response to boys’ interest at top of 
class 
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“We’re going to start,” I announce. Dads approach the equipment intending to slide it to 

the sides of the room. “Put all our weight on one thing and then we can keep it,” urges Wyatt to 

Christian and Isaac, all standing on pieces of equipment. Wyatt abandons the equipment to 

bounce his ball, while Christian, still standing inside one piece asserts to his approaching dad, 

Paul, “too much weight on it.” In another part of the room David lifts Ben to shoulder height, 

briefly spinning with him before setting him on the floor. I motion Wyatt to help me. He and 

Isaac join Ben, and Isaac announces to me gleefully, “too much weight on one thing.” Wyatt 

leaves the piece of equipment to help Paul slide the seesaw, then assists David with another 

piece.  

“Wyatt, we need you,” calls Isaac. In response Wyatt attempts to interfere with Paul as he 

removes another piece of equipment. Paul tosses Wyatt his ball. Christian and Isaac call out, 

“Wyatt, Wyatt,” as the surrounding equipment slowly disappears. David approaches the piece of 

equipment where Isaac and Christian are keeping vigil. They sit on a lower part and Isaac chants, 

“we want a ride, we want a ride, give us a ride.”  

As I slide a mat off the floor David and Paul surround the one remaining piece of 

equipment while Wyatt and Ben climb into it. I pick up the edge of an adjacent sports mat to 

remove it and announce, “boys on the mat for a ride.” Christian and Isaac scurry to the mat 

calling out, “yeah, cool,” while Wyatt clings to the piece of equipment. “Come on Wyatt,” I call. 

I slowly push the mat as Wyatt warns, “I need some help here,” and Christian and Isaac scurry 

back to defend the fort from their father, Paul. Ben, now held by David, watches the scene. As 

Wyatt joins Christian and Isaac, Paul and I slowly rotate and move the boy-filled piece of 

equipment to the side of the room. Ben climbs onto another mat and David spins the mat with 

Ben. For a moment we are all in motion, dads propelling and boys riding mats and the last piece 

of equipment. “Let’s slide home,” I direct. The boys, however, are attracted to Wyatt’s red gym 

ball and commence intense basketball play. “Slide into dads, slide into dads; one, two, three 

slide,” I repeat. Ben slides to David, but the others keep playing. As Wyatt slides to me I take the 
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ball from him, handing it to Ginny. “I’m going to leave this over here with you,” I say to Ginny 

as Anchor and Steve arrive. 

“Have a seat. Good morning,” I say to the group as Anchor and Steve remove their shoes. 

“Take your favorite stretch on the floor,” I continue. The group lies on the floor, mostly on 

backs. Isaac reclines on Paul and Ben rests in David’s lap while I stretch my lower back. 

Standing, I direct the group to “take your finger tips up to a star.” Wyatt remains on his back on 

the floor. “I’m not doing it,” he declares. By the time we have stretched in the cobra and rolled 

onto our backs to peddle imaginary bicycles all the boys join in the action.  

“Ride your buttcycle,” says Wyatt. Christian and Isaac develop it further into, “Ride your 

testicle.” Wyatt and Isaac punctuate the ritual warm-up with standing and falling. Dads on the 

floor release their backs into the arch of the cobra. Wyatt pops up to hug Isaac who is standing. 

Falling to the floor he exclaims, “I died.” Isaac repeats Wyatt’s fall. Christian climbs into Isaac’s 

lap attracting Wyatt to play with them as the dads slowly stand. I pull Wyatt back to me by his 

foot as we arch. He arches then stands up. As he rises, Christian and Isaac tumble together on the 

floor. Wyatt tumbles with them as Ben slides into the group of boys. “Ben, come back,” 

commands David.  

“Thank you,” I say to Wyatt, picking him up. I bring him back to our circle and talk to 

the group:  “We found something really nice last class. We’re going to do a boy pass. Dads root 

your boys; give a little compression down on their feet.” Steve, David and Paul kneel on the 

floor pressing the boys’ feet into the floor. I encourage them to, “gently give them a little bit of 

compression all through their body.” Steve squeezes Anchor in a hug. David presses down on 

Ben’s legs and feet. Paul starts with Isaac’s feet and works upward, causing a ticklish response as 

Paul presses on Isaac’s chest and shoulders. Paul turns his attention to Christian, who giggles and 

escapes from Paul, running in orbiting circles around the group and laughing. I explain: 

We’re going to pass them through their roots up and over to your left…  Now we 
have a new boy over on our right. I’m going to take Anchor. Steve’s going to take 
Ben…up and over. Do it again. (Session 4 Transcript, 2002) 
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Lifting and passing the boys from dad to dad, we pause between lifts to root them again 

into the floor. “Oh, the machine’s stuck,” David teases as he holds Wyatt high overhead. 

“Daddy, root me in,” Wyatt calls out. After a complete circuit I ask, “Has everyone gotten lifted . 

. . who wants to be?” “No,” answers Christian. “You haven’t gotten lifted?  Do you want to be?” 

I ask. “No,” replies Christian.  

Now, without pausing to root, dads transfer boys around the circle rapidly. David 

provides sound accompaniment, vocalizing machine sounds. As they land many of the boys raise 

their arms expectantly toward the next lifting parent. Christian and Isaac leave the circle and Paul 

follows them. Three dads and boys continue in the lifting circle. Retrieving the two and returning 

to the circle, Paul lifts Ben, Isaac quickly finds a lifting dad, and Christian runs, orbiting the 

group.  

Following this quicker circuit of lifting boys around the circle, two dads pair up with one 

boy to travel across the room. Dads pick up the boys by their legs and shoulders. “One thing else 

that we found out we really liked was when we put two dads with one boy. Christian, do you 

remember flying with two dads?” I ask. “Yeah,” he responds. As I explain this lifting variation 

Wyatt runs to a plastic playhouse, followed closely by Anchor. “I’ve got an idea,” Wyatt yells 

returning to the group with Anchor. “Steve and I can do Anchor first. We’ll travel to the stage 

and back,” I direct. “Can we do it with the buckets?” Wyatt asks, referring to the plastic bins we 

use as drums. “Maybe a little later,” I respond, “keep an eye on us.”  

David teases, “Don’t drop him - just kidding.” As Steve and I pick up Anchor, Wyatt 

jumps into the air clapping his hands and follows us. With a hand on me and one on Steve, Wyatt 

stays tethered to us. Sliding and galloping we travel to the end of the room and back. At the same 

time Paul and David pick up Isaac. Both sets of dads move in parallel paths to the end of the 

room and back. Christian tethers himself to David and Paul while Isaac remains in place 

watching the action; Anchor attaches himself to Steve as he and I lift Wyatt. Next, David and 

Paul lift Christian. “You know what I’ve found is helpful?” I comment, “…when the boys who 
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aren’t being lifted help steer the dads.” Boys who aren’t being lifted swarm around the traveling 

dads. Christian and Wyatt stay in close contact with the lifting dads. “Help steer the dads . . . stay 

connected,” I call out. Dads look animated as we travel the length of the room with eyes on the 

smiling and giggling boys. Finally, Steve and I lift Isaac as Ben follows and attempts to slide 

under Christian.  

“Now the boys are going to carry the fathers,” states David. “Would any dad like to 

volunteer to be lifted?” I ask. “Sure,” says David. Anchor runs to his dad looking up expectantly, 

but before Steve can respond, David lays down on the floor and the boys cluster around him. 

Boys arrange and rearrange themselves to lift David. Steve and Paul join in and I take David’s 

head. Working together we all stand with David cradled in our arms, and then return him quickly 

to the floor. Fully exerted, the boys end up on the floor next to David, except for Anchor, who 

careens into his dad and grasps him around his knees.  

Anchor’s hold tackles Steve to the floor where he volunteers to be lifted next, saying, 

“Absolutely.” David takes his legs stating, “I need another helper.” Paul pulls Christian, who has 

been wrestling with Ben and Wyatt, to Steve’s side. Ben and Wyatt continue to wrestle. David 

calls Ben, and I gesture for Wyatt to join our lifting, quietly lecturing him. Working together we 

raise Steve and slowly travel with him to the end of the room. Anchor attends closely to his 

father, lifting and directing his arms. On the return trip the boys shift from lifting to steering the 

dads, who end up carrying Steve. As the dads lower Steve to the floor Anchor steps back, 

looking at his father with his hands on his hips. As Steve stands, Anchor, facing his dad, jumps 

with excitement. “Now me,” boys call out.  

Instead of more lifting, the four dads settle together in a circle on the floor, sitting with 

legs stretched in front or crossed. Boys gradually accumulate in fathers’ laps or nearby on the 

floor. “I feel like our energy is really going today because of the sunshine,” I observe and then 

make the judgment that, “I think we need to do our square dance.” As I get up to select some 

music Wyatt says, “We should do two dads with each bucket.” Boys laugh excitedly at this 
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suggestion. Wyatt takes exception to the laughter and asks, “what, we’ve done it before.” “We’ll 

be flying,” responds Anchor. “Kind of,” Wyatt agrees, “but we’ll be in the buckets.” I put on 

bluegrass music (Kazee, 1997) and Christian begins a seated version of the shoulder slouching 

air guitar movement, a key style component of last session’s square dance. Christian says, 

“Wyatt, remember…?” Wyatt takes up the action immediately, strumming his guitar as he 

bounces his head and shoulders in rhythm. Even so, the energy has calmed so much I change my 

mind and turn off the music. In the quiet we explore mirroring in family groupings. 

This twelve-minute exploration progresses from seated family groupings to whole group 

mirroring that includes some traveling. I introduce the activity: 

One of the things we did last class was talk about the mirror…  We talked about 
when you get up in the morning you look into a mirror and you might do different 
things. So one of us is going to be the person who’s looking and the other is going 
to be the reflection. Which would you like to be?  (Session 4 Transcript, 2002) 

I address this question to Wyatt who says, “I want to be the reflection.” Anchor, sitting 

next to Steve, stands to touch his dad as I start talking. He sits and nuzzles into Steve’s arm and 

side. After a few moments Steve extracts his arm, sliding away on the floor, and then, pointing to 

me, leans back into Anchor to coach him to listen.  

Wyatt and I mirror together and I narrate my actions to demonstrate. Christian, content to 

watch for a few moments, moves away and waves to the camera held by Ginny, saying, “Hi 

Byron.” On the floor beside Paul he continues the air guitar shoulder actions, now singing 

rhythmically to his father. “You guys get the idea I’m sure. So one person is in the lead and one 

is the follower,” I instruct. Boys and dads talk with each other, deciding who is leading and 

following.  

As I put on some music accompaniment (Madden, 1996), Wyatt slides over and tickles 

Isaac who retaliates quickly, causing Wyatt to roll quickly away from him. Anchor and Ben first 

lead their fathers to explore movements of one hand. Paul with Isaac, often with assistance from 

Christian on the side, explores a nose-picking motif that generates laughter in the quiet room. 
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The two boys pause, both lounging on Paul as Wyatt and I begin mirroring on our knees. “You 

can get up on your knees, or you can stand up,” I invite the group. “Would you like to lead 

now?” I ask Wyatt. 

Anchor appears to trade leadership with his father several times. Both Ben and Anchor 

often touch hands with their dads as they lead. At one point Steve leads Anchor into a finger 

wiggling motif that Anchor amplifies into vigorous head shaking, both tongues stuck out; 

Anchor growls, which Steve follows. Anchor lies back on the floor suddenly and Steve, 

following him, lifts his head just high enough to track Anchor’s continuing arm movements. 

Suddenly Anchor rolls over and embraces Steve’s outstretched legs at his ankles. Christian, Isaac 

and Paul take in the three mirroring groups as our audience.  

“You may not be able to tell who is leading or following,” I suggest. David and Ben 

stand and continue mirroring, balancing on one leg as they pursue a motif about getting dressed 

in the morning. “I’d like to invite someone to lead the whole group. Is there anybody who’d like 

to do that?” I ask. Ben and Wyatt volunteer. Anchor turns rapidly on his knees as he gets off the 

floor, and Christian skitters sideways on the balls of his feet, shoulders slouched forward. “We’ll 

watch Wyatt and mirror him exactly,” I suggest. We stand facing Wyatt who strums an 

imaginary instrument as we bounce our knees rhythmically. “What do you think he’s doing 

guys?” I ask. “Playing the banjo,” responds Christian. Wyatt leads us through a variation of the 

air guitar motif he and Christian had developed last session. Christian modifies the action, adding 

shuffling jumps that slide across the floor. Wyatt explains, “I’m playing guitar.” He sets the 

imaginary guitar on the floor and suddenly sits facing the group, legs stretching forward. Pausing 

until we have followed this action, he leads us through quick rolls on the floor. “And come to an 

end, Wyatt,” I direct,  “any shape.” Wyatt ends with arms to his sides lying on his front.  

Isaac leads next. Christian squeals delightedly as Isaac moves rapidly through a 

collection of pedestrian actions: teeth brushing, air guitar and cheek pulling, all accompanied by 

rhythmic knee bending. Wyatt and Christian expand on Isaac’s air guitar playing with shoulders, 
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sliding, and finally, high stepping walks in place that spread contagiously among all the boys. 

“Find an ending shape, Isaac,” I direct. Returning to the floor, Isaac spins on his bottom. “Find a 

still place,” I urge. Isaac continues. “One, two, three, everybody find a still spot, go.” Steve urges 

the spinning Anchor to, “stop, stop, stop.” Like four gyroscopes, the boys continue turning. I 

touch the spinning Ben, reminding him, “You’re our next leader.” “It’s done, your time is over,” 

Wyatt reminds Isaac. Standing, Ben walks dizzily to David, leaning against him. I take up the 

lead instead, opening my arms to the side.  

Christian transforms my movements into springy jumping jacks, laughing. Isaac joins 

Christian as Ben, balance restored, mirrors me at David’s side. Anchor follows me carefully, 

peeking over to watch Christian’s jumping jacks. I introduce a clapping motif that seems to 

interest Isaac and Christian who respond with profuse bowing. Isaac switches from jumping 

jacks to clapping. I lead the group in a pattern of accelerating claps that suddenly ends in silence 

and offer, “another dad’s turn?” 

David walks in front of the group and returns to the floor on his back. In the transition 

between David and me, Christian and Isaac lobby for their dad Paul to lead, and Anchor hugs 

Steve. As David starts, Ben returns to the floor to spin in place. David raises his head off the 

floor and waves to us. We return his wave. His slow motion rolling, standing, peering through 

his legs at us, and turning, continues into a long stretch. Anchor, watching his dad’s mirroring of 

David’s actions, selects a stretching action to repeat and embellish, adding quick, rhythmic arm 

bends. As the group mirrors, untangling David’s complicated gestures, Anchor persists with full-

bodied vertical stretches and flexing, adding knee bending as he resolves a final enormous 

stretch. David mimes looking into a mirror and shaving. He leads us in a quick surprise as he 

slips and cuts himself. Christian and the other boys laugh. Hands on his hips, Anchor stands 

watching until David’s dramatic final fall to the ground, which is replicated by all the 

participants.  
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In the transition that follows Christian and Isaac tickle each other and Anchor spins on 

his bottom beside his dad. David picks up Ben and I pick up Wyatt. Isaac comes over to tickle 

Wyatt. “Go tickle your dad,” I tell him and he skitters away to Paul. As I introduce shadowing, 

several boys talk about what a shadow does, how it moves along with you. Christian asks, “It 

does exactly the same thing?” “No, it does the reverse,” says Wyatt. “If it went like that (he 

indicates with arm gestures to the right), it would go like that (he indicates with arms to the other 

side).” Christian and Isaac immediately get up to walk with and watch their shadows. As I talk 

about the difference between mirroring and shadowing Isaac runs past me to tickle Wyatt. I 

already have my arm around Wyatt and lift and cradle him in front of me. “Decide who will be 

the leader and who will be the shadow,” I direct. “I’m going to be the leader,” offers Wyatt, who 

climbs into one of the plastic baskets he had spoken of earlier as the boys and dads talk to decide 

who will shadow first. Paul talks with Isaac and Christian, then focuses on Christian, taking him 

firmly by the arm and bending low.  

I play a CD of active saxophone music (Winter, 1998a). Immediately Anchor stands, 

winds up and spins, similar to his dance on the first day, now followed by his dad who spins after 

him tentatively. Anchor adds hand actions to keep his balance and Steve transforms the action 

into waving hand gestures as he spins with Anchor. Wyatt leaves his bucket and takes off at high 

speed. I pursue him. His pathways trace steep angles on the floor, punctuated with sliding before 

each change of direction. Perhaps influenced by the travelers surrounding him, Anchor’s 

spinning soon transforms into elongated arcing pathways through the room. Ben leads David 

through the room with quickly circling running steps. At first Christian watches and giggles at 

Ben and David as they pass him, then Paul and Christian pursue Isaac who races ahead of them. 

Standing beside his son, Steve spins Anchor off the floor as we transition to change roles. In the 

transition Paul coaches the exuberant Christian and Isaac, holding them by their shoulders and 

whispering into their ears. He nudges Christian ahead, insisting that he and Isaac follow him 

through the room. 
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“Change shadows, change leaders,” I call out. New leaders, mostly dads, introduce new 

actions. Steve runs and leaps with Anchor following at his side, then walks in gently curving 

arcs, arms out to the side and upper body tilting into the curves. Steve stops and bends over, 

touching the floor and Anchor comes to his side to match his father’s shape. Together they 

slowly uncurl their backs to standing; then Steve leads Anchor across the space, arms moving in 

a slow flying motif. Steve guides Anchor into slow turning and concludes with flying as Anchor 

runs by his side watching him closely. 

Ben recreates David’s long, lunging steps carefully. Wyatt stays within the traces of my 

banking and curving pathways. Christian at first leads Isaac and Paul, but then abandons this to 

chase Isaac. David leads Ben through backward walking and jumps. I lead Wyatt into slow 

crawling on the floor. Wyatt leads me again, this time in fast running and sliding. Ben and David 

sink to the floor where David leads with slow rolling. After more coaching by dad Paul, 

Christian leads Isaac and Paul with sideways gallops on a long curving pathway. Ben and David 

end their shadowing hand in hand; Steve and Anchor are side-by-side. Wyatt leads me into a 

slide onto the floor and I run to stop the music, bringing the activity to a close. 

“Slide home guys,” I invite. Breathing hard and moving slowly, the group collects. 

“Would a dad and son combination, one or two, show us their shadowing?” I ask. I turn on the 

CD of accompanying music (Winter, 1998a). Steve and Anchor volunteer, but I don’t see them 

until later when I examine the tape. They get up to show their dance, but Wyatt and I run past 

them and they turn to watch. We show our running and sliding variation. Wyatt continues while I 

run to the CD player, turning off the accompanying music. “Do you other dads want to try?” I 

ask. Anchor stands and leads Steve spinning in large arcs down the center of the room, then 

straight toward the hand held camera. “You must be getting dizzy,” says Steve as they spin close 

to the camera. Anchor, off-balance, careens across the room and Steve watches as they conclude 

their dance. At the same time, Ben marches with David around the room’s periphery until Ben 
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launches into a run and final slide. David stays on the floor, but Ben gets up to slide again, 

interrupted only by David’s call for him to return to Home.  

The CD player continues to a selection that features slow flute music (Winter, 1998e). 

“To help us build our own towers we’ll do sculpting,” I announce; Isaac, lying in Paul’s lap, 

claps in response. I demonstrate with Wyatt, shaping him by moving his body. “Wyatt’s going to 

be my clay,” I explain.  

As the clay, Wyatt doesn’t resist my movement; he goes to where I put him. After 
I put him someplace he has enough energy in his body to hold his shape. So 
Wyatt, you’ve worked with clay. If it’s too wet what happens? (Session 4 
Transcript, 2002) 

Wyatt’s arm drops. “But Wyatt’s not too wet, he’s just right,” I explain as Christian 

laughs at Wyatt’s limply hanging arm. As I continue to shape Wyatt I look at the boys watching 

us intensely. “Choose someone to sculpt,” I direct. I continue to shape Wyatt as the music 

reaches a crescendo. Wyatt responds to the music loudly, “Wooo, wooo, woooo, wooo,” and 

moves away from me briefly, joking about the dramatic sound. 

The group sculpts in family clusters. Christian reaches to shape Paul, who stands, with 

Isaac watching at Paul’s feet; Anchor sculpts Steve who lies on his back on the floor, and David 

crouches to sculpt son Ben. Christian giggles as he shapes Paul’s legs and spine. Christian falls 

on his bottom and looks up at Paul, laughing, “Look at what I did.” He jumps up and steps back 

to admire his work as Isaac takes a turn sculpting. He adds details to Christian’s shape, lifting 

Paul’s shirt exposing his belly and pulling Paul’s hair to lower his head. Christian laughs with 

these changes. Isaac laughs and turns, looking at me coyly. At the same time David shapes Ben, 

moving him lower to the floor, down on one knee, then arranging his back, arms and head. David 

shapes Ben’s left arm to reach overhead, then stands to connect Ben’s right arm to his knee 

before standing to step back and admire his work.  

Anchor moves out of Steve’s lap, lifting Steve’s knees and arranging his arms to cause 

his father to recline on the floor. Anchor circles around Steve’s head to manipulate his left arm to 
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cross his chest; he pauses and looks toward the other sculptors for a moment, before resuming 

his work, lifting Steve’s arm and arranging the fingers into a fist. Standing, Anchor moves down 

Steve’s leg and pulls his left foot so that his leg straightens on the floor. He slides to Steve’s right 

leg, pulling his right foot and pressing down on the right knee until it touches the floor. Finally, 

Anchor moves up to Steve’s right arm and arranges a bend at the elbow, folding his fingers into a 

second fist. 

“I’m really happy with what I’ve done with Wyatt,” I announce. To Christian and Isaac I 

observe, “It looks like you’re really happy with Paul. Take a look at what Christian and Isaac 

have made,” I suggest to the group. “I see Ben over there; he’s in a shape. Change partners so 

that the others can sculpt,” I direct. Ben jumps up to begin sculpting his father. Paul shapes Isaac 

as Christian, chanting, “I’m too wet,” orbits the entire group, then his brother and father. Paul 

bends over to shape Isaac, who is seated on the floor. Paul shapes Isaac with hands touching his 

head, but Isaac’s shape unravels to the floor. “I’m too wet,” comments Isaac. Even so, Paul 

persists with sculpting Isaac, then pulls back to view his work and David and Ben who work 

close by. 

Starting with David’s feet, Ben works David into a bent over shape. He adjusts David’s 

arms and pulls his head forward. He walks away, looking at his work, then runs in place, parallel 

with the skittering movement in place Christian is doing alongside Paul and Isaac. Christian 

watches Ben, who stops running in place and moves in to adjust David’s knees. Ben jumps up 

and pulls both of David’s arms down suddenly, then stops to consider his next action. He pulls 

David’s left arm forward and level with the floor before changing his mind and pushing it back 

to David’s side. Paul pulls Christian back toward Isaac and begins to shape the standing 

Christian. 

Steve sculpts Anchor’s arms then perches him in a precarious balance as they both laugh. 

“You have to stay there,” Steve tells Anchor of his one-legged balance. Steve readjusts Anchor’s 
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hands, fingers in his ears; Anchor resumes his balance. Finally, Steve wraps Anchor’s arms in a 

hug and lowers him to the floor.  

Wyatt sculpts me arranging my right hand on my stomach and my left arm on my chest, 

before shifting my feet into a wide stance. He pulls my hips back, bending my legs, then lowers 

my head. Giggling he surveys my shape and Isaac, on the floor nearby, encourages Wyatt to “put 

his hand on his butt.” Wyatt attempts to comply with Isaac’s urging, and I assist his shape 

making so my hand attaches to my hip. “Has everyone had a chance to sculpt for a little bit?” I 

ask. As the sculpting continues, Isaac, now the sculptor, recreates Paul’s raised undershirt. Ben 

visits with Christian, urging him to view the shape he made with David, then returns to his 

father, crawling through his legs. 

“David looks like a very good candidate,” I tell the group, announcing the transition to 

working as a whole group. “Everyone, go through David’s legs,” I direct. All the boys approach 

David to go through his legs. David adds, “and the dads.” I move to comply with David’s 

suggestion for dads to travel, but Ben sits beneath David blocking the way. I adapt by lying 

down, but then see another opportunity. “I’m going to add myself onto David’s shape,” I 

announce and place my hand on David’s back.  

“Oh yeah,” calls out Wyatt before launching himself under David. Christian swings his 

leg over Steve’s knees as I say this, then looks at me. “All the dads add onto me and David and 

we’ll make one big shape,” I direct. Paul connects to me first, taking my free hand with both of 

his and extending the shape. As we do this, Isaac scoots under my legs and Ben under Paul’s 

legs. Steve answers “okay” and connects to David’s back, standing in a wide lunge next to me. 

As Steve connects, the boys slow their rapid commuting through the shape and begin to make 

their own points of connection. Anchor and Wyatt stop beside David. I give the group further 

instructions: 

On the count of three everybody freeze their connection…one, two, three. 
Everybody connected?  Look all around. Remember these connections. We’re 
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going to let go and make new connections…one, two, three. Let go. (Session 4 
Transcript, 2002) 

Dads and sons begin to move away from each other. Released from the connection I turn 

and direct them to make “a new connection.” The group, now in new places, reaches to connect 

with each other. Dads make firm connections with each other using hands and arms. Boys 

connect with each other and drape themselves over the arms of adults. “And ready…one more 

time. One, two, three, change shapes,” I direct. David and Steve reach high overhead while Paul 

bends down to connect with Isaac and Ben.  

“Stay there, hold it, hold it, hold it, don’t let go,” I coach the group as I disconnect from 

Steve and Ben and run to retrieve scarves for the boys to use. Handing the scarves to Anchor, 

Christian and Ben I ask,  

Would you travel through the shape?  Use your scarf, Anchor…would you travel 
through the shape?  Everyone else make a shape ready for Anchor to travel 
through. Find the caves and the tunnels and the places to travel through. Go over 
and under. (Session 4 Transcript, 2002) 

Christian drapes his scarf on Isaac’s head. Anchor swings and twirls his scarf as he 

moves and stays close to the group shape, then follows Christian who immediately leaves the 

group and moves across the floor. Ben soon follows Christian and Anchor and all the boys orbit 

the group shape, well away from us. He drapes the scarf over his head. “Bring the scarf back and 

give it to someone else,” I call to the three boys, motioning to them with my hands and arms. 

Wyatt leaves the group shape to view my collection of scarves. “I want mine,” he says of the 

remaining scarves. David repeats my futile directive, “Give the scarf to someone else.”  

“And bring the scarves back and give yours to someone else,” I repeat. “But I’m not 

done,” says Wyatt. “Oh, then when you are done,” I respond to Wyatt who leaves to contest 

scarves with Ben. “Pass through the caves and tunnels,” I remind them. In a corner of the room 

Wyatt has caught up with Ben and argues, “No, Ben, this is mine.” They tug on a scarf and circle 

it between them like a jump rope. “Ben, Ben,” David admonishes. Anchor, who has been 

swinging his scarf and throwing it into the air, follows Isaac to join Ben and Wyatt. Isaac takes 
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the contested scarf and runs with it back to the group where he hurls it onto David’s shoulders. 

“Bring the scarves back and give them to someone else, maybe a dad,” I say again.  

The dads who had been maintaining the group shape, which I had hoped would be an 

environment for the boys to explore, release their interconnections. David and I take scarves and 

begin to explore the group shape. I call to Wyatt and Christian who return to the group shape, 

taking up new connections with the others. “Around and through and over,” hoping my spatial 

prompts will make the activity more successful. As David and I conduct our exploration, Wyatt 

visits Ginny and throws his scarf over the camera. “Wyatt,” Ginny scolds. 

“Who hasn’t had a change yet?” I ask. Paul joins Ben and Christian circulating through 

and around the group shape with their scarves. Directing the group to come back together I say, 

“connect, connect, connect on the count of three. One, two, three,” I count. The group assembles, 

dads and sons in physical contact with each other. I announce, “Now we’re going to make a 

tower.” “Okay, tower,” responds Christian. His brother Isaac begins to pull one of the perforated 

building blocks to the group from the side of the room. Another boy adds, “Yeah.”  

Paul collects a scarf from Christian, but Wyatt refuses to hand his over. “The strongest 

parts of the tower are on the bottom. So dads make yourselves the base of the tower,” I proceed. 

Seeing Isaac pulling the block I tell him, “We won’t be using that today, we’ll use our bodies.” 

“We need a nice wide base,” I continue standing in a low and wide shape. As I talk, Anchor pulls 

on Steve’s shirt, Isaac and Christian talk with Paul and Ben, and Wyatt circulates through the 

room. David calls, “Ben, Ben, Ben and Wyatt, come on over.” Wyatt, draped in his scarf, joins 

me, ducking between Steve’s legs on his way, and Christian wanders back to the group with Ben, 

who is also draped in his scarf. David watches Ben’s return and ushers him back to the group 

with an embrace.  

Paul matches my shape and stands across from me, while Steve and David fill in between 

us. “So I have the next layer right here on my knee,” I describe and I lift Wyatt onto my knee; 

Paul lifts Isaac and David lifts Ben. “Usually, we have the lightest parts up on top. Maybe 
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Anchor can be on top,” I suggest. Steve helps hoist Anchor onto my shoulder and supports him 

with one hand, while Paul and David distribute Isaac’s weight between them. Anchor smiles and 

looks out from the top of our human tower. We sustain our tower for a few moments before I 

direct the class to “take the tower down.” “Wow, good job Anchor,” praises Steve. 

“Excellent, everyone bring the scarves over here. Take a scarf,” I invite. Taking a scarf 

from the collection and circling it as he runs, Anchor calls out, “I’m flying.” Wyatt runs with the 

green scarf he had been attracted to earlier as Ben chases him. “Wyatt, I wanted the green one,” 

complains Ben. Isaac, carrying a pink and a blue scarf, walks to Ben and offers him the pink 

scarf. Ben refuses it, throwing it on the ground. David admonishes him for throwing down the 

pink scarf, “but I wanted the green one,” Ben responds.  

“I’m Harry Potter,” Anchor says with excitement. Some of the boys are wrapped 

mysteriously in their scarves. “Maybe you’re Harry Potter, maybe you’re a detective, I don’t 

know who you are,” I respond. Christian says to Wyatt, “You are Professor Quirrell.” “No I’m 

not,” responds Wyatt. Christian talks about Draco Malfoy and the Harry Potter story. Anchor 

begins to spin in place, holding out his scarf so that it whips around him. 

“I’m going to turn the music on guys; we’re going to make a dance that goes around the 

cube. You can jump…roll…turn. What else might you do?” I ask. Mostly dads respond, “crawl, 

run and slide, wave.” “You’re going to go one at a time, and watch each other. I’m going to put 

the music on. Hey guys, come on down here…run in,” I direct to Christian and Isaac who 

wander away. I slide the cube onto the floor and suggest, “Go around the cube.” Christian is 

already on the block as I put on a CD of a Bach allegro variation from the Brandenburg 

Concerto. (Bach, 1995a) Isaac soon follows. Christian whips his scarf at Isaac playfully, then 

swings it with one hand on his hip, followed by passing it under each leg as he makes his way to 

the starting place. Anchor flies his scarf energetically, running to the block and circling it with 

leaps as he twirls the scarf high overhead. Isaac follows Anchor for another turn, while Wyatt 

and Ben chase each other behind the dads, still engaged in their tussle over scarves. Wyatt covers 
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his head and calls out as he runs to the block. Anchor follows Wyatt, once again sailing his scarf 

behind him. Ben covers his head with his scarf and follows Anchor. Christian also covers his 

head and quickly follows Ben.  

Steve is the first dad to make the circuit, also circling his scarf overhead. Isaac smiles 

looking at the action around the block and waits next to me for a signal to circle the block. I 

touch his arm and he takes off circling the scarf, but falls tripping on his scarf. Paul follows and 

threads his scarf through the block, consoling Isaac. Ben, Christian and Anchor circle together in 

a cluster around the block. Christian and Ben take off again, yelling to each other as Christian 

pulls off Ben’s scarf. David and Steve run with their scarves and slide on the floor to conclude 

the free dancing. 

“Boys, help me lift the block…Wyatt, Ben,” I call over to the boys. Christian helps with 

the block. Wyatt and Ben approach. Ben pulls Wyatt’s scarf and Wyatt turns around to object. 

Ben pushes Wyatt as they talk angrily. They kick at each other. David walks over and takes both 

boys to the side. Arms around both boys’ shoulders, David talks with them privately. After 

Christian and I remove the block to the side of the room I turn off the music and call the group 

together:   

Slide in to me. Come over and sit. You know we have plenty of instruments, we 
have plenty of scarves, so sharing, particularly for six, seven and eight-year-old 
boys shouldn’t be a problem. So, if you have a problem with it, come over and 
talk about it. (Session 4 Transcript, 2002) 

Looking chagrined under the gaze of adults and peers, the boys say nothing. I feel 

embarrassed by Wyatt’s outburst but confident that David’s comments were proportionate and 

relieved to have an opportunity to restate our group’s expectations about sharing and problem 

solving. 

I introduce the closing activity for this session: 
  
 I wanted to talk about something about dads. I remember my dad doing stuff. I 

remember he would always put tools into a case, and it was so heavy he would 
pick it up and he’d lean over, and he would always counterbalance himself with 
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his arm. It’s something that I’ll just never forget about my dad. I wonder if you 
guys notice things that you see your dad do every day right now. What do you 
think of?  (Session 4 Transcript, 2002) 

 
Isaac responds with his observations about his father Paul: “He wakes me up when I 

don’t want to…he shakes me to wake me…like this.” He shakes his brother Christian to 

demonstrate as he talks. Wyatt offers, “I know, he makes me go sleep when I want to stay up. He 

turns out the lights and stuff. I can’t reach the lights. But I can reach this other light, and 

especially because my cat likes to come in my room when it’s dark.” Then Ben talks about David 

taking out the garbage. “What does it look like?  Show us,” I ask Ben. His father David also 

coaches, “pretend, there’s a garbage can.” He uses a trashcan drum to show us what David does. 

Isaac offers, “Sometimes he throws me into bed.” Christian stands and shows how Paul throws 

them into bed, “like this,” says Christian, miming winding up to throw a baseball sized ball and 

turning as he follows through with the pitch.  

“Any of the dads here remember their fathers?” I ask. Steve offers, “My dad, I remember 

him, he was really heavy. He would sit in a chair and then try to get out of his chair.” Steve 

stands and indicates the size and weight of his father, showing his struggle to get out of his seat. 

Anchor gets up and stands next to his father as Steve explains and illustrates his story. David, 

speaking of his father, adds, “I remember him sleeping in a big overstuffed chair.” David lies 

down on the floor to show us, arms out to the sides and mouth open snoring. Paul says: 

My dad would be working on, or making something by sawing, or thinking about 
something and he would start whistling. I just think of his whistle. When I said 
something about it he said measuring and trying to fit it together, you spend most 
of your time. The sawing itself is a small part. (Session 4 Transcript) 
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“Bring things that you remember and we can share them,” I invite the group, planning to 

extend this line of group inquiry in the next session. “Is everyone ready to do some drawing?” I 

ask. “Draw something from your experience today -- something that you remember doing.” 

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

Today the drawings yield some enigmatic images seemingly unrelated to session content, 

which I infer to point toward the unsettled quality of this session, sometimes characterized by 

conflict between participating children and adults taking action to moderate these conflicts, or to 

retrieve boys who wander from dance activities. Anchor’s drawing (Figure 48) is an elongated 

rectangle with a clock face embedded at the upper end – possibly a clock tower with association 

to human tower making content. Anchor’s father, Steve, depicts a smiling self-portrait holding 

his fingers in its ears (Figure 49).  

     
Figure 48 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 49 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 
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Brothers Isaac and Christian make similar drawings. Isaac’s drawing, “White on white,” 

shows rapid crayon hashings in perpendicular directions (Figure 50). Christian’s hashings are in 

blue crayon and take up more space on the page (Figure 51). Their father Paul’s uncaptioned 

drawing (Figure 52) shows two hands in close proximity, one an outline in white and the other 

shaded in, reflecting our shadow work. David’s multi-colored drawing (Figure 53) captioned 

“swirling scarves” shows the clearest connection to session content. He also produces a blue 

crayon rubbing of the floor (Figure 54) titled, “I remember the floor.” His son Ben duplicates the 

floor rubbing in his drawing (Figure 55). Neither Wyatt nor I make a reflective drawing this 

session. 

     
Figure 50 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian -- “White on white” 

Figure 51 – Christian, son of Paul, brother of 
Isaac – Uncaptioned 
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Figure 52 – Paul, father of Christian and Isaac 
Uncaptioned 

 

       
Figure 53 – David, father of Ben 
“Swirling scarves” 

Figure 54 – David, father of Ben 
“I remember the floor” 
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Figure 55 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

 

Reflections on the Fourth Session 

My notes from viewing the videotape immediately after class include comments on 

participant responses. Anchor talks about flying and continues to show a penchant for spinning. 

Wyatt talks about his interest in being lifted in the plastic containers by adults. Christian was 

both fascinated and repelled by being lifted, which made his participation in the boy pass 

unpredictable. Boys are also attracted to riding the athletic mats while dads pull them along, 

another layer of their interest in locomotion I will build on in the fifth session. I list the actions 

the group discussed in response to my question about their memories of things their fathers did: 

throwing into bed, sleeping, being shaken awake, whistling and swinging, getting out of a chair, 

turning off lights, and carrying out the garbage. Providing narrative elements based on 

participants’ memories of father and son relationships, these actions will be content of a new 

dance for the fifth session. 
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I note that Christian and Isaac are easily ignited by making the block tower, and reflect 

on the mixed results of our human tower dance. Anchor was featured in the tower dance and 

seemed energized by it, though it was also centrifugal for the group. I also note that conflicts 

between Wyatt and Ben emerged as they struggled over the scarves I provided as movement 

props.  

Wyatt, Christian and Isaac seem to me the most resistant to my directive teaching style. I 

noticed Paul having to do much more managing of the boys this session. David also felt 

compelled to draw boys aside to discuss class conduct, and my class discussion about sharing 

was the first time I spoke directly to the group about behavior. I decide to call Christian and 

Isaac about the class. 

During a walk in a local park I hear from Christian about his perceptions of the class: “I 

have to do what teachers tell me all week,” he responds to his elementary school experience. “On 

the weekend I want to do what I want.” Christian brought along to the park a book on animal 

tracks and scats. While we wander between a play area and wooded part of a park trail, Christian 

and Isaac examine animal droppings they encounter and search for animal footprints that might 

help them identify the animals. This activity persists as we identify evidence of deer, and 

possibly rabbits. I ask Christian if I can borrow his book for our next session.  

Session 5:  “Everyone Fasten Your Seatbelts” 

Last week, in addition to intra-family exploration of sculpting and shadowing, the boys 

continued to show interest in the tower dance. Since the first session, this child-initiated 

development has offered rich learning opportunities and featured remarkable passion and 

invention by Ian, Isaac, Ben, Carl, Wyatt and Stanley. Based on observation and drawings, 
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however, the tower dance appeared to be less interesting to Anchor and Christian than the others. 

In addition the tower dance provides limited movement opportunities for the fathers.  

This session I am particularly interested in encouraging the theme of family dance that 

began with participants sharing memories of their fathers. I want to provide opportunities for 

dancing by fathers and sons together and with others, and I have designed a structure for a 

reflective dance about memories of fathers. My plan also includes picking up on Isaac’s and 

Christian’s fascination with animals and tracks that I learned about as we walked in the park. In 

this way, I hope to engage Christian at a more meaningful level. While he has clearly enjoyed 

aspects of sessions, such as being lifted and mirroring, there have been many instances in which 

Christian seemed to endure, rather than thrive in response to class content. 

Four boys and their three dads attend this session. Ian and Carl, with their father Todd, 

rejoin us this session while, ironically, Paul, Christian and Isaac are away on a family vacation. 

Wyatt, at a baseball game, is also absent. Though this was a planned event, Wyatt’s absence this 

day is a relief to me as teacher/parent. While Wyatt and I have enjoyed many moments of 

dancing together in these sessions, some of which, such as our mirroring exchanges, feel like 

highlights in our relationship, the tension I experience between leading the group and attending 

to my son is considerable. I welcome this opportunity to put aside my divided focus and 

concentrate on the other group members. 

We gather in our home space for our adapted yoga warm-up. Thinking about Anchor’s 

expressive turning last session I add more opportunities to twist and turn. I lead the group in 

reaching and twisting from side to side and then all the way around in a turn. As I introduce the 

twists and turning, Anchor and Carl stop and watch in stillness, then create their own turns after 

mine. Ian and Ben watch me closely too, imitating my turn. Dads also turn with me; David 
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throws some weight behind his windup and turn, while Steve and Todd turn with more caution. 

The second time we come to the turning sequence the boys wind up their arms, anticipating their 

turns and launching them energetically. Ian calls out, “Ohhhhhh,” as he turns. Ben and David 

turn together and Ben catches David’s eye as they end together. Smiling, David pats Ben on the 

head.  

To introduce the theme of animals I add an exploration of time using animal images in 

the warm up: slow advancing “like a lion,” and quick retreating, “like a mouse.” Ben’s father 

David is particularly engaged with these animating metaphors, widening and lowering his center 

of weight into strength and growling. The boys strut forward, walking with long steps into the 

middle of the circle, then skitter backwards arms and legs vibrating, bodies bent forward and 

condensed. The boys add growls and squeaks to their advancing and retreating.  

I provide West African music (Suso, 1997a) to accompany our square dance. In response 

to the music Ian offers, “a rainforest. Maybe the Amazon is where it is. A tribe, a tribe in the 

Amazon.” Facing a common center, boys amplify their rhythmic knee bouncing into small 

jumps, vocalizing “yah, yah, yah, yah,” with each jump as they approach and retreat. Responding 

to stamping feet Ian calls out, “Oh, I’m so mad.” 

Responding to the boys’ interests in sliding and rolling on the floor observed in previous 

sessions, I move on to a sequence of three actions: sliding, bouncing and rolling that move away 

from the circle center and then return toward it. Steve and Anchor take these three actions and 

develop their own sequence that includes circling around each other. Meanwhile, the eight-year-

olds and their fathers retain their orientation to the whole circle. Five-year-old Carl shadows his 

dad and brother Ian, watching his brother intently. Ian continues his stamping, transforming his 

bouncing into low, stamping jumps.  
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On my signal dads take shapes around the perimeter of the circle and boys crawl through, 

around and over all the dads, sometimes organizing themselves in follow the leader style. Also 

on my cue, dads change their shapes providing boys with different shapes to explore. Ian finds a 

way to jump over David and the group of boys follows him. Next, boys create still shapes for 

dads to explore. The boys make a first set of shapes, Carl on his stomach with feet raised while 

Ian, Ben and Anchor stand with feet spread apart. Dads leap over Carl and probe the open spaces 

beneath the standing boys, sometimes sliding all the way through.  

I direct, “Boys, change your shape.” First Ian and Ben, then Carl, make low compact 

shapes. Carl rolls to his back into a ball. Last to assume a new shape, Anchor adapts the curled 

up shape of the other boys, stretching hands away from feet and thrusting his hips above him. 

Dads swing their legs over the low shapes, sometimes resting a toe on a back. I announce, “The 

boys are like stones in the stream.” Then, as dads continue to step over and touch the boys, Steve 

and David, led by Todd, pick up the stone-like boys who hold their shapes firmly, then set them 

back onto the ground. 

As the group collects back at the perimeter of the circle, Anchor pops off the floor, 

jumping into a spin. Carl spins his arms energetically in front of himself as he advances to the 

center of the circle. All the boys jump rhythmically as they approach and retreat from the center. 

I explain our next activity: 

 Last Saturday, we made a sculpture and David was the first shape. This time I’ll 
be the first shape and one at a time go around, David, Steve, Todd, Carl, Anchor, 
Ben and Ian add to my shape one at a time. I’ll keep bouncing. (Session 5 
Transcript, 2002) 

 
Dads and boys connect to build an add-on group shape. The dads add to my shape one at 

a time, David connecting head to head. Steve adds his shape, connecting to my ankle head to 
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head with Anchor. Carl connects his head to David’s knee. Todd introduces his standing shape 

with his hand on my back and Ian follows him to slide into place on his back, feet on my hips 

and Todd’s thigh. Ben scoots through Steve’s legs, over Ian and connects with my elbow. “Can 

we keep our connection and move the whole shape somewhere?” I ask. Bouncing with the 

drumming we take small steps in one direction, largely retaining our shape and connections as 

we move. Carl rolls along in front of David’s foot and Steve pulls Anchor who slides on his 

stomach at first, then stands with his head on Steve’s shoulder and shuffles with the group.  

Ian and Carl jump in place holding hands with Todd as we return to the circle perimeter 

in family groups. David follows Ben into place, clapping and shuffling. Steve and Anchor hold 

hands. “Who would like to be our first shape?” I ask. Ben and then Ian raise their hands. “I will,” 

says Ian. Both Ian and Ben have been frequent and confident initiators of cross-family, dancing 

and comments. To support his interactions with other families I ask him to lead. “Anchor, would 

you like to be our first shape?” I ask. Anchor walks toward the center of the circle in front of his 

father and adjusts his legs for a wider stance as he pushes his hands out to the side at shoulder 

height. “Good job,” I respond a moment after his shape settles. “And,” I cue Steve who dances 

carefully around Anchor, lowering himself in a seated shape under Anchor’s sheltering arm. Ian 

attaches the top of his head to the middle of Anchor’s back. “Todd, add on,” I cue. Todd sits, 

connecting to Ian with one hand, the other extended overhead. Carl connects side by side with 

Todd. David sinks to his back, connecting to Todd’s outstretched arm with his foot. Todd moves 

David’s foot to the rhythm and laughs. Ben, kneeling behind Anchor, lifts Ian’s arm, placing it 

on his head. I follow him, placing my foot on Todd’s shoulder and my hand on Ian’s back.  

Seeing all the boys and dads settled on the floor and pulsing together in rhythm I decide 

to explore our shape in place, instead of moving it across the floor. “Maybe we’ll just pulse this 
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one,” I say. “Look around and see all the shapes. Ben, crawl through them,” I continue. Ben 

detaches himself from Ian and crawls under him. Ian trails Ben, followed by Anchor and then 

Carl; they circle Steve and crawl over David’s stomach. David addresses the travelers, “Oh, 

climb over me. Okay climbers.” David groans with the weight of each crossing boy. Todd pulses 

in place, smiling and watching the action. The group shape dissolves and Anchor jumps to 

standing and continues jumping next to Steve as we transition to the next activity. 

“Another thing we did last Saturday was kind of fun,” I start, asking Ian, “Can I borrow 

you for a moment?” Ian, who was not present for the previous class guesses, “the mirrors?” It’s 

interesting to me that Ian remembers mirroring from two weeks earlier. His mirroring involved 

concentrated interactions with his younger brother Carl, as well as exchanges with the whole 

group. Ian’s quick recall of an activity from two weeks earlier is an indication of extended 

influence from that session.  

To Ian and the group I offer, “I wasn’t thinking about the mirrors, I was thinking about 

sculpting.” Ben responds immediately, “Oh yeah, sculpting. I want to do sculpting.” I revise my 

invitation to Ian saying, “I’ll work with Ben because he was here last week. Keep an eye on 

him.” Addressing the group I continue, “Ben is going to be my clay.” 

“I’ve worked with clay,” Ben offers. His mother is a ceramicist and teaches classes for 

children at a nearby art center. I shape his arm saying, “Ben is going to keep his shape. Now if 

Ben is too wet what happens?” Ben illustrates being too wet, allowing his arm to droop. Todd 

also demonstrates limpness with his body. I continue, “But he’s just right. Make sure your clay is 

the right wetness. I can move his arms, his legs, and I can give him all sorts of signals.” I clap 

close to Ben’s right hand and he changes the position of his arm. As we work through three 
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examples of Ben changing shape in response to my clapped signals, our youngest members 

Anchor and Carl also clap excitedly.  

Then I demonstrate blowing on a body part or joint to cue movement. “I can blow on him 

to make a shape. Work with your dad. Take turns being the sculptor and the clay.” Carl standing 

with Todd advances toward Ben as I blow on him, then looking up to Todd he returns to stand 

next to his dad in the circle. I ask Ian, “Do you want to sculpt me?” Ian declines, “No, you can.” 

I shape Ian as the families begin sculpting. 

Anchor claps repeatedly at his dad Steve and then leans against him. Carl, watching the 

sculpting demonstration intently, rushes in to help shape Ben. Working in family groups, Carl 

and Anchor insist on being the first sculptors. Anchor briefly tries to undress his dad until Steve 

dissuades him. Carl, shaping Todd by gently blowing on him, approaches to make a change, then 

retreats a short way, apparently getting perspective on Todd’s entire shape which looms over 

Carl’s head. Ben shapes his dad, David. 

Carl soon adds jumps to his clapping to indicate changes in Todd’s extremities far 

overhead. “Look at my dad, hee hee, look at my dad,” he announces proudly. “When you guys 

have a really cool shape that you want people to see, like I have with Ian here, let us know,” I 

request. I introduce the elements of a shape museum to the boys and dads, adding observing, 

recreating and trading places to the activity of sculpting and refining shapes. When finished 

sculpting, the shapers wander through the gallery of shapes observing others and selecting shapes 

to copy. Once copied the person in the original shape is released to browse the other shapes.  

I don’t know whether the boys can recreate the shapes they observe, but imagine that they 

can follow their dads as the adults attempt it. Carl initially follows Todd as Todd replaces Steve, 

pausing to support himself briefly on the backs of the two dads. When Steve leaves with Anchor 
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following him, Carl travels with them. Carl stops wandering when I engage him in sculpting 

after Todd replaces me in my shape. After sculpting Carl I copy his shape and remind him, “I’m 

going to take your shape and that frees you to move around and find a shape that you’re 

interested in.” Carl moves immediately to Ian, his brother, and recreates his shape, freeing Ian to 

travel. I migrate to Todd, who has yet to be freed to travel. Ian watches us. Todd travels and then 

replaces Steve who, along with Anchor, jumps into movement exclaiming, “Yay, we’re free.” 

With coaching from Steve, Anchor takes Ian’s shape and Steve replaces Ben. “This is like shape 

tag,” David comments. 

Extending the idea of recreating shapes they observe, Ian and Ben discover they can copy 

and then change parts of the original shape, or continue sculpting the shapes they encounter. Ian 

reshapes Anchor and then Steve, saying to Anchor’s dad, “You’re free, you can change your 

shape.” Anchor immediately attaches himself to Steve. Carl watches these exchanges. David 

coaches Carl to “save someone, save the world, save Mr. Richard.” Carl persists in watching, 

then walks several steps and takes David’s shape, close to the ground on his stomach. Suddenly 

freed from his shape, David runs through the gallery of shapes jumping over those closest to the 

ground. Steve and Anchor continue to survey the group for shapes to free. David resumes 

sculpting Ben, and Todd resumes sculpting Ian. 

At one point Todd says of the shape he creates with Ian, “I like that. It looks like you’re 

hailing a cab.” Watching the shape being developed I suggest, “you can add sounds to that too.” 

“Everybody, take your favorite shape from the shape museum,” I direct the group, then explain:  

 You know what happens in a shape museum at night when the museum closes?  
They turn out the lights. When they turn out the lights the sculptures move around 
the gallery, but when they hear this (I ring my bells), they know it’s the night 
watchman coming and they freeze. Get ready for lights out. (Session 5 Transcript, 
2002) 
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Moments later the entire collection of shapes moves across the floor. Some try to retain 

their original shape, others, such as David among the adults, relinquish their shapes while 

traveling, freely adopting new shapes that accommodate traveling movements. Carl runs and 

then slides sideways across the floor. Steve skitters along holding the wide shape of his upper 

body firmly. “Do we have to get back to our original shape?” David asks after I ring my bells 

and the group comes to stillness. “Well, yes,” I answer, “but any shape is okay because the 

janitor doesn’t have a good memory. He’s gone. Let’s go,” I announce, and the room erupts into 

movement. Ben adapts a skipping motif to travel, while Ian holds a firm upper body shape as he 

runs through the space. Carl gestures forward with his arms as he runs and David cartwheels 

across the floor. Another freeze catches the group close together in firmly held shapes. As 

locomotion begins after the freeze, Ian and Ben move in quick small steps, Anchor travels slowly 

with Steve, and Carl orbits Todd.  

I tour the gallery of shapes in the role of night watchman. “I thought these sculptures 

were still the last time I looked.” I touch each shape checking for firmness. “Yeah, they’re still.” 

I signal one more traveling episode, culminating with “Come into the center.” David runs and 

slides, and Carl runs and jumps to join the group. 

Matching and changing shapes in the sculpture museum leads into dancing exchanges. 

Episodes of solo dancing alternate with careful movement into puzzle-like, interlocking 

relationships between dads and boys in family groups. Dads and boys start in adjacent shapes 

that surround each other. One partner carefully removes himself from the surrounding partner 

and travels at will for a short period of time. Those who remain in place count to eight to 

measure the travel time.  
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I demonstrate with Ian how to begin in an interlocking shape, showing how one of the 

partners carefully removes himself and travels for eight counts before returning to create a new 

interlocking shape. Lying on his side, Todd surrounds the standing Carl. At first, the dads count 

casually as Carl, Ian, Ben and Anchor travel. Carl, the last of the boys to return from traveling, 

takes care to find a satisfactory shape to surround Todd. Anchor also shows care in shaping his 

hand and arm around Steve’s knee. Led by Ian, the boys count the eight beats their dads can 

travel with enthusiasm. Matching the boys’ engagement, dads count in unison as boys stay close 

by. Instead of extensive travel they direct their attention to climbing on nearby dads. Steve ends 

up surrounded by Anchor and with Ben attached high on his back.  

Witnessing this modification, David suggests, “Kids, come back to a different dad.” Carl 

makes a last minute switch ending up surrounding Steve. Boys continue their encounters with 

adult shapes, finding those they can climb, or like Anchor, finding places in their dad’s shape 

where they can nestle. Boys and dads continue to flexibly puzzle within family groups and 

outside them, and boys return to their dads for the final puzzle. Ben finishes attached to David’s 

back. David jokes, “Has anyone seen Ben?  I haven’t seen him all day,” as he turns and travels to 

search the room. Soon Todd has lifted Ian and Carl, and Steve lofts Anchor by his feet. These 

intra-family duets and trios, often including spinning, continue as I move equipment to support 

the next activity. 

Continuing the pattern of adults lifting children, I capture Ian and carry him to a mat at 

the center of the room. I invite dads to collect their boys and place them on the mat for a reprise 

of actions we associated with our dads last session, which I present as a group dance sequence. I 

model each section of the dance, first picking up Ian and throwing him onto the mat in slow 

motion. Ian calls out, “I’ve been captured by an army! Call the FBI!  It’s illegal for parents to 
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throw their children into bed.” All the boys complain loudly about going to bed, but stay on the 

mat. I pick up a large bedspread and the dads each take a corner. We lift and lower the spread 

several times before inverting it and quickly crawling underneath with the boys, a metaphor for 

turning out the lights at night. In the darkness dads create loud snoring sounds. “It’s morning and 

nobody wants to get up, and they get tickled,” I exclaim to the sleeping boys, who squeal and 

escape the bedspread tent. “That’s enough tickling for one day,” comments Ian after the second 

repeat of this sequence. 

With the bedspread laid on the floor I announce, “All the boys get to take a ride.” Ian, 

Carl and Ben hop onto the spread immediately, while Anchor lingers with his dad. Steve points 

out the spread and Anchor hops on. Ian calls out, “Everyone fasten your seatbelts.” The dads 

rotate the spread two times. Todd calls out “…To the stage!” and the dads slide the boys in the 

spread to one end of the room, then back again. “That was a good one. Shall we do a dad?” asks 

Steve. David and Carl pile onto the spread while the remaining dads and boys pull them across 

the room and back. Todd and Ben are next across. “Steve, you’re next,” and Anchor climbs in 

with his dad. Exhausted, David lies down. Dads and boys roll to the center of the room while 

Carl jumps over these rolling obstacles.  

“I need to give Ian and Carl and Todd a chance to talk about what they know about their 

dads,” I say to the gathered group. Carl and Ian describe and then show how Todd plays golf and 

basketball. Ian stands and shows a golf swing accompanying his action with “bang.” Carl stands 

to demonstrate how Todd plays basketball, shooting a ball toward an imaginary hoop. Ben says 

of his dad, “Yeah, he’s always on the computer.” Todd volunteers, “I remember my dad playing 

the piano, particularly when it was quiet in the house.” As Todd speaks he gestures playing piano 

as Carl sits in his lap pretending to shoot baskets. Ian offers, “Basketball dance, my favorite.” 
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“We’ll make a dance about some of these things next time,” I say in closing, then asking, “What 

do you remember about today?” Ian calls out, “the blanket ride,” another boy says, “the magic 

carpet ride…let’s do it again.” Another boy says quietly, “sculpture museum.” Remembering the 

boys’ responses to the beginning dance Steve offers, “They liked the mouse a lot.”  

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

Today’s drawings are more connected to class content than last week, with images 

depicting bedspread, sculpting, and puzzle dances. Both boys and dads make drawings 

suggesting “the blanket ride.” Ian (Figure 56) draws a larger figure and a smaller figure attached 

to the outside edge of a rectangular shape containing a small figure. Ben depicts two small 

reclining figures in a carefully drawn rectangle (Figure 57). Anchor’s rectangle encased inside 

another rectangle is complete with four sets of hash marks, roughly at the corners of the interior 

rectangle (Figure 58). Steve’s bedspread is elaborated with motion lines showing rotation (Figure 

59). Eight circles, two at each of four corners, hover over a central square and connect to it with 

two lines each. A stylized flying carpet hovering in space, complete with tassels is captioned 

“magic carpet” in David’s drawing (Figure 60). 

   
Figure 56 – Ian, son of Todd, brother of Carl 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 57 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 
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Figure 58 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 59 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 

 

 
Figure 60 – David, father of Ben 
“Magic Carpet” 

 
Carl’s drawing (Figure 61) is the most linguistically complex of the day. Transcribed by 

Todd it reads, “Liked being the sculptor and his dad being the clay.” The drawing consists of two 

smiling figures, one smaller, one larger, standing side-by-side and inclined toward each other. 
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Todd’s drawing depicts a larger figure and a smaller figure sharing the same shape and is 

captioned “puzzle museum” (Figure 62). 

   
Figure 61 – Carl, son of Todd, brother of Ian 
“Liked being the sculptor and my dad being 
the clay” 

Figure 62 – Todd, father of Carl and Ian 
“Puzzle museum” 

Back to the Tower 

While participants draw I set up drums and mats. In the background I play a recording of 

West African drumming. Ian goes to the drums first, sitting on one of the taller drums while 

beating a steady pulse. David and I add to the drumming and are soon joined by Ben, Steve and 

Anchor. Picking up a set of bells Ben skips around the drummers. Carl joins the group. Todd is 

furthest from the drumming and helps assemble the three-block tower. Ian ascends the tower first 

and stands on the top circling his baton and streamer until the ribbon becomes tangled. David 

and Steve drum with energy as Ian climbs. Ben soon joins Ian atop the tower, followed by Carl. 

Anchor eventually sets down the bells he has been playing and follows Carl up the tower. 
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Descending, Ian plays percussion with David. Anchor reaches the summit and peeks out over the 

top of the highest cube. Anchor descends picking up the streamers as Carl jumps in place and 

then launches himself up the tower again. Ben joins the percussion players. Carl asks for a 

streamer from the top of the cube. I hand it to him and he immediately circles it with energy.  

Ian begins to dance around the drums as the two five year olds, Carl and Anchor, together 

at the summit, twirl their streamers. All the boys descend and everyone picks up rhythm sticks. 

Supported by the group’s collective rhythm Ian begins to play the drums energetically. Gradually 

a call-and-response exchange takes shape. Todd and I play a four-beat ostinato pattern, which the 

remaining group answers by repeating it exactly. Todd and I continue to play while David and 

the boys answer our call with a loud two-beat pattern. Ian crawls through the tower and play 

equipment, drumming as he travels. Carl follows him playing on the equipment. Ben circles the 

tower playing a set of bells. Carl follows his brother up the tower. Anchor, who has been a part 

of the boys’ rhythmic response, leaves his drum to pick up a streamer.  

Ben climbs the tower with his bell followed by Anchor as Ian mounts the drums, playing 

them while standing on them. Anchor, holding his streamer, leaps from play equipment adjacent 

to the tower and Carl circles the tower, drumming on the lower block. Steve follows Anchor 

around the tower and drums with a cops and robbers narration. “You’re under arrest,” he states. 

Circling the drums, Anchor waves his streamer, finally spinning in place as the group ends the 

drumming with a loud crescendo. Sporadic drumming continues as David and Ian linger at the 

drums. Anchor spins persistently, his streamer in hand, spiraling around him. Fathers and I talk 

at the side as Carl and Anchor climb, after a final jump boys surrender their ribbons. “Ok guys, 

it’s time to get going,” says Todd, “good job guys.” As adults linger, a solitary Ben climbs the 

tower, Ian and Carl play army in the lower blocks. Dads linger talking for many minutes and 
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boys play with the spinner and toys after they desert the play equipment. “Say thank you to Mr. 

Richards,” says Todd as he and his boys leave. The boys chorus their thanks. “You’re welcome, 

see you next week,” I say. 

Reflections on the Fifth Session 

Teaching this class without Wyatt was wonderful. I don’t remember having a moment of 

worry about compliance and management. I felt I could breathe, talk to boys, or dads, as I 

needed to without dividing my attention. And, I’m a bit guilty about feeling this much release.  

I arranged the session to end with tower dancing and drumming because of the pre-

session interest of the boys as they arrived. Having learned the call and response pattern earlier, 

the boys seem drawn to it and are energized. Ian’s disposition toward drumming may make this 

more possible for the other boys. 

Boys and dads freely adapt my sliding, falling and rolling phrase. David and Ben seem to 

share a moment of satisfaction, smiling after turning together. David’s dancing is noteworthy for 

its full-bodied quality. Today was a highpoint of cross-family dancing beginning with early 

tower play before the session began and built as dads and then boys took still shapes to be 

explored. Both dads and boys explored shapes created by non-family members. There was 

fullness to the movement, with dads as well as boys descending to the floor. Extra-family 

moving was continued as group shapes moved across the floor. Intra-family sculpting led to 

cross-family shaping and finally to the whole-group shape museum. Ian and Ben helped the 

young boys adapt shaping in the shape tag episode. Puzzle dancing also began with intra-family 

exchanges and soon evolved to include cross family exchanges, with the encouragement of the 

adults. Notably, the puzzle dances involved careful shaping and robust rhythmic activity.  
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This session in many ways seemed to highlight and balance aesthetic dance values of 

control and freedom of movement, dancing alone and together, locomotor and fine motor 

actions, and offered the whole community a coherently satisfying focus with lots of room for 

individual variation. The dance about memories of dads, created from recollections and 

movements contributed by 4th session boys and dads developed gradually, starting with my 

lifting of Ian to throw him onto the mat (in slow motion.)  With a satisfyingly celebratory whole-

group dance conclusion this dance included an opportunity for Todd’s family to add their 

memories and for Ben to revise his memory of David. 

Meeting Christian’s and Isaac’s needs remains to be done. I feel resourceful about the 

materials I’ve assembled in response to their animal interests.
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CHAPTER 5 

PHASE THREE:  SHAPING THE WORLD 

The final two sessions are described. Benefiting from conversations with Christian and 

Isaac, who were absent during session 5, I prepared new materials in light of their interests in 

animals. Session 5 was a highlight of expressiveness and cross-family flexibility in our dance 

learning community. Session 6 begins with a series of challenges and reconnections among 

group members. Table 6 below describes major session content for both sessions 6 and 7. 

Session 6:  “It’s a great meeting place for animals” 

Session six has the lowest attendance, only half the group:  Paul with Christian and Isaac, 

Steve and Anchor, and Wyatt and me. As families arrive, boys congregate among the toys. On 

his back, Steve lifts Anchor overhead. Boys play tag briefly and then concentrate on the pre-

school blocks and trucks, which they take from bins on shelves lining one end of the room. With 

the boys chirping among the toys, Paul and Steve assist me in moving equipment off the floor, 

reorganizing the room. This is a break from our tradition of inter-generational activity to prepare 

our space. 

Inventing a group transition on the spot, I direct the group to, “roll to the middle.” We 

pause halfway to look up at the ceiling. “A propeller,” says one boy, describing a circulation fan. 

“I’m falling up,” comments Wyatt. I suggest, “Dads, you might want to roll over on your bellies 

and let your guys gently roll up and down your back.” Anchor climbs onto Steve’s back, 

Christian and Isaac climb on each other, and Wyatt rolls his head from my feet to my head and 
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back. “…a way to use your body like a conveyor belt,” I announce. With Wyatt’s cooperation I 

show how dads can roll beneath the boys to propel them across the floor, and how each boy can 

use his body to press down on his dad, thereby directing their own rolling, controlling the speed 

and direction.  
TABLE 6:  Session Content Chart for Shaping the World 

 Session 6 
“It’s a great meeting place for 
animals” 

Session 7 
“Putting my map on the floor with 
tape” 

Pre-session 
Activity 

Tag and then fine motor play with 
toys 

Equipment moving 

Opening Activity Contact improvisation transition 
to center 

Square dance with traveling and 
caves and trees 

1st Group 
Activity 

Yoga warm up  Seascape sounds and photos 

2nd Group 
Activity  

Square dance with hip-
hop/clogging episode 

Artic sounds and landscapes  

3rd Group 
Activity  

Group connected shape Family journey landscape creation – 
starting points and destinations  

4th Group 
Activity  

Dads dance construction  

5th Group 
Activity 

Bedspread dance  

6th Group 
Activity 

Animal tracks and scats  

7th Group 
Activity 

Family animal drawings and 
extensive presentation 

 

Free Dance 
 

Shaping landscape for your 
animal 

Family journey dance presentations 
and final line dance 

Drawings Landscapes, bedspreads Maps and journey landscapes 

 
Paul rolls with one and then both his sons across the floor; Anchor rolls along his dad and 

lands on the floor. Isaac walks over to look at us, asking, “Wyatt, are you okay?” As Wyatt and I 

roll back to back I suggest, “back to back you can practice squishing each other…nice and even 

pressure.” Anchor pushes against his dad with his back and then his hands. Isaac presses against 

Paul’s back energetically while Christian lounges next to him. “It’s like Batman and Robin when 

they were climbing up a narrow chimney back to back, remember?” Steve quizzes Anchor. “I’m 
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going to let Wyatt push me over,” I say as Wyatt rolls me slowly across the floor. Christian and 

Isaac practice rolling Paul as Steve and I lift our sons, their hips on our feet in classic airplane 

formation. Soon Paul and Isaac join this activity while Christian watches, then stands and circles 

his brother and father before wandering to the side of the room. Anchor pushes Steve with his 

head, then scoots around him, talking as he travels, and ends with his head on Steve’s stomach, 

hands patting him gently. This sequence of group rolling to pushing and manipulating in pairs to 

lifting brings us to our Home space.  

Wyatt runs and leaps into my arms. “We’re going to do a variation on our warm-up,” I 

explain. I describe additions to the yoga sequence from last session: scooping, reaching and 

lifting something heavy to begin, leading to a variety of turning opportunities. We scoop in the 

space around us as we gather. Wyatt transforms his scoop into a chain of spins that take him 

across the floor and then down to rolling on the floor. Anchor reaches overhead, rocking forward 

and back as he reaches the apex of his movement, fingers wiggling. The dads reach up and 

behind themselves, arching their backs. Instead of arching back, a movement the two dads fulfill, 

the boys reach high overhead, eyes on each other.  

As I lead the group in smoothing the space around them at waist level, Wyatt, Christian 

and Isaac transform the action into clawing and swiping as they gravitate closer together, talking 

nonstop about their actions. Anchor, remaining close to Steve, watches his smoothing hands and 

turns in a slow spin. Steve shows Anchor the change in action from flicking to smoothing and 

they pause to talk 

The talkative trio of boys, the more private duet of Steve and Anchor, and Paul and I 

reunite as we slide onto the floor, rolling onto our backs to bicycle our legs together. Christian 

runs, doing his now familiar orbit of the group. As we return to standing, concluding the 
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sequence, Wyatt jumps up from the floor and heads away from the group followed by Isaac. 

“Come on over here and be my heavy weight,” I call to Wyatt. “Pick up a heavy weight,” I direct 

as we repeat the sequence. I pick up Wyatt and Anchor attempts to pick up Steve. Brothers 

Christian and Isaac orbit the group, again running, until we slide to the floor. 

As I continue to describe and show new actions from last session - slow walking like a 

lion and sudden retreating like a mouse, Christian continues to circle, now adopting a wide, slow 

stamp. Isaac follows Christian running, pausing to poke at Wyatt. The group comes to a slight 

pause as we stretch high and wide in place; the following twisting action launches the three older 

boys into more running across the room. Anchor and Steve linger with the twisting action, 

elaborating into turns in place with arms stretched out wide. As the group concludes the 

sequence I call Wyatt, Christian and Isaac back to the circle. “Put your hands on your center,” I 

direct. Wyatt complies while indicating in a loud voice, “my center.” Isaac, running and 

stamping, circles Paul, and Christian comes to a rest standing beside Paul. 

As I transition to the square dance, Wyatt and Christian become animated with running, 

often inserting moves from the hip slouching air guitar playing that first appeared in session 

three. Before the square dance begins Isaac joins the two in the shuffling kicking step that 

accompanied the guitar playing in an earlier session. “Hey Wyatt, come over here with me,” I 

call as the square dance begins. Bouncing our knees in synchrony, we approach the center of the 

circle, pausing at the center, and then retreating to the perimeter. As a group we converge and 

retreat twice. Wyatt plays air guitar as we time our movements to follow the musical beat.  

As in past sessions, our square dance alternates whole group converging on the center 

with the boys, and then the dads, converging in separate groups. “And boys in,” I call out. Wyatt, 

Christian and Isaac stand midway into the circle looking at each other, while Anchor, pushed out 
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into the circle by his dad Steve, jumps in place. Christian begins a walk toward the center and out 

slouching his shoulders rhythmically, while Isaac and a strumming Wyatt watch him. 

“Everybody in,” I call, and the dads join the boys. Anchor follows Steve closely as the dads 

approach the center, the four boys in front of them. One last time I call out, “and boys in.” Wyatt 

strums his guitar from the side, while Isaac and Christian stand still and Anchor continues 

jumping in place. Occupied in their individual pursuits, the boys don’t converge on the center as 

a group. 

This time when I say “everybody in,” the approaching dads seem to press the boys out of 

the circle. First Christian, Isaac and Wyatt leave the circle to orbit the group of dads, while 

Anchor jumps and hangs on Steve. “And back,” I instruct the compliant dads and grab Wyatt as 

we retreat to the outside of the circle. During the retreat, Steve stumbles as he tries to stay on the 

rhythm, with Anchor attached to his arm. Wyatt eludes my grasp, and he, Christian and Isaac 

march to the center of the circle strumming pretend guitars. Steve shakes Anchor off his arm, as 

he points forcefully to the ground. The tone of adult frustration seems mirrored by child 

resistance and confusion as Wyatt, Christian and Isaac move in opposition to the men while 

Anchor hovers close by his dad. Instead of moving in and out in relation to the circle, it appears 

that when the dads move into the circle the boys move away from them. 

Grasping for a solution to this fragmenting situation, I hear myself say, “you guys know 

about hip hop dancing don’t you?” “Oh, sure,” announces Christian, who runs toward the stage 

and away from the circle. He leaps into the air and lands on the floor in a flurry of close to the 

ground footwork, as he supports himself on his arms, then flips to his back in a dramatic ending. 

Isaac follows him with his own variation of his brother’s floor material, also ending on the floor, 
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legs apart. All focus on them and their dramatic finish. I try to construct a bridge between their 

actions and some simple clog dancing actions. 

I draw on my experience with Appalachian clog dancing to explore actions of sliding and 

stamping with the group. In reference to the boys’ performances I comment, “Part of that is 

being able to slide.” I model a sliding, chugging movement that I hope they recognize as an 

element of their hip-hop movement vocabulary. “Slide in different directions,” I direct. Briefly 

boys and dads find themselves exploring inside the vocabulary of these actions. Paul releases his 

focus from Christian and Isaac to try out barefoot sliding. Christian extends his sliding by taking 

it to the floor, a modification that in his earlier performance resulted in B-boy variations on 

hands and feet close to the floor. He punctuates this with a lingering pause on the floor before 

rising to rotate his hips and continue his exploration independently of the group. This moment is 

an enormous shift in Christian’s dance participation in the class, from leading interactions with 

Isaac and Wyatt in opposition to my direction, to virtuosic solo performance. His self-

presentation/performance contributes dance materials he has seen and briefly experienced in 

Philadelphia hip-hop concerts and workshops. Isaac takes his traveling across the circle. Steve 

and Anchor work out a sliding dance while circling around each other. Wyatt, in socks, increases 

the energy and size of his slides until he falls to the floor.  

“Bring your slides into the center of the circle,” I direct. This time as we approach the 

center I invite the group to watch the variations of sliding in the group. “And stomping,” I 

suggest. When I introduced stomping in the last session it elicited a strong dynamic response. 

For example, Ian made an affective association, declaring, “I’m so mad.” This time there is less 

response and I pass through the exploration of stomping to clapping and move on, directing dads 

to “take a shape, and all the boys go around the trees and find the caves.”  
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Anchor stays close to his dad. Boys begin to reengage with their dads when invited to 

explore the trees and caves of the fathers’ still shapes, weaving between legs and around all the 

dads eventually with high spirits, though Anchor takes some convincing from Isaac before he 

joins this activity. On the dads’ second change of shape Anchor scurries beneath Steve’s bridge-

like pose. During the third change, Christian hugs his dad Paul and holds him while gently 

pulsing his knees with the music; the boys then take their shapes for dads to explore. Anchor 

makes a challenging shape to balance, Wyatt takes a shape on the floor, and Christian and Isaac 

take standing poses. Paul sinks to the floor to probe Isaac’s shape, lifting him briefly onto his 

back. Steve’s arms carve the space over Christian as I walk slowly over Wyatt. 

As the folk song I used for our square dance ends, I attend to the CD player to repeat the 

cut and introduce the group to a combination of sliding to the center of the circle and rolling back 

to its outer edge. After several attempts to model what I think of as a simple activity only the two 

dads are following me; I adjust my plan, leading the group in side-to-side stretching. Again, the 

dads work with me, but Wyatt lies on the floor, Christian ties his shoe and Isaac jumps on Paul, 

while Anchor remains by Steve’s side.  

“Connect onto my shape,” I direct. Isaac connects to an intersection of Steve and Paul, 

and Christian joins him, squeezing himself between his younger brother and dad. Steve reaches 

to connect with Anchor’s head and Wyatt remains on the floor. “Let’s move our shape,” I 

suggest. Pulsing to the music we travel slowly across the floor and over Wyatt who is drawn up 

into the shape. Through another traveling group shape dads and boys often stay connected, yet 

there is also pushing and pulling as the boys roughhouse along their travels. “Can one of the boys 

be the first shape?” I ask, and Wyatt and Isaac walk forward. I model connecting to them and the 

group follows to construct our third shape.  
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The music ends and I run to deploy the athletic mat we used for our dance about things 

we remember our dads doing from last session. “One of the dances we did was a dad’s dance,” I 

announce. “Throwing me in the bed,” Isaac says. I lift Wyatt and place him on the mat, adding 

him to the three boys already there. I unfold the bedcover we’ve used as a vehicle and tent, and 

Steve admonishes, “Easy guys, taking care of each other?” The three dads place/throw the boys 

on the mat and cover them with the bedspread and supply outsized snores. Squeals and laughter 

announce tickling, followed by the boys throwing off the bedspread. “Then it’s morning and the 

dads have to wake up the boys,” I explain. “I’m not waking up,” Christian insists. 

“That was the first part of our dance,” I state, “then the second part was about what our 

fathers were doing. One of the things was playing golf. What do you have to do to play golf?” 

Christian and Isaac take their feet, energetically illustrating golf swings. “Yeah, like Tiger Wood, 

putt, putt, putt,” Isaac enthuses. Christian, Isaac and Wyatt stand with their imaginary golf clubs, 

adjust their stance from side to side, wind up and then execute enormous swings. Steve assists 

Anchor with his swing. Anchor repeats his swing, launching himself off-balance, then recovers 

and hugs his dad. “One, two, three, wish,” we say together as we swing. “Look it went out the 

window, cool,” Wyatt calls out.  

“There was another thing,” I suggest as we add sawing in recognition of Paul’s memory 

of his father. Steve and Anchor hold onto each other as they push and pull their saw, while 

Wyatt, Isaac and Christian work to visually coordinate the timing of their pushing and pulling 

with Paul and me. We also add Ben’s memory of his dad David taking out the garbage. “Pick up 

your garbage can and take it out to the edge of the street,” I model. “And set it down. Is there 

anything else you remember dads doing?” I ask. 
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“Boys to bed, boys to bed,” I start the dance. “One, two, three,” the dads count lifting the 

cover over the boys before covering them and climbing under. “Dads tickle the boys,” I 

announce as we remove the cover to prepare to golf. “Ready, one, two, three, wish,” I 

accompany. We recreate two-person sawing and end with taking out the garbage before returning 

to the mat to conclude our dance. 

Boys congregate under the cover on the mat after a rehearsal of the Dads Dance. “Wyatt 

said something about pulling people on the cover. What do you think about that?” I ask. With the 

bedspread available on the floor, Anchor tells the boys about what he did the previous week. 

Climbing onto the spread, he tells us, “We climbed on the blanket, and then we were sitting and 

you pulled us.” He invites the other boys to join him and the dads rotate and slide the boys in the 

blanket across the floor. Anchor requests, “Daddy, daddy, me and you,” hoping for a ride with 

his dad. Steve crawls in next to Anchor and with some coaxing the other boys climb out so they 

can pull with Paul and me. Soon Isaac and Christian climb back into the blanket halting the 

blanket slide temporarily.  

All the boys pull Steve and Anchor back to the center of the room and then argue about 

who will ride next. “Bubblegum, bubblegum in a dish…” starts Isaac. Wyatt counters, “King Tot 

had a butt, what color is it?” Steve lifts Anchor out of the blanket and Anchor wanders off, 

oblivious to the boys’ negotiation. Without agreement on the color, the boys cannot decide who 

will ride. 

“We all take turns,” comments Steve, echoed by Paul. I offer, “It may take some 

generosity and sharing to make this work,” and then introduce a book, Tracks, Scats and Signs 

(Dandy, 1996), a book about animals and their behaviors that Christian had shared with me. 

Connecting this transition to supporting generosity in the group of boys I announce, “Christian is 
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very generous. A couple of weeks ago I asked him to share a book . . . Tracks Scats and Signs. 

Christian, thank you.” Gathered closely in a group surrounding the bedspread, the boys view 

images of animal tracks and droppings and discuss animals that may have made them. “Here are 

some big tracks,” I say. “It’s a skunk. Look at the scat, gross,” says Isaac. I ask the boys to 

“notice the paws. Are they close together or apart?” “Close together,” volunteers Christian, who 

then stands to try out a four-legged gait, returning quickly to the small group to see the next page 

of his book.  

A discussion develops about snakes. “Well they do leave tracks,” offers Christian. “What 

kind of tracks?” I ask. “Sometimes the skin,” replies Christian. I show a drawing of winding 

tracks, announcing, “Last night some animals came by and they left some tracks.” “That’s a 

snake,” Isaac and Christian tell us. “Show us how a snake moves,” I suggest. Boys and dads take 

off squirming. Steve and Anchor squirm and then roll off together, Anchor often lounging into 

Steve’s body. Christian and Wyatt point their heads outward from the group and wriggle away 

slowly. The boys explore fast snake movement. Wyatt produces faster locomotion by rising up 

on his arms as he takes off around the edge of the room.  

Anchor remains close to Steve, and Christian remains close to Paul stating, “they make 

an S, they make an S,” as he scribes an S shape on the floor. Christian continues, “they have to 

swallow their food whole. They have to coil and hold it until it dies.” Wyatt joins the discussion: 

“I know, if they eat an egg whole…,” Christian completes the sentence, “the jaw comes out and 

the egg can go in.” Christian shows how a snake moves to shed its skin.  

Boys explore other animals. As I show a picture of bird tracks they spread out in the 

space jumping and hopping at first. Arms swinging in great back pushing sweeps, Wyatt takes 

off flying down the room. “If they want to go really fast they go like…,” explains Wyatt as he 
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flies to the other end of the room. The three other boys climb on the stacking blocks, before 

traveling to roost together on play equipment. Responding to the next picture Anchor asks, “…a 

raccoon?” The boys consider other clawed mammals. I announce, “On the count of three show 

me your raccoon, or badger or beaver. The boys’ four-legged locomotion leads Wyatt and 

Christian across the floor. Isaac burrows under the bedspread and Anchor, growling, scales a 

stacking block, roaring at the summit before clambering back down to join the group. 

Family Animal Drawings 

“Think about what kind of animal your dad is,” I direct. “Draw a picture of the animal 

and a track the animal might make.” Of Paul Isaac says, “You would be an ape because you 

shout.” Anchor says, “Dad, you’re a snake.” Steve responds with surprise, “Really?” “My dad’s 

a woolly mammoth,” says Wyatt. Isaac revises his initial assessment, “I’m going to draw a polar 

bear.” “You can draw the kind of animal you think your boy is,” I invite the dads. Paul 

volunteers, “a wiggly worm.”  

The boys lay out their finished drawings. “Look, I drew a spider,” says Isaac. “It’s a 

spider see?  I like drawing insects…actually, eyes.” Isaac’s drawing (Figure 63) includes four 

insect shapes, complete with multiple legs, eyes, and antenna. Christian offers, “…a giraffe.” His 

drawing (Figure 64) of a full-page spotted giraffe includes carefully drawn droppings and a set of 

tracks. Paul summarizes the images in his drawing (Figure 65):  “I drew a starfish and an 

octopus. I thought Christian was an octopus and Isaac was, like, a starfish.”  
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Figure 63 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian – Uncaptioned 

Figure 64 – Christian, son of Paul, 
brother of Isaac -- Uncaptioned 

 

 
Figure 65 – Paul, father of Christian and Isaac 
Uncaptioned 

 

“A koala?” asks Wyatt. “You’re right, it’s a marsupial,” says Steve of his drawing 

(Figure 66) of Anchor. His orange koala stands upright. “I drew a koala bear. Anchor’s my little 

koala bear,” says Steve. Anchor’s first drawing is adjacent to Steve’s on the same page. With 

purple marker he draws a form with two ears and face, and two eyes elaborated with two 

additional segments, possibly a trunk, or body segments, but no tail. “I made an elephant. Ooops, 
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oops, I forgot something…a tail,” he says. In a separate and later drawing (Figure 67), a two-

legged elephantine form with a rectangular tail, enormous head, adjoining ears, and multi-

segmented trunk fill his page.  

    
Figure 66 – Anchor, son of Steve and Steve, father of 
Anchor – Uncaptioned 

Figure 67 – Anchor, son of 
Steve -- Uncaptioned 

 

“I’m a lemur, yeah!” yells Wyatt in response to my drawing of him (Figure 68). “I drew a 

woolly mammoth,” he tells the group about his portrait of me (Figure 69). 

     
Figure 68 – Byron, father of Wyatt 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 69 – Wyatt, son of Byron 
Uncaptioned 

 

While I show ground-based nature photographs and satellite photographs of a variety of 

landscapes, boys huddle as we share an Australian aboriginal creation story that attributes 
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landscape features to animal locomotion patterns. Boys offer ideas about animals that may have 

shaped the landscapes they see in the photographs. A sample of music combining dijeridoo and 

saxophone instrumentation (Winter, 1998f) plays in the background. As our discussion 

concludes I change the music to another selection (Winter, 1998g) featuring group voices and 

drumming. “Go off and reshape the landscape with the movement patterns of your animals, the 

way you want to,” I direct. Wyatt and Christian leap into the air, backs arched and arms 

reaching. Landing, Wyatt stays close to the floor in the fast snakelike pattern he had developed 

earlier, pulling himself across the floor with his arms. Christian picks up a toy hammer and 

begins tapping the space in front of him, starting low and reaching into regions overhead. Isaac, 

who had burrowed under the blanket earlier, returns to this pattern. I bring him our empty 

drum/trashcans to explore. Joined by Paul, Christian circles his landscape shaping it with his 

hands and swinging his arms through it. He orbits Paul and settles to the floor for a moment 

before standing to hammer at eye level.  

At the other end of the room Anchor and Steve shape their landscape with hand and arm 

gestures, walking together slowly. Telling the story of his landscape as he hammers, Christian 

shapes the space around the stacking blocks, briefly tapping them then moving on. Wyatt climbs 

into one of the cans and Paul scoops him up, carrying him to the side of the room. Paul and I add 

the blanket to the trashcans, attracting Wyatt and Isaac to explore their lair, climbing over each 

other and retreating into the cans.  

Christian explains the location of his river and I offer to roll down the stream. Continuing 

to shape with hands and hammer, Christian breaks into a hopping series of weaving steps as he 

bounces rhythmically to the music. Across the room, Anchor circles Steve until he has enough 

momentum to leave the ground. Steve continues the spinning, initiating huge airborne arcs 

climbing then plummeting. Spent, Steve lies on the floor where Anchor climbs onto him. Paul 

wraps Wyatt and Isaac in the blanket while in the corner Christian continues telling us about his 

new landscape as he hammers.  
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“You can make one more drawing about anything you did today,” I announce. Dads and 

sons begin to work on their final drawings in response to their dancing today. I ask, “Did you 

make caves or mountains or oceans?” Christian responds first, holding his toy hammer as he 

talks, “I made mountains and…caves and a river.” “Christian, you made a whole ocean,” I 

comment. “Yeah, because I mixed salt and green color into the ocean…and hammered down the 

small mountains that don’t look good. And I pulled out some big rocks to make craters too.” 

Christian illustrates his description with movement, a solo dance about his landscape making. 

Following his presentation Christian suggests, “Let’s draw the landscape that everyone made.” 

Then he asks the group, “Can somebody tell me what they made and where they made it?” Wyatt 

offers, “I made two rocks stuck together.”  “It’s a great meeting place for animals,” offers 

Christian. 

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

Nine figures animate Anchor’s drawing (Figure 70), which depicts the bedspread dance. 

Five figures appear to hold the outside edge of an irregular shape while four heads float inside 

the shape. Remaining participants relate to the landscape activity. Steve’s mountainous 

landscape (Figure 71) offers a poignant reflection on his relationship with Anchor: “Anchor and 

dad changing the world together.” Captioned “a woodpecker’s May steps,” and “‘relief’ is on its 

way,” Paul’s drawing (Figure 72) depicts bird tracks. Isaac illustrates a series of three large 

mountains with a curlicue foreground that he captions, “mountain and lake,” (Figure 73). 

Christian’s drawing (Figure 74) also includes landscape elements: road, mountain shapes and 

clouds, as well as map-like features: regions delineated using repetitive symbols for trees, craters 

where he removed boulders, and small triangles embedded in circles, the small mountains he 
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hammered down. With its caption of “our landscape,” this concrete depiction is Christian’s 

strongest statement of group identification to date. 

   
Figure 70 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 71 – Steve, father of Anchor 
“Anchor & dad changing the world together” 

 

   
Figure 72 – Paul, father of Isaac and Christian 
“’Relief’ is on its way” “A woodpecker’s 
May steps” 

Figure 73 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian -- “Mountain and lake” 
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Figure 74 – Christian, son of Paul, brother of Isaac 
“Our landscape” 

Reflections on the Sixth Session 

In post-session review of the videotape I see that for much of the session the group was 

oriented to individual exploration and struggled with whole-group interactions. There were many 

moments of group fragmentation. Anchor stayed close to Steve and away from the trio of 

Christian, Isaac and Wyatt, who were often embroiled in their own movement patterns and 

arguments. Isaac made a spontaneous attempt to draw Anchor into cross-family exchanges of 

fathers’ shapes. With the bedspread available on the floor, Anchor remembered the bedspread 

dance from the previous session and described it to the other boys: “We climbed on the blanket, 

and then we were sitting and you pulled us.” Then he invited the other boys to join him. For 

Anchor the session concluded with remarkable intra-family explorations of spinning and of 

animal movement and habitat, which he concluded by roaring from the tower top. 

Instability of early session interactions led to the boys’ unsuccessful negotiations about 

using the bedspread. Following that was a thematic exploration of animals and tracks, that 

included Christian’s book and the landscape photographs I contributed. These new materials 

provoked high interest and the boys readily responded to them.  
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I was struck by the transformation in Christian today, including his verbal interaction 

with other dancers about their landscapes and his attempt to provide a summary drawing/map of 

the group effort. These developments provided me with insights about Christian’s disposition 

toward learning. Perhaps most strongly of any of the boys, Christian responded to activities that 

provided significant choice as to what they could explore or how they could respond. For 

example, in the third session Christian responded eagerly with his brother Isaac to lifting his 

father Paul. Also during the third session Christian sustained mirroring with his father, an 

opportunity for him to invent movement and lead his father. In the fourth session Christian 

sustained the sculpting activity, shaping his father. He also avidly anticipated the open-ended 

tower dancing. Across sessions, Christian made frequent associations to phenomena that are 

external to planned session materials, for example Harry Potter, hip-hop movements and guitar 

playing. 

The session transcript showed that concurrent with discussion of Tracks Scats and Signs 

(Dendy, 1996) the amount of child commentary related to movement exploration increased 

dramatically. United by the theme of animals and landscapes, there was congruence between 

child and adult engagement, movement exploration and post-session drawings. Boy and adult 

interest in animal anatomy and behavior, including locomotor patterns, and habitat, as well as 

making comparisons between animals and family members was clear in the amount of 

movement, pictorial representation and linguistic invention in the session. These interests helped 

shape class content for the next and final session, including a reprise of the landscape habitat 

invention activity in family groupings and used as settings for real, or imagined family journeys.  

Session 7:  “Putting my map on the floor with tape” 

Dads and boys slide equipment and mats to the side of the room as Todd’s family and 

Paul’s family arrive. “Slide in, come on Wyatt. All the boys slide in. Come on Christian and 

Isaac,” I say to start our final session. All fourteen participants are present. X-year old Stanley 
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and his dad Orin have not been with us since session two. Our first dance feels like a very large 

square dance (Suso, 1997a). During the first two cycles of movement toward and away from the 

center, Christian, Isaac and Wyatt reprise their air guitar motif.  

Much stylistic variation is present in this, the last square dance, including jumping and 

turning alternating with stillness. Anchor, standing beside Steve, follows his father’s large 

postural changes through the dance. He jumps with the group and swings his hips from side to 

side, but ignores the arm actions and stamping that I am modeling. Moments of suspended 

stillness in between jumping have the quality of a held breath, full of expectation and 

watchfulness among group members. 

After the second convergence and return to the edge of the circle I take a wide stretched 

out position and announce, “Dads are trees. Go through the caves and around the trees.” Ian 

immediately threads between his father’s legs, followed soon by Wyatt, Stanley and Anchor. 

After leaving Todd, Ian runs to Paul and swings briefly on his shoulder. Christian jumps onto 

Paul’s shoulder, then onto Steve’s shoulder. Ben and Ian run to Ben’s dad David and take turns 

jumping to hang on David’s shoulder. Carl soon joins the two boys to climb on David. Ian 

returns to Todd and pulls himself up his father’s front. Anchor continues to explore the cave 

openings between each dad’s legs as he goes around the circle, adding a small jump before 

sinking to the floor in front of each dad. Wyatt also tours the circle of dads, preferring to run and 

then slide between adults’ legs. In these exchanges Carl, our youngest, is briefly trampled 

underfoot by other boys, then quickly recovers. I read this as an indication of the group’s 

exuberant energy. “Boys get ready to be trees,” I signal and then direct, “Boys are trees.” Adults 

explore the spaces around each boy briefly. 
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“Dads come back and become a cave,” I suggest. Men take low shapes with openings 

between arms and legs through which boys climb. I invite them to change their shapes. Todd 

assumes a low shape over which Ian jumps followed by Wyatt and Carl. I begin clapping that 

matches the pulse of the recorded percussion accompaniment as I stand and call the group back 

to the original circle. We circulate, clapping and shaking hands when we encounter someone. 

Boys augment the size and force of handshakes with the men. 

Hoping to moderate the increasing force of the clapping I guide the group back to the 

circle and we transition to easy, curving shaping with hands and arms. This part of the session 

ends in exploration of curving figure eight shapes in the space around our bodies and then 

traveling across the floor. “Can you wrap parts of your body with figure eights?  Can you take 

the figure eights down to the floor?” I elaborate as they explore. Boys draw figure eight shapes 

on the floor with their feet and sculpt the air in one- and two-handed variations. Meanwhile, dads 

share a sense of sustained time and gentle shaping with their upper bodies and finally, lower 

bodies, tracing with their toes. As the square dance ends I talk to the group: 

Today is our last session… (I gather Wyatt onto my lap and continue)  A couple 
of things are happening. We’re about to change the place where we are in the 
world. Wyatt and I will take our family back to Minnesota, and many of you are 
getting ready for summer vacations…  Just last week we began looking at 
landscapes. Christian and Isaac and Anchor made maps of the world. Today we’re 
going to play with landscapes some more…  I want to show you pictures of 
landscapes now. (Session 7 Transcript, 2002) 

 
I introduce music with whale calls and sea sounds (Winter, 1998c), and show 

underwater photographs from the arctic in National Geographic (Nicklin, 1995). “It’s at 

the beach because of the seagulls,” Christian says about the sounds he hears. Carl says, “a 

cat mewing,” and Ian adds, “a pre-historic animal.” Referring to underwater photographs 

I ask them how they might move in water: “Is it easy to move fast?” “No,” Ian responds, 
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“…very slowly especially for divers.” “Do a free dance about how you move in the 

water,” I invite.  

Ian turns and takes off along the floor with wide strokes that propel him forward. 

“That’s fast,” comments Todd. Ian slows down, and emphasizes the length of each stroke 

from his heel to his sternum. Carl and Todd follow, Todd hovering above Carl as he 

swims. Ian pauses and then reinitiates stroking with a deep forward diving action. He 

slowly descends to the floor where he is soon joined by Carl and followed by Todd who 

navigates the reaches above the two boys. 

Stanley and his dad Orin hold their noses jumping feet first into their imaginary 

water. They flatten out on the floor, and scoot along with their feet trying out a variety of 

frontward and backward strokes. They climb through the water and swim forward along 

the imaginary surface before Stanley falls back into deep water where their dance 

concludes. Anchor and Steve start out standing side-by-side, executing parallel turns and 

curving pathways as their arms waft overhead with the current, father and son sea 

anemones. Paul and Isaac experiment with sustained upper body carving and stroking, 

while Christian orbits the two, then approaches and connects with Isaac in their sustained 

underwater dynamic.  

Marine exploration ends and I provide another recorded soundscape, this one of 

arctic winds (Winter, 1998d). The sounds provoke comments; “Alaskan music,” a few 

boys offer. Ian says it’s from “the middle of a hurricane or a tornado.” “The ocean,” says 

Anchor; then Christian identifies correctly, “…polar winds.” I show photographs of a 

frozen ship and iceberg from a National Geographic article on Ernest Shackleford 

(Alexander & Hurley, 1998) and the boys converse, “What happened to it?” “It crashed.” 
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Dads and boys connect to make our own iceberg. I invite, “Would you make the first 

shape?  Think about all those iceberg shapes.” “I’ll start,” offers Stanley.  

Orin, then Ben and David, connect to Stanley’s low shape on all fours. Carl 

makes himself into a bridge with his feet on Stanley’s shoulders and hands on the floor. 

Todd and Ian join close by. Anchor and Steve take eight counts to climb through the 

iceberg shape. Anchor attempts, but is unable to crawl under Carl’s bridge. Carl 

accommodates Anchor by moving himself and then reassembling his bridge. Paul with 

Isaac, Christian and Wyatt climb through the iceberg shape successfully.  

I display the aerial and satellite photographs I shared last week and then show 

drawings made by Christian and Anchor to help stimulate a discussion about landscapes. 

“Think about places you like to go. Make a starting place . . . for a pathway that you’re 

going to take a journey on. Think of a destination and put it on a piece of paper. Feel free 

to use the whole room as your map.” I dispense rolls of masking tape for the families to 

use to chart their journey. Almost ten minutes of mapmaking follow and the room 

gradually fills with often intersecting masking tape pathways. 

Using color crayons, Paul, Isaac, Christian, Anchor, Steve, Carl and Ian each 

make images of their destinations. Paul draws agricultural images labeled “wheat” and 

“apples,” and titled, “work the land” (Figure 75). Isaac creates a reprise of his line 

drawing titled, “abstract” (Figure 76). Christian draws a series of mountain peaks, 

truncated to show where they were hammered down, he also includes a river (Figure 77). 

He captions it, “Christian hammered down a mountain. There is a river for food.” 
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Figure 75 – Paul, father of 
Christian and Isaac   “Wheat, 
apples, work the land” 

Figure 76 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian  “Abstract” 

 

 
Figure 77 – Christian, son of Paul, brother of Isaac  
“Christian hammered down a mountain. There is a 
river for food” 

 
Anchor draws a verdant green landscape with red X’s marking the end-points of 

his journey and red rung-like steps leading between the X’s (Figure 78). Steve draws a 

similar arrangement of X’s, along with a house and contour lines (Figure 79).  
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Figure 78 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 79 – Steve, father of Anchor 
Uncaptioned 

Todd, Ian and Carl color landmarks specific to their journey to visit their grandmother. 

All three are labeled as authors of several scenes. They draw a beach portrait labeled, “the 

beach” (Figure 80). A yellow sun hangs over a line of choppy waves. In another drawing 

captioned “boardwalk,” and “arcade” (Figure 81) they draw a wharf and ocean. They draw the 

arcade from the front (Figure 82), and then they draw grandmother’s house and their car 

captioning their work, “Visit our grandmother” (Figure 83). 

    
Figure 80 – Todd, Ian and Carl – family 
drawing -- “The beach” 

Figure 81 – Todd, Ian and Carl 
“Boardwalk” 
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Figure 82 – Todd, Ian and Carl 
“Acade” 

Figure 83 – Todd, Ian and Carl 
“Visit our grandmother” 

Family groups concentrate on their building around the space. Ben and David pause mid-

room to build a paper bridge and buildings along their pathway. Boys and men apply curving, 

straight, zigzag and dashed masking tape lines to the floor, creating a web of lines. They bring 

along their drawings as they build, which contain representations of the environments they are 

building. I unroll tape as Wyatt needs it for the pathway. Todd unrolls tape directly on the floor 

as Ian and Carl advise him.  

“Once your map is getting close to being done, you can think about going on the trip one 

or two times,” I announce approximately five minutes into the process. Soon Wyatt leads me 

along the path containing many tight spots for my adult body to navigate, much to his delight. 

Halfway through our journey Wyatt stops short. “Oh my gosh, Ben. Look at that,” he says 

excitedly of the collection of structures David and Ben have made. Shortly after that, Carl 

follows Ian along a portion of their pathway. Orin leads Stanley slowly on a rehearsal of their 

pathway and destinations and theirs is the first journey dance shared with the whole group. 

Standing side-by-side Orin asks Stanley, “Where are we headed?” Stanley begins leading 

the journey, and Orin describes, “We’re deep in the jungle.” Stanley adds, “We’re heading for 

the airport.” Stanley continues to describe the journey along the masking tape, taking a shortcut 

he indicates the path his father should take. Stopping and pointing at a paper construction he 
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smiles, “This is the bridge.” He jumps up to reach the upper edge of the stacking blocks parked 

on the side of the room and says, “…and this is the airport.” Climbing to the top of the blocks he 

extends his arms and turns as Orin, standing close by, mirrors his shape. They cross the room to 

reach what Stanley calls “the kids castle” where their dance ends.  

David and Ben go next. “We’re going to the desert,” Ben says as he leads his father along 

their journey, “…and we made this bridge,” he adds, coming to a paper construction on their 

path. David elaborates, “There’s a river. And now we’re winding through the mountains. And 

then we made a village.” One of the boys in the group says, “Cool.” David sits on the floor and 

continues his description. “We stop for a snack and do a little landscaping here.” Ben arranges 

pieces of the village before they set off again. Ben leads them across another pathway and to a 

piece of play equipment. “We came to a big cliff, one that had a view of the whole village, so we 

climbed right up,” David describes before they follow their line of tape up the equipment. At the 

summit David rips part of their tape pathway accidentally. Wyatt jumps up from where he has 

been watching quietly and makes a quick repair. Ben leads David back down to the floor where 

David says, “And we came back down and took a rest.” Ben helps Wyatt with the final touches 

of the repair and then curls up in David’s arms. “And then we took a nap,” David concludes. 

Sitting on the side, Todd narrates as Carl and Ian scramble through their maze of 

tapelines. “Where do we start?” Todd asks the boys, but then continues, “…at our house. We get 

into the car.” Ian shoots ahead while Carl takes a short spur on their travels in another direction. 

“We went to the beach,” continues Todd. “Oh, wrong way, have to go the other way,” Ian 

comments. “We’re going to the airport,” says Carl. Carl and Ian talk to each other and to their 

audience as they quickly race along to the “airport” in the same place that Stanley had 

established his airport in the first dance. Ian climbs to the top of the airport talking about it as he 

climbs. Wyatt responds to the airport destination and to the energy of Ian and Carl’s journey with 

“Charge, I’m flying!” as he runs across the room. I raise my arm and call him back. As Ian, Carl 

and Todd’s dance concludes, Wyatt and I prepare to show our dance. 
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I follow Wyatt to our starting point, which soon leads through the tiny window of a small 

plastic playhouse. Bounding out of the house Wyatt continues, “you know those tunnels, well we 

went through that.” He points to Ben and David’s paper bridge covering the pathway. He shapes 

his steps according to the size of the tape dashes; reading his short dashes as small steps. “Then 

you go up here and through here. The end,” he concludes just as I catch up with him. 

“And Christian and Isaac,” I invite. Christian gathers toy tools and meets Isaac at the 

starting place where Paul begins narrating, “Christian, tell them what we did. Okay, we started 

here.” Paul and Isaac travel along their tape path. “We go over here and then there were some 

mountains,” Paul describes. “So we can hammer them down,” completes Christian, hammer in 

hand following his brother and father. “So we hammer them down,” repeats Paul. Christian 

retrieves a tool from the floor. “My anti-avalanche spray,” he explains, provoking a question 

from David, “Anti-avalanche spray?” “You roll it around and dust it off if there’s an avalanche, 

and you clean up the avalanche.”  

Isaac leads to their next stop a few feet away, marching along their tapeline followed by 

Paul. Christian retrieves another tool. “What does this do?’ Paul asks as Isaac marches in place. 

“It’s to make the mountains grow,” explains Christian, “so you can make them look different.” 

Paul holds up Christian and Isaac’s maps to summarize their drawings at the end of the dance, 

“Isaac’s drawing says ‘abstract’ and Christian’s says ‘hammering down mountains.’”  

“We’re going to do them all. We’re going to do a line dance. So everybody take a hand,” 

I announce. As the line comes together I guide, “get a pulse going.” Orin leads the group holding 

onto Stanley and followed by Ben and David, me and Wyatt, Steve and Anchor, Carl, Todd and 

Ian, and Paul with Isaac and Christian at the end. Traversing the tape trails the group acquires 

several of Orin’s movements, such as his jumps over paper structures that turn into traveling 

jumps, and a series of wide stretching sideways steps over a length of straight pathway. 

Following his rhythmic locomotion patterns to the side of the room, we thread through the plastic 

playhouse and up onto the climbing equipment, transforming from a line dance into a connected 
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line of mountain climbers as we cross a narrow summit and jump down to return to the floor. 

The boys are meticulous in following the high road and the climbing slows the group, causing 

members to assist each other over the equipment. Collecting after their transit of the equipment 

the groups completes another circuit of the collective tape maps and I call them into a circle. As 

we circle up, and for the last time, I request, “Draw a picture of something you did today.”  

Post Session Captioned Drawings 

In these post-session pencil drawings Stanley and Orin, Ben and David, Wyatt (I don’t 

make a final session drawing), Isaac and Paul, Anchor and Steve, Todd and Ian and Carl draw 

maps of their journeys in black and white. The elements of landscape, maps with pathway lines, 

and animal track patterns present in drawings from session six reappear with variety in drawings 

for this session. Each child in the group except Christian (who draws a mountainous landscape) 

draws a map with lines delineating the routes of their dances and representations of points of 

departure and of destinations along with way.  

Among the maps, Stanley’s (Figure 84) is meticulously labeled showing a “kids castle,” 

“airport,” “bridge,” “woods,” and “start jungle,” as well as features of both his imagined 

landscape and the room landscape. Dash marks and curving lines, some darker and some lighter, 

cover Orin’s map (Figure 85). A pair of hands is superimposed over the map image. Though 

Orin’s content is more abstract than Stanley’s, their compositions share a curving arrangement of 

elements. 
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Figure 84 – Stanley, son of Orin -- “Kids 
castle, woods, airport, bridge, start, 
jungle” 

Figure 85 – Orin, father of Stanley 
Uncaptioned 

 

Ben draws a trapezoid-shaped pathway with three X’s, one of which is enclosed in a 

small box-like shape (Figure 86). David’s map (Figure 87) shows regions of contrasting textures 

within complexly curving path lines. He orients the viewer with a legend showing the direction 

north and applies masking tape to his paper as another visual element. Two larger X’s and two 

smaller X’s describe the terminal points of lines. 
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Figure 86 – Ben, son of David 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 87 – David, father of Ben 
Uncaptioned 

Two children mention the masking tape, Carl, and Wyatt, who captions his drawing 

simply “tape dance” (Figure 88). 

 
Figure 88 – Wyatt, son of Byron 
“Tape dance” 

Isaac’s map (Figure 89) is a cryptic collection of curving and zigzag pathways, and five 

X shapes. Paul’s map (Figure 90) contains features of a mountain landscape, including a river 

with bridge, pine tree and mountains. Paul’s depiction echoes Christian’s earlier color landscape 

of his map destination. 
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Figure 89 – Isaac, son of Paul, brother of 
Christian – Uncaptioned 

Figure 90 – Paul, father of Christian and Isaac 
Uncaptioned 

A high degree of intersubjectivity is apparent in father and son drawings by Steve and 

Anchor. Anchor draws a river-like pathway over which hover two human figures, an animal and 

a radiating sun (Figure 91). With clearly depicted foreground and background, Anchor’s path 

passes behind two mountains. Steve (Figure 92) depicts a landscape centered on two figures 

regarding each other and holding hands, again conveying his sense of interpersonal connection to 

son Anchor. His caption reads, “Steve and Anchor’s adventures.” In addition to his landscape 

elements of a winding river/pathway, mountain shapes and buildings under clouds and a 

radiating sun are a bird, a long-necked animal, and a spotted four-legged animal.  

 

    
Figure 91 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 92 – Steve, father of Anchor 
“Steve and Anchor’s adventures” 
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Todd’s transcription of Carl’s caption reads, “putting my map on the floor with tape” 

(Figure 93). Todd draws the group iceberg shape activity (Figure 94). He captions this grouping 

of small and large angularly shaped figures, “being an iceberg.” Ian reprises each element of 

their family travel to grandmother’s house (Figure 95). 

  
Figure 93 – Carl, son of Todd, brother of Ian 
“Putting our map on the floor with tape” 

Figure 94 – Todd, father of Carl and Ian 
“Being an iceberg” 

 

 
Figure 95 – Ian, son of Todd, brother of Carl 
Uncaptioned 

Reflections on the Seventh Session 

Upon review of the final tape I discovered to my disappointment that I missed inviting 

Steve and Anchor to share their family journey dance. Now on reflection I can ask to what and to 

whom was I was attending that interfered with my perception of the whole group. I split my 
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attention between dancing with my son, managing his excitement with the Carl and Ian dance, 

and directing and monitoring the whole group. The other participants didn’t draw attention to my 

omission. To this day, however, I miss the potential contribution this sensitive pair would have 

made. 

My notes for the day describe continuing our work from the previous session with 

animals and landscapes, material that was introduced in response to Christian’s book and the 

conversation I had with Isaac and Christian in the park. I also note my intention to draw the 

series of sessions to a close with a satisfying sense of completion and conclusion. The presence 

of all original participants provided an opportunity to reconnect as an entire group and revisit 

elements such as the line-dance and hand shaking from session one. Post-session reflections note 

the duration and concentration of family group work on the pathways. Verbal descriptions 

provided by both child and adult narrators figured highly in these small family performances. 

Todd participated by providing the narrative of his family’s dance, though he did not dance the 

landscape. 

I also note my own feelings of fulfillment with the final session. First, though child 

interest in the tower continued in these dances, it was a transformed tower, one that appeared as a 

destination in a larger dance idea. Stanley draws it as his airport tower, and scales it during his 

dance. After his reference to the landmark, it became an element in Carl and Ian’s journey dance. 

Second, I became more reflectively responsive to and less directive of the moment-to-moment 

activity of the sessions, providing broad frameworks for independent and family-determined 

exploration and dance making.  

Upon further reflection, I realize how satisfying it was to attempt to meet the challenges 

and to realize at least some of the promise of teaching dance to this group of fine young men and 

their fathers, and who included my own son. I shared the planning of this project with my son 

somewhat naively, suggesting his role as both a participant with other lively young boys and as 

an assistant to me. To the extent he was ready to participate and to assist he did so, with many 
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notable highlights. I also learned how much work it is to pursue this offer, as appealing as it is to 

an enthusiastic parent and to a precocious boy, and would take it on again gladly.  

The group boys and sons ranged from five to eight years of age, a mere three year span. I 

discovered and came to appreciate more differences of disposition and of development among 

these boys than I expected. I am grateful that I had the caring and informed participation of their 

parents to help moderate and adapt my facilitation and to better meet the needs of these young 

learners. Navigating the capacities and interest of this group I have a new appreciation for the 

potential diversity within a group of learners, even a group as homogenous as this one first 

appeared. As this tale reports, relationship is a central, if not the central, pedagogical element, 

particularly as students and teachers experience the fulfillment of, and work to mediate the 

failures of, intentions for learning in an arts learning classroom.
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CHAPTER 6 

REFLECTIVE PEDAGOGY, EMERGENT CURRICULUM  

AND AESTHETIC COMMUNITY 

The overlapping and dialogic relationship between van Manen’s (1997) theory of 

pedagogy, the concept of reflective practice (Dewey, 1933, 1938; Schön, 1987, 1991; van 

Manen, 1994), and the developmental theory of aesthetic community (Bond, 1994b, 2008; Bond 

& Richard, 2005) was described in Chapter 2. A framework for the study of intersubjectivity 

including primary, secondary and tertiary levels of intersubjective communication was also 

presented (Astington, Harris & Olson, 1988; Bråton, 1974, 1998a, 1998b; Humphrey, 1984; 

Whiten, 1991). This chapter offers a descriptive analysis of teacher reflective practice for 

facilitating an emergent dance curriculum and aesthetic community. These findings also show 

the capacity of adults and children to reflect on their dance learning throughout the sessions, a 

capacity which illustrates the development of tertiary intersubjectivity among participants. 

My experiences as a dance educator have included teaching at the university level, in 

open community dance classes in New York and Minneapolis, and most recently in K-16 

classrooms in Minnesota and Pennsylvania. I had also experienced parent education classes, as a 

participant rather than a leader, but these were in the company of adults. In these parenting 

classes our young children were separated from us to receive early childhood experiences from 

trained educators, and to allow adults to concentrate on their experiences of parenting. 

These experiences of teaching dance and participating in parent education informed my 

expectations as I entered the first father and son dance class session. The discomfort I 

experienced, the voices I heard in my head as I interacted with session participants during the 
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first sessions and upon later reflection, helped me detect my assumptions and biases as I co-

created an emergent curriculum with this group of fathers and sons. Clearest of these sensations 

was my disdain for and concern about the play equipment lining the room and my expectations 

for child compliance, particularly my son’s compliance with my plans and facilitation.  

A growing awareness of these assumptions and biases helped to inform my commitment 

to mindful teaching as the series progressed, allowing me to recognize the dance interests and 

dispositions expressed by participants. For example, the interest and willingness of Orin, 

Stanley’s father, at the start of session two to shift the tower blocks for the boys, and in 

particular, our working together to accommodate the boys’ interest in stacking those blocks, led 

me to doubt my habituated response to the blocks and to reassess this child interest as legitimate 

and, at least potentially, aesthetically meaningful session content. This reassessment was 

supported by the preponderance of 2nd session drawings showing high child interest in building 

and climbing the tower, and the high level of interactive flexibility and thoughtful negotiations 

by the boys.  

With this sense of doubt about my prior assumptions, and as the sessions progressed, I 

found myself responding in the moment to changing classroom management conditions with 

increased flexibility. For example, when at the beginning of the 2nd session the force of the boys’ 

hand greetings increased aggressively, I shifted the boys to greet with their elbows and feet, 

involving a more careful, directed and less forceful dynamic. Or again, mid-way through the 3rd 

session after I had the benefit of the previous sessions to observe the tolerances and capacities of 

the boys and dads, I could see that Christian and Isaac, having moderated their initial combative 

stance in mirroring, were edging toward over-stimulation and distraction, and I shifted the paired 

mirroring to a whole-group activity. 
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More to the point of realizing the aesthetic aims of these sessions were episodes in which 

I facilitated dance learning in ways that layered my decisions addressing classroom management 

issues with decisions that directly shaped the individual and communal aesthetic experience, 

including decisions to adjust activities as I monitored participants’ strength, endurance and levels 

of fatigue. This was particularly true of adult participants whose experiences mirrored those 

described by Bond. Working with children with multiple sensory impairments also in an 

intergenerational setting, she found that, “For adults, the child-centred methods of Dance were 

hard work. All reported physical discomforts . . .” (2008, p. 416). For example, early in the 3rd 

session I led the first experience of lifting and weight bearing which involved adjusting this 

whole-group activity for the capacities of the adult lifters. However, in the surprising adult 

initiated explosion of whole-group running and sliding in the second session, child persistence in 

the pattern seemed matched by participating adults.  

Children also worked frequently with commitment and vitality, mirroring Bond’s (2008) 

finding that her nonverbal child participants with severe sensory impairments, “worked hard as 

well, as observed in extended focus, commitment to content, and increasing engagement in social 

interaction with both peers and adults” (p. 416). Bond and Stinson (2007) researched child 

experiences of working and not working in dance, illuminating the child penchant for persistence 

as a feature of engagement in the work of dance, an often-observed feature of child participation 

in the present study. 

Reflective practice supported my goals for investigating aesthetic community. Movement 

themes involving weight are a key element in the Laban (1988) informed ritual framework for 

aesthetic community, Right Dance (Bond, 2008). To elucidate this element, Bond describes 

relationship dances – involving supporting, sharing, pushing/pulling, and turn taking (See Table 
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1 for a complete description). In the following discussion of episodes of lifting I describe my 

reflectiveness in support of weight exploration and other elements of Right Dance. 

Third Session Boy Lifting 

Having just completed a yoga warm-up activity and already standing together in a circle, 

fathers began to lift individual boys. I then directed them to:   

 “One at a time . . . let’s see if we can do an over and across to the other side with 
each boy…  We’re going to do a boy pass.” The dads transfer the boys in an arc 
from side to side. Carl squeals with delight as Todd lifts him. Wyatt flaps his 
hands as tiny wings. Christian screams energetically as he leaves the ground. 
Inviting the dads to stand closer we start to pass the boys, one at a time, between 
us. Wyatt circuits from me to Todd, who pushes his excited son Carl aside so he 
can take Wyatt from my hands midair. At first we keep the boys suspended for the 
entire circuit. (Session 3 narrative) 

 
I noticed growing adult fatigue, including my own, and I made a modification so the boys 

touched the floor between the lifting dads. Even with this accommodation, boys outnumbered 

dads and after several circuits I noticed the dads were exhausted. Suddenly, “Christian picks up 

Isaac saying, ‘I got one, I got one,’” (Session 3 narrative). His desire to become the lifter 

suggested a new development to me. 

 “Can all the boys pick up a dad?” I ask. Christian and Isaac each take a thigh of 
the standing Paul happily straining to hoist him vertically; then all the boys run to 
me as I lie on my back on the floor. Paul and Todd sit to watch boys gather 
around any lifting potential my body offers. Pulling mightily, the boys barely 
manage to pry me from the floor. Christian describes their effort, “that’s 
everyone, that’s everyone.” Todd asks, “Did they get you off the floor?” “They 
got really close,” I reply. (Session 3 narrative) 

 
Boys retired to their dads, Ian and Carl attempted to lift Todd, while Isaac and Christian 

tried to lift Paul again. Dads now rested and with boys still engaging with lifting I introduced the 

next stage of the exploration. I offer: 
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“Next we can play with two dads lifting one boy. What do you think is possible?” 
Ian says, “How about you and my dad throw me up to the ceiling?” (Session 3 
narrative) 

I wondered if the boys could maintain their attention through a slower circulation among 

the lifting dads, considering the problematic implications of teaming two dads with one child in 

this group of boys that already outnumbered adults. In response I described my expectation that 

afterwards we will describe our experiences of lifting and being lifted.  

“We can only give everyone a chance if everyone concentrates and sees what the 
movement is so they can describe it,” I counsel the group. Todd and I lift Ian and 
the other boys squeal and vibrate excitedly. Paul and I easily lift Wyatt high over 
our heads, his belly to the ceiling, elbows bent and hands fluttering, again like 
small wings. Smiling, Todd watches Wyatt’s path overhead. (Session 3 narrative)   

I invited the group to reflect on their experiences of lifting and being lifted, “Show me 

some of the flying actions you did.”   

In response, Todd turns, slowly holding an imaginary child overhead, while 
Christian pummels his dad briefly, then runs through the room. Carl paws the air, 
dog paddling through space, then turns, and Ian somersaults. Wyatt runs and 
jumps, flapping his tiny wings and calling out, “I did the tweet, tweet, tweet, 
tweet.” (Session 3 narrative) 

I took the fact that dads and boys reported out as a good immediate indicator that both 

adults and children in the group felt successful with this exploration. As a group we found 

solutions that allowed Todd and Paul to feel success with their two-boy families, and allowed 

children to both be lifted and to lift. Pursuing the Right Dance element of Weight led 

productively to opportunities for shared leadership, and particularly Child Leadership, another 

element of Right Dance (See Table 1 for a complete description). Christian’s concluding outburst 

also raised my concern for incorporating Christian’s prodigious and often centrifugal energy.  

Prior to the start of this project, and informed by Right Dance as a framework of ritual 

elements in support of aesthetic community (Bond 2008), I had planned on exploring weight 

support and weight bearing between dads and sons, yet many of the particular problems and 

opportunities that occurred were unanticipated. My decision making in the above episode had an 
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off-the-cuff, problem solving quality informed by rules of thumb I had acquired as a dance 

educator through an extended dance performing and choreographing career. For example, my 

decision to have the lifting fathers stand closer to each other to ease their transfers was based on 

my experience as a lifting dance partner. Similarly the progression of adult skill development 

from simple lifting, to passing, to serial lifting and then to multiple lifters bearing one child, 

came from my choreographic interests and experiences of partnering.  

Building Understanding and Relationship 

Perhaps the most gratifying of these opportunities to adapt to changing needs and 

conditions occurred over the entire length of the sessions. Christian, often shadowed by his 

brother Isaac was frequently observed as a contributor of unique and expressive movement 

materials and ideas. Yet, his penchant for orbiting the group rather than participating in 

sanctioned group activities, and his free expression of dissatisfaction was in many ways 

centrifugal to my goals for community cohesion. As summarized in the end of 3rd Session 

portrait of Christian: 

Equally intense interests and dislikes seemed to shape Christian’s dance 
experience often with repercussions for his father and brother. As his lifting 
episode illustrated, he seemed to crave the attention and group stimulation of that 
activity while maintaining a fierce sense of independence. (Session 3 narrative) 
 
At the end of the 4th session I wrote:  “Wyatt, Christian and Isaac seem to me the most 

resistant to my use of a directive teaching style. I noticed Paul having to do much more 

managing of the boys this session,” (Session 4 narrative). Soon after the 4th session I called 

Christian and arranged for a park visit with both Christian and his brother Isaac. After this visit I 

wrote: 

During a walk in a local park I hear from Christian about his perceptions of the 
class: “I have to do what teachers tell me all week,” he responds to his elementary 
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school experience. “On the weekend I want to do what I want.” Christian brought 
along to the park a book on animal tracks and scats. While we wander between a 
play area and wooded part of a park trail, Christian and Isaac examine animal 
droppings they encounter and search for animal footprints that might help them 
identify the animals. This activity persists as we identify evidence of deer, and 
possibly rabbits. I ask Christian if I can borrow his book for our next session. 
(Session 4 narrative) 
 
Their intense interest in animals and animal behavior gave me ideas for incorporating 

their content interests, as well as Christian’s process interest in having ample freedom of choice 

in our final sessions. Though Isaac and Christian were absent for the very next session they 

returned for the 6th and 7th sessions, which provided plentiful opportunities to attempt to meet 

their learning interests and needs. In this last sequence of two sessions, the 6th session provided 

the richest examples of breakdowns and breakthroughs with Christian as well as opportunities 

for pedagogical reflection in both immediate and long-term frames of time.  

Sixth Session Breakdowns and Breakthroughs 

Opening Ritual Adaptation Based on Contact Improvisation 

As the 6th session began: 

Boys play tag briefly and then concentrate on the pre-school blocks and trucks, 
which they take from bins on shelves lining one end of the room. With the boys 
chirping among the toys, Paul and Steve assist me in moving equipment off the 
floor, reorganizing the room. This is a break from our tradition of inter-
generational activity to prepare our space. After removing equipment, the dads 
return to the occupied boys. (Session 6 narrative) 

I recalled the child resistance to removing the play equipment at the start of the 4th 

session and became wary of this pattern. Imagining possible solutions, I rejected out of hand 

calling everyone to the center without a transitional bridge. I wondered, could we come to 

agreement about the transition without dads and/or me imposing our points of view on the boys? 
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Inventing a . . . transition on the spot, I direct the group to, “roll to the middle.” 
We pause halfway to look up at the ceiling. “A propeller,” says one boy, 
describing a circulation fan. “I’m falling up,” comments Wyatt. I suggest, “Dads, 
you might want to roll over on your bellies and let your guys gently roll up and 
down your back.” Anchor climbs onto Steve’s back, Christian and Isaac climb on 
each other and Wyatt rolls his head from my feet to my head and back. “…a way 
to use your body like a conveyor belt,” I announce to the dads. With Wyatt’s 
cooperation I show how dads can roll beneath the boys to propel them across the 
floor, and explain how each boy can use his body to press down on his dad, 
thereby directing their own rolling, controlling the speed and direction. 

Paul rolls with one and then both his sons across the floor. Anchor rolls along his 
dad and lands on the floor. Isaac walks over to look at us, asking curiously, 
“Wyatt, are you okay?” As Wyatt and I roll back to back I suggest, “back to back 
you can practice squishing each other…nice and even pressure.” Anchor pushes 
against his dad with his back and then his hands. Isaac presses against Paul’s back 
energetically while Christian lounges next to him. “It’s like Batman and Robin 
when they were climbing up a narrow chimney back to back, remember?” Steve 
quizzes Anchor. “I’m going to let Wyatt push me over,” I say as Wyatt rolls me 
slowly across the floor. Christian and Isaac practice rolling Paul as Steve and I lift 
our sons, their hips on our feet in classic airplane formation. Soon Paul and Isaac 
join this activity while Christian watches . . . . This sequence of group rolling to 
pushing and manipulating in pairs to lifting brings us to our home space. (Session 
6 narrative) 

These mostly intra-family exchanges involved gentle weight bearing, reminiscent of our 

episodes of lifting and boy passing, yet much lower in space and less demanding of the dads’ 

physical capacities this early in the session. In this transition I led the group through passive 

weight exploration through rolling, and then augmented rolling with passive partnering as one 

partner rolled over another, and then to more active partnering as a transporting partner propelled 

a riding partner. After this developmental exploration of rolling I led them through back to back 

pressing with opportunities for counterbalancing, and then to actively manipulate a rolling 

partner using their arms and hands. Our contact exchanges ended with familiar dad and child 

weight support using legs and feet. 
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Reaching for Solutions as the Group Fragments in Session Six  

As the 6th session began I felt hopeful and resourceful, having prepared for Christian’s 

and Isaac’s interests in animal behavior. I was also stimulated by the opening exploration of 

contact improvisation ideas in intra-family groupings. Then, as we were half-way through our 

opening square dance:   

. . . . When I say “everybody in,” the approaching dads seem to press the boys out 
of the circle. First Christian, Isaac and Wyatt leave the circle to orbit the group of 
dads, while Anchor jumps and hangs on Steve. “And back,” I instruct the 
compliant dads, grabbing Wyatt as we retreat to the outside of the circle. During 
the retreat, Steve stumbles as he tries to stay on the rhythm, with Anchor attached 
to his arm. Wyatt eludes my grasp, and he, Christian and Isaac migrate to the 
center of the circle, marching and strumming pretend guitars. Steve shakes 
Anchor off his arm, as he points forcefully to the ground. The tone of adult 
frustration seems mirrored by child resistance and confusion as Wyatt, Christian 
and Isaac move in opposition to the men, while Anchor hovers close by his dad. 
Instead of moving in and out in relation to the circle, it appears that when the dads 
move into the circle the boys move away from them. (Session 6 narrative) 

We were behaving as three separate groups, the three boys: Christian, Isaac and Wyatt, 

Steve and Anchor, and Paul and I. Each group seemed to have its own sense of time and its own 

set of diverging interests. 

Grasping for a solution to this fragmenting situation, I hear myself say, “you guys 
know about hip hop dancing don’t you?” “Oh, sure,” announces Christian, who 
runs toward the stage and away from the circle. He leaps into the air and lands on 
the floor in a flurry of close to the ground footwork as he supports himself on his 
arms, then flips to his back in a dramatic ending. Isaac follows him with his own 
variation of his brother’s floor material, also ending on the floor, legs apart. All 
focus on them and their dramatic finish. I try to construct a bridge between their 
actions and some simple clog dancing actions. 

I draw on my experience with Appalachian clog dancing to explore actions of 
sliding and stepping with the group. In reference to the boys’ performances I 
comment, “Part of that [hip-hop vocabulary] is being able to slide.” I model a 
sliding, chugging movement that I hope they recognize as an element of their hip-
hop movement vocabulary. “Slide in different directions,” I direct. Briefly boys 
and dads find themselves exploring inside the vocabulary of these actions. Paul 
releases his focus from Christian and Isaac to try out barefoot sliding. Christian 
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extends his sliding by taking it to the floor, a modification that in his earlier 
performance resulted in B-boy variations on hands and feet close to the floor. He 
punctuates this with a lingering pause on the floor before rising to rotate his hips 
and continue his exploration independently of the group. (Session 6 narrative) 

This moment was an enormous shift in Christian’s participation in the class, one in which 

he contributed dance materials he had seen and briefly experienced in Philadelphia hip-hop 

concerts and workshops. Even so, this was also a moment that invited the reknitting of the group 

that I hoped the clog dancing exploration would accomplish. Isaac took his traveling across the 

circle. Steve and Anchor worked out a sliding dance while circling around each other. Wyatt, in 

socks, increased the energy and size of his slides until he fell to the floor.  

 “Bring your slides into the center of the circle,” I direct. This time as we 
approach the center I direct the group to watch the variations of sliding in the 
group. “And stomping,” I direct. When I introduced stomping in the last session it 
elicited a strong dynamic response. For example, Ian declared, “I’m so mad.” 
Now there is less response and I pass through the exploration of stomping to 
clapping and move on, directing dads to “take a shape, and all the boys go around 
the trees and find the caves.” (Session 6 narrative) 

My tenuous reconnection to our square dance encounters ended in a cul de sac as Wyatt 

fell and the group responded tepidly to stamping and clapping. With the intention of continuing 

to reknit the group I drew our square dance to a close with a favorite cross-family exchange as 

boys explored the shapes and spaces their fathers made when they took still shapes in the circle. 

Wyatt, Christian and Isaac eagerly explored the dad environment, and I was encouraged when 

Isaac paused on his travels to urge a reluctant Anchor to leave his father Steve and circuit 

through the forest of dad-shapes. However, through the next explorations, that included a reprise 

of the bedspread dance, provocation and contention reemerged. The boys finally came to an 

impasse as they struggled to decide who would stay on the spread and who would leave. Dads 

and I restated our norms of interaction to individual boys, and to the entire group, and then I 

redirected the group to Christian’s contribution of his book. 

“We all take turns,” comments Steve, echoed by Paul. I offer, “It may take some 
generosity and sharing to make this work,” and then introduce a book about 
animals and their behaviors that Christian had shared with me. Highlighting 
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generosity in the group of boys I announce, “Christian is very generous. A couple 
of weeks ago I asked him to share a book . . . Tracks Scats and Signs (Dendy, 
1996). Christian, thank you.” (Session 6 narrative) 

It’s a Great Meeting Place for Animals  

The next episode started an exploration of animals and locomotion. Christian’s book 

began conversations about particular sets of tracks and the animals that may have made them. I 

had prepared supporting materials including drawings that enlarged some of the track pattern 

represented in the book, and I added new ones not included in the book.  

Gathered closely in a group surrounding the bedspread, the boys view images of 
animal tracks and droppings and discuss animals that may have made them. “Here 
are some big tracks,” I say. “It’s a skunk. Look at the scat, gross,” says Isaac. I 
ask the boys to “notice the paws. Are they close together or apart?” “Close 
together,” volunteers Christian, who then tries out a four-legged gait, returning 
quickly to the small group to see the next page of his book. (Session 6 narrative) 

Christian’s embodiment of animal content was immediate, vocal and kinesthetic. 

A discussion develops about snakes. “Well they do leave tracks,” offers Christian. 
“What kind of tracks?” I ask. “Sometimes the skin,” replies Christian. I show a 
drawing of winding tracks, announcing, “Last night some animals came by and 
they left some tracks.” “That’s a snake,” Isaac and Christian tell us. “Show us 
how a snake moves,” I suggest. Boys and dads take off squirming. Steve and 
Anchor squirm and then roll off together, Anchor often lounging into Steve’s 
body. Christian and Wyatt point their heads outward from the group and wriggle 
away slowly. The boys explore fast snake movement. (Session 6 narrative) 

Christian continues, “they have to swallow their food whole. They have to coil 
and hold it until it dies.” Wyatt joins the discussion: “I know, if they eat an egg 
whole…,” Christian completes the sentence, “the jaw comes out and the egg can 
go in.” Christian shows how a snake moves to shed its skin. (Session 6 narrative) 

Boys explore other animals. As I show a picture of bird tracks they spread out in 
the space jumping and hopping at first. Arms swinging in great back pushing 
sweeps, Wyatt takes off flying down the room. “If they want to go really fast they 
go like . . .” explains Wyatt as he flies to the other end of the room. The three 
other boys climb on the stacking blocks, before traveling to roost together on play 
equipment. Responding to the next picture Anchor asks, “. . . a raccoon?” The 
boys consider other clawed mammals. I announce, “On the count of three show 
me your raccoon, or badger, or beaver.” The boys’ four-legged locomotion leads 
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Wyatt and Christian across the floor. Isaac burrows under the bedspread and 
Anchor, growling, scales a stacking block, roaring at the summit before 
clambering back down to join the group. (Session 6 narrative) 

Christian’s passion for animals seemed contagious. Here, finally, were the personal 

regard and the engagement with content that allowed Christian to fulfill some of his capacity as a 

child leader. Children and adults participated in full-boded exploration of these animals using 

verbal and kinesthetic modes. Wyatt and Christian debated and built verbal knowledge of 

animals, Isaac burrowed into his bedspread lair, and Anchor adapted a version of his top of the 

tower experience during the 4th Session to roar out about animals. With creatures fresh on their 

minds I asked the participants to, “Think about what kind of animal your dad is. Draw a picture 

of the animal and a track the animal might make” (Session 6 narrative). 

Of Paul Isaac says, “You would be an ape because you shout.” Anchor says, 
“Dad, you’re a snake.” Steve responds with surprise, “Really?” “My dad’s a 
woolly mammoth,” says Wyatt. Isaac revises his initial assessment, “I’m going to 
draw a polar bear.” “You can draw the kind of animal you think your boy is,” I 
invite the dads. Paul volunteers “a wiggly worm.” (Session 6 narrative) 

Boys and dads displayed their drawings in a gallery of portraits, explaining their images 

to the whole group.  

“Look, I drew a spider,” says Isaac. “It’s a spider see?  I like drawing 
insects…actually, eyes.” Isaac’s drawing (Figure 63) includes four insect shapes, 
complete with multiple legs, eyes, and antenna. Christian offers, “…a giraffe.” 
His drawing (Figure 64) of a full-page spotted giraffe includes carefully drawn 
droppings and a set of tracks. Paul summarizes the images in his drawing (Figure 
65):  “I drew a starfish and an octopus. I thought Christian was an octopus and 
Isaac was like a starfish.” (Session 6 narrative) 

Next, I showed ground-based nature photographs and satellite-based photographs of a 

variety of landscapes (Garnett, 1982; Nicklin, 1995; Strain & Engle, 1992). 

. . . Boys huddle as we share an Australian aboriginal creation story that attributes 
landscape features to animal locomotion patterns. Boys offer ideas about animals 
that may have shaped the landscapes they see in the photographs. A sample of 
music combining dijeridoo and saxophone instrumentation by Paul Winter 
(Winter, 1998f) plays in the background. As our discussion concludes I change 
the music to another Paul Winter selection (Winter, 1998g) featuring group voices 
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and drumming. “Go off and reshape the landscape with the movement patterns of 
your animals, the way you want to,” I direct. (Session 6 narrative) 

Child response to this exploration was immediate and full-bodied and developed into 

intra- and inter-family explorations. 

Wyatt and Christian leap into the air, backs arched and arms reaching. Landing, 
Wyatt stays close to the floor in the fast snakelike pattern he had developed 
earlier, pulling himself across the floor with his arms. Christian picks up a toy 
hammer and begins tapping the space in front of him, starting low and reaching 
into regions overhead. Isaac, who had burrowed under the blanket earlier, returns 
to this pattern. I bring him our empty drum/trashcans to explore. Joined by Paul, 
Christian circles his landscape shaping it with his hands and swinging his arms 
through it. He orbits Paul and settles to the floor for a moment before standing to 
hammer at eye level.  

At the other end of the room Anchor and Steve shape their landscape with hand 
and arm gestures, walking together slowly. Telling the story of his landscape as 
he hammers, Christian shapes the space around the stacking blocks, briefly 
tapping them then moving on. Wyatt climbs into one of the cans and Paul scoops 
him up, carrying him to the side of the room. Paul and I add the blanket to the 
trashcans, attracting Wyatt and Isaac to explore their lair, climbing over each 
other and retreating into the cans.  

Christian explains the location of his river . . . . Continuing to shape with hands 
and hammer, Christian breaks into a hopping series of weaving steps as he 
bounces rhythmically to the music. Across the room, Anchor circles Steve until he 
has enough momentum to leave the ground. Steve continues the spinning, 
initiating huge airborne arcs climbing then plummeting. Spent, Steve lies on the 
floor where Anchor climbs onto him. Paul wraps Wyatt and Isaac in the blanket 
while in the corner Christian continues telling us about his new landscape as he 
hammers. (Session 6 narrative) 

Christian’s theorizing about his landscape continued as participants began their post-

session drawings. I decided to probe his thinking about his newly created environment. 

I ask, “Did you make caves or mountains or oceans?” Christian responds first, 
holding his toy hammer as he talks, “I made mountains and…caves and a river.” 
“Christian, you made a whole ocean,” I comment. “Yeah, because I mixed salt 
and green color into the ocean…and hammered down the small mountains that 
don’t look good. And I pulled out some big rocks to make craters too.” Christian 
illustrates his description with movement, a solo dance about his landscape 
making. Following his presentation Christian suggests, “Let’s draw the landscape 
that everyone made.” Then he asks the group, “Can somebody tell me what they 
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made and where they made it?” Wyatt offers, “I made two rocks stuck together.”  
“It’s a great meeting place for animals,” offers Christian. (Session 6 narrative) 

Christian’s comments were remarkable for their aesthetic content describing his efforts to 

improve mountains “that don’t look good,” adding craters by removing rocks, and for his 

pedagogical engagement of the group with his suggestion, “let’s draw the landscape that 

everyone made,” followed with his request, “Can somebody tell me what they made and where 

they made it?” His responses to the session continued as he completed his post-session drawings.  

Christian’s drawing (Figure 74) also includes landscape elements: road, mountain 
shapes and clouds, as well as map-like features: regions delineated using 
repetitive symbols for trees, craters where he removed boulders, and small 
triangles embedded in circles, the small mountains he hammered down. With its 
caption of “our landscape,” this concrete depiction is Christian’s strongest 
pictorial statement of group identification to date. (Session 6 narrative) 

Content in reference to Christian’s book, and the exploration of environments and 

mapping, continued in the final session. I used the Session 6 drawings produced by Christian and 

by Anchor to stimulate participant thinking about how they could visualize their 7th Session 

family journeys. Weaving together my goals and interests, in this case my commitment to a 

curriculum for revealing intra- and inter-family experiences of sons, fathers and fathering, with 

the interests of participants, in this case with Christian’s love and knowledge of animals, fulfilled 

one of the potentials of the co-created dance curriculum for inter-related males that I had hoped 

for.  

Gratifying also was the increasing intersubjective quality of our relationship, supported 

by my preparatory work to expand my repertoire of responses to Christian’s needs. Rather than 

struggling for control in a pattern of conflict and dissatisfaction we both arrived at an experience 

of dancing that was individually expressive and that richly contributed to the evolving 

community aesthetic. 
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Other Moments of Reflection 

Seeking emergent curriculum solutions to problems of teaching and learning (Bond, 

1994a, 1994b, 2001; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond & Richard 2005) in this study I applied 

reflection as a meta-cognitive strategy to improve my teaching and as a meaning making process 

to build our aesthetic community. The following examples show how the group responded to my 

intentional invitations to reflect on their dance experiences, and how we began to elaborate on 

our own reflective style. Twenty minutes into the 2nd session I asked participants to reflect on 

their dance experiences. 

 “Does everyone have a favorite movement that you just did?  Do you like to hop, 
turn, crawl through legs?” Ian offers immediately, “I like to crawl through legs.” 
“I do too,” I respond. Stanley offers, “I like being on the tower.” “I liked your 
climbing,” I offer. Ben agrees with Ian, “I liked going through the dads’ legs.” As 
we discuss these actions Carl, at first quietly and then with more voice 
involvement, crawls through his dad’s legs and runs across the floor and back, 
finally sliding to his dad. (Session 2 narrative) 

Boys and dads found recollections of movement came to mind easily. There was a pattern 

of articulated reflections leading to movement, similar to Carl’s demonstration of traveling 

through adult legs described above. Moments later, after a ‘follow the leader’ activity we paused 

to reflect again. 

I offer, “I saw turning, falling down on the floor and getting up. I saw through the 
legs, fancy stuff. What did you do?” Ian and Stanley raise their hands. Stanley 
says with a giggle, “I did a somersault.” I confirm, “You did. I saw that.” David 
adds, “Yeah, that was great. We all did it.” (Session 2 narrative) 

Expressing an eagerness for reflection Ian and Stanley quickly raised their hands. David 

confirmed and augmented Stanley’s reflection, an extra-family exchange involving appreciation, 

and acknowledgment.  

Stanley continues, “…and I went on the monkey bars.” I respond, “You went on 
the monkey bars…just a reminder that we’re going to stay off of them.” David 
responds, “but it was a novel idea.” (Session 2 narrative) 
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Acquiescence to the child-directed curriculum of tower dancing was moving out of my 

hands. Here David voiced the growing adult groundswell in support of child innovation and in 

favor of further exploration of play apparatus. Modifying my statement David tested the 

flexibility of our teacher/student roles, evidence of both David’s individual initiative and the 

level of shared leadership we achieved at this early moment in our aesthetic community.  

Addressing Ian I ask, “What was something you did?” “I slid,” says Ian. Carl 
echoes his brother: “I slid.” “That seems to be the theme of the day,” I respond. 
Ian continues, “…sliding, sliding, sliding.” Wyatt scoots past me toward Ian and 
Carl. Carl calls out, “slide, slide, slide, slide, slide, slide.” (Session 2 narrative) 

 
Reflection led to contagion as memories of particular actions provoked enthusiastic 

iterative agreement and recreated movements. Reflection in the 3rd session centered on our 

exploration of lifting. 

“Show me some of the flying actions you did,” I direct. In response, Todd turns, 
slowly holding an imaginary child overhead, while Christian pummels his dad 
briefly, then runs through the room. Carl paws the air, dog paddling through 
space, then turns, and Ian somersaults. Wyatt runs and jumps, flapping his tiny 
wings and calling out, “I did the tweet, tweet, tweet, tweet.” Todd collects Carl, 
reminding him that “now is not the time for running and sliding.” (Session 3 
narrative) 

Christian, possibly in response to the mix of attraction and aversion caused by the lifting, 

vented his overwhelm on father Paul. In reprise of his 2nd session recollections, Carl required 

Todd’s reminder to barely contain his penchant for running and sliding. Even so, he and Wyatt 

managed to recreate their airborne actions and Todd shared lifting from the adult perspective. 

Reflection was available for the groups’ unsanctioned, as well as its sanctioned meanings. 

Illustrating independent reflection by the boys, and absent adult sanction was this example in 

Session 4: 

I put on bluegrass music (Kazee, 1997) and Christian begins a seated version of 
the shoulder slouching air guitar movement, a key style component of last 
session’s square dance. Christian says, “Wyatt, remember…?” Wyatt takes up the 
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action immediately, strumming his guitar as he bounces his head and shoulders in 
rhythm. (Session 4 narrative) 
 
Christian enticed Wyatt to remember a cherished air guitar movement motif that emerged 

during the 3rd session square dance, shared by Christian, Wyatt and Isaac. Reknit into the group 

through careful and responsive intersubjective exchanges, beginning during the fragmented 4th 

session, Christian’s reflective capacities grew to support considerable and cohesive group dance 

learning at the end of the 6th session and during the entire 7th session. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter identified the layers of teacher decision-making processes in the work to 

realize an emergent and responsive curriculum, including key Right Dance elements, for dance 

learning resulting in aesthetic community. It described my sense of dislocation and developing 

awareness of uninterrogated assumptions about dance education including expectations about 

child behavior, importantly about the behavior of my son Wyatt, and my responses to the 

resistant Christian. Fueled by a growing sense of doubt in such uninterrogated responses, I 

described my emerging capacities for observation and decision-making, providing examples of 

classroom management, and of monitoring and adjusting to promote participant success and 

satisfaction. I described short-term and long-term exploration of and response to provocative 

child behavior leading to deeper understandings of child meanings and needs in dance education. 

Evidence of learning based on these deeper understandings is presented in the form of child and 

adult verbal and movement exchanges. Consistent with other dance education findings (Bond & 

Deans, 1997; Bond, 2001; Bond & Richard, 2005) exploration of themes of animal behavior and 

environment emerged strongly.  

Reflective practice in the form of immediate, non-evaluative feedback, and child self-

reflection about their expressions of learning, led to cumulative evidence in verbal, pictorial and 
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kinesthetic form and consisted of child descriptions, movements, questions, reflections and 

substantive requests to other participants, an extension of Bond’s work which has mostly 

emphasized nonverbal/visual indicators of the emergent collective style phenomenon (Bond, 

1994a, 1994b, 2001, 2008; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond & Richard, 2005; Wu, 2005). Citing 

Christian’s sense of reflection in pursuit of satisfying group style during the 3rd and 4th sessions, I 

described the self-perpetuating nature of shared reflective practice that developed with teacher 

encouragement of participant relationship and reflection. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

THEMES OF PEDAGOGY -- COMMUNICATIVE MOMENTS  

INFORMING THE INTERSUBJECTIVE QUALITY OF DANCE LEARNING 

My responsibility for pedagogical activity in these sessions through my role as the dance 

educator was central. However as a parent of one or more children participating in the class, each 

adult was also negotiating a pedagogical relationship with their own children and with the 

children of other families, with each other adult and with me. Similar complexity existed for 

children who shared in the co-creation of learning, often as leaders. The presence of parents and 

children together as learners created many layers of relationships in this study, and the range of 

dynamic in these relationships was very broad. We were a facilitated, intergenerational network 

of teacher/learners.  

This chapter attempts to reveal the development of tactful pedagogy (van Manen, 1991, 

1997) in this instance of intergenerational dance education by presenting descriptive 

interpretations of communicative action among and between group participants, providing 

evidence of a changing background of relatedness and mutuality with correspondences to 

primary and secondary intersubjectivity (Hobson, 1993; Malloch, Sharp, Campbell & 

Trevarthen, 1997; Tomasello, Kruger & Ratner, 1993; Trevarthen, 1974a, 1974b, 1980, 1984; 

Trevarthen, Kokkinaki & Fiamenghi, 1999; Trevarthen & Hubley, 1978), as well as evidence of 

meaning making and interpretive effort among participants with correspondences to tertiary 

intersubjectivity (Astington, Harris & Olson, 1988; Bråton, 1974, 1998a, 1998b; Humphrey, 

1984; Whiten, 1991). 
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Struggle was evident in all the relationships, as well as solutions to many challenges to 

relationship, and many skillful interactions. The continuum of relationship dynamic in this study 

includes kicking between, and physical restraint and pushing of children at one end, and hugging 

and deep appreciation at the other. The complexity of this study invited conflict. These boys had 

a teacher and a layer of parents, including their own, to negotiate. The fathers had children to 

support and comfort and a teacher to respond to. I had parental peers, my own child and the 

children of my peers, all of whom required my facilitation for their learning, and I required them 

for my research in pedagogy. 

The parents were also pedagogues. With little or no formal dance content knowledge the 

parents demonstrated concern for what was best for their children. Similarly, children provided 

emerging pedagogical leadership for each other and for adults. What follows is a discussion of 

critical incidents and interactions that comprised these negotiations between the participating 

adults and children. To begin this discussion I trace the development of my interactions with my 

son, Wyatt. 

Teaching Dance and Interacting with My Son, Wyatt 

Opening Incidents 

During analysis of the 1st session narrative, I wrote reflectively about the challenges I 

experienced: 

. . . my teaching with Wyatt as a student, [was] among my largest challenges. (line 
by line analysis of Session 1) 

My relationship with Wyatt in these sessions tests the pragmatism of participant 
choice for me (line by line analysis of Session 1) 
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Within the first fifteen minutes of the first session I had these experiences with Wyatt that 

demonstrated some of the range of interactions I experienced over the seven sessions:  “I invite 

my son Wyatt to assist me as I lead the group in a line dance around the room,” (Session 1 

narrative)   

I remember a glow to this moment and thinking it was an acknowledgement of 
Wyatt, as though by his leadership I was saying we worked together on this and 
the reason these dads and sons were in the room was because of our conversations 
with each other and with the families. (line by line analysis of Session 1) 

Wyatt’s line dance leadership was soon followed by this interaction: 

Next, focusing on body parts and relationships . . . boys’ voices call out in 
response to my question, "does everybody have a favorite body part?” As the 
chorus dies down Wyatt yells out, "I said, ‘my guts.’” "I know," I respond. . . . I 
take Wyatt aside to coach him to listen to the other boys and dads as well as to 
share his ideas. As I reflect on this incident later, I recall that my "I know" 
comment to Wyatt had an edge of sarcasm. I want to increase my dancing with 
my son and avoid this kind of exchange that I experience as a power struggle. 
(Session 1 narrative) 

The perils and potentials of child leadership continued to unfold as other child voices 

augmented the provocative fun: 

“Byron's thumbs,” I offer. Wyatt is next. "Wyatt's guts," he says, and the boys 
laugh. Ben, David's son, is next; he pauses to consider, but eventually offers, 
"Ben's chin," as he touches his chin. Anchor's brains, his father, Scott's, big toe, 
and Christian’s and Isaac’s father Paul's nose are shared. Christian says, "my 
butt.” "Do something with your butt," I respond. He shakes his vigorously. One-
upping his big brother, Isaac follows with "penis.” "Oh man, okay," I say, a bit 
chagrined. "Isaac's penis," we say shyly, though I refrain from suggesting he set 
his penis in motion. As a parent and teacher I condone the use of anatomically 
correct language, including breast, vagina and vulva as well as penis and testes, 
but in the moment I worry about how my standard will work for this group of 
dads, particularly on the first day. (Session 1 narrative) 

No dads protested, and in retrospect it was apt that on our first day we dealt with 
the vocabulary for male genitalia in this all-male group. Moments after this 
exchange Wyatt reconnected to me with endearing gentleness. "Dads and sons put 
your heads together, gently,” I direct. I have to stop talking to touch Wyatt's head. 
He then gently holds my head” (Session 1 narrative). 
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Dads and sons continued to explore connections with the same and with different body 

parts. These interactions ended in a high-spirited celebration of dads lifting boys. Back on the 

ground I directed the boys to connect with each other. I observed Wyatt, already in connection 

with Ben, accommodate two younger boys:  “Anchor looks eagerly toward Carl who holds out 

his hands. ‘Over here you guys,’ call out Wyatt and Ben, who have opened out their connected 

shape to accommodate Carl and Anchor” (Session 1 narrative). 

Following an exploration of leading and following in family groups, I introduced a tactile 

discovery exploration, distributing bags of small objects of contrasting shapes and textures, one 

to each family. Once again, I enlisted Wyatt as my assistant in this distribution. I soon 

discovered I hadn’t prepared a sensory bag for Wyatt, who wandered away to pursue his interest 

in the nearby drums. After gathering him back, and asking to share a bag of materials, including 

a chess piece, with Todd and his family, I had this exchange with Wyatt: 

I watch Wyatt inserting his chess piece into his ear and call him over to 
experiment with me. He places the piece in my ear and calls out, "look at my 
dad's ear, look at my dad's ear.” Contributing his second reference to the derriere 
this session, Christian suggests, “Put it on your dad’s butt.” Wyatt slips behind me 
and puts a chess piece in my pants. “Ben, I put it in my Dad’s underwear,” gloats 
Wyatt. Ben, placing objects on David and observing Wyatt, exclaims, “Yuck!” 
then slides toward Wyatt. David pulls Ben back onto his lap. (Session 1 narrative) 

Feeling embarrassed that Wyatt had distracted Ben and caused David to restrain Ben 

physically, I was relieved that we were winding up this activity and took the opportunity to 

divert Wyatt with the instruction to help gather up the paper bags of objects so we could begin 

our work with the drums, an exploration that captured the boys’ interest. In his excitement his 

pre-drumming shaking warm-up led to vigorous rolling on the floor and vocalizing. As we 

played on drums together Wyatt negotiated with me to hold a drum and concluded the session 

with this exchange with Ben, “Ben and Wyatt team up, arms connected ballroom style, giggling 

then separating to travel” (Session 1 narrative). 
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In his post-session interview, Paul, a Dutch national, discussed his wishes that his kids 

were “perfect,” and suggested a metaphor describing the expectations (mine and possibly 

others’) that impinged on Wyatt:  “In Holland they always say that the reverend’s children are 

the ones that are always the worst, but everyone would expect them to be, like, the perfect kid” 

(June 1, 2002 Interview). Paul confirmed my perception that Wyatt was both highly visible and 

held to (at least my) high standards of behavior and expectations for leadership. As later sessions 

showed clearly, Wyatt was also of middle age in this pack of boys, and seemed to enjoy his 

middle ground. I admired the support he conspired to offer with Ben to the younger boys, 

helping them find a place to connect in the group shape. I also found the extremes of his 

demeanor often hinged on the presence of one or both of the eldest boys, Christian and Ian. 

The pattern of Wyatt’s passionate engagement alternating with his provocative behavior, 

and of my continued efforts to enlist his cooperation, monitor his provocations, distract and 

redirect his attention, and imperfectly provide for his unique needs, and for those of the other 

boys, continued through the sessions and was relieved only during the 5th session when Wyatt 

elected to attend a baseball game instead of our class. There are eighteen points in the session 

narratives where the pattern of conflict between Wyatt and me is evident. The narrative also 

shows that Wyatt came into conflict with Paul when asked to return his 4th session scarf. I came 

to see the changing texture of my relationship with Wyatt and of the child/parent relationships I 

observed, as intersubjective untethering and retethering, an almost constant negotiation of 

conflict and relationship mending. The following episodes represent highlights and lowlights of 

our interactions during the remaining sessions and reveal how Wyatt helped me perceive more 

clearly, become more curious, less fearful and more empathetic in my dance pedagogy.  

Accompanying Dads on the Drum 

This episode of dancing and drumming occurred in the 2nd session immediately after an 

explosion of adult-initiated running and sliding. The group had just reflected on their actions, 
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including the running and sliding, with the effect of reanimating this passionate combination of 

actions for Wyatt.  

“Wyatt, come on over here, I want you to be next to me,” I command. . . . The 
activity I have in mind extends the traveling and freezing dance from last week. 
“I’m going to play [bells] for the boys and Wyatt is going to play [drums] for the 
dads. (Session 2 narrative)  

I play the bells and the boys run for the far side of the room. With Wyatt’s 
drumming the dads take off running to find the boys. . . . Wyatt plays with 
concentration the same pattern I had played on the bells. Each dad encircles his 
son, the boys frozen in still shapes. Moments later I observe, “The dads found 
them.” Wyatt stands and calls out, “Yaay, yaay, we won.” (Session 2 narrative) 

Wyatt gladly consented to play the drums to accompany the dads and released his interest 

in running and sliding to stand by me as we accompanied the boys and dads. He identified with 

the dads who successfully found and encircled their sons, cheering for them and for himself. 

I hold my finger to my lips signaling Wyatt to be quiet. “Can we reverse this?” I 
ask. “Can we have the dads go first?” David agrees. I continue, “…and have the 
boys come and catch you dads?” The boys respond in a chorus, “Yeah.” Wyatt 
asks if he can chase. “Would you like to go chase?” I ask. “I’ll do the drum!” Ian 
volunteers to be Wyatt’s replacement. “So you’ll be Ian,” I say to Wyatt, implying 
his connection in the dance to Todd, Ian’s dad. (Session 2 narrative) 

 
I reminded Wyatt to be quieter with a gesture – a habitual, home life pattern that had little 

value in this setting. However, Wyatt responded to the question I posed to the group, can we 

switch the pursuers and the pursued, with an assertive request to join the boys in pursuit. In 

immediate response, Ian volunteered to accompany the dads and Wyatt provided a model of 

flexible inter-family dancing.  

Ian begins playing a slightly modified ostinato phrase, emphasizing a pause at the 
end. Dads run and leap into corners of the space. Ian, attentive to the dads’ 
movements, stops playing as the men freeze. Boys then chase and find the dads 
quickly and pile-ups occur. “Let your dads go, and one more time,” I announce. 
Ian begins playing the drums. As the group slides back to Home I ask, “Did 
everyone get caught?” Voices toll, “yes.” Wyatt insists, “I never got caught, I 
never got caught.” (Session 2 narrative) 
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Ian’s keen interest in drumming was immediately apparent and developed over several 

sessions. Wyatt concluded this cross-family dancing adventure celebrating his affiliation with the 

pursuing boys and crowing proudly, “I never got caught.”  

Mirroring 

I introduced an intra-family mirroring activity mid-way through the 3rd session. Wyatt 

agreed to mirror with Paul, Christian’s and Isaac’s father, as I mirrored with Christian. Isaac 

alternately observed both his father with Wyatt, and Christian with me as we mirrored. Pleased 

that Wyatt responded positively to my request that he mirror with someone else, and satisfied 

that Christian and I had completed a mirroring episode with gradual improvement in our 

exchanges, I sent Christian back to his family and Wyatt joined me. 

Wyatt returns from mirroring with Paul and gives me a big hug. As we begin 
mirroring Wyatt leads us to shift to sitting on our knees. Starting with reaching, 
symmetrical arm gestures, he introduces detailed, sustained wrist rotations and 
hand gestures before resolving our mirror dance. I could see that Christian and 
Isaac, having moderated their initial combative stance in mirroring, were edging 
toward over-stimulation and distraction, and I shift to a whole group activity. 
(Session 3 narrative)  

“Wyatt is going to lead the whole group,” I announce. He starts with a slow 
symmetrical circling of both arms punctuated with a quick, low kick followed by 
a sudden jump that lands him seated on the floor. “You want to be slow enough so 
we can follow you,” I coach. Wyatt responds with swift rolling from side to side 
and a backward somersault. (Session 3 narrative) 

At first I was puzzled by Wyatt’s shift from his careful, if complicated, mirroring with 

me to his challenging and outright tricky leadership of the group. He clearly didn’t want to lead 

the group slowly enough so anyone could follow him. Other children and adults, both the 

compliant and the frisky, led the group on this day; and during the 4th session I observed 

episodes of group mirroring become forums for in-jokes, humor, surprise and provocation – 

often with a lively sense of personal style. These whole group exchanges were energizing if not 

always revealing of individual and collaborative skill with mirroring exchanges, nor constructive 
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of community in ways that I anticipated. Indeed, the powerful sub-group meanings these 

exchanges generated proved challenging for me to bring back into whole-group focus as 

evidenced during the 6th session square dance breakdown. As steps toward greater interpersonal 

movement skills, shadowing and sculpting emerged as more valuable processes leading to 

carefully considered and intimate movement exchanges.  

Questions that emerged in my mind as I watched the elasticity of Wyatt’s mirroring 

helped me focus my reflection on the experiences of dance learning he and other participants 

were having. I was compelled to consider why Wyatt behaved so differently and had to balance 

my appreciation for his obvious skill and interest in one-to-one mirroring with his behavior in 

front of the group. From that point of inquiry I could ask what else did he and his young 

colleagues need?  What else might have been possible?  

Scarf Contention 

An eruption of aggression between Ben and Wyatt during the 4th session required adult 

intervention. Though there were several instances of Christian and Isaac wrestling, sometimes 

abetted by Wyatt and Ben, and that required their father, Paul’s, intervention between them, this 

is the only instance of inter-family squabbling leading to aggression in the narrative. Wyatt, Ben, 

Isaac and Christian had been contending over scarves I had distributed as movement props for 

several minutes. They had used them as costumes, flung them on dads and on each other and 

argued about their colors. 

“Boys, help me lift the block…Wyatt, Ben,” I call over to the boys. Christian 
helps with the block. Wyatt and Ben approach. Ben pulls Wyatt’s scarf and Wyatt 
turns around to object. Ben pushes Wyatt as they talk angrily. They kick at each 
other. David walks over and takes both boys to the side. Arms around both boys’ 
shoulders, David talks with them privately. After Christian and I remove the block 
to the side of the room I turn off the music and call the group together:  “Slide in 
to me. Come over and sit. You know we have plenty of instruments, we have 
plenty of scarves, so sharing, particularly for six, seven and eight-year-old boys 
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shouldn’t be a problem. So, if you have a problem with it, come over and talk 
about it.” (Session 4 narrative) 

Between David’s private counseling and my public discussion of the incident and of our 

group expectations that the boys share with each other, the conflict came to a contingent end. As 

I described above, Wyatt did not attend the 5th session. Ben didn’t attend the 6th session. 

Demonstrating child resilience, when both Wyatt and Ben were together again during the 7th 

session, Wyatt admired Ben’s and David’s paper journey dance constructions and at the very end 

of the session they worked together to mend the taped pathway that David broke during their 

family journey dance. 

Evidence of Parent and Child Intersubjectivity 

As related above, I worried about Wyatt and regretted my frustration with him. I came to 

reassess the pragmatism of seeing him as my teaching assistant, gradually understanding that his 

capacities for participating would be contingent on his peer relationships, the presence of elder 

children and his own pattern of interests. Having highly valued his enthusiastic enrollment of 

participants from among his friends, I had to deal with both the positive potentials and the 

challenges of his participation. In public struggle and celebration, I had to honor my pedagogical 

commitments, and I was not alone. I also observed and benefited from the pedagogical struggles 

and celebrations of the participating families evident in the intersubjective exchanges between 

participants described below. 

I related earlier how Orin made me question my prejudice against exploration with the 

play equipment and led me into carefully facilitating this emergent child interest. Each family 

offered its own contribution to the struggles and celebrations of our community aesthetic. To 

briefly summarize these contributions: David offered his highly engaged adult participation, 

including leadership, humor, and support and acknowledgement of child contributions. Todd 

insisted on high standards of child behavior, yet reveled in his two sons’ unabashed physicality. 

Paul patiently endured the shifting and sometimes punishing actions of his son Christian, 
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occasionally abetted by brother Isaac, and offered resilience and persistence in his relationships 

as we worked together to meet these boys’ needs. Steve made himself available for Anchor’s 

desire for intimacy while supporting Anchor’s movement toward greater independence.  

The qualities of these struggles and celebrations became apparent through the things 

participants said to each other, the ways participants shaped and negotiated the space around 

themselves and each other, and the ways participants touched and held each other as reported in 

the following discussion. 

Touch 

Intentional use of touching in the session 

Goals for these intergenerational sessions focused on knowledge and skill in relationship 

as we explored dance together. I planned activities each session that included touch and other 

physical contact. For example, as our first session opened,  

. . . dads and sons held hands in family groups and moved briefly toward the 
center of the circle and away. They then moved in clockwise and 
counterclockwise directions before, still holding hands, we left the circle. (Session 
1 narrative) 

I also touched participants and had them touch each other for group management and 

cueing, directing boys to touch their dads, and slide to their dads as a way to gather the group. In 

Session 2, I touched Wyatt to remind him to lower his voice. In Session 4, I touched Ben to 

remind him that he will be our next leader for group mirroring. Later in the same session I 

touched Isaac’s shoulder to indicate it was his turn to circuit the course of blocks.  

In the first two sessions I provided opportunities for participants to touch objects and 

each other in intra-family and cross family groupings. An activity with objects hidden in paper 

bags promoted participant discussion as they described their sensations of touch, and then 
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explored the sensation of touch in different regions of their own body, and of their partner’s 

body. Group exploration of touching was accompanied by an excited buzz of verbalization.  

I provided participants with opportunities to experience lifting and being lifted. In 

preparation dads rooted boys by pressing downward gently on their ankles and feet, and then I 

invited dads to explore gentle compression of their sons’ joints and limbs reminiscent of 

massage.  

As mirroring activities developed into sculpting and the shape museum during sessions 

two through five, participants touched each other to shape and be shaped, and used auditory 

signals, such as finger snapping, and blew short bursts of air on their partner to signal shaping 

decisions. Beginning in the 4th session, touching and dancing in close proximity were included in 

our dance about memories of our fathers that began with a moment of early morning tickling. 

Finally, our concluding dance of shared family journeys reprised the snaking line group dance of 

hand holding participants that began our series of sessions.  

Spontaneous and unexpected emergence of touch 

The following occurrences of participant touching did not occur because of any explicit 

guidance or direction, but emerged spontaneously. These examples show how the sense of touch 

was a rich avenue for invention of intersubjective exchange, often including other sensory and 

expressive modes.  

During an exploration of leading and following using sustained slow movement that did 

not include explicit guidance from me to connect with family members, I observed these intra-

family groupings in the 2nd session: 

Todd and Carl, now holding hands, pass Ian, Todd reaching out to, but not 
touching him. . . . Now Todd and Carl pair up, hand in hand, to pursue Ian. 
Shoulder-to-shoulder, David and Ben appear to concentrate on matching their 
slow motion stepping. David pivots to continue their travels by mirroring face-to-
face, matching each step. David moves backwards pursued by Ben until they 
connect hand-to-hand. (Session 2 narrative) 
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Later in the 5th session I observed hand holding by these parents and children in between 

the construction of group shapes that involved explicit exploration of connection: 

Ian and Carl jump in place holding hands with Todd as we return to the circle 
perimeter in family groups. David follows Ben into place, clapping and shuffling. 
Steve and Anchor hold hands. (Session 5 narrative) 

Touching while mirroring in intra-family groupings 

The following episodes were even more inventive and representative of substantial 

intersubjectivity. They illustrate the easy and flexible attitude toward intra-family touching that 

participants shared. In the 3rd session Todd adapted a one-to-one interactive activity for his three-

person family: 

Accommodating mirroring between himself and his two sons, Todd draws Carl up 
onto his lap and both mirror Ian. Todd gently guides Carl’s gestures in response to 
Ian’s leadership. (Session 3 narrative) 

Todd found a solution I hadn’t anticipated to the problem of mirroring in his family of 

two sons. His perceptive adaptation of mirroring met Carl’s need for guidance and moderation, 

provided playful connection with both boys, and allowed Ian to respond with his eight-year-old 

abilities for careful response, and empathy. Both Todd and Ian showed an amused appreciation 

for their younger family member. Layering Todd’s closely guided physical contact with Carl 

with immediate response to Ian’s movements, Todd gently guided his five-year old as they 

mirrored Ian (8).  

Todd eventually lets go of Carl, who erupts in a flurry of fast waves. Ian responds 
by smiling. Not able to keep up with all Carl’s movements, Ian selects some to 
mirror back. Soon Ian leads with a sense of slowness. Todd watches Carl, at times 
coaching him when Carl moves too quickly. Mostly Todd just watchfully hovers 
[and holds Carl on his lap]. (Session 3 narrative) 

Ian’s decision to mirror back to Carl a selection of his torrent of movements was a useful 

adaptation, showing Carl that his movements were being received. Todd gradually allowed Carl 
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more independence and helped Carl respond to Ian’s actions. He tactfully negotiated this 

intersubjective moment in support of his sons’ ability to follow Ian, Carl’s older brother.  

During the same session Paul’s family also engaged with touching in an unanticipated 

way. Attempting to moderate his sons’ combative mirroring Paul watched the two:  “Paul sits to 

the side and moderates [verbally] while Christian and Isaac push at each other” (Session 3 

narrative). Intervening, I invited Christian to mirror with me. Together we gradually progressed 

to watching and genuinely responding to each other. Christian’s progress was rapid and when we 

had an extended exchange that included several shifts of leadership I invited him to return to his 

family. 

Isaac has been watching on the side and now Christian and Isaac pair up. They 
turn and face each other sitting. Christian begins with serious intention, looking 
straight at Isaac and guiding him well. They progress from staring at each other to 
hand gestures and facial expressions that lead them closer and closer to each 
other. Finally they touch in a slow, close exchange involving faces, hands, and 
feet. (Session 3 narrative) 

Touching while mirroring continued to develop in other family groups. In the next 

session I observed David and Ben, and Anchor and Steve touching hands as they mirrored. These 

episodes of intra-family physical contact, and the intersubjectivity and pedagogical activity they 

represent, reminded me of the incident of Mario and Murda in the Gregory Bateson film 

“Learning to Dance in Bali” (1936-39). In the film Mario “the most famous dancer in Bali. . .” 

instructs a young boy, untrained as a dancer (Bateson & Mead, 1942, p. 87). Mario is shown 

crouched behind Murda, just as Todd placed himself behind Carl in the episode described above, 

and from this position proceeds to manipulate Murda through a sequence of Balinese dance 

movements. Murda allows the teacher to fully animate his movements. The Carl, Todd and Ian 

trio, and the Christian and Isaac duet in contrast, are engaged in mirroring responses to each 

other, yet the elements of tactile exchange and embodiment of intersubjectivity are clear in each. 

The implications of this episode as an example of intersubjectivity in relation to different 

conceptions of dance education and cultural studies are discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Gazing, reaching and shaping space during episodes of lifting 

In addition to direct touching by boys and adults, virtual touching by boys as they traced 

the real, or potential pathways of their lifted peers was evident in the 3rd session. Boys followed 

their lifted companions with their eyes, vocalized and moved actively, sometimes leaping and 

descending to the floor, as they traced. 

Landing after an entire circuit, boys wait for their next turn and watch their 
airborne peers. Ian jumps while vocalizing “boingie,” almost matching the height 
of the lifted boys. Christian rolls on the floor beneath the boys, following them 
closely with his eyes. (Session 3 narrative) 

This pattern of response to the lifted boys became more pronounced as two dads worked 

together to lift and manipulate a single boy. 

Todd and I lift Ian and the other boys squeal and vibrate excitedly. Paul and I 
easily lift Wyatt high over our heads, his belly to the ceiling, elbows bent and 
hands fluttering, again like small wings. Smiling, Todd watches Wyatt’s path 
overhead. (Session 3 narrative) 

As Todd’s attention illustrated, dads also were captivated by the boys’ assisted travels 

through space. 

As Wyatt descends to the floor the boys gather around Paul and me, their hands 
reaching to shape Wyatt’s inverted descent. Ian bends down to gaze into the eyes 
of upside down Wyatt, then watches Wyatt’s head as I roll him onto my shoulder 
and pass him high into Todd’s arms. Todd completes the circuit, pressing Wyatt 
overhead toward the ceiling. Below us boys play in the open spaces between and 
under Todd, Wyatt and me. (Session 3 narrative) 

This pattern of lifting activates the boys not being lifted to follow and use their hands to 

trace the pathway of the supported child. Bond commenting about the response states, “This is 

uncanny; similar behaviors happened with my deaf-blind boys” (personal communication, 

October 13, 2008). Lifted out of reach the boys created movement in the spaces between the 

lifting dads and beneath the supported boy.  

“Who’s next?” I ask, and Isaac responds, “Me.” As we repeat the process lifting 
Isaac, Wyatt, Christian and Ian gape at the height of Isaac’s lift. Paul and I 
experiment with turning him in a descending spiral. Then along with Carl all the 
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boys race to the end of the room. “Slide to your dads,” I announce. (Session 3 
narrative) 

The flight of the lifted boys seemed entrancing to the observers. Stimulated by their flight 

the observing boys ran and slid, their own version of flight. 

Wyatt runs and launches himself into my arms. Carl runs to Todd, hoping to slide 
home at his father’s feet, but finding himself in shorts, burns his knee in the slide. 
Christian pleads to be lifted, yet Paul and I find us just barely able to lift him off 
the floor. We rotate him in a low sweeping turn as brother Isaac chases. 
Recovered from his knee scrape, the diminutive Carl floats easily to his father’s 
shoulders. We lift him to my shoulder for a turn and he descends as the group 
hums with activity. (Session 3 narrative) 

The appetite for flying seemed insatiable as boys ran and Wyatt launched himself into my 

arms. Carl endured the pain of a skinned knee to realize another opportunity to be lifted by his 

dad. Christian, yearned for flight, yet seemed as overwhelmed and frightened as he was 

stimulated, complicating the job of lifting him. 

When we repeated boy lifting during the 4th session, I developed the activity by having 

dads travel with the lifted boys to the stage at one end of the room. “Steve and I can do Anchor 

first. We’ll travel to the stage and back,” I direct.  

As Steve and I pick up Anchor, Wyatt jumps into the air clapping his hands and 
follows us. With a hand on me and one on Steve, Wyatt stays tethered to us. 
Sliding and galloping we travel to the end of the room and back. At the same time 
Paul and David pick up Isaac. Both sets of dads move in parallel paths to the end 
of the room and back. Christian tethers himself to David and Paul while Isaac 
remains in place watching the action. (Session 4 narrative) 

I noticed Wyatt and Christian’s innovation of staying connected with the supported dads, 

and how this helped make the activity a group exploration. Christian’s attachment prevented his 

orbiting of the group, and kept Paul, who had earlier left the group to pursue Christian, in the 

lifting group.  

Anchor attaches himself to Steve as he and I lift Wyatt. Next, David and Paul lift 
Christian. “You know what I’ve found is helpful?” I comment, “…when the boys 
who aren’t being lifted help steer the dads.” Boys who aren’t being lifted swarm 
around the traveling dads. Christian and Wyatt stay in close contact with the 
lifting dads. “Help steer the dads . . . stay connected,” I call out. Dads look 
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animated as we travel the length of the room with eyes on the smiling and 
giggling boys. Finally, Steve and I lift Isaac as Ben follows and attempts to slide 
under Christian. (Session 4 narrative) 

I took the cue from Christian and Wyatt (an episode of creating emergent curriculum in 

the moment) and invited all the boys who weren’t being lifted to attach themselves to the lifting 

dads. Once again, as in the 3rd session, lifting caused high affect among boys and dads. “Now the 

boys are going to carry the fathers,” states David. (Session 4 narrative) 

Anchor’s hold tackles Steve to the floor where he volunteers to be lifted next, 
saying, “Absolutely.” David takes his legs stating, “I need another helper.” Paul 
pulls Christian, who has been wrestling with Ben and Wyatt, to Steve’s side. Ben 
and Wyatt continue to wrestle. David calls Ben, and I gesture for Wyatt to join 
our lifting, quietly lecturing him. Working together we raise Steve and slowly 
travel with him to the end of the room. (Session 4 narrative) 

Different from the 3rd session, we supported and traveled with dads at the end of our 

lifting exploration. With the dads’ inviting assertiveness boys once again were tethered to the 

lifting dads as we lifted Steve. 

Anchor attends closely to his father, lifting and directing his arms. On the return 
trip the boys shift from lifting to steering the dads, who end up carrying Steve. As 
the dads lower Steve to the floor Anchor steps back, looking at his father with his 
hands on his hips. As Steve stands, Anchor, facing his dad, jumps with 
excitement. “Now me,” boys call out. Instead of more lifting, the four dads settle 
together in a circle on the floor, sitting with legs stretched in front or crossed. 
Boys gradually accumulate in fathers’ laps or nearby on the floor. (Session 5 
narrative) 

Boys continued their compelling interest in the highly tactile activities of lifting and 

being lifted. Having family members lifted was very meaningful. Anchor lobbied for and then 

thoroughly relished having Steve lifted, and carefully monitored his progress by managing his 

father’s arms. Seeming to step back to admire his work, Anchor and all the boys were 

reenergized as Steve stood. Instead of more activity, the group recuperated on the floor, led by 

the fathers upon whose laps the boys gradually accumulated. 
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Proximity and Intersubjectivity 

Touching and shaping through sculpting  

In the 5th session I further developed sculpting which I had introduced in the 4th session. 

This exploration relied on touch and close contact to allow participants to gently arrange and 

shape a dance partner. Ian and Carl hadn’t attended the 4th session and Carl’s sense of excitement 

about sculpting was immediately visible. 

I continue, “I can move his arms, his legs, and I can give him all sorts of signals.” 
I clap close to Ben’s right hand and he changes the position of his arm. As we 
work through three examples of Ben changing shape in response to my clapped 
signals, two younger members, Anchor and Carl, also clap excitedly.  

Then I demonstrate blowing on a body part or joint to cue a [change of shape]. “I 
can blow on him to make a shape. Work with your dad. Take turns being the 
sculptor and the clay.” Carl standing with Todd advances toward Ben as I blow on 
him, then looking up to Todd he returns to stand next to his dad in the circle. 
(Session 5 narrative) 

Carl seemed to anticipate his sculpting of Todd as I demonstrated touch, clapping and 

blowing signals with Ben as my sculpture. For a moment Carl seemed ready to begin work on 

the demonstrating Ben, but then remembered his real interest in this interactive episode, Todd, 

although his apparent struggle continued. 

Anchor claps repeatedly at his dad Steve and then leans against him. Carl, 
watching the sculpting demonstration intently, rushes in to help shape Ben. 
Working in family groups, Carl and Anchor insist on being the first sculptors. 
Anchor briefly tries to undress his dad until Steve dissuades him. Carl, [finally] 
shaping Todd by gently blowing on him, approaches to make a change, then 
retreats a short way, apparently getting perspective on Todd’s entire shape which 
looms over Carl’s head. Ben shapes his dad, David. (Session 6 narrative) 

Carl soon adds jumps to his clapping to indicate changes in Todd’s extremities far 
overhead. “Look at my dad, hee hee, look at my dad,” he announces proudly. 
(Session 5 narrative) 

Both Anchor and Carl, among our youngest members, were excited by the prospect of 

sculpting their fathers and seized the chance be to first to sculpt their dads. Anchor seemed 
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almost overwhelmed with the possibilities, pelting Steve with a barrage of signals, leaning 

against him and attempting to undress him. Carl managed his fierce interest in shaping Todd, and 

selectively employed his repertoire of shaping techniques.  

Carl’s sculpting richly demonstrated how the difference in scale between his five-year old 

body and his adult father’s body necessitated a full range of approaches, touching, snapping and 

blowing. He proudly appreciated his accomplishment of successfully extending his reach to 

manipulate the full range of Todd’s body. Fathers also shaped boys, which presented its own 

challenges to the parent/adult sculptors. 

Paul shapes Isaac as Christian, chanting, “I’m too wet,” orbits the entire group, 
then his brother and father bend over to shape Isaac, who is seated on the floor. 
Paul shapes Isaac with hands touching his head, but Isaac’s shape unravels to the 
floor. “I’m too wet,” comments Isaac. Even so, Paul persists with sculpting Isaac, 
then pulls back to view his work and David and Ben who work close by. (Session 
4 narrative) 

Paul persisted sculpting his too wet son with humor, even as Christian and Isaac 

appropriated the too wet, negative case I used in my introduction to sculpting. Even so, Isaac and 

Paul’s episode of sculpting had an etch-a-sketch quality to it, with Paul’s shaping of Isaac 

periodically disappearing to start anew. Also inviting the parent/sculptor to move closer to the 

floor, David worked with Ben. 

David crouches to sculpt son Ben . . . moving him lower to the floor, down on one 
knee, then arranging his back, arms and head. David shapes Ben’s left arm to 
reach overhead, then stands to connect Ben’s right arm to his knee before standing 
to step back and admire his work. (Session 4 narrative) 

Next, Ian and Ben led the development of cross-family sculpting as we moved on to a 

whole-group, shape museum during the 5th session.  

Extending the idea of recreating shapes they observe, Ian and Ben discover they 
can copy and then change parts of the original shape, or continue sculpting the 
shapes they encounter. Ian reshapes Anchor and then Steve, saying to Anchor’s 
dad, “You’re free, you can change your shape.” . . . . Carl watches these 
exchanges. David [Ben’s father] coaches Carl to “save someone, save the world, 
save Mr. Richard.” Carl persists in watching, then walks several steps and takes 
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David’s shape, close to the ground on his stomach. Suddenly freed from his 
shape, David runs through the gallery of shapes jumping over those closest to the 
ground. (Session 5 narrative) 

After Ian and Ben showed the way by flexibly interacting with adults and children across 

families, David was able to coax Carl to exchange shapes with someone outside his family.  

Puzzle dancing in proximity -- Touching and shaping within and across families 

David continued to voice adult promotion of cross-family flexibility during the next 

exploration that involved careful and close shaping with a partner without actually touching each 

other. 

Episodes of solo dancing alternate with careful movement into puzzle-like, 
interlocking relationships between dads and boys in family groups. Dads and boys 
start in adjacent shapes that surround each other. One partner carefully removes 
himself from the surrounding partner and travels at will for a short period of time. 
Those who remain in place count to eight to measure the travel time. I 
demonstrate with Ian how to begin in an interlocking shape, and show how one of 
the partners carefully removes himself and travels for eight counts before 
returning to create a new interlocking shape with his partner. Lying on his side, 
Todd surrounds the standing Carl. At first, the dads count casually as Carl, Ian, 
Ben and Anchor travel. Carl, the last of the boys to return from traveling, takes 
care to find a satisfactory shape to surround Todd. Anchor also shows care in 
shaping his hand and arm around Steve’s knee. (Session 5 narrative) 

Both Anchor and Carl exhibited carefulness about shaping the space around their father, 

and skill with the new distinction of not touching their partner.  

Led by Ian, the boys count the eight beats their dads can travel with enthusiasm. 
Matching the boys’ interest, dads count in unison as boys stay close by. Instead of 
extensive travel they direct their attention to climbing on nearby dads. Steve ends 
up surrounded by Anchor and with Ben attached high on his back. (Session 5 
narrative) 

The priority Ian and his peers place on counting influences the adults who now take care 

to carefully, and in unison, count out the eight beats. As boys traveled less and remained close to 

nearby dads, the surrounding and shaping actions of the puzzling activity turned into climbing. 

Witnessing this modification, David suggests, “Kids, come back to a different 
dad.” Carl makes a last minute switch ending up surrounding Steve [Anchor’s 
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dad]. Boys continue their encounters with adult shapes, finding those they can 
climb, or like Anchor, finding places in their dad’s shape where they can nestle. 
Boys and dads continue to flexibly puzzle within family groups and outside them, 
and boys return to their dads for the final puzzle. Ben finishes attached to David. 
Soon Todd has lifted Ian and Carl, and Steve lofts Anchor by his feet. These intra-
family duets and trios, often including spinning, continue as I move equipment to 
support the next activity. (Session 5 narrative) 

David articulated the innovation that spontaneously emerged in the group as boys came 

back to different adult partners. In satisfying ABA form, boys started in intra-family exchanges, 

switched to cross-family exchanges and returned for the group’s tradition of celebration by 

lifting and spinning. 

Informal Touching – Laps and Lounging 

Touching was also evident during periods of repose and recuperation. After the 2nd 

session following and leading exchanges and at the end of each of the lifting episodes during 

sessions 3 and 4 boys gathered in fathers’ laps as they recuperated together. As I explained how 

we would use the paper bags of tactile objects during sessions 1 and 2, and as we talked about 

photographs of landforms during sessions 6 and 7 boys frequently accumulated in laps or 

immediately adjacent to dads. However, there was a continuum of touching that included active 

disinterest and actions to decline or reject touch. 

Touching Resisted, Rejected or Deferred 

Christian both resisted touching and seemed to release the energy of his frustrations 

physically, through hitting. In response Paul both attempted to moderate Christian’s assaults, or 

to evade them. Early in the 1st session the line dance with dads and sons holding hands seemed to 

augment Christian’s discomfort, and invited Isaac’s active collusion with Christian. 

Brothers Isaac and Christian stamp and jump and often push and pull on dad Paul 
. . . . Christian stamps along the line with two feet, alternately pulling and then 
pushed by Paul. (Session 1 narrative) 
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This dynamic, particularly as it played out between Paul and Christian, returned at the 

end of our lifting episode during the 3rd session. Christian had seemed to be both overwhelmed 

and intensely stimulated by the lifting episode, and this outburst occurred while the other 

participants were sharing movements that they remembered from lifting. 

Christian slaps Paul’s bottom, then Wyatt slaps Christian and backs away 
defensively as the group continues demonstrating movements they remember. 
Paul responds to Christian’s slap looking uncomfortable and moving evasively 
behind Christian. (Session 3 narrative) 

In the following two episodes Steve rejected Anchor’s overtures for contact. In the first, I 

had just explained mirroring and Anchor had nuzzled into Steve who tried to direct Anchor’s 

attention to me. 

After a few moments Steve extracts his arm, sliding away on the floor, and then, 
pointing to me, leans back into Anchor to coach him to listen. (Session 4 
narrative) 

The 2nd episode occurred just as the 6th session opening square dance was disintegrating 

and the group divided into three separate groups.  

“And back,” I instruct the compliant dads and grab Wyatt as we retreat to the 
outside of the circle. During the retreat, Steve stumbles as he tries to stay on the 
rhythm, with Anchor attached to his arm. . . . Steve shakes Anchor off his arm, as 
he points forcefully to the ground. The tone of adult frustration seems mirrored by 
child resistance and confusion as Wyatt, Christian and Isaac move in opposition 
to the men, while Anchor hovers close by his dad. (Session 6 narrative) 

Finally, two interactions between Todd and Carl illustrated touch deferred in the service 

of group process as Todd negotiated his responses to his sons and to the whole group. 

Carl squeals with delight as Todd lifts him. . . . Wyatt circuits from me to Todd, 
who pushes his excited son Carl aside so he can take Wyatt from my hands 
midair. (Session 3 narrative) 

Then, moments later, Carl again is rebuffed by Todd. Carl . . . places himself in 
the center of our circle. Seeing his father set down Ian, his brother, he looks up 
expectantly, but Todd’s arm brushes him away again. Finally, he wanders to Paul 
who lifts him into the sequence. (Session 3 narrative) 
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These cases of intra-family struggle involving touch underscore how relationships 

appeared fluid and contingent, and were remarkably resilient. Intersubjectivity was almost 

continuously in evidence through many instances of touching, weight bearing and close 

proximity, yet the continuum of qualities of intersubjectivity was very broad over the course of 

the sessions, ranging from aggression to empathy. This range was similar to that reported by 

Bond (2008)  who observed affectionate behaviors: “patting, stroking, kissing, hugging, smiling 

and laughing,” as well as aggressive behaviours: “striking, biting, scratching, grabbing and 

pinching” (p. 413). Also Bond reported “a pattern of diminishing peer aggression,” (p. 413) a 

trend that can be found in the present study with particular emphasis on sessions 5 and 7. 

Pictorial Evidence of Intersubjectivity 

As an experiment in pictorial intersubjectivity, the 2nd session serial exchange of 

drawings produced limited evidence of intersubjectivity, although it had the effect of amplifying 

and making clear the volume of participant reflective responses about the episodes of tower 

dancing. Though tower elements and other threads of relationship were present across the child 

and adult drawings in these series, such as Anchor’s wheeled vehicles and Wyatt’s drum playing, 

such relationships were the exception, and the interaction and resulting drawings seemed 

mechanical. 

I reintroduced pictorial exchanges in the 6th session building on the themes of animal 

locomotion and habitat that Christian’s interests had influenced. I directed a portrait drawing 

activity with large format paper and crayons, leading to an exchange between fathers and sons 

that combined these interests in animal life and behavior with the reflective conversations and 

dancing we had developed about our memories of our fathers.  

As described in Session 6 of the narrative analysis, and discussed in Chapter 6, these 

exchanges prompted energetic and highly verbal interactions as participants presented their 

drawings to each other and to the whole group, described how their drawings related animal 
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characteristics to family members, guessed at the identity of the drawn animals, asked questions 

of each other about the meanings of their drawings, and made statements of surprise and 

response to the drawings being presented. Using pictorial representations to build visual 

metaphors in response to family members in this case resulted in more authentic and energizing 

contributions to the quality of intersubjectivity in the group. More linguistic evidence of 

intersubjectivity is discussed next. 

Linguistic Evidence of Intersubjectivity 

Humor – among and between children and adults 

Jokes and humor were a frequent manifestation of our style of relatedness through the 

sessions. There were 23 instances of laughter, giggling and jokes in the first session narrative. 

Anchor’s clown-like dance of dizziness before the first session set a goofy and sweet tone that 

often reappeared during the sessions. Boys richly enjoyed the provocative humor of slang and 

anatomically accurate body part names during the 1st session. Stanley giggled with delight about 

the somersault he contributed as the leader of his group.  

Wyatt and Carl sparked each other’s giggles, and 3rd session group mirroring was studded 

with surprising displays that the boys found humorous. Christian joked about Ian’s long stillness, 

“this is boring.” Replete with in-jokes, provocations and genuine shared humor, the 4th session 

narration made reference to fourteen episodes of laughter and giggling. Highlights included 

Isaac’s mirroring leadership with Paul that included a nose-picking motif, guffaws over sculpting 

shapes and the precariously balanced shape that Steve sculpted Anchor into. 

During the 5th session, Carl tittered merrily, “tee hee,” about the shape he produced with 

his sculpted dad Todd. During the final sessions, the Memory Dance about fathers included a 

tickling episode that produced laughter and giggling, as well as Christian’s, this time tongue-in-

cheek, refusal, “I’m not waking up.”  
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Dads also, to greater and lesser degrees, demonstrated penchants for humor. In the 2nd 

session, Steve, Anchor’s dad, joked about his vulnerability as boys passed through the cave-like 

shape of his widespread legs, “keep it low boys, keep it low.” Also during the 2nd session, David, 

who turned out to be an engaging ham, joked with the boys, touching heads during the greeting 

dance early in the session. His provocative innovation of running and sliding was both cathartic 

and humorous, unleashing the groups’ powerful kinesthetic appetite for speed and abandon. 

After several iterations of the pattern the group complained of tiredness, bruises and skinned 

knees, even as the inveterate sliders among us continued to slide. In his ironic conclusion to 

David’s sliding spree, Todd “takes a wide stance and announces ‘Todd.’” Whispering with 

humor and relief as we echoed Todd’s stable and still finale shape, the adults murmured, “Todd 

is a tree.” 

Later in the same session Steve joked with Ian about the number of pushups he required, 

“How many of those do we have to do, Ian?” The boys chimed in, “a thousand, a hundred.” Ian 

answered mercifully, “two.”  

Early in the 4th session David transformed himself into a boy-lifting machine complete 

with sound effects. “Oh, the machine’s stuck,” David teases as he holds Wyatt high overhead. 

“Daddy, root me in,” Wyatt calls out. During our episode of group mirroring that included the 

four spinning tops, David led the group: 

David walks in front of the group and returns to the floor on his back. . . . As 
David starts, Ben returns to the floor to spin in place. David raises his head off the 
floor and waves to us. We return his wave. His slow motion rolling, standing, 
peering through his legs at us, and turning, continues into a long stretch. . . . 
David mimes looking into a mirror and shaving. He leads us in a quick surprise as 
he slips and cuts himself. Christian and the other boys laugh. (Session 4 narrative) 

During the 5th session connected group sculpture, Todd moved David’s foot to the 

rhythm of the music and laughed at the joke. Then, David joked with the group as he invited 

everyone to climb over him as they traveled through our connected group shape. “Ian trails Ben, 

followed by Anchor and then Carl; they circle Steve and crawl over David’s stomach. David 
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addresses the travelers, ‘Oh, climb over me. Okay climbers.’  David groans with the weight of 

each crossing boy.” (Session 5 narrative)  Later in the 5th session, after sculpting Ian, Todd quips, 

“I like that. It looks like you’re hailing a cab.” (Session 5 narrative) 

Conversations that generated meanings, leadership, requests and memories 

Conversational exchanges between groups of boys and dads promoted child leadership. 

Early in the 2nd session boys conducted spirited negotiations with Orin and me to secure 

permission to climb the stacking blocks.  

Wyatt suggests stacking the three blocks inside one of the other play structures to 
achieve an even higher climbing opportunity. Orin dissuades Wyatt and the two 
boys discuss what will happen when the others arrive. They set a rule for climbing 
one at a time and talk about playing tag and then jumping off the top of the stack. 
(Session 2 narrative) 

Boys showed remarkable skill in this conversation as we adults acquiesced to their 

vibrant interest in tower dancing. They compromised about height of the structure to satisfy adult 

concerns for safety. Thinking ahead they planned how they would manage additional climbers, 

agreed upon a rule for numbers of climbers, and elaborated on the tower dance theme to include 

tag and leaping from the top onto cushions. They continued this conversation at the conclusion of 

the 3rd session, after an extended (over ten-minute) tower dance exploration and concluding 

drawing of reflective pictures.  

. . . Christian, tugging one of the blocks, calls out, “Is someone going to help 
me?” . . . . Soon afterward Christian, Ian, Isaac and Wyatt lift and stack one of the 
blocks. Christian, Ian and Isaac run to lift the third block while Wyatt climbs into 
and then ascends the two already stacked blocks. Paul walks over to help the three 
lift the third block while Wyatt guides it into place from inside the second block; 
then, all the boys drag another large piece of play equipment to the stack of 
blocks. “Let’s bring everything to it,” Wyatt shouts. Carl concurs, “Yeah.” The 
boys talk and work together to make a complex arrangement of equipment next to 
the tower. (Session 3 narrative) 

Boys enlisted assistance across ages and showed remarkable cooperation to achieve their 

passionately pursued interest in tower building. Tower drawings dominated post-session 
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reflective drawings from the 3rd Session. Whether pursuing powerful interests such as tower 

building, or topics that were less intensely engaging, the boys were able to employ an egalitarian 

style of collaborative conversation that was evidenced in several episodes. 

For example, 1st and 2nd Session conversations as participants explored the contents of 

paper bags that I had assembled to inspire tactile discovery resulted in lively, cross-family, 

intersubjective exchanges between participants during the 2nd session. During the 1st session boys 

focused on the tactile qualities of bag contents.  

Families spend a few moments discussing their findings, then report to the whole 
group. Ian lists, “a chess piece, acorn and a shell,” then David and his son Ben 
add, “and a sponge.” As the contents are named we discuss their similarities and 
differences, and describe their textures. . . . “How does the sponge feel?” I ask. 
Ian offers, “soft, wrinkly like dry. . .” Stanley describes the shell as “smooth and 
bumpy,” Ian adds, “hard and unmovable.” Wyatt, who without a bag of objects 
has been sitting in my lap during these exchanges challenges, “except for if the 
animal’s still in it.” (Session 1 narrative) 

The 2nd session conversation, focused at first on the textures of new bag contents. 

. . . I ask, “Does anybody want to tell me what they’ve found?” Carl stands up 
brightly announcing, “oh, a wooden elephant.” . . . . What else did you find?” 
Stanley’s dad answers, “We found a fuzzy finger.” Another boy calls out, “. . . 
something like a seashell.” With great excitement Carl describes, “oh, oh, oh, a 
Duplo.” “I know, I know,” calls out Wyatt. (Session 1 narrative) 

Participants used sensory language like “fuzzy finger,” and identified materials like 

wood, and the seashell shape, then as Carl highlighted the particularly engaging Duplo blocks the 

boys took ownership of the conversation. 

Empty your bags; was it what you thought was there?” I ask. Wyatt again claims 
privileged knowledge, “I know what was there.” Ian describes, “It was filled with 
Legos.” “It’s filled with Legos guys,” Carl shouts excitedly to Ian and Wyatt. 
“Were there any other surprises in there?” I ask. “Several boys call out, “Put all 
the Duplos together, all the Duplos together.” Ian ignores my question and 
suggests, “Put them all together.” The boys start negotiating with each other for 
their Duplos. Wyatt asks, “Hey Ben, can we put your Duplos together?” Ben says, 
“No.” Wyatt interrogates, “Why not put them together?” Ian gives Wyatt his 
Legos. “Thanks,” says Wyatt. “It’s a tower,” he asserts as he holds up his 
collection of connected blocks. (Session 2 narrative) 
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No longer paying attention to my interrogatives about language describing tactile 

experience, Carl’s discovery of the Duplo blocks riveted the entire boy community. “Put all the 

Duplos together,” became the driving, though not universally shared, goal. They negotiated. Ben 

disagreed and Wyatt asked, “why not put them together?” Without an answer from Ben, Ian 

interceded and provided his blocks to Wyatt, who assembled and displayed “a tower.”  

A similar eruption of conversational style occurred during the 4th session in response to 

scarves used as props for movement. 

“I’m Harry Potter,” Anchor says with excitement. Some of the boys are wrapped 
mysteriously in their scarves. . . . Christian says to Wyatt, “You are Professor 
Quirrell.” “No I’m not,” responds Wyatt. Christian talks about Draco Malfoy and 
the Harry Potter story. Anchor begins to spin in place, holding out his scarf so that 
it whips around him. (Session 4 narrative) 

Anchor, who had just ascended our human tower, spontaneously crossed family lines to 

stake out his identity in this scarf inspired Harry Potter narrative. This episode, like the 2nd 

session eruption of Duplo enthusiasm, included an element of contention, this time between 

Wyatt and Christian. Meanwhile, fulfilling his own story, Anchor/Harry applied his penchant for 

spinning in fulfillment of his identity. 

Soon after the Harry Potter conversation and hoping to engage child and adult 

participants in a narrative about their fathers I shared my memory of how my father walked with 

his arm stretched out to the side to counterbalance heavy toolboxes. Then I asked participants, “I 

wonder if you guys notice things that you see your dad do every day right now. What do you 

think of?” (Session 4 narrative) 

Isaac responds with his observations about his father Paul: “He wakes me up 
when I don’t want to…he shakes me to wake me…like this.” He shakes his 
brother Christian to demonstrate as he talks. Wyatt offers, “I know, he makes me 
go sleep when I want to stay up. . . . Then Ben talks about David taking out the 
garbage. “What does it look like?  Show us,” I ask Ben. His father David also 
coaches, “pretend, there’s a garbage can.” He uses a trashcan drum to show us 
what David does. Isaac offers, “Sometimes he throws me into bed.” Christian 
stands and shows how Paul throws them into bed, “like this,” says Christian, 
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miming winding up to throw a baseball sized ball and turning as he follows 
through with the pitch. (Session 4 narrative) 

These boys memories were immediate, specific and amenable to embodiment which they 

practiced as we talked. Dads offered adult perspectives in their comments, yet still made their 

memories physical. 

“Any of the dads here remember their fathers?” I ask. Steve offers, “My dad, I 
remember him, he was really heavy. He would sit in a chair and then try to get out 
of his chair.” Steve stands and indicates the size and weight of his father, showing 
his struggle to get out of his seat. Anchor gets up and stands next to his father as 
Steve explains and illustrates his story. David, speaking of his father, adds, “I 
remember him sleeping in a big overstuffed chair.” David lies down on the floor 
to show us, arms out to the sides and mouth open snoring. Paul says, “My dad 
would be working on, or making something by sawing, or thinking about 
something and he would start whistling. I just think of his whistle. When I said 
something about it he said measuring and trying to fit it together, you spend most 
of your time. The sawing itself is a small part.” (Session 4 narrative) 

Steve and David offered stories of their sedentary dads, while Paul remembered his 

planning projects and sawing wood, and offered an insight about preparation and action. Todd, 

Ian and Carl added their stories when they returned in Session 5. 

Carl and Ian describe and then show how Todd plays golf and basketball. Ian 
stands and shows a golf swing accompanying his action with “bang.” Carl stands 
to demonstrate how Todd plays basketball, shooting a ball toward an imaginary 
hoop. Ben says of his dad, “Yeah, he’s always on the computer.” Todd volunteers, 
“I remember my dad playing the piano, particularly when it was quiet in the 
house.” As Todd speaks, Carl sits in his lap pretending to shoot baskets. Ian 
offers, “Basketball dance, my favorite.” (Session 5 narrative) 

Ben updated his memory of his dad from his 4th session image of David taking out the 

garbage to a depiction of David being “always on the computer.” Both of Ben’s perceptions 

seemed at odds with the lively and kinesthetically gifted presence of David in our sessions. 

However, with the range of available evidence accounted for, including Ben’s comments, 

David’s drawings, post-session interviews with David (and notably without Ben) and his 

behavior through the sessions, the picture that emerged of David was a complex one. Carl and 

Ian offered their perceptions and embodied actions of an athletically active dad. And Todd added 
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a brief musical image to our repertoire of memories, with Carl on his lap he created the gestures 

of playing on a piano keyboard.  

Chapter Summary 

This chapter described communicative exchanges between participants, including me, 

providing evidence of a changing background of relatedness and mutuality with correspondences 

to primary, secondary and tertiary intersubjectivity, and that allowed the particular qualities of 

our aesthetic community to take shape. The relationships were complex: adults, parents, children, 

sons and teacher, all negotiating their goals, needs and concerns. I described the evolution of my 

relationship with Wyatt, upon whose input I relied for class content and family participation. 

Moments of intense satisfaction with our dance interactions and with Wyatt’s generosity as well 

as frustration with his provocative behavior are described. Paul aptly described Wyatt’s plight as 

the reverend’s child, caught in the public eye with difficult expectations to live up to. I described 

this alternation between conflict and resolution as untethering and retethering. 

Parallel to my story of disconnection and reconnection with Wyatt I briefly summarized 

the qualities of interaction contributed by each family in the study, and then discussed key 

incidents that illustrated communicative quality within and across families in the modes of 

intentional and spontaneous touching and lifting, reaching and shaping, gazing and seeing, and 

vocalizing and talking. These moments of expression and perception often highlighted the 

emergence of community aesthetic meaning. Highlighted incidents included episodes of group 

lifting, exchanges involving mirroring and sculpting. 

Also described were informal moments of touching while lounging, and of touching 

rejected and deferred, or evaded. In this verbally gifted group of young people moments of 

linguistic expression included humor, jokes, teasing and goofiness expressed by both child and 

adult participants. Conversations that generated and expressed substantial meanings, leadership, 

interpersonal requests and memories also contributed to the communicative quality of the group 
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and were described, and included verbal and kinesthetic sharing of memories and observations of 

fathers and fathering across generations. 
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CHAPTER 8 

EXAMINATION OF AESTHETIC COMMUNITY 

This study found that our whole dance learning community fulfilled to varying degrees 

the observational details describing Bond’s transformative aesthetic community, including 

heightened affect, whole-body involvement, cumulative learning, conscious self-presentation, 

social camaraderie, and emergence of a collective style of movement, among others (Bond, 

1994b, 2008; Bond and Richard, 2005). Aesthetic community was also evident in family group 

interactions, during and after the seven dance sessions. This study extends Bond’s theorizing of 

aesthetic community in the presence of intra-family pedagogical concern and conflict, and in the 

emergence of a style of verbal reflection in the group that was not a focus of Bond’s research 

with nonverbal children. Individual and group development and transformation are described 

corresponding to Bond’s (1994b) findings of gradual amelioration of the child Damien’s social 

impulsiveness as observed through the context of child-centered group dance and aesthetic 

community. 

A Pathway to Aesthetic Community 

Bond (1994b, 2008) describes a spiraling pathway of development as community dance 

interactions filter, select and amplify emergent meanings (Figure 96). In her germinal study with 

nonverbal children with dual sensory impairments, Bond found that development of aesthetic 
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community relied on a form of dance facilitation that affirms each participant’s “aisthetic 

perception” (1994b, p. 22), or bodily sensory perception, as evidenced in their unique personal 

style, the “characteristic bodily forms and modes through which human intents are conveyed” (p. 

21).  

Bond refers to Maletic’s (1982) study which distinguishes two dimensions through which 

to examine style in dance: the aisthetic, resulting from an individual’s direct perception and 

experience of dance, and the aesthetic, resulting from the cultural and period bound norms of 

dance. Though Maletic’s use of the aisthetic dimension is based on the phenomenology of 

perception as developed by Merleau-Ponty (1964), which Maletic elaborates through application 

of Laban’s (1988) movement theories, the etymologies of aisthetics and aesthetics reveal the 

Greek and then Latin origins of these related terms.  

Aristotle’s treatise on the soul, De Anima (Apostle, 1981) introduces the term koiné 

aisthesis (pp. 29-30), directly translated as “common sense.” Aristotle describes three features of 

common sense: a subject’s capacity for distinct sensations (touch, vision, etc.), for the integration 

of the senses (working together upon a common object(s)) and for the subject’s conscious 

awareness of sensation(s). Translated into Latin, the term common sense becomes sensus 

communis: habit, taste, judgment, aesthetics, a social sense, rather than an individual capacity for 

direct sensation and synthesis of perception and self-awareness (Stanghellini, 2007, p. 135). 

With similarities to Bond’s (2008) pathway to aesthetic community, Stanghellini (2004) 

suggests a psychological developmental pathway beginning with personal perception and 

awareness, and leading to social attunement through application of bodily-based cognitive 

schema. Writing from a phenomenological point of view about the problems of intersubjectivity 

among victims of the least-understood psycho-pathologies: schizophrenia and autism, he states, 
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“Aisthesis, that is, perception, is the common ground of the internal and social dimensions of 

consciousness” (pp. 116-119). 

Bond (2008) provides observational evidence of the successful emergence of personal 

style from originating aisthetic perception: the stylistic elements of rhythm, gesture, movement 

mannerisms and light oriented behavior were particularly evident in her study (p. 410). Bond 

(2008) also describes the enabling conditions for this successful emergence. This ‘tactful 

pedagogy’ (van  Manen,1991), which she called Right Dance, promoted participant engagement, 

self-transformation and aesthetic community for children with severe learning disabilities. 

Personal aisthetic manifestations were mediated through a “ritual process . . . within a consistent, 

repetitive space-time context” (Bond, 1994b, p. 23).  

The present study applied Bond’s (1994b, 2008) prototype of Right Dance in a heuristic 

manner across a series of sessions for fathers and sons (Table 7). Analysis of multiple sources of 

data have illuminated participants’ progression through the developmental sequence from 

individual aisthetic response to collective aesthetic community (Figure 96). Table 7, describes a 

comparison between the ritual elements developed by Bond’s pursuit of “right dance” for her 

non-verbal subjects and the modifications of those elements I have made for my highly social 

and verbal subjects.  
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TABLE 7: A Comparative Perspective on “Right Dance”  
for a Group of Fathers and Their Young Sonsii 

 
Right Dance 
Structure 

 

Elements of Dance for Deaf-blind 
Children (1991) 

Elements of Dance for Boys and Dads 
(2009) 

GREETING  •Entering special space 
•Rhythmic name chant  
•Circle form 
•Passing special object – visual focus 
on common source 
•Peer and group relationship  
 

•Preparing and entering special space: 
period of play and interaction prior to 
formal session start including tag, ball play, 
and the first instances of tower 
construction, clearing space 
•Peer and group relationship 

MULTISENSORY  
WARMUP  

•Circle form 
•Body awareness - parts, whole, 
 interconnections 
•Rhythmic tactile activities – e.g. 
hand clapping 
•Range of dynamics and phrasing 
•Tension release 
•Breath awareness 
•Sitting dances:  rocking, tilting, 
shaking, bouncing, shape qualities, 
•Hand dances, facial expressions 
•Partner relationship 
 

•Repeatable whole-group ritual based on 
Hatha yoga done in a circle inviting 
approach, retreat, convergence and 
divergence of group in space 
•Vocal participation encouraged as yoga 
narrative accumulated and changed from 
session to session 
•Partner relationship – physical contact, 
including gradually increasing pressure 
culminating in weight bearing 
 

WHOLE  BODY 
IN  SPACE 

•Whole body movements in personal 
and shared space  
•Dimensions and planes 
•Locomotion, elevation 
•Range in space – distance, 
direction, shape, pathway, level, 
relationship 
•Range of dynamics – flow, weight, 
space, time  
 

•Square Dance variations inviting 
interfamilial groupings including whole 
group, adults together and children together 
•Whole group opening and closing 
•Movement invention: spinning, falling, 
elevation – jumps & lifts, spatial themes – 
direction, shape, pathway, dimensions and 
planes, level, relationship, distance 
•Vocalizing, calling out (climbers calling 
from tower tops), verbalizing, buzzing, 
exhaustion and recovery 
 

                                                 

ii Adaptation of Bond (2008), which is a refinement of Bond (1991, 1994b) 
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CHILD 
LEADERSHIP 

•Unmediated by adults  
•Children pursue dance/movement 
interests 
•Adult reflection of actions, postures 
and vocalizations develop into 
echoing, exaggerating, contrasting, 
and being audience to child 
performances 
 

•Boys leading and negotiating with adults 
and each other, presenting, shaping and 
sculpting 
•Dads’ reflection of boy initiatives: natural 
actions, voice, body attitude, gesture, 
dynamics, rhythmic patterns, spatial 
behavior, personal mannerisms and affect 
through mirroring, echoing, elaborating, 
chasing and following, accompanying, 
questioning and commenting 
 

WEIGHT 
THEME 

•Focus on body weight (sensing, 
centering, shifting) and accelerating 
in crawling, rolling, balancing, 
falling, swinging, turning, and push-
pull (counter-tension) activities 
•Giving and taking of weight in pairs 
and groups 
•Weight games: hammock swing, 
“whoosh” dance 

•Whole group activities involving pursuit 
•Adult and child exchanges of lifting and 
(child) tossing in the air 
•Group pulling and riding on fabric pieces 
•Percussion and drumming involving 
impactive dynamics  
•Tower building using blocks and body 
shapes, then scaling and jumping 
•Pairing to shape and sculpt leading to 
whole group echoing, shadowing and 
connecting (both still and in motion) 
 

FAREWELL 
 

•End in circle  
•Shared rhythms and stepping 
•Whole group condensing and 
proximity 

•Reflective conversations leading to 
memories and individual drawing 
•Re-initiation of dance themes – sometimes 
including tower building and dancing and 
drumming 
 

RITUAL  
PROCESS 

•Formal design 
•Ritual object:  mirror 
•Multisensory experiences 
•Rhythm and gesture 
•Special movements 
•Whole body engagement 
•Chanting and singing 
•Repetition, contagion, social 
innovations – child leadership, adult 
liberation, outsider as facilitator 
•Affirmation, humor 
•Hard work 
•Movement synchrony 
•Collective style of movement 

•Ritual spaces including formal starting 
place marked on floor, and stacked tower 
blocks 
•Ritual objects: batons, instruments, fabric 
pieces 
•Multi-sensory experiences 
•Unifying rhythms and gestural motifs 
•Extensive exploration of vertical space 
and special movements 
•Chanting and singing, call and response 
form 
•Repetition, contagion, social innovations – 
child leadership, adult liberation, 
participant as facilitator, negotiation 
between whole child group and whole adult 
group 
•Story-telling, teasing, affirmation, humor, 
hard work, discipline •Collective style of 
movement 
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Communicative exchanges between participants that exhibited an enormous range of 

interpersonal dynamic are thickly described earlier in the narrative analysis and findings 

Chapters 6 and 7. Communicative exchanges occurred between individuals, an individual and the 

whole group, within and between families, among children as a whole group, among fathers as a 

whole group, and between a number of child sub-groups. 

 
 

Figure 96 – A Path for Aesthetic Community in Dance  
(Bond, 1994b) 

Bond’s six-part prototype of Right Dance included these sequential components: 

Greeting; Multi-sensory Warm-up; Whole Body in Space; Child Leadership Time; Weight 

Theme; and Farewell. While I planned sessions with this structure in mind, application was not 

isomorphic. Particularities of participants and setting inspired adaptations, as outlined in Table 1. 

In my Dads and Sons study, there was considerable overlap between spatial content, weight 
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content, and child leadership. In addition to the overall grounding in child-centered pedagogy 

shared by both studies, the ritual elements may provide the most symmetry: ritual objects, multi-

sensory experiences, rhythm and gesture, repetition, contagion and social innovations, child 

leadership, humor, hard work, and collective style of movement. 

This chapter provides a summary of incidents illustrating aesthetic community in this 

inter-generational group of related males. Whole group manifestations of aesthetic community 

are followed by a detailed comparison of the experiences of two families. Descriptive detail is 

presented about participant perceptions of pedagogical struggle, the negotiation of emergent 

curriculum, personal and group style, and developmental and transformative incidents, all 

features of aesthetic community. 

Whole Group Evidence of Aesthetic Community 

Plasticity of Group and Individual Style 

The boys showed clear and often-overlapping developmental patterns: the younger boys 

sought out opportunities to turn, twist and spin. The middle boys tended to lead the pursuit of 

climbing, jumping and falling (middle boys Wyatt and Stanley first envisioned the tower 

climbing possibility), and the older boys showed interest in locomotor movement: sliding, 

running and jumping (Christian’s evasive orbiting and Ian’s multi-level parade through the field 

of drums). These developmental interests occurred as a background against which appeared 

individual and whole-group interests. In contrast with Bond’s (1991) study of five-to-eight year 

old children with severe developmental impairments, the child subjects of the current study were 

more readily segmented by developmental progress, augmented by their substantial verbal and 

socials skills. Also, child verbal and social skills in the current study shifted the center of 

immediate verbal meaning making away from adult community members, in contrast to Bond’s 

(1991) study in which she and her co-researchers conversed in response to and reflection on 
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educational episodes. As a result I deferred my consciously reflective engagement with explicit 

adult sense making until the culminating post-session family interviews. 

Individual movement interests appeared early and seemed to be layered on top of these 

developmental movement patterns. These interests sometimes emerged in the process of pairing 

in intra-family groupings. For example, Wyatt’s interest in elaborate hand and arm gestures 

became apparent during his leadership in our episodes of mirroring. Soon after, the movement 

vocabulary of air banjo/guitar playing, complete with slouching shoulders and shifting hips 

invented by Wyatt and almost immediately shared by Christian and Isaac, appeared during the 

group mirroring forums beginning during the 3rd session. Carl’s attraction to moving in slow 

motion emerged during the 2nd session. Anchor’s penchant for close dancing with his dad Steve 

also appeared early in these sessions. Participant choice, in the process of selecting body parts, 

greeting gestures, and identifying actions seemed to promote individual style. Individual 

variation was plentiful in these opening exchanges. Among the adults, Todd’s embodied stability 

was expressed through his 2nd session drawing captioned, “I am a tree.” Also during the 2nd 

session, David unleashed his “out of the box” appetite for running and sliding. 

Even as child kinesthetic interests were segmented by developmental patterns, the 

curriculum of adventurous weight and vertical exploration: tower dancing, drumming and 

episodes of lifting, and ultimately intense interest in animal inspired movement patterns and 

landscapes, emerged as strong centers of whole group engagement across ages and 

developmental stages. The group sought out mediated access to danger, and danced with active 

weight and strength alternating with passive weight, including the support and conveyance of 

other participants. Again relying on their substantial verbal and social skills, boys negotiated for 

opportunities to express their adventure dance community aesthetic. Negotiations generously 

included spirited contention, provocation and competition though usually within limits and 

moderated by the peer group. There was also a shared high interest in sports and other external 

narratives such as contemporary literary sources, animal embodiment, environment, and travel. 
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Child Led Tower Dancing – Reciprocal, Ritualistic and Celebratory 

Initiated by Wyatt and Stanley during play prior to the 2nd session, tower dancing was a 

central boy pursuit that gathered the tacit accommodation of adult community members and 

ultimately became an explicit focus for dance exploration. The size of the plastic stacking blocks 

limited tower dancing to child participation and prohibited direct adult participation. Tower 

dancing nonetheless required the active participation of all community members, even though 

adults mainly provided support for the blocks and used music and commentary to celebrate the 

boy’s climbing accomplishments. Tower dance episodes were richly reciprocal among boys and 

adults, and rapidly achieved a stable, ritualistic form populated by climbers, music providers, 

encirclers and adult stabilizers. 

Lifting and Being Lifted – Exploration of Verticality and Weight  

Originating in pre-session planning as one of the potentials posed by the differentials in 

size and strength in this group of children and adults, I had initially contemplated a lifting role 

for adults and not for children. However, lifting and being lifted became one of the most 

reciprocal and intimate of our dance explorations. Evidence from the narrative analysis showed 

lifting was an intense, and riveting individual and group experience that involved sensations of 

weight and weightlessness, control and abandon, fear and trust, risk and reward, intense desire 

and aversion, and group inclusion and exclusion, while inspiring pathic responses as the attention 

of non-lifted boys and adults was riveted on those being lifted. Lifting activated multiple modes 

of intersubjective exchange: visual, tactile, kinesthetic and auditory and fully exerted each 

participant as each experienced the lifting role. As a result of the intense physicality, lifting 

episodes acquired an organic and shared sense of group timing that alternated between high 

levels of physical activity and periods of recuperation.  

Because my initial invitations and the resulting participation in the sessions were centered 

on whole families, the experience of aesthetic community is usefully analyzed through the lens 
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of family experience. Together with the narrative analysis, post-session culminating interviews 

reveal detail about family members’ experiences of dance education through the seven sessions. 

The following discusses salient features of aesthetic community as they occurred in the 

experiences of two participating families selected because of their apparent similarities. 

Two Intra-Family Experiences of Aesthetic Community 

 “Not . . . a Typical Interaction with Your Son[s]:” 

Both Todd and his sons Carl (five) and Ian (eight), and Paul and his sons Isaac (six) and 

Christian (eight), attended five of the seven sessions. Todd’s family attended sessions 1, 2, 3, 5 

and 7, and Paul’s family attended sessions 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7. I chose these families because each 

included three participating members, offering ample evidence of interaction by family members 

with each other and with other participants. Also, with a similar spread of ages and pattern of 

attendance, there was more foundation for comparing and contrasting the dance education 

experiences of each family. 

Todd’s large family also includes his wife Louise, and daughters Sophia (six) and Bella 

(four). Randall, at twenty months, is the newest member of this family. Paul’s family also 

includes his wife Jeanette. Episodes from the narrative analysis, drawings by members of each 

participating family, and their post-study interviews, provide evidence of their individual and 

collective experiences of dance. Additionally, both Todd’s wife Louise and Paul’s wife Jeanette 

offered their comments about their husband’s and sons’ dance experiences.  

Motivation for Participation, and the Meaning of the Word Dance 

Though initially Todd’s family agreed to participate in the classes to, as he said, “help 

Byron out,” there was substantial discussion among family members about how to regard my 

invitation to a dance class for dads and sons. Todd described talking with his son Ian prior to the 
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classes. “Beforehand, especially with Ian, we weren’t allowed to call it dance. It was never 

dance, it was movement.” Todd described testing Ian’s response to the word dance after several 

weeks of classes. “But then, after the first one or two [classes], I would do it sort of teasingly to 

see what he was going to do, and we’d call it dance and it didn’t bother him.” Todd asserted that 

by the end of the classes Ian’s attitude had shifted. He suggested, “What we were doing wasn’t 

necessarily what he thought of as dance, but it was dance, and it was moving, so he was okay 

with it.” Intrigued with Louise’s sons’ responses to her early use of the word “ballet” to describe 

the sessions, she reported resistance to the word from both her participating sons. “My boys 

looked forward to going, as long as you [did] not call it ballet. It was a father [and] son class.” 

Paul and Jeanette had briefly enrolled their sons in an arts and experiential learning 

focused private school. They had also provided Christian and Isaac with workshop dance 

experiences involving hip-hop in the Drexel University area. As such, dance and arts-based 

learning were not new experiences for Paul’s family. He had read the letter of invitation I had 

sent to each family (Appendix E) to prepare his two boys for the first class. Paul said, “They [his 

sons] cracked up when I read . . . they just though it was hilarious.” Isaac clarified, “dads and 

sons was the name that was so funny.”  

Louise enthusiastically supported the idea of an out-of-the-house, Saturday morning 

activity for her husband and sons. Jeanette also was supportive, joking “the price is right,” in her 

interview comments. I learned informally through the neighborhood grapevine that a positive 

attitude toward the classes was shared among other mothers of participating families.  

Many participants used the word dance and its variants in their concluding interviews. 

Todd made statements including the words “dance,” “dancing” and “dancer.” Ian talked about 

“dancing” and described his dad as a “dancer.” And, though Carl never used the word dance, he 

responded freely to opportunities to dance as they arose in our conversation. Todd, Carl and Ian 

used the words “fun,” “enjoy,” “enjoyed” and “enjoyment” over thirty times in their concluding 
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interviews to describe their dance experiences. Louise also observed what she described as 

“enjoyment” of the sessions by her sons and husband.  

In contrast, Paul was the only one of his family members to use the word dance. As a 

linguist and Dutch Language instructor, he referred to his teaching experience to suggest 

improvements to my dance teaching strategies.  

. . . with language classes it’s always good to have students do things in between 
because that makes them think of and use the language. For a dance class it’s the 
same thing I think. During the week they will think about it. (Post-session 
Interview, 2002) 

Christian and Isaac used affective language sparingly, yet Isaac mentioned the word fun 

twice in relation to particular dance explorations: the tower dances and the final journey dances 

with masking tape pathways. 

Expectations in Anticipation of the Classes 

Aggravated by a medical issue, Paul admitted his unease prior to the classes, “I thought it 

was going to be too much dancing. I thought I am not going to be able to do all that. My second 

thought is always with Christian, will he cooperate with that [structure]?”  

Todd’s comments described his initial sense of the unusualness of the class and the shift 

in his attitude toward the class. 

It was definitely different, not something that you’d think of as a typical 
interaction with your son, but I think we’re enriched for it. So it was definitely a 
much more positive experience than I thought it was going to be. When we 
weren’t able to go, the two weekends that we went on vacation, I definitely 
thought about it. You know, we would be dancing right now. (Post-session 
Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Concerns and Struggle about Child Conduct 

Todd described his occasional concern about his sons’ behavior, and his efforts to adjust 

his typically high expectations for child compliance: 
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I remember struggling a little bit . . . just keeping especially Carl, and sometimes 
Ian, focused on what I thought that they should be doing, which was listening to 
you. . . . You had us in a square, and we would walk into the center and walk 
back, usually it was right at the beginning when we were trying to get them 
focused on things, and Carl clowning around and Ian goofing off with Ben, or 
whoever. So I struggled with that. I mean my instincts are to be . . . discipline 
first, and I tried to back off, but I tried to keep them sort of towing the line. (Post-
session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Paul described his concern about Christian responding cooperatively. As he reflected 

about the sessions he shared his discomfort and described how he was challenged by Christian’s 

pattern of participation: 

I think . . . the first session was the hardest one. Because I hadn’t given it enough 
thought. . . . One of my two boys is, . . . hard . . . to change from one activity to 
another, and I had not thought about that. I mean when I came home Jeanette said, 
“of course,” but I had the feeling that I had to manage him much more. I don’t 
know if the video showed that, but first I was almost like desperate, you know. 
And I’m thinking, I’m going to give up. And in subsequent sessions, of course I 
talked to him in between, and he knew a little bit more of what to expect. And I 
think it improved, the assignments improved. (Post-session Interview Transcript, 
2002) 

Paul’s commentary provided detail about his adult experience of pedagogical challenge. 

“I had not thought about that,” he despaired about his initial lack of awareness and foresight, 

confirmed by Jeannette’s knowing response, “of course.” “I thought I had to manage him much 

more,” he said about his struggle and desperation with Christian, and acknowledged the very real 

possibility that he would give up. Now in hindsight, I wish I would have connected with Paul 

while we were both going through the challenging disorientation of meeting Christian’s needs. 

Paul acknowledged the clash Christian experienced with the early sessions and observed, “I think 

it improved, the assignments improved.” 

Paul continued his observations of Christian and his perception of the ameliorating 

influence of other child participants, including Wyatt on Christian’s sense of belonging: 

I talked to him about discipline in between [classes], and then they saw that well, 
you know, of all people Wyatt was not . . . you would expect the son of the 
teacher to be . . . In Holland they always say that the Reverends’ children are the 
ones that are always the worst, but everyone would expect them to be the perfect 
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kid. . . . Wyatt helped there, because they could see that Wyatt goofed a little bit 
sometimes. (Post-session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Later, he wistfully admitted the essence of his adult yearning that I recognized in my own 

struggles with Wyatt. “I wish they would cooperate (Paul laughs). I wish they were ideal (both 

Paul and I laugh).” 

Were we Dancing, and Did it Feel Right? 

Though Todd and Paul readily perceived our learning as dance learning, not all the 

participants shared their opinion that we were dancing. One father commented, “it felt more like 

a movement class than a dance class.” Another father, who had taken university dance classes, 

defined dance in terms of his technique class activities, clearly different from our fathers and 

sons dancing. Dads whose ideas of dance were different from those applied in class also found it 

difficult to identify moments when they most felt they were dancing. At the same time, adult 

participants agreed about the unusualness of dancing, and of our dads and boys classes, in their 

lives.  

Though unusual, the parent and child setting for dance learning also seemed to invite a 

sense of naturalness. Adults expressed satisfaction with the “feel” of the class. Todd, and other 

adults, commented that we did things that “felt right,” lending support for a finding that these 

sessions, modeled on the features of “right dance” (Bond, 1994b, 2008) ritual form had 

successfully shaped community.  

In light of Christian’s experiences Paul’s reflections contrasted with those of Todd and 

the other parents who found the session natural, and right feeling.  

. . . it was moving in the wrong direction when it comes to Christian. . . . 
Sometimes maybe you let them go too much. . . . We had to chase each other, and 
it would end up being a chase. With two it is difficult already, and I can’t run that 
fast, and I think they went off doing the wrong thing at some point. No, it was not 
chasing, it was something that you had to do very slowly, but they ran off. (Post-
session Interview Transcript, 2002) 
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Paul went on to characterize the change in sessions after the first sessions that he 

described as an increase in choice:  

. . . very much structured, not dancing, but structured. That’s the part that he can’t 
take. I think after that it was much better for his sake at least, when there were 
more free things that they could do. (Post-session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Boys’ comments were equally varied. Ian expressed satisfaction: “I think everyone had a 

good time. No one really felt left out, or unappreciated. . . . It was just perfect.” However, after 

the second class Christian complained that I directed the class too much. “I spend my week 

listening to teachers tell me what to do. I don’t want to spend my Saturday morning that way 

too.” His forthrightness and willingness to share his avid interest in hip-hop dancing, animals and 

life sciences helped me to adjust my teaching to his needs.  

Perceptions of Change, Growth and Competence 

Adult Perceptions of Change and Growth: Todd’s comments about his sons’ dancing 

revealed his changing understandings of dance and his yearnings for his sons. At first, Todd 

guided Ian: “I remember encouraging Ian to just do whatever seemed to come naturally. He’s a 

little bit older and a little more reticent maybe.” Later, Todd spoke about seeing Ian dance and 

having an altered sense of his son. 

I remember Ian really enjoying the drumming. I remember looking at him and 
thinking that he almost seemed as though he was losing himself in it. He didn’t 
seem like himself… like the Ian that I know. He was sort of becoming him[self] at 
an earthier level. It seemed really primal in a way. I remember looking at him and 
thinking [I had] never seen him in that light, or seen that sort of look come over 
him. I remember it in his face and in his eyes, there was an intensity and a focus, 
but also he was sort of lost in it as well. It was as though he wasn’t quite the little 
boy that I know. (Post-session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Referring to the changes I made in later sessions I asked Paul how they affected his sons’ 

experience of the session. Paul responded, “Well you saw the landscaping [sessions six and 

seven] how he just opened up.” I reflected back to Paul, “he just took off.” “Yeah,” Paul agrees, 
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“I mean I was so amazed to see Christian open up there,” Paul continues. I asked Paul what he 

noticed Christian doing. He responded: 

Well, you showed the pictures. I think it was the Australian photographs where 
they think the animals shaped the landscape. He loved that. So his mind just starts 
off. And then you had us. (Post-session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Child Perceptions of Highlights: Ian’s comments amplified Todd’s observations. 

Speaking of his experience of a series of sessions that involved building and then dancing on a 

play equipment tower, Ian commented, “ I just wanted to be crazy and make up my own design. I 

didn’t want to be copycatting. I was just a different guy . . . It’s the guy who was jumping up and 

down on the tower.” He also described his drumming:  “You just hit it and you feel like, oh, I 

just want to do this again. [I] just want to do it again and again, it feels so confident.” Ian’s 

experience underscores the emergence of meaningful repetition, and the co-construction of ritual 

processes that characterized this aesthetic community. 
 

 
Figure 97 – Ian, son of Todd, brother of Carl 
“Drums” 

Identifying the landscapes and masking tape pathways of the family journey dances, as 

well as the tower dances, as the most memorable class episodes, Christian and Isaac acted out 

their enthusiasm with each other during the interview, chanting endlessly, “we want more, we 

want more . . .” Finally, Christian hurt Isaac, “ouch Christian, that hurts my ear,” scolded Isaac. I 

asked if they were going to meet next Saturday morning for a dads and sons class, what would 
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they want to do?  The both respond immediately, “the tower,” and then “landscape.” In 

provocative style, through the interview Christian often responded with one-word answers, and 

Isaac admitted he was “watching the tape counter,” parallel to our conversation. 

Incidents of Admiration 

Father and son agreed that through dancing something had shifted for Ian. These 

interactions suggested that dance could both inspire and reveal the way people in families 

change. During the interview Ian acted to bring his perceptions and learning directly to his 

father’s awareness. Through Ian’s comments we learned about his perceptions of his father’s 

dancing. “He’s a very good dancer, that’s for sure, honestly.” “You’re funny,” Todd responded, 

deflecting the compliment. An often-serious child, Ian took his father’s comment at face value, 

“I am?  I never heard that before.”  

During the exchange I asked Ian, “What did you see him (Todd) do?” Ian offered, “I 

liked when he did that . . . like that.” Ian demonstrated by moving his hips. His persistence in 

clarifying his appraisal of his father’s dancing finally convinced Todd to accept his son’s 

acknowledgement and admiration. “So you thought I was a good dancer, well thank you. I’ll take 

that compliment.” 

Responding to my question, “how is your dad to dance with,” Isaac responded, “pretty 

good.” In response Paul also deflected the compliment, and joked about needing more Beatles 

music. These two exchanges of admiration illustrate an almost grudging participation in giving 

and accepting appreciation. A future goal for family dance education might be to make these 

exchanges more transparent, visible to the whole group and informed by substantive observation 

benefiting from the group’s increasing articulation of dance and interpersonal qualities. 
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Emerging Child Leadership in the Families 

Reconstructing Learning in Extracurricular Settings 

Participant statements revealed how unusual these classes were, and I have shown how 

dance among these boys and men challenged the broad gendered patterns of participation in 

dance education. Evidence from participant statements also pointed to reversals of the leadership 

role in the intra-family exchanges of dance. In addition to those already described in the narrative 

analysis, Carl decided to initiate dancing with his father in situations other than our dance 

sessions. Dad Todd revealed: 

Carl keeps doing . . . the sculpting. . . . Every now and then if he sees me standing 
still, or if I’m sitting down, he’ll clap his hands and he’ll say he wants me to move 
my foot or move my arm, and I’ll play along. He gets cross with me now if I don’t 
move my foot the way he wants me to move it. He’ll say, “No, I want you to 
move it the other way.” (Post-session Interview Transcript, 2002) 

Todd noticed the unique power it gave Carl to direct such moments:  “He likes to be in 

charge and I think he likes the idea of having me do something. He’s sort of calling the shots, 

from the kid’s perspective.” Todd suggested that in their large family, the dancing gave Carl a 

one-on-one experience with him. “It might just be a game for the two of us. You know, with as 

many kids as we’ve got it might just be something for him.”  

Carl’s actions and comments during his interview aligned with those of his dad. During 

the interview Carl and Todd demonstrated the shaping activity they learned in the class and that 

Carl had been initiating at home. Todd began the exchange. “Carl, what does this mean?” Todd 

clapped and Carl moved. “And now he’ll do it,” Todd said. Carl clapped and his dad said, “now I 

have to move my head.” Carl continued to demonstrate the sculpting activity, clapping to direct 

his dad’s movements. “You liked doing that didn’t you?  It was fun.” When I asked him if his 

dad did a good job; Carl nodded, yes. Then I asked if he was always ready to do it?  Again, he 

nodded. I asked, “Do you do it with anybody else?” Carl stated, “No. Just me and daddy.”  
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Figure 98 – Carl, son of Todd, brother of Ian 
“Liked being the sculptor and my dad being the clay” 

Until I developed more interesting content in response to Christian and Isaac, their 

leadership was often provocative and centrifugal to the group experience. It was however, no less 

meaningful to Christian and his collaborators. During the 3rd session and continuing with 

remarkable persistence through the last session, Wyatt, Isaac and Christian developed a shoulder 

slouching, foot sliding, air guitar playing motif, they sometimes referred to as “banjo playing.” 

The motif originated by Wyatt from an interest in the Beatles music that he shared with Isaac and 

Christian.  

This trio found abundant places in our dancing to insert their shared motif that ranged 

from more serious variations during our square dance, to hilarious episodes during group 

mirroring exchanges that morphed flexibly into solo performances and charades. In his interview 

comments Paul pointed to this exchange as the mediating moment for Christian, as Wyatt helped 

them acquire this provocative and goofy signature movement. He also noted its endurance and 

commented that “Wyatt trying to play the banjo, that is something even in between [sessions] 

they will talk about . . . so big an impression from so small an [action].” 
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Carl’s adaptation of a dance interaction for his own purposes outside the dance class, and 

the Isaac and Christian air guitar conversations also outside of our sessions, were, to my 

knowledge, unique in this group of boys. These incidents seemed to resonate with Bond’s 

(1994b, 2008) findings that children with dual sensory impairments (and therefore significant 

learning challenges) were able to pursue their individual dance interests and ultimately to 

communicate their needs authentically through dance with a group of adult dance partners, 

several children initiating dance moments with adults between sessions (2008, p. 416). 

An Incident of Persistent Memory 

Carl remembered other dancing he and Todd did together and suggested future dancing 

he would like to do with his dad. He recalled a “North Pole” dance they created together on the 

stage. Carl asks his dad, “remember when I was falling down?” His dad mentioned snowballs 

and Carl responded, “it’s always snowing. Can we do the iceberg thing again?” Then, Carl began 

to illustrate his description by dancing. He said, “I did this move. I did that move.” Carl made a 

shape with his feet up on his chair and his hands supporting himself on the floor with an opening 

underneath him. He named the boys who danced through his shape, “Ben and Anchor.”  

The detail of Carl’s account of this dance learning experience was striking. With minimal 

assistance, he remembered the theme of the experience and the sub-topics: snow and icebergs. 

He remembered where it happened in the studio, several dance actions associated with the 

experience, and relationships with other dancers, then launched from his description into actual 

dancing. This example is consistent with the findings by Bond (1994a), who found children’s 

detailed memories of dance learning persisting six months after a mask dance experience.  

If for a moment we focused on Carl’s statements and dancing through the lens of student 

achievement in the context of standards-based arts education, this evidence of dance learning 

was substantial, pointing toward the potential of the family dance context as a productive and 

assessable academic context. For example, his statements and dancing reveal that he knows 
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dance can done in reference to other ideas, such as features of the artic environment. He also has 

the skill of dancing with others, and can re-create how he and others danced together, describing 

his own actions and the actions of those with whom he danced. Most powerfully he demonstrates 

his aesthetic authority, sometimes akin to how teachers understand student voice in the arts 

standards benchmarks, by choosing dance as an activity to initiate with Todd. 

Chapter Summary 

Findings pertaining to the replication of qualitative research by Bond (1994b, 2008) are 

presented with reference to Table 1, Chapter 1, which updated her framework describing features 

of group ritual form, and added representative content for each feature. Findings extend 

parameters of the aesthetic community phenomenon in the presence of intra-family pedagogical 

concern and conflict, and in the emergence of a style of verbal reflection in the group. Evidence 

of whole group embodiment of aesthetic community is followed by a comparison of two 

participating families in relation to Bond’s (1994b, 2008) descriptive criteria for aesthetic 

community. 

In light of the layers of relationship present in this study, including those between 

teachers, parents, other adults, and children, this chapter explored the broad continuum of 

relational dynamic that occurred across the sessions as it related to the development and 

manifestation of aesthetic community (Bond, 1994b, 2008; Bond & Richard, 2005). Evidence of 

the lived experience of the sessions by two families was presented. Families were selected 

because of their similarity to each other: two boys and a parent participated from each family, 

each contained one of the two eldest boys, and the other boys was among the younger children, 

and each family participated in five of the seven sessions. Evidence from the narrative analysis 

and post-session subject interviews was compared and contrasted revealing multiple findings. 

Each family digested the initial invitation to participate in the sessions and negotiated 

their decisions to participate in different ways. Todd’s family problematized my use of the word 
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dance and without great expectations for satisfaction in dance, decided to “help me out.” Paul’s 

family, with some prior workshop experience and exposure to dance performance, offered “dads 

and sons was the name that was so funny,” finding humor in my direct reference to male family 

relationships. Todd’s family described a growing comfort in the use of the word dance, and a 

general feeling of satisfaction and surprise at elements of their experience. Paul’s family 

accepted the arts focus of these sessions and problematized the intergenerational instructional 

context and pedagogical environment. Paul further critiqued my early assignments that were 

characterized by “structure,” without adequate child opportunities for “choice.” He also observed 

the importance of child peer relationships for improving Christian’s disposition toward the 

classes.  

Both Todd and Paul expressed a struggle with their parental urge to manage the social 

conduct of their children. Todd described his inclination to have his children “tow the line,” and 

Paul expressed his ironic wish for his children to be “ideal.” The two parents expressed their 

desire for their children to: comply with directions, cooperate with others, and pay attention, and 

critiqued child behavior that was “goofing off,” and “doing the wrong thing,” often in the 

company of other children. These responses resonated with my urges to control Wyatt.  

Contrasting with several other adult participants who viewed our activity as movement 

exploration outside of the dancing they had experienced in university dance technique classes, 

Paul and Todd shared the perception that we were dancing, and engaged in dance learning. 

However these two families differed in their experience of comfort and fit across the sessions. 

Todd’s family experienced session contents with unique appeal to Ian and Carl, at different 

points through the sessions. Ian found particular meaning in drumming, while Carl brought back 

home his child leadership in dance through sculpting interactions with Todd. At the same time 

each found intensely shared meaning in the lifting and tower building episodes.  

Paul’s family experienced frequent moments of individual and shared discomfort, 

particularly early on (sessions one, three and four). Paul confessed that he was at the point of 
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“giving up,” as he struggled to help Christian in particular, comply with my expectations and to 

engage with the dance learning. Paul shared his strongly negotiated individual and familial 

ambivalence toward the sessions. He described his wistful desire for “ideal,” or at least 

nominally compliant behavior from Isaac and Christian, yet as evidenced in their prior schooling 

decisions for their two boys, Paul and Jeanette shared an educational commitment to child-

centered, project based, multi-modal education, with its attendant messiness and constructivist 

assumptions. With his experience as a language instructor as a reference, Paul critiqued my 

instructional strategies and affirmed changes I made to increase child choice and identification 

with content.  

Despite these variations in their experiences, Paul and Todd offered substantial 

perceptions of child growth and transformation. Paul noted Christian “just took off,” in response 

to content about animal life and landscapes in the 6th and 7th sessions. Todd offered that Ian’s 

passionate drumming gave him a new perception of his eldest son. Ian and Isaac offered their 

acknowledgement and admiration of their father’s dancing. Perhaps uniquely accommodated by 

the kinesthetic expression of social and cognitive learning made available through dance, Carl’s 

enterprising initiative and persistence in expressing his dance learning highlighted a profound 

potential, particularly for our youngest member. 

Evidence of aesthetic community was discussed and shown to support the emergence and 

validation of individual expression through dance, play and personal voice leading to satisfying 

group manifestations of dance learning, including the emergence of characteristic group dancing, 

and leading to a collectively influenced style and tone of pedagogical interactions, including 

parenting and teaching. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION AND SYNTHESIS 

Introduction 

This chapter places dissertation findings in relation to discourses that shaped and 

informed its design, and which provide useful contexts for synthesizing its findings. Child and 

human development discourses are discussed briefly as sources for understanding the behaviors, 

capacities and dispositions of the child and adult participants in this study and to help frame data 

analysis. For example, the developmental implications of Rudolf Laban’s movement framework, 

and elaborated by Judith Kestenberg Amighi, guided the framing of participant potentials, 

informed the design of curriculum, and supported data collection, analysis and findings.  

This dialogue with selected literature also attempts to expose my prior theoretical 

understandings related to the subject and process of my dissertation research in order to 

recognize them and where appropriate, to set them aside. Though I rely on theoretical 

understandings to analyze, interpret and discuss my findings, my intention is to hold these 

loosely, and to the extent possible, allow my descriptive data to speak for itself.  

Informing the family dance context of the study, I review discourses of parent 

involvement with, and influence on, student experiences of school and of families as subjects of 

dance therapy research. Though the implicit curriculum of family economic and social status has 

been debated as a predictor of student school and life achievement (Jencks & Phillips, 1998), I 

discuss findings from studies of explicit parent influences on literacy and arts education, which I 
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deem to have possible implications for dance education. Informed by the discussion of 

developmental dance and movement theories (Laban, 1988; Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999), I 

review findings from dance therapy research including trends in this discourse that follow 

gendered patterns of thinking about parenting and other complex behaviors.  

In an effort to describe my selection of a gender-specific setting for this study, place 

research goals in the context of other discourses on gender in education, and delimit goals and 

methods, I discuss discourses on gender in dance education and literacy education. I synthesize 

present research findings by comparing and contrasting them with selected studies in dance 

education and literacy education, and with current literature about intersubjectivity in educational 

philosophy with implications for dance education. 

Relevant Discourses in Literature 

Child and Adult Potentials Described in Development Frameworks 

To prepare for this research project I investigated the potential capabilities and outcomes 

that might be developed and observed in this group of men and boys. Recent sources from the 

literature of psychomotor development (Armstrong & Wilsman, 1997; Cheatum & Hammond, 

2000) suggest boys between the ages of five and eight have developed around 15% of their total 

adult strength. They are on average nearly 45 inches tall, a bit more than about half as high as 

their fathers. Eight-year olds have attained 100% general body part recognition and younger boys 

are approaching this. These aspects of development impact what might be expected of boys as 

movement partners with their larger and stronger fathers. Spatial capabilities, right and left side 

recognition, and independent direction systems are not dependable among boys this age. Body 

sidedness, though largely established, may shift (Cheatum & Hammond, 2000).  

Though older boys are able to actively mirror and imitate others’ movements, all class 

participants will encounter the physical preferences and unique movement styles of other group 
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members. Employing the language of Laban Movement Analysis, the boys in this group are also 

undergoing shifts in their ‘effort’ (intentional expression of energy qualities) and ‘shaping’ 

preferences that underlie their psychomotor development. Laban suggests that human body 

architecture leads to a range of body functions and dynamics that are reflected in specific spatial 

orientations and shaping actions (Bartenieff & Lewis, 1980). Child analyst Judith Kestenberg 

Amighi (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) elaborated on Laban’s theories in her psychological 

developmental framework. Combining Laban’s analysis of the kinesphere and movement 

qualities with developmental psychological and Freudian psychoanalytic theory about early 

childhood, she describes children’s progressive engagement with horizontal, vertical and sagittal 

dimensions of space through the first three years of life, and then as a recurring pattern through 

latency and later life.  

Kestenberg Amighi links children’s spatial engagement to the development of bodily 

functions and capacities. These ideas, often applied in dance therapeutic contexts, were useful for 

anticipating and responding to the emerging movement interests and abilities of participating 

fathers and sons. For example, I observed, incorporated and responded to the five year olds’ 

interests in horizontal spinning and turning, the six year olds’ interests in vertical jumping and 

the older boy’s penchant for sagittal locomotion, as well as accommodating adult interests in 

running, sliding and falling. All participants were included in a persistent and compelling vertical 

curriculum that was unanticipated. Elements of the curriculum included tower construction and 

dancing, lifting episodes pairing multiple adult lifters with individual children, and construction 

of human towers. 

Dance therapy points of view about parent and child relationships are also useful. 

Movement therapy describes the “holding environment,” (Kestenberg Amighi et. al., 1999, p. 

217) as a complex setting involving the child and care giver in a relationship that allows for the 

development and expression of movement capacities in support of mutuality with roots in the 

infant’s uterine experience and early caregiver relationship. A holding environment allows for an 
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individual’s growth, yet provides for his or her needs, and in particular for the young child 

provides, “the predictability inherent in the regular breathing patterns of the caregiver” (p. 123).  

Research by Kestenberg and Buelte (1977) describes three potential qualities of the 

holding environment and attendant implications of each. Anxiety and restriction is implied in 

holding characterized by a tight grasp, while a limp embrace may engender fear of falling. The 

researchers describe the third quality as dynamic support, a holding pattern that incorporates 

mutual adjustment and breathing. “Growing and shrinking, separating and becoming closer 

create a dynamic embrace which is characteristic of intimate relationships” (Kestenberg Amighi 

et. al., 1999, p. 123). Holding environment is a useful concept for support offered by individual 

parents and peers, and by the community as a whole.  

A construct from dance and psychological therapy, holding environment also has some 

power as a metaphor for the interconnected pedagogical relationships that operated in this 

community of adults and children, describing the quality of attentiveness and responsiveness the 

community aspired to. Evidence of the elasticity of our holding environment was clearly evident 

in the communicative moments, including conflict, among participants discussed in the findings. 

Winnicott (1971) suggests the role of the holding environment in development of infant 

capacities for intersubjectivity. Aesthetic community might be seen as a particularly generative 

kind of holding environment productive of socially negotiated aesthetic expressions and 

responses.  

Frameworks for child development also help describe the range of interactions that might 

be expected in this child population. Piagetian frameworks describe individual development 

toward an ideal application of systematic logic and a capacity for an objective appreciation of 

reality through four sequentially organized stages: the sensori-motor stage, the pre-operational 

state, the stage of concrete operations and the stage of formal operations. Although a useful 

framework for understanding developing cognitive capacities of younger children and for 

observational grounding of classroom behavior, Piagetian perspectives about the cognitive 
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development of children between the ages of five and eight (Piaget, 1929) are particularly 

relevant. 

According to Piaget’s framework, children from five to eight years old are moving 

through the late pre-operational stage and into the emerging stage of concrete operations. As 

such they are beginning to engage in symbolic reasoning, albeit from their egocentric and largely 

kinesthetic point of view on the world and its relationships. Applying Piagetian developmental 

thinking to dance education with young children, Stinson (1985) suggests that the logical 

application of the property of conservation, and skill in reversing processes, are unstable in this 

age group; for example, children may be unable to take apart a simple movement pattern and 

rearrange its components. 

Children in the research group are encountering reading and writing in a broad continuum 

from pre-literate to beginning literacy (Christie, 1991). A five-year-old, and a six-year-old, one a 

pre-school student, the other a kindergartner, have the ability to print and recognize a limited 

number of words. The older boys are reading chapter books and beginning to learn cursive 

writing in second grade. Some boys in this group are able to express themselves in written 

captions on their drawings, while others need assistance from their fathers or older brothers. 

Piaget’s perspectives on the development of symbolic reasoning support the use of both 

linguistic and non-linguistic evidence to examine the experience of young children in dance.  

Children’s conditions for applying logic and rules of any kind are private and fluctuating. 

The combination of symbolic play and concrete physicality at these stages may uniquely 

privilege dance as a mode of learning and experiencing the world. In consideration of adults in 

the class, one might assume that the child’s interest in a specific pattern of activity may exceed 

the interest span of the teacher and other adults (Stinson, 1985). However, while I have not 

undertaken a systematic analysis of members’ initiation and persistence in their movement ideas 

and interests, I seldom found this to be a significant variable in the dance experiences of the 

children and adults in the group. Instead, children sometimes lost patience with the warm up 
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activities I conducted for the benefit of adults, although they demonstrated great persistence with 

their own movement interests. During these episodes children would elaborate on movement 

themes, and introduce new movement ideas as the adults moved through their shared activity, 

occasionally coming to whole group alignment of movement interests. I can point to instances of 

adult, as well as child, initiation and persistence of movement interests.  

Focusing on reflective pedagogy for co-created curriculum, intersubjectivity and aesthetic 

community, this study describes communicative moments in light of social development toward 

a shared aesthetic purpose. Because of these social aims, Vygotskian perspectives are also of 

interest. His developmental thinking focuses on the child’s interactions with people and objects 

in particular social contexts, including progressively the home, the school and the workpace 

(Hedegaard, 2007). Vygotsky’s theory of development is closely woven with his theory of social 

learning. Focusing on cooperation and collaboration between learner and teacher, he has 

theorized the zone of proximal development, a region of new knowledge acquired by the learner 

with an adult’s assistance and participation by linking new learning to a student’s prior 

knowledge (Daniels, 2007). This study thickly describes social interactions revealing learning in 

multiple domains, with an emphasis on aesthetic learning. 

Lindqvist (2001), examining the relationship between play and dance, applied 

Vygotsky’s developmental theory of play as exploration and rehearsal for meaning making with 

the potential to inform later social relationships including work. Lindqvist summarizes 

Vygotsky’s thinking about play. 

A child’s relationship with its surroundings is dramatic and fraught with conflict. 
Children’s play includes themes which relate to fear/safety, weakness/ strength, 
restrictions/freedom, power/equality etc. . . . Play ought to be considered as an 
interpretation of children’s experience in order to create meaning. The elements of 
transition, exaggeration and shrinking are characteristics of the imaginary process. 
Play could be seen as imagination in action. (2001, p. 43). 
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Play in the present study of family dance frequently embodied a sense of adventure, 

freedom and cooperation and provided a key avenue for child meaning making and imagination 

in action. 

A Discussion of Families in Educational and Dance Therapy Research 

How do families influence children’s learning?  Studies of parent involvement in their 

children’s learning and school experiences find benefits for student achievement. Walberg (1984, 

p. 400) found improved literacy among students who experienced the “curriculum of the home,” 

described as parents’ efforts to enrich the home learning environment through interactions, such 

as reading together and conversing about everyday events. In contrast to Walberg, Harris (1998) 

suggests children’s peer interactions are significantly more important than the influences of 

parents on the formation of social behaviors and values. Dance education in contexts involving 

parents and children offer the advantages of strong parent participation in a community that 

includes other adults and the child’s peers. This study shows that dance in the context of family 

offers multiple avenues for learning, largely unexplored by current notions of parent involvement 

in children’s education. 

Finding benefits for English Language Learners, Clark (1988, p. 93) valued parent 

support of language skills at home as “linguistic capital.” Such examples in other subject areas 

suggest there may also be benefits from providing children a context for dancing in the space of 

family engagement. Yet while many adult parents are versed in spoken and written language, I 

suspect that few would admit to being able to articulate their kinesthetic and aesthetic 

experiences. As this study shows, both parents and children have potential to learn about and 

through dancing. 

Looking at parent involvement in student learning in non-dance arts, a recent qualitative 

study of the Chicago Arts Partners in Education program (Burnaford, 2001) found that parents 

support their children’s arts learning at home and in school. Parent interviews indicated that, “the 
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arts are among the most powerful avenues for parents to develop a productive relationship with 

their children” (p. 20). Parents also reported having positive arts learning experiences during 

their school visits. The wealth of intra and inter-familial relationships reported in the present 

study confirm Burnaford’s finding, and extend it through describing child use of dance as a mode 

to establish and direct productive relationships with adults. The flexible and multiple pathways to 

child and adult relationships represented in this study are also remarkable because of their 

robustness in the face of a broad range of relational dynamics, ranging from discomfort and 

aggression to harmonious intimacy. 

Though educational research on dancing in settings that include parents and children is 

absent, a body of dance therapy research values these settings from a psychological therapeutic 

point of view with value for educators and parents. Loman (1998) states that “parents and 

teachers can learn to enhance their parenting and teaching skills by observing and interacting 

with children using developmental movement patterns” (p. 102). Further, she describes potential 

for developing empathy through movement interactions in therapeutic, educational, or familial 

contexts: “When two or more individuals share similar tension-flow rhythms, the core of 

empathic communication is present” (p. 104). Empathy, or attunement, in the parent 

child/teacher child relationship is a persistent focus for dance therapy research. Recent research 

literature on mother and infant attunement includes a study of dance therapy among pre-natal and 

post-partum, adolescent parents and their children (Dishuk, 2006). Trautmann-Voigt and Zander 

(2006) examined emerging mother and child attachment patterns during the child’s first year of 

life. 

Though fathers are included in the literature of dance therapy family studies, the 

comments of dance movement therapist James Murphy (1998) indicate the prevailing patterns of 

father participation in dance therapy and resulting low expectations:  

Some fathers and mothers each do exactly half of the activities; some fathers sit in 
a chair and watch the mothers do them with the baby. I don’t attempt to change 
the parents’ relationships with each other or the family dynamic as such, and the 
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family carries out their usual ways of doing things. . . fathers who initially sit and 
watch the mothers may eventually get curious and do some activities. (Murphy, 
1998, p. 41). 

Citing the tradition of fathers rarely acting as primary caretakers of children, Kestenberg 

Amighi (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) states that the “symbiosis between father and infant 

was rarely considered until recently” (p. 30). With reference to Parke and Sawin (1980), and 

Lamb (1981), she describes the prevailing view in dance therapy that fathers’ interactions are 

intermittent, playful and more socially stimulating than those with the mother. For example, 

referring to Applegate (1987) and Stiver (1991), she describes fathers’ tendencies to orient 

infants away from the embrace of the mother and toward the outside world (Kestenberg Amighi 

et al. 1999, p. 30). Similarly, Marcow-Speiser (1993) theorizes masculinity as a source for child 

individuation and separation, and femininity as a source for connection and empathy. 

Referring to recent changes in social patterns of parenting, Kestenberg Amighi 

(Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) also finds fathers and infants have the same capacity for 

“biorhythmic synchronicity” as mothers and infants. She contends that these changes in social 

patterns have motivated researchers to “look beyond the mother-infant dyad to include a larger 

radius of relationships and interactions” (p. 30). A recent study exemplifying this wider radius 

finds correlations between parents’ stress levels and greater discordance between parents and 

children, linking parental stress with a decrease in parent and child attunement (Birklein & 

Sossin, 2006). In addition to parent and child conflict, parent and child rapprochement in later 

life has also been studied (Marcow-Speiser, 1993).  

Dance therapy research has studied treatment for female and male survivors of incest and 

sexual abuse and their families (Ambra, 1995; Frank, 1997; Lewis 2003). Other researchers have 

examined dance therapy in the context of substance abuse by parents (Gillern, 2003), and for 

children with autism spectrum behaviors (Shea, 2003; Stone, 2003; Torrance, 2003). Focusing on 

children in school contexts, Grönlund, Renck & Weibull (2005) have researched dance therapy 

as an approach to treating boys with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and K. Smith 
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(2005) has replicated earlier research by Kornblum (2002) finding dance therapy effective for 

preventing playground violence among fourth and fifth grade children. 

Children who are ill, or who have experienced environmental contamination have also 

been studied in the context of their family life. Seeking to equip the whole families in support of 

the treatment and recovery of ill children, Laverty (2007) used “mirroring, sculpting and group 

creative movements . . . to increase empathy, understanding and connection” (p. 35).  

In essence, it was important for the family to physically experience the 
expressions of the other and reflect it back in a way which conveyed a deeper 
sense of validation, understanding, and communication. By using their own 
bodies in the movement process to affectively attune to each other’s body cues, 
the family worked towards restoring and expanding each member’s capacity for 
self-regulation while gaining an embodied sense of nonverbal empathy for one 
another. (p. 35). 

I engaged the child and adult participants of the current study in frequent dyadic 

exchanges including mirroring and sculpting activities such as those described by Laverty to 

invite deeper intersubjective knowledge of both self and other through dance. This therapeutic 

discussion sheds light on the potentials of dyadic learning that can engage learners’ ability to 

identify body parts, shapes and actions as well as lead to more deeply experienced pathic 

responses based on awareness of self and others. According to Chaiklin and Schmais (1993) in 

Laverty (2007), from a therapeutic point of view: 

There is a fine line between empathy on a movement level and mimicry. Mimicry 
involves duplicating the external shape of the movement without the emotional 
content that exists in the dynamics and in the subtle organization of the movement 
… Empathy meant sharing the essence of all nonverbal expression resulting in … 
direct communication’’ (p. 86). 

In the context of the present study, the skills of mirroring and sculpting existed in a 

development continuum. Participants had to learn to lead and follow their partners, whether they 

were new to such activities, or had spent substantial time in their journeys to adulthood 

becoming familiar with these roles. Highlights of these exchanges have been reported earlier in 

the discussion of intersubjectivity in Chapter 7. 
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Researching movement indicators that might show a subject’s capacity to sustain 

attention among children at risk for lead poisoning, Dulicai (2002) found children with deficits in 

cognition and attention resulting from their exposure to lead appeared to under use, or over use, 

space and time to accomplish spatial/temporal tasks. This research also underscored previous 

research indicating “the importance of family as a mitigating element in circumventing a child’s 

cognitive deficits” (p. 48) a collection of research findings from preceding decades including 

those that follow.  

Bell (1984) found that family members included and excluded other family members 

through their movements in the horizontal plane. Control of behavior between family members, 

both overt and covert, was accomplished by members’ attempts to lead and follow the 

movements of other family members. Personal boundaries expanded and contracted in a 

constantly fluid manner and involved the use of near and far reach space. The study concluded 

that members of well-functioning families sought privacy and contact freely and with flexibility, 

knowing other members would also do so without feeling intruded upon or ignored.  

Acknowledging the non-therapeutic goals of this study, Bell’s description of horizontality 

as a communicative means for inclusion and exclusion was clearly apparent as parents and 

children made choices among family and non-family participants as they searched for and 

selected partners for an exploration of lifting. Kestenberg Amighi referring to mothers and babies 

states, “. . . the horizontal is the feeding plane.” Of people organized together horizontally she 

writes, “They can communicate in a reciprocal fashion, sharing a give and take of ideas” 

(Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999, p. 166). I employed leading and following activities with the 

intention of building opportunities for child leadership, and children showed great interest in 

these strategies. For the most part, privacy and contact were negotiated with flexibility. Crises of 

whole group intention (those moments that I perceived as crises such as the 6th session rhythm of 

resistance) were largely resolved through choice and engagement rather than coercion. Child 
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perceptions in post-session interviews pointed to a high satisfaction with the quality of 

inclusiveness in the sessions. As Ian remarked of his own experience, “no one felt left out.” 

Also emerging from previous decades of research, Condon and Sanders (1974) identified 

synchrony of babies’ movement with their mothers’ voices. Brody (1956) and Brody and 

Axelrad (1970, 1978) developed criteria for distinguishing patterns of infant-mother interactions. 

Also researching movement in mother and infant contexts, Stern (1977, 1985) used direct 

observation of parent-infant interactions to inform training to assist parents in initiating and 

sustaining play with their infants.  

Paralleling infant and caregiver research on intersubjectivity, this line of dance therapy 

inquiry provides a basis for theorizing about the development of the human capacity for 

intersubjectivity, our persistent quest for intimacy, and the roots of aesthetic experience 

(Dissanayake, 2000). Though the age of this population precludes considerations of infant/father 

interactions, a broad range of harmonious and discordant, assertive and compliant interactions 

are represented, with family styles largely accommodating the sometimes competing individual 

interests in privacy, intimacy and sociability. Murphy (1998) and Kestenberg Amighi 

(Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) above describe the low expectations of fathers in dance 

therapeutic settings, parallel to the low expectations for dance education initially voiced by this 

group of fathers and sons. This study, as a setting for male centered family education, seems at 

least supportive of relational parent education in a context that participants identified as 

ultimately satisfying, if not consistently pleasurable. 

Discourses on Gender in Education 

The following brief overview of the many discourses involved in the analysis and 

remediation of gender-based patterns of advantage and disadvantage in school seeks to place this 

study in a transparent context. As I briefly locate and describe this study in relation to an 

enormous body of literature, I will delimit my methods and goals within this body of literature, 
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and examine possible implications of my small study in light of changing understandings of 

gender emancipation in education. 

With the intention of dismantling persistent and pervasive social patterns of inequality 

between men and women, public education was identified as an arena rich with social and 

academic indicators that could measure particular deficits in the school experiences of girls and 

women, and evaluate the progress of this enormous effort for social justice and equality. The 

landmark study “How Schools Shortchange Girls” by the American Association of University 

Women (AAUW) (1992) relied on rigorous analysis of the classroom environment, curriculum 

and instructional practices and the results of standardized tests to argue that girls are 

disadvantaged in school generally, and in their science and mathematic education in particular, 

two subjects with clear economic consequences for the learner. Health indicators of girls’ 

disadvantage were cited, including: higher incidences of eating disorders, depression, self-

mutilation, and lower self-esteem. 

In the mid-1990s, as efforts to improve girls’ and women’s school experiences were 

beginning to show results (AAUW, 1995; U.S. Department of Education Gender Equity Expert 

Panel, 2001), a shift in the focus of educational discourse and research occurred, highlighting the 

school experiences of boys and referred to as the “boy turn” (Weaver-Hightower, 2003, p. 472). 

Largely unwelcome by feminist advocates for gender equality, advocates for the boy turn 

deployed similar kinds of evidence showing systemic disadvantages for boys as were used earlier 

to show disadvantages for girls and women.  

Studies showed boys were four to six times more likely to commit suicide than girls, 

twice as likely to get into physical fights, three times more likely to be suspended from school, 

four times as likely to be diagnosed as emotionally disturbed, depressed, emotionally isolated, or 

suffering from Attention Deficit Disorder, and up to fifteen times more likely to be perpetrators 

of violent crime (Bushweller, 1994; Pollack, 1999; Ravitch, 1994; Silverstein & Rashbaum, 

1994). Evidence of academic underachievement focused on results from the National 
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Assessment of Educational Progress (Lee, Grigg & Donohue, 2007), and the International 

Association for Evaluation of Educational Achievement which reported boys’ underachievement 

in literacy, including reading and writing (Elley, 1992). 

Given the persistence of social disadvantages for girls and women in the economic and 

social worlds outside of school, and the persistence of the pattern of underachievement in 

literacy among boys since the 17th century, advocates of feminist reforms regard this body of 

evidence with skepticism (Cohen, 1998; Epstein, Elwood, Hey & Maw, 1998). At the same time, 

new reform efforts demanding ever-higher minimum student performances on standardized tests 

in mathematics, reading and writing riveted public attention and resources on this gendered 

pattern, particularly in combination with ethnicity and socio-economic status (Minnesota 

recently piloted a state-wide standardized test in science as well).  

The etiology of the boy turn is complex. Kenway and Willis (1998) identify interrelated 

factors supporting boy turn discourses, among them: feminist examinations of gender roles; 

economic and workplace changes; media panic often exacerbated by and exacerbating male 

school violence; the attraction of researchers to a new, and unexamined subject, parental 

concerns; and the politics of backlash to feminist advances in schools.  

However, is gender a useful category for educators? Having framed the discourses of the 

boy turn, Weaver-Hightower (2003) suggests little has been done in a “systematic way to change 

the schooling of boys” (p. 487). In conclusion he recommends systematic examination of best 

practices, programs, curriculum and materials, and processes for teacher education, and that 

researchers address disadvantages by working to “fix them without hurting people who have 

other problems” (490). Framing the issue for education in terms of monolithic and competing 

conceptions of feminine and masculine interests, and grandly remedial theories and programs, is 

remarkably dated. 

Public education is moving toward finer differentiation in instruction (Tomlinson, 2002), 

often with the benefit of feminist perspectives that value local knowledge through action 
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research, and admit multiple voices, including those of children, in research. Studies of 

successful high poverty schools reveal a growing capacity to responsively read interactions with 

students, and collaborative capacities for local inquiry (Goddard, Hoy & Hoy, 2004; Kannapel & 

Clements, 2005; Education Trust, 2005; Corbett, Wilson & Williams, 2002). 

The following synthesis draws comparisons between the methods and findings of 

selected research on literacy education for boys and the methods and findings of the present 

study. Both literacy and dance are expressive modes with substantial emphasis on aesthetic 

content. An important difference in the background of this comparison is the centrality of 

literacy in our lives during and after school; in spite of the increasingly active discourse on 

“embodied education” (Bond & Etwaroo, 2005; Bresler, 2004; Davidson, 2004; Ross, 2004; 

Shusterman, 2004; and others), few would make the same claim for dance.  

Two studies of primary aged children (McAuliffe, 1993/94; Simmons, 1997) examined 

the negotiation of gender patterns in writing in mixed gender second and third grade classrooms 

pursuing a whole language approach. Observation of gender patterns emerging in initial writing 

experiences showed boys focused on contests and adventures often animated through sports 

teams, action toys and other popular culture figures, or factual accounts. Girls’ emergent interests 

in early writing focused on community norms and self-reflection such as stories of pride in 

accomplishments and relationships with family and friends. Initial responses between boys and 

girls in cross-gender groupings included expressions of misunderstanding and contention about 

the style and content of each other’s story lines. One study noted a shared interest among boys 

and girls in provocation and audience shock (Simmons, 1997). 

In this study, boy interest in dancing also gravitated to shared contexts for adventure as 

evidenced in pre-class play, the tower dances, episodes of running and sliding and the final 

journey mapping dances. Provocative language and movement was also in evidence as boys 

described favorite body parts including “guts,” “butt,” and “penis.” Surprise, provocation and 

humor had currency in whole group episodes of mirroring.  
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Social context was key to changes in literacy studies and clearly operated in dance, as 

evidenced in the volume of linguistic and non-linguistic communications shared among 

participants. In one classroom (McAuliffe, 1993/94), consistent cross-gender writing workshops 

shaped story style development; in the other primary literacy classroom (Simmons, 1997), 

feminist gender research led to the construction of composition workshops with elements that 

included: doing work with significance for society, taking time to listen to others, dialoging with 

texts and preparing to dialog with texts, operating within a social context, and collaborating. This 

workshop framework encouraged teachers to practice women’s ways of listening (defined as 

responding to voices that are similar and different in ways that are supportive, in ways that open 

thought and conversation, and avoid evaluation).  

Our activities, in support of pedagogical reflectiveness, co-created curriculum and 

intersubjectivity leading to aesthetic community, appear congruent with these workshop 

elements. For example, our work in relation to male dancing and sharing stories of fathers was 

useful in revealing and expanding intergenerational conceptions of masculinity and being a 

father. Dance making, including free dancing, was anticipated with kinesthetic explorations and 

visual images (texts appropriate for the abilities of this emergently literate group). Our work was 

intensely social and often collaborative. Teachers, in this case myself and other adults and often 

children, were supportive in their comments, interested in child interests and avoided evaluation 

while holding the group accountable for their actions. Through dancing and discussion 

participants experienced similarity and difference in the group. Importantly, this experience 

included peers and significant adults participating in dance education. 

Though I had anticipated social interactions in the group, the intensity and independence 

of these relationships startled me. Boys demonstrated remarkable group cohesion coordinating 

with each other as they negotiated use of the plastic blocks for tower building, and at the same 

time, family bonds and interactions were often highlighted. For example, many of the post-

session captioned drawings showed smaller and larger figures, presumably children and adults, 
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who were sometimes identified as parents in captions. Drawings of individuals gradually 

decreased over the sessions, from the first session that resulted in a high of seven drawings 

depicting individuals, to no individual drawings by the fifth session. Sixth session drawings 

included a lively social gallery exchange of portraits of family members as animals. Though 

Wyatt drew me as his parent, drawings never identified me as the teacher. This is in contrast to 

other dance studies relying on participant drawings (Bond, 2001; Bond & Richard, 2005; Wu, 

2005) which included child depictions of their dance teachers.  

The social dimension of learning among males has been studied in other contexts. Smith 

and Wilhelm (2002) examined literacy among high school males in a qualitative study that 

collected survey and interview information from a group of forty-nine male high school students 

at four high schools in the United States. The researchers applied Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) 

work describing flow, a construct that describes how deeply satisfying activities are experienced. 

The authors synthesized Csikszentmihalyi’s eights characteristics of flow experiences into four 

generally observable categories: a sense of control and competence, a close match between level 

of challenge and level of skill, clear goals and feedback and finally, a focus on the immediate 

experience (p. 28).  

As Smith and Wilhelm applied these four categories in their research they also found 

surprisingly intense perceptions of the value of social interactions among their subjects. “It’s 

always better with friends, always” (Smith & Wilhelm, 2002, p. 42) one of their subjects 

declared. Similarly, study subjects expressed the view that school was not social enough. Smith 

and Wilhelm found that participant statements about the importance of social interactions in 

experiences they enjoyed ranked as high as those statements indicating the importance of clear 

goals, challenge and immediate non-evaluative feedback, Csikszentmihalyi’s preconditions for 

flow. This value was shared across the substantial cultural and socio-economic diversity 

represented in their study.  
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Children in the present study did not make such explicit statements, yet the abundant 

evidence of social  interactions, as well as the session highlights children point to: tower dancing, 

drumming, animal landscapes and journey mapping, paints a vivid portrait of the many faceted 

social interactions shared by group members as they explored and created dance.  

This study’s findings and those of Smith and Wilhelm’s contend with Pollack (1999) who 

theorized that a generalized male anti-social disposition, or “boy code,” is the cause of male 

violence and largely precludes male intimate relationships. Instead, Smith and Wilhelm found 

“Our boys were not all ‘boys’ in the same way” (2002, p. 1). This finding underscores a 

weakness in monolithic treatments of masculinity. A strength of the present dance study is the 

variation within the group, particularly as it is explored in the Chapter 8 comparison between Ian 

and Christian. Such variation strengthens the evidence of clearly expressed, coherent group 

styles in support of aesthetic community.  

“We need to engage students in thinking through ideas that matter to them . . . in the here 

and now” (2002, p. 188). On the basis of their research, Smith and Wilhelm suggest that open 

ended inquiry, with strong parallels to their own open ended research about literacy among high 

school males, provides boys with a compelling avenue to intense group meaning making as well 

as individual engagement and variation (p. 192), key features of aesthetic community.  

Also resonating with my investigation of aesthetic community, Smith & Wilhelm (2002) 

state, “The desire for choice and the ability to pursue one’s interests as an exercise of freedom 

and possibility was pervasive throughout our study.” In tandem with this desire was the boys’ 

perception that “school denied them choice and control and therefore any sense of personal 

agency or competence” (p. 109). Christian attributed his impatience with my teaching during the 

first few sessions to his experience of school, “I have to do what teachers tell me all week. On 

the weekend I want to do what I want.” Smith and Wilhelm confess, “We have tended not to 

question the primacy of literature in English/Language Arts curricula. However, the research we 

have reported here is pushing us to do just that” (pp. 185-186). According to Anttila (2007, p. 
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874), Mouritsen (1998) describes a firm resistance among children toward adults as agents of 

pedagogical projects. Though such resistance may persist as an obdurate feature of 

intergenerational relations, the present research literature discussion suggests a more skillful and 

respectful cross-generation negotiation may ease this resistance. 

Examining student meanings as they engage in the study of literature, or dance, offers 

educators the responsibility to examine the assumptions of their discipline. When Smith and 

Wilhelm (2002) encountered male students who were highly skilled and engaged in efferent 

reading (p. 40), they were compelled to examine the emphasis on aesthetic literacy in their 

discipline. Their examination equipped them for serious classroom level inquiry in collaboration 

with each other to find new pathways to aesthetic literature where there hadn’t been many, and to 

rebalance their emphasis between efferent and aesthetic literacy.  

In the current study I encountered a similar tension between my conceptions of dance and 

play, a domain of human activity that has been extensively theorized as a general category and in 

relation to dance education (Anttila, 2003, 2007; Bond, 2000, 2008; Cobb, 1977; Hanna, 1987; 

Huizinga, 1980; Lindqvist, 2001; Stinson, 1997; Turner, 1982; Wu, 2005). 

As a substantial child interest in tower building and dancing became evident, I decided to 

revise my initial prohibition on using the stacking blocks and other play equipment. Tower 

dancing became an engaging activity producing evidence of individual and group aesthetic 

learning, even though I had initially seen the equipment as a distraction from my goals for 

intergenerational dance learning. Listening to the child and adult voices and pictorial evidence 

around me, I was compelled to look at tower dancing in a larger, student-centered context. 

Evidence soon accumulated that tower dancing energized considerable group communicative 

energy as children and adults negotiated safety and inclusion. It inspired other dance explorations 

that extended our use of dance materials:  lifting and locomotion across the general space. With 

the addition of drumming accompaniment the tower became a platform for call-and-response 
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exchanges. With assistance from my advisor and fellow research students, as well as parent 

participants, it provided a stimulating and compelling research conundrum. 

Gender in Dance Education Research 

Dance education research about gendered patterns of participation yields an ambiguous 

picture, but one with vivid exemplars of potential. The qualitative methods of several studies 

have been referenced earlier. Findings of these studies show that in some cases the movement 

interests and social perceptions of boys and girls appeared independent of gender (Bond, 2001; 

Bond & Stinson, 2000/01; Bond & Richard, 2005; Bond, Frichtel and Park, 2007).  

Bond (1994a) first observed the amelioration of strong gender stereotypes in children’s 

dance behavior in a multi-age setting in an Australian primary school. Here an initially gender-

polarized group of children became a cohesive aesthetic body through creating and performing a 

dance drama based on Maurice Sendak’s (1977) Where the Wild Things Are in giant cardboard 

masks. In recent research with a mixed-gender, multi-age group of eight-to-ten year olds, several 

boys claimed solo roles in group dances, but also partnered girls easily for mirroring and dance 

games, showing a malleability in performing gender that appeared to be influenced by the 

activity of the moment (Bond, Frichtel & Park, 2007).  

Yet particular individuals may stand out for aggressive expression in dance classes, and 

popular wisdom as well as research indicates that such individuals tend to be boys. For example, 

charismatic and egocentric, five-year-old “Charlie” (Bond & Stinson, 2000/01) was lauded for 

his “beautiful” dancing, wore a special costume, and was invited to perform extended solos, yet 

was not necessarily held accountable for his antisocial interactions inside and outside the dance 

classroom. Wyatt and Ben were held accountable by David and me for their mutual aggression. 

Christian, Isaac and Wyatt experienced the logical consequence of not riding on the bedspread as 

a result of their inability to come to agreement about sharing the ride. However, as non-

compliant as Christian was at times, for example his orbiting of whole group explorations, his 
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behavior was also socially inventive as he struggled to make sense of group dance experiences. 

His ability and willingness to articulate his concerns made it possible to make forward progress 

with his needs.  

Illuminating the often-observed child interest in animals and the natural world, Bond and 

Deans (1997) described four-year-old children’s embodiment of a wide range of animal themes 

in dance. Matt uniquely sustained multiple transformations, from an eagle, to a snake and finally 

a bear, as his dance class explored snakes and eagles:  “I’m an eagle that changed into a snake 

[Matt throws himself to the floor, starts moving in animal mode, looks more like a four-legged 

creature than a snake!] Hey, you know what, we need a bear in here” (p. 369). 

Isaac introduced animal imagery in his end of 1st session drawing. Boys and dads 

embodied animal imagery with dynamic range in later sessions. The sixth session was a 

celebration of animal behavior and exploration of animal environments. Metaphoric visual 

representations of family members as animals were exhibited with enthusiasm and generated 

extensive reflection and appreciative exchange among participants in the dads and boys class. 

In the “Wild Things” study mentioned above (Bond, 1994a), specific and firm gender 

distinctions observed in a class of five-to-eight-year-old students included  “boys kicking, girls 

skipping; boys jostling, crashing, and falling, girls twirling and flitting” (p. 29). Boys eschewed 

the word dance to describe their activities, calling the class movement, or drama. With one 

exception, girls’ solos exhibited repetitive skipping, hopping, and running in a moderate tempo 

with no level changes. Their dynamic was a hushed lightness and delicacy. When asked to show 

their favorite movement, there was remarkable similarity among the boys who presented 

themselves with fast pounding runs leading to a sliding collapse on the floor, which they jumped 

up and repeated.  

Initially, movement ideas were elaborated within gender groups and not between them. 

Boys selected percussion instruments and girls selected pitched instruments. When structured 

within the learning activity boys refused the tuned instruments, although girls did play the drums. 
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However, a final performance successfully included dances with contact and close proximity 

dancing, as well as abstract movement without props. Bond (1994a) attributes a strong emphasis 

on individual expression in the class to the reduction of emphasis on the social perception of 

gender. She states, “Gender researchers in education suggest using explicit teaching strategies 

that recognize and value individual learners and the particularity of life experience” (p. 32).  

Reactions to the written invitations for the dads and boys dance class were reported in 

post-class culminating interviews. Like the Australian boys a decade earlier, Ian and Carl bridled 

at the words dance, ballet and dancing. Isaac and Christian found the focus on dads and boys 

hilarious; perhaps they found its earnestness too self-conscious or “weird.” The above-described 

Australian boy vocabulary of fast, pounding runs, falls and sliding to the floor was unexpectedly 

celebrated when Ben’s father, David, initiated these actions with his name and action pattern. 

Karate kicks, references to sports actions and air guitar imagery made frequent appearances 

during whole group sharing and mirroring, yet these collective responses subsided during one-

on-one exchanges and focused movement explorations, for example lifting, tower dancing, and 

animal explorations. 

Teacher and researcher Wu (2005) studied dance education in an after-school dance 

program for twelve third graders in a Taiwan public school. She found three boys enacted off-

task behavior, a dynamic pattern that included kicking and running with similarities to that found 

by Bond (1994a) and alternating with a pattern of withdrawal sometimes accompanied by crying. 

Simultaneously, she observed a pattern of passive participation by three students that included 

one boy. These patterns were gradually ameliorated through student dance play, the influence of 

the teacher dancing with her students, and again, most powerfully, through a final whole-class 

performance for the entire school, parents, friends, and school administrators. Bond (1994a) also 

found performance to ameliorate gendered patterns of movement and behavior, and to congeal 

the community focus on dance learning. 
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In contrast the dads and boys classes did not include the element of a public performance. 

Instead informal classroom level “performances” (Perkins, 1992) were the norm. The sessions 

cohered in the aesthetic richness of the fifth session as participants engaged in mutual sculpting 

leading to sensitive exchanges across families, and then progressed to a second wave of 

culmination as the difficulties and breakthroughs of the sixth session led to animal explorations 

and seventh session journey dances. Child interest and identification with adult/parent dancing 

was also evident, possibly paralleling the impact of her own dancing Wu observed among her 

students.  

A series of three dance education studies address participant meanings of dance education 

with relevance for this study. The first is a qualitative study of fifty-two middle school students, 

both boys and girls, enrolled in elective dance classes at three different schools (Stinson, 1997). 

The other two studies synthesize data from a growing number of young people (600 young 

people in 2000/01, and 700 in 2007). Bond and Stinson (2000/01, 2007) provide richly nuanced 

findings about the meanings of students’ engagement in dance. Validating student voices as 

sources of pedagogical and aesthetic thinking, student statements and pictorial representations of 

dance education meanings are presented extensively. The first study focuses on young people’s 

experiences of the superordinary in dance, an emergent category the authors found in the data – 

referred to initially as “the unnamed” – student experiences that go beyond the ordinary and 

everyday, and are often hard to describe (2000/01, p. 55). The second study of the series (2007) 

examines student experiences of effort and engagement in dance. These studies are examined 

closely as a lens for making sense of emergent meanings as they appear in my findings. 

Perhaps most compelling about the experiences of this small group of fathers and sons 

dancing together was the satisfaction and enjoyment they took in dancing and in each other. This 

finding is consistent with Stinson’s (1997) study of adolescents’ enjoyment of dancing. She 

names the categories of enjoyment that emerge from her data:  fun as social interaction; the fun 

of “making up stuff;” the fun of moving around; and learning as fun. The narrative analysis 
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presented earlier in this dissertation, and evidence from culminating interviews discussed in 

Chapter 8, provide many instances of joyful correspondence, as well as instances of negotiation 

of conflict. The following brief discussion focuses on evidence from selected participants. 

Todd, Carl and Ian’s experiences align with and in some cases extend these categories. 

Todd’s description of his dance relations with his children suggest “fun as social interaction,” 

with amplification through the enjoyment of pedagogical relationship. Carl’s satisfaction in 

“playing and jumping,” seem closely related to “the fun of moving around,” yet his persistent 

sculpting of his father at home suggested a child’s enjoyment of relating to and directing a 

parent. Pointing to European dance epidemics that included whole communities, children and 

adults, from the 11th to 17th centuries, Bond (2000) states, “Dancing for joy is often found in 

multi-generational settings (p. 7). 

Christian’s fiercely independent pursuit of his world making in sessions six and seven 

seem related to Stinson’s (1997) category, the fun of making stuff up. He revealed his valuing of 

this kind of “fun” in his statements to me about his desire for independent choice. Amplifying his 

independent action was a sense of creating a complete and removed world, on the order of the 

“superordinary” category: another place/time (Bond & Stinson 2000/2001). And finally, his 

authoritative reconnection, even pedagogical leadership, with this group of adult and child 

dancers at the conclusion of session six points to a powerful sense of the social possibilities of 

dance:  fun as social interaction (Stinson, 1997). Though my son, Wyatt, participated as a key 

helper and collaborator in this project, eventually it was Christian, and his challenging style of 

participation, who powerfully guided me in this pedagogical inquiry. 

Ian talked of not being “left out,” or “unappreciated,” comments that resonate with 

Stinson’s description of students’ feelings of being cared for through dance. Referring to the 

work of Nel Noddings (1992), who asserts that care of self and others is a paramount aim of 

education, Stinson found dance students felt significantly more cared for through their studies of 

dance than from their other studies, and gravitated to dance as a result. Though she suggested the 
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teacher is the source of caring, the family dance context may augment the experience by 

including the “love and care, hope and trust, and responsibility” (van Manen, 1991, p. 65) of the 

child’s parent and possibly, siblings. Ian’s comments about “being a different guy” while 

dancing also illustrate Stinson’s (1997) and Bond and Stinson’s (2000/01) descriptions of 

transcendence and superordinary experience through dancing. Phase 3 (the final phase) of Bond 

and Stinson’s long-term engagement study will focus on students’ experiences of relationships in 

dance education (with teachers, families, peers, and environments).   

Though participants in the present study didn’t talk about “work” explicitly, statements 

and actions in class describe their sense of confidence, for example Ian’s statements about his 

drumming and dancing experience in his culminating interview: “You just hit it and you feel 

like, oh, I just want to do this again…again and again, it feels so confident.” There was also 

intergenerational appreciation by Isaac and Ian that fathers were good dancers. As the story of 

how this class gradually accommodated Christian’s concerns and interests shows, the road to 

engagement is complex, supporting Bond and Stinson’s (2007) statement, “We have 

considerable data revealing that dance is not just easy or hard, and standards are not simply met 

or unmet” (p. 174). 

This dissertation provides evidence of multi-generational experiences of dance education 

and discusses them through the lenses of intergenerational pedagogical intersubjectivity and 

aesthetic community. Categories of experience emerged in the discussion, adding to 

understandings of the possible meanings of dance education, among others:  

The pleasure of dance as a way to invite and share leadership with children 
 
Dance as a way for children to take turns with and enjoy large adult people 
 
Dance as a source of insight about the growth of children 
 
Dance as a medium for parent and child intimacy and for encouraging and supporting 
independence 
 
The satisfaction of group aesthetic experience in the company of adults and children 
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The adult struggle to understand dance experiences that substantially differ from previous 
dance education experience 
 
The pleasure of seeing children on fire with the excitement of their learning 
 
The struggle to let go of control of children while wishing that they were ideal 
 
Regret for not having better anticipated a child’s needs 

From the viewpoint of critical theory, Risner (2002a, 2002b, 2004, 2005, 2007a, 2007b), 

Stinson (2005), Stinson, Blumenfeld-Jones and Van Dyke (1990), and Green (2000, 2001, 2002-

03) have theorized the social construction of gender among boys and girls, young men and young 

women, in dance education. Though often including the voices of subjects in their work, these 

authors refer to gender theorists (e.g. Butler, 2004; Lather, 1991; Pollack, 1999) to construct 

critical discourse. With exceptions, fine-grained representations of classroom interactions are not 

represented. The findings of critical theory research in dance education point to patterns of 

oppression based on gender identity in the field of fine arts dance education, often with the 

collusion of the secondary and university level educational contexts in which dance education 

operates, if not the direct collusion of dance educational content and practices (see also Arkin, 

1992; Clark, 1994, 2004; Horwitz, 1995; Lehikoinen, 2003; Marques, 1998; Shapiro, 1998). 

Though not the focus of this study, my use of gender as a research parameter requires that 

I locate and delimit my study in relation to critical theory, a substantial and informing dance 

education discourse. Risner (2007a) summarizes research and critical theory about gay and 

bisexual male youth in dance education settings, focusing on Western theatrical concert dance. 

Voices of youth describing their experiences of homophobia are included, and Risner suggests 

work to correct this oppression including: examining masculinist discourses and their harmful 

effects on learners, focus on supporting youth who are experiencing oppression, and exploring 

liberatory pedagogies that include the materials and content of dance. He also encourages 

educators to examine their own beliefs and assumptions about gender and dance. A call echoed 
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by Lehikoinen in Anttila (2007, p. 872) for “more humane and democratic approaches that 

appreciate students as subjects who identify in multiple ways” (Lehikoinen, 2003, p. 262). 

My study treats dance education differently from a concert performance directed fine arts 

dance program. I focus on experiences of family and peer relationship using the materials and 

processes of dance without any expectation of public performance or that any of these children 

will take up a fine arts career in dance. Adult participants in my study who had previously 

encountered university fine arts dancing noticed this difference and struggled to make sense of 

my class in light of their prior experience. My inquiry is about the broad value of dancing and 

dance education. It might be helpful to think of the public consensus about the value of music 

and visual arts education for all students in public education, regardless of their later career 

trajectories. 

Focusing on emergent dance learning, the present research findings, in their limited 

contexts, contend with monolithic theories of masculinity, just as Anttila (2003), Bond (1994a), 

Wu (2005), and Smith and Wilhelm (2002) do, and I hope result in better informed, participant 

created conceptions of family relations and dance. Also in line with Smith and Wilhelm, I 

attempted to be aware of the lateral curriculum (Shulman, 1986) of student experiences and 

interests in other areas of their lives. Youth gender identity and sexual orientation are important 

lateral curricula, as well as often hidden dance education curricula (Bond, Frichtel, & Park, 2007; 

Risner, 2002b, 2004, 2005; Shapiro, 1998; Stinson, 2005). From the point of view of aesthetic 

community these close to the bone issues would seem to offer plentiful opportunities for 

perception and expression of personal style through dance, leading to rich and aesthetically 

productive social interactions and the possibility of self and social transformation including 

liberation.  
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Discourses on Intersubjectivity in Dance Education and General Education 

Examining intersubjectivity in dance education with twelve third graders in an 

elementary school in Taiwan, Wu (2005) found her efforts to reveal intersubjectivity in a series 

of fourteen dance classes productive for her understanding of students’ needs and interests in the 

development of a co-created, emergent, dance curriculum. With similarities to the present study, 

Wu used videographic evidence to reflect on herself interacting with students, enabling her to 

consider how she both supported, and sometimes worked against, the qualities of 

intersubjectivity she sought with her students. In the process she identified challenges to her 

previously unarticulated expectations, both aesthetic and social, for dance teaching and learning. 

Through examination of her students’ drawings and writings about their third grade dance 

education experiences in a small Pennsylvania charter school, performing arts teacher, Shane, 

also turned toward self-reflection in the pursuit of co-created, emergent dance curriculum (Bond 

& Richard, 2005). These windows into the quality of intersubjectivity she experienced with her 

third graders allowed her to critique her personal history of dance education and to assess its 

value in pursuing greater opportunities for creativity and meaning making, in and through dance, 

for her students. 

Focusing on inter-generational dance education, the presence of multiple adults in the 

current study enriches opportunities to see and theorize about educational intersubjectivity. 

Meltzoff and Moore (1998) suggest the importance of exchanging identifiable human acts 

between adults and children through imitation in the ontogeny of intersubjectivity in infants. 

“Going in one direction, the infant now knows more about the other. The adult is an intending 

other. Going in the other direction, since the other is also like me, the infant could 

reconceptualize the intentional aspects of self” (p. 62). A variation of this clear example of 

primary intersubjectivity in infancy is presented as a mirroring activity, a dance education 

strategy, among child and adult family members in session three.  
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Earlier in this dissertation I had noted a similarity between the mirroring exchanges of the 

Carl, Todd and Ian trio, modified to include Todd’s adult guidance of his youngest son Carl held 

in his lap, as Carl and Ian attempted to mirror, and the historical documentation of 

intergenerational Balinese dance education, the exchange between Mario and Murda, captured 

by Bateson (1942). From a developmental point of view both the study participants and 

Bateson’s subjects had incorporated the early foundational stages of primary and secondary 

intersubjectivity. There is evidence of multisensory mutuality in play in these intersubjective 

exchanges (kinesthetic, tactile, auditory and visual), and because of the ages of the participants,  

some sort of reciprocal learning of tertiary intersubjectivity and dance were active in both of the 

contemporary and historical cases.  

Performance Studies scholar Mark Franko (2007) describes this episode in Bateson’s film 

as an illustration of the transmission of Balinese dancing tradition, ensuring the survival of a key 

element of Balinese culture. Franko describes the process through which the cultural object of 

Balinese traditional dance is made manifest in this personal exchange. “Mario transmits the 

gesture’s shape to Murda inasmuch as this shape is realized directly in/by Murda’s body” . . . 

“Teaching a movement is giving something of oneself . . .” (Franko, 2007,  p. 131). 

One of Franko’s main points is to formulate a theory to inform a dance response to events 

of great traumatic immediacy, such as the 9/11 attacks. These events are given (Heidegger, 1972) 

in the sense of their existence preceding the meanings we make of them, such as linguistic 

descriptions and interpretations. In reference to Lyotard (1993), and Derrida (1977) Franko 

describes event as 

. . . passing through the body without the body’s ability to contain, bind, or 
channel its energy, either physically or psychically. The force of this passage 
works on the body – dead or alive. I suggest we consider this process as 
transmission. (Franko, 2007, p. 129) 

Theorizing an example of an event of dance that equally independent of cognitive/ 

linguistic framing, and that would constitute a plausibly potent response to cataclysmic events, 
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the tale of Mario and Murda illustrate the transmission of a pre-reflective force through dance, 

which Franko locates in the cultural sphere.  

Different notions of dance pedagogy and transmission are present in the intentions and 

interpretations of these dance education episodes: Mario and Murda, and Carl, Todd and Ian. 

Anttila (2007) writes about the distinction of learning through dance, and learning to dance. In 

contrast with Franko’s description of Murda learning to do Balinese dance, the Todd, Carl and 

Ian trio are engaged in learning through dance, there appears to be no long-lived tradition to 

transmit. However, adults and children in these episodes engage in what appear to be similar 

intersubjective and pedagogical processes.  

How might the participants’ responses to these moments, if known, enlarge on this 

juxtaposition of interpretations of intergenerational episodes of dance? I am wary of over, or 

under, reading the educational meanings of these episodes in either the cultural or intersubjective 

spheres. However, is it possible that during their dance  exchanges there may be some 

transmission back to the master teacher Mario from his protégé Murda? Conversely, could the 

Carl, Todd and Ian trio be enacting cultural traditions, at least in part? In the context of large-

scale dance education, these examples highlight key questions about the ways culture, 

intersubjectivity and child development interact.  

Intersubjectivity has been shown to shape auditory perception in studies of linguistic 

culture (Kuhl, 1998). A cross-cultural study about variations in children’s development of 

companionship globally reports that “At this point we know much more about what children’s 

social contexts look like – what kinds of experiences they appear to provide – than about what 

actually happens within the children as a result of these culturally varying experiences (Edwards, 

1998, p. 170). The present study, with its thick descriptions and interpretations, attempts to add 

to the knowledge of what happens within and between children, with adults in dance education. 

A recent philosophical discussion about the meaning of empathy, intersubjectivity and 

student and teacher relations has interest for this study (Bingham, 2004; Schertz, 2006, 2007; 
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Todd, 2004). Schertz discusses empathy in relation to conceptions of the self. Empathy is 

described as sympathetic sentiment, a product of an autonomous and separate entity in a 

mirroring relationship with others, as discussed earlier in relation to Descartes and Husserl. 

However, a changing conception of empathy is described in relation to an embodied and 

interactive intersubjectivity already in relationship with the objects/subjects of its perception 

(after Merleau-Ponty, 1964).  

Bingham (2004) suggests that in view of an embodied intersubjectivity, the Kantian 

dictum that every rational creature must be treated as an end unto itself can be laid aside to 

further developmental goals in the teacher-student relationship. The discourse suggests a sense of 

use of a teacher by a student, which Bingham terms pragmatic intersubjectivity. Todd (2004), in 

response, clarifies the morally troubling suggestion of “usage,” and is “convinced of the need to 

explore the use of the teacher beyond a technocratic sensibility” (p. 254). 

Both Todd and Schertz consider intersubjectivity in educational contexts. Schertz (2007) 

critiques the authoritarian structures of school as producing distorted and unresponsive 

intersubjectivities, pointing to Winnicott’s (1971) community of inquiry as a “transitional space” 

where subjectivities are both constructed and deconstructed through the process of shared inquiry 

(Schertz, 2006, p. 41). Also focusing on social forms conducive to responsive intersubjectivities, 

Todd (2004) refers to Winnicott’s holding environment, as discussed earlier in this dissertation 

and used by Kestenberg Amighi (Kestenberg Amighi et al., 1999) in a dance therapeutic setting. 

Winnicott’s holding environment involves the subject’s development of intersubjective 

capacities through objectification of his or her environment, including people. Such an 

environment allows the subject to take risks without fear of abandonment, reprisal, or loss of 

regard.  

Creating descriptive representations of this sense of growth of individual capacity in 

intersubjective relating with an other or others was a key aim in my identification of 

communicative moments and aesthetic community in dance education. In this intersubjectivity, 
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at least one of the potentials of the teacher is to “recognize the difficulties and ambivalences in 

our relationships in ways that acknowledge both our own complicity and the independent nature 

of another's desires” (Todd, 2004, p. 257).  

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter relevant bodies of literature are presented in dialog with findings of the 

study. I begin by discussing child and adult developmental potentials including growth and 

developmental patterns described by Laban Movement Analysis. Developmental articulation of 

movement in the horizontal, vertical and sagittal planes is discussed and movement patterns of 

younger and older children are described. Holding environment is introduced as a concept with 

relevance for education, dance therapy, psychological therapy and aesthetic community. Finally, 

Piagetian frameworks are described in reference to Stinson’s (1985) translation for dance 

education, and are distinguished from the social constructivist developmental ideas allied with 

pedagogy, reflective practice and aesthetic community. 

Research about families in educational research, particularly in support of English 

language learning, and families in arts education research are discussed in light of the rarity of 

dance education experiences and the opportunity for intensely intersubjective relationships in 

families through dance. Research in family dance therapy is discussed with findings about 

parent-child mutuality and the expectations of fathers’ participation in therapeutic work. These 

findings are contrasted with those from the current study showing the capacity of fathers to 

sustain child kinesthetic mutuality. 

In an effort to place this study in relation to other research about gender and gender 

patterns in education, I discuss the history of equality reforms for girls leading to the “boy turn” 

in educational research. Results of practice focused literacy education research in primary and 

high school grades is discussed and compared to findings from this study, including similarities 

to the adventure dancing and popular culture themes evident in the boys and dads dance class 
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and students’ high desire for choice and engaging learning materials in both settings. Research 

on learning motivation is applied and extended through observations of boys’ high interest in 

sociability.  

I discuss dance education studies, revealing exemplars of positive and anti-social male 

dancing. Themes of child interest in animal behavior are discussed with similarities to this study. 

Patterns of gendered movement, and gender alike grouping are reported and compared to the 

present study, and to similar research in literacy education, highlighting the power of social 

interaction, including performance, to ameliorate extremes of gender stereotypes of movement. 

Experiential themes in dance education are discussed with reference to Bond and Stinson 

(2000/2001, 2007), and applied to describe patterns of meaning in this study. Categories of 

experience describing adult intergenerational dance experiences are proposed. 

Critical theory studies involving gender identity and sexual orientation are described and 

compared and contrasted with this study. This dialogue with literature ends with a discussion of 

current discourses on the implications of intersubjectivity for school and education 

.
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

Facilitating dance learning in an intergenerational group is full of intense satisfactions as 

younger and older learners dance and construct meanings, including new insights, knowledge 

and skills, with others inside and outside the dance classroom. Participants’ reflective narratives 

about parent and child relationships, inviting connections between participants, and with 

relatives removed from our immediate classroom, were moving for their simplicity, glimpses of 

wisdom and the common sadness about the difficulty of aging. Perhaps because of the positive 

tone and presence of children in the group, the adult stories were notable for the absence of 

rancor that I have experienced among adults in other groups when reconstructing memories of 

fathers. Teaching dance in an intergenerational group that included my own child was fascinating 

and challenging. Creating parenting and teaching responses in front of other, often more expert, 

parents was a significant and rewarding challenge. These boys and adults added to my life and 

generously shared with me their stories of dance learning and parenting. 

Some of the findings about dance among members of this group of adults and children 

correspond to patterns found in prior research on dance and literacy with primary aged, male 

students: high dynamic movement including kicking, running and sliding, falling, adventure and 

popular culture narratives, animal themes, confident self-presentation, use of provocative 

language, and developmental movement patterns, such as spinning, jumping, and traveling. 

Some of the meanings of dance among this group were not indicated by prior research: 

appreciation for and admiration of family member’s dancing, home application of a curriculum 
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of sculpting, moving in ultra-slow motion, lifting adults, watching with passionate attention as 

classmates were lifted, traveling while reaching for and striking drums in many directions, in 

call-and-response relationship with other drummers. 

A highlight of this study was mutual appreciation for the opportunity to dance together. 

Parental appreciation for an activity that they could do with their sons was stated by each parent 

in the culminating interviews. Carl’s encapsulating interview statement, “just Daddy and me,” 

expressed his point of view about this opportunity for familial exchange. Parent child content 

appeared in ten post-session drawings (excluding the intentional 6th session family portraits) 

depicting adult and child pairings, five child drawings and five adult drawings. Two are 

presented below: 

 

      
Figure 99 – Anchor, son of Steve 
Uncaptioned 

Figure 100  – David, father of Ben 
-- “David and Ben as trees” 

Todd’s striking perceptions of Ian’s transformation as he drummed, and Paul’s 

observation of Christian’s passionate engagement in the last two sessions, were highlights of 

adult perception of child educational potential.  
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Equally pervasive was the concern of adults about the conduct of their children: Todd’s 

desire that his children “tow the line,” and Paul’s more acute wish for his children to be “ideal.” 

Perhaps most notable was Paul’s critique of (my) dance learning processes and goals. Equipped 

with his teaching expertise, history of involved decision-making about educational opportunities 

for his sons, and his knowledge of his son’s interests and dispositions, Paul critiqued the limited 

nature of student choice I provided initially, calling it “too structured.” He recommended more 

cognitively engaging explorations, and in addition he suggested musical materials with appeal to 

his sons. Paul’s admission of his early desperation with Christian’s conduct, and of his 

confessional conversation with his wife also pointed to the intensity of the adult experience of 

intra-family dance learning in this study. 

This exchange with Paul elaborated on my prior experience of collaborative examination 

of dance teaching and learning (Bond & Richard, 2005) in which I applied open-ended questions 

to interview a dance educator as part of my process to learn about researching the lived 

experience of teaching dance. In that process another dance educator made her classroom 

practice transparent for me and for my research advisor. In this case Paul provided me with 

transparent responses about his family’s experiences in my dance class. Though the timing of the 

interview prevented me from applying his insights to my teaching practice with these families, it 

informs my reflective knowledge of teaching for future application. More importantly than the 

content of Paul’s response is how this exchange informs my interest in hearing from families 

earlier in a sequence of intergenerational dance experiences. 

As this example illustrates, teaching dance in communities including children and their 

parents offers uniquely public opportunities for deprivatizing teaching practice (Bryk, Camburn 

& Louis, 1999), and for demonstrating trust in parents (Hoy, Tarter & Hoy, 2006), two elements 

of teaching recently found to be important in school communities where student outcomes are 

improving. I hope this study adds to the discourse on collaboration in dance classrooms (Bond 

1991, 1994b, 2001; Bond & Deans, 1997; Bond, Frichtel & Park, 2007; Bond & Richard, 2005; 
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Stinson, 1988; and others). This long-entertained possibility for inviting parents and other dance 

educators into intergenerational dance classrooms might be productively weighed in relation to 

the school lore and arts education discourse that prizes classroom autonomy and control as a 

symbol of professionalism (Bresler, 1998, 2002, 2004).  

In the following I highlight understandings illuminated in this study as I worked to 

address my research goals: 

1. Apply reflective pedagogy as a teacher and parent to co-create an emergent dance 

curriculum leading to aesthetic community in response to the needs and interests 

of group members 

2. Describe intergenerational pedagogical intersubjectivity among group members 

3. Examine Bond’s (1994b, 2008) developmental social construct termed “aesthetic 

community” for its applicability in this case of dance education 

Goal 1 - Reflective Practice 

This study has demonstrated the application of reflective practice in my attempt to meet 

the needs of diverse learners, particularly this population that is not currently identified as 

frequent participants in dance education.  My research also adds to discourses that critique the 

usefulness of gender as a category for educators to reliably predict effective modes of 

instruction, curriculum materials or possible outcomes (Bond, 1994a; Smith & Wilhelm, 2002; 

Anttila, 2007, and others). Findings showed that my reflective practice was a key sense-making 

resource helping me sort and update my responses to the accumulating flow of dance sessions. 

Data in the form of my lived experience of teaching, videotaped documentation of sessions, post-

session captioned drawings and teacher notes required thick interpretation in relation to my goals 

for this population and what I could learn of participant responses, needs and interests. As 

research previously cited through the study showed, similar data engaged through systematic and 
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embodied analysis and reflection would have been useful if the group had been composed of 

girls and moms, or had been mixed gender, or ages, or had been diverse in other ways.  

Reflecting forward in time provided me with ways to develop our lifting curriculum over 

several sessions, and to constructively respond to Christian’s struggles. Yet, similar choices in 

relation to perceived capacities, needs and goals would have emerged with any population. From 

the points of view socio-economic status, race and gender, my subjects appear remarkably 

similar, however, any initial notions of group homogeneity disappeared almost immediately, 

replaced by the flow of decisions and sense making as I encountered participants and their 

families. The emergent, idiosyncratic and unanticipated nature of participants’ responses 

underscored the dangers of treating any group from a monolithic perspective. A singular sense of 

boy interest, or dad interest never emerged, though several centers of interest did emerge in this 

particular aesthetic community. 

I noticed my repertoire of available choices in the moment seemed to expand as a result 

of my systematic efforts to notice and attend to the participants reflectively. Most in evidence 

during the progressively problematic sixth session, this elastic sense of possibility was built on 

reflecting in the present, backwards and forward. As a result of reflection new responses were 

available, providing several ways forward to deal with sixth session challenges. Planning, in the 

sense of instructional pre-planning to set up and facilitate particular learning situations using 

specific resources, and in the sense of holding an orienting question about a theme or participant, 

helped me teach with greater awareness. Because of this orientation, my experience of teaching, 

the ups and downs of each session, was of curiosity and responsiveness. This sense of 

pedagogical mobility was a very appealing experience, characterized by a sense of curiosity and  

increased responsiveness through a deepening of intersubjectivity in the group. 
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Goal 2 - Intersubjectivity Through Inter-Generational Dance Education 

Chapter 7 presented descriptive interpretations of communicative action among and 

between group participants, providing evidence of a changing background of relatedness and 

mutuality with correspondences to primary and secondary intersubjectivity (Hobson, 1993; 

Malloch, Sharp, Campbell & Trevarthen, 1997; Tomasello, Kruger & Ratner, 1993; Trevarthen, 

1974a, 1974b, 1980, 1984; Trevarthen, Kokkinaki & Fiamenghi, 1999; Trevarthen & Hubley, 

1978), as well as evidence of meaning making and interpretive effort among participants with 

correspondences to tertiary intersubjectivity (Astington, Harris & Olson, 1988; Bråton, 1974, 

1998a, 1998b; Humphrey, 1984; Whiten, 1991). 

In conclusion this study reveals how the tone of intersubjectivity that emerged through 

the varieties of complex relationships available to participants was manifest through interactions 

that were tactile and kinesthetic, verbal and linguistic and pictorial, and how intersubjectivity 

was observed to vary among groups in the community. Descriptive evidence highlights how 

intra- and inter-generational pairings of participants through interactions involving mirroring, 

shadowing and sculpting produced intersubjective exchanges that engaged participants across the 

continuum of development present in the group and opened windows into the experiences of 

other participants across generations. Thick descriptions showed how these exchanges, regular 

features of dance learning experiences and aligned with the theme of weight exploration as an 

element of right dance, differed in quality from mimicry (Laverty, 2007), increasing empathy, 

understanding and connection. 

Boys’ linguistic capacities were almost continuously employed through the sessions, 

while the adults were often less verbally expressive. This situation differed substantially from 

Bond’s (1991, 1994b, 2008) experience with non-verbal children and verbally expressive dance 

educators. The resulting social orientation of the boy group, and its developmental segmentation 

(younger, middle and elder) introduced strong generational patterns of interaction, some of 

which led to satisfying individual and group expression in our pursuit of aesthetic community, 
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while others produced tension and increased concern and resistance in the group. Whole group 

compliance and resistance by children emerged in ways not encountered by Bond. In light of this 

development, pairings seemed to moderate the provocative tone of some group interactions 

between children and adults.  

As an extension of paired dance exchanges using pictorial media, the exchange of 

portraits of family members using animals drawings as visual metaphors toward the end of 

Session 6, and prefaced by the experiment in pictorial intersubjectivity at the conclusion of 

Session 2, also powerfully crossed generational lines and resulted in group energy, curiosity and  

insight, manifest in participants’ authentic responses that included surprise and admiration.  

Goal 3 - Aesthetic Community 

Conclusions about aesthetic community in this study of intergenerational dance education 

begin with a discussion about adults and children in pedagogical projects generally and how the 

dynamics of age and authority play out in this study. Mouritsen (1998), cited in Anttila (2007) 

states:  

Since modern childhood was shaped, an attitude to children that is in the broad 
sense educational has been a kind of “cultural law” in our relations with them. . . . 
The children, inevitably, have directly and indirectly resisted and reacted to our 
role as agents of the pedagogical project. (Mouritsen, 1998, p. 24)  

Perhaps most clearly voicing this resistance in our group of boys, Christian complained, 

“I have to do what teachers tell me all week. On the weekend I want to do what I want.” In the 

face of this cultural conflict, van Manen (1997) reminds us of our mandate as educators and 

parents “to help bring up and educate children in a pedagogically responsible manner” (p. 139). 

Van Manen refers to accounts of lived experience by Langeveld (1987) and Marcel (1978) in a 

way that refines the pedagogical mandate for the male adult participants of the current study, 

pointing out the “importance of commitment and active involvement of the father in the child’s 

life, . . . fatherhood [is] a creative vow” (van Manen, 1997, p. 75). Further articulating the 
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pedagogical problem faced by the adult participants in my study, Anttila states: “Educators as 

program initiators and leaders face a great challenge in respecting the participants’ views on 

what is best for them and what their interests are” (2007, p. 870). 

The title of this dissertation research invokes the metaphor of tethering to describe the 

pedagogical intention to act sensitively upon the line of connection adults have with children: 

drawing the line closer, or letting it out as needed. How will we adults determine what children 

need and how and when to provide it? 

Dance education research by Bond and Richard (2005) describes the development of an 

emergent, co-created curriculum for 25 dance students by Shane, a newly hired third grade dance 

educator in a Pennsylvania Charter School. In her efforts to establish a responsive, child-

centered, dance pedagogy, Shane referred to her childhood history of dance education, both 

appreciating its benefits, and critiquing its deficits, as a source of knowledge for designing a 

child-centered approach for dance teaching. Shane’s statements reveal her efforts to apply this 

knowledge, and reconcile it with her concerns for classroom safety and standards of professional 

teaching practice. At least once in this process she selectively reads the classroom evidence of 

child interests she collects (p. 99). Through her negotiation of teacher interests and child 

interests, her students benefit and ultimately show evidence of kinesthetic and social engagement 

in aesthetic community (p. 125). 

Absent substantial childhood dance education among the participating fathers and myself, 

we relied on alternative sources of knowledge as we worked to determine what our group of 

eight boys needed. Our knowledge sources included our experiences of being children, of 

parenting, later life dance experiences and most directly, the evidence of child dance experience 

at hand during each session.  

As related in the descriptive narrative, I selectively read the evidence of child interests 

and struggled to understand and support the interests of child and adult participants. Similar 

efforts were reported by the adult participants, most articulately by Paul. The pedagogical 
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struggle, transformation and celebration evident in the narrative of Paul and his family, and of 

Todd and his family, speaks to instances of sensitive tethering in light of these parents’ desire to 

do what was best for their children, with respect the authority and capacity of children to make 

choices, create dance and make personal meaning. The themes, materials and processes of dance 

education, as applied in this adaptation of right dance, appeared to produce aesthetic community 

based on shared meanings of pedagogy including parenting and childing, family and community. 

Anttila (2007) reviews recent research literature asking “to what extent is it possible to 

consider children as subjects, experts or active agents in researching dance education?” (p. 865). 

She references Bond (1994a), Bond and Richard (2005), Bond and Stinson (2000-01), Hanna 

(1982, 1986, 1999), Lindqvist (2001) and others illustrating examples of child-centered practices 

in dance education research, and as sources from which to theorize child culture in reference to 

dance education, in ways that highlight child competence in the domains of artistic expression, 

personal transformation and aesthetic growth. Anttila quotes Mouritsen (1997) to provide a 

conceptual framework in regard to child culture.  

Mouritsen defines culture as “artistic and other symbolic aesthetic products and 
forms of expression, and their context” (1998, p. 4). Following this definition he 
distinguishes three distinct forms of child culture: culture produced for children 
by adults, culture with children and culture created by children. The latter means 
expressions of culture that children produce in their own networks, and it is 
closely related to the concept of play culture (1998, pp. 5–6). I conceive dance 
education as clearly fitting the category of culture with children. (Anttila, 2007, p. 
873). 

The development of right dance (Bond 1991, 1994b, 2008) in the context of research in 

an intergenerational dance education setting, is in apparent agreement with Anttila’s conception 

of dance education as culture with children, as is the current study. However an interesting 

distinction in terms of child leadership, an element of right dance, has come to light with 

implications for intergenerational dance education and research.  

My conception of child leadership in the planning and conduct of this study included 

distributed opportunities for child leadership in adult sanctioned activities such as mirroring, 
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shadowing, flocking and sculpting throughout the sessions, as well as opportunities for “free” 

dancing in response to drumming or adult determined themes. Recently Dr. Bond wrote about 

her design of child leadership for “right dance” in her study. 

I also emphasized this (child leadership) throughout sessions, but there was a 
particular discrete segment of each session that was devoted to adult application 
of reflective methods. We would literally wait for children to initiate something.  I 
think you are saying that you did not have the equivalent in your study. (Karen 
Bond, personal communication, January 2009) 

In response to Dr. Bond’s statement I asked myself what might a step toward dance 

education culture by children look like? She suggested, “Given the quality of verbal 

communication, could you have sat everyone down and said, okay now it’s your turn boys to be 

completely in charge. What do you want to teach us dads today?” (Karen Bond, personal 

communication, January 2009). And most intriguingly she asked, “Might this have brought 

Christian in sooner?” (Karen Bond, personal communication, January 2009). This inquiry about 

shifting/sharing pedagogical authority in the group, even for a brief time within a longer session, 

raises new questions. For example, how might adults introduce this shift to promote child 

success? How might adult participants best participate/support with the leading child participants 

to assist them in realizing their interests? From our supporting role, how can adults help make 

our learning visible to our child teachers? 

Research Recommendations 

Through the phases of transcription, analysis, interpretation and drafting of this study, 

improvements in the research process emerged from my desire for additional information, and to 

make data in hand available to participants more effectively. In retrospect, and in addition to the 

compelling questions about child and adult leadership discussed above, I realize how I could 

have used and made available in other ways, the cinematic, pictorial and linguistic evidence I 

was collecting in classroom practice. For example, I could have selected and shared video clips 
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and still images of participants dancing, engaging in phenomenographic processes in support of 

participant meaning making (Bond,1994a, 2001). The post-session drawings could have been 

displayed on our walls, accumulating from session to session for participants to trace and 

elaborate the development of their own themes and source materials for transposition into other 

dancing, and into further visual and musical expression, as in Reggio Emilia (Edwards, 

Gandolini & Forman, 1993). 

I could also have made my research questions and reflections available as starting points, 

inviting questions to emerge from the participants. For example, I could have shared my question 

about why children mirrored with such skill in pairs, but then became provocative and tricky in 

their whole group leadership. Perhaps most tantalizing to me now is how to engage the adults in 

the group. In hindsight my post-session conversations with Paul made me regret the 

opportunities I missed early on to hear about the parents’ knowledge of their children and their 

experiences of the class. In response to this insight I could work to make the variety of adult 

experiences visible, consciously engage parents in reflecting on their knowledge of the interests, 

dispositions and capacities of their children and to notice insights about their children, and if and 

how dance alters their experience and their children’s experience.  

There are no automatic ways forward into these new possibilities and each innovation 

carries with it educational challenges with potential benefits and costs. Yet the costs of not 

engaging with adult colleagues, whether experts or community representatives without 

foundational arts experiences, to extend opportunities for dance education to populations 

currently estranged from it, are too high. 
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